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Notes on the Romanisation of Chinese
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Abstract
This thesis examines the way in which a specific kind of body-centred subversive arts and
avant-garde movement developed in Taiwan from the 1980s to the mid-1990s, a period that
spanned roughly five years before the lifting of martial law (1987) to five years after the
Wild Lily Student Movement (1990). These two socio-political events formed a seminal
backdrop for both avant-garde art and subversive arts practices. This was also the period
that witnessed the institutionalisation of Taiwan’s art world, the rise of ‘Taiwan
Consciousness’ (Taiwan yishi), the Nativist Movement (bentuhua yungdong) and the
emergence of a society moving towards neoliberal capitalism. In this period of transition,
the subversive arts experienced complicated changes in terms of their objects and
approaches, which shifted from explicit socio-political subjects to abstract institutions.
Rather than undertaking a comprehensive historical investigation, what I present in this
thesis is five interwoven narratives from the cultural and artistic landscape of this specific
period. First, that of the Conceptual Performing Arts scene in the early 1980s, represented
by the artists Chen Chieh-jen, Lee Ming-sheng, Hou Chun-ming and the River-Lo Concept
Expression group. Second, that of the body politics-focused subversive arts practices
derived from the Wild Lily Student Movement, as exemplified by the art group Taiwan
Documenta, underground zines such as Toilet Paper and Da-bien News, and the left-wing
cultural journal, Isle Margin. Third, the story of the engagement between fine art circles
and underground scenes in the early 1990s, in particular the curator-orientated,
environmental art-focused thematic exhibitions, as shown at the Taipei County Culture
Centre and the revisions of the Taipei County Fine Arts Exhibition from 1993 to 1995.
Fourth, the emergence of an ‘underground noise scene’ in the early 1990s, as represented
by the noise bands LTK Commune and Z.S.L.O., and two editions of the Taipei Broken
Life Festival. Fifth, an image narrative of roaming, drifting and floating presented in the
works of Hou Chun-ming and Yao Jui-chung in the 1990s, which suggested a specific kind
of frustrated and frustrating subject of rebellion that echoed the aesthetic gesture of the
avant-garde and subversive arts at that time. By examining these five narratives and the
way they were intertwined, this thesis argues that a specific kind of body-centred artistic
practice shaped the overlapping history between the avant-garde and subversive arts in
Taiwan from the 1980s to the mid-1990s.
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Chapter One: Introduction
This research project focuses on issues of the body, politics and rebellion, and the way they
became entangled in the Taiwanese arts between the 1980s and the mid-1990s. This period,
loosely spanning five years before the lifting of martial law in 1987 to five years after the
Wild Lily Student Movement in 1990, is described in my research as a significant period
for arts and culture. Two seminal political events lit the flames of Taiwan’s democratisation
and led to liberation not only in the political, but also the social and cultural spheres. This
was also a period that witnessed the institutionalisation of the Taiwanese art world and
establishment of public museums,1 the boom of art markets (soon followed by a sharp fall),
the emergence of arts festivals as a popular cultural form for both local governments and
individual organisers, the rise of ‘Taiwan Consciousness’ (Taiwan yi shi) and later the
Nativist Movement (ben tu hua yungdong), and the advent of neoliberal capitalist society.
In this transitional state, the artistic and cultural sphere experienced complicated changes.
By examining the overlapping fields of avant-garde art and subversive arts during this
period, this thesis will establish a series of body-centred narratives, shaped by what I define
as ‘broken corporeality’, to provide an explanation of this cultural transition.
This introductory chapter traces my previous encounters with the subversive arts scene and
avant-garde art of Taiwan, and the way in which they form a constellation of case studies in
my research. It combines my personal experiences of approaching ‘the scene’ (or
representational materials of such) with objective descriptions and comprehensive
explanations of the history of Taiwan’s (visual art-based) contemporary art and the
subversive arts practices that have involved more non-visual art productions.2 In doing so,
this chapter unfolds a distanced, and sometimes belated, gaze towards the materials dealt
with in this thesis that shape my research approaches. Forming the backbone of my

1

Established in 1983, the Taipei Fine Arts Museum (TFAM) was the first public museum of fine arts in
Taiwan. It was followed by the National Taiwan Museum of Fine Arts (MoFA), established in Taichung
City in 1988, and the Kaohsiung Museum of Fine Arts (KMFA) in Kaohsiung City in 1994.
2
In this thesis, the term ‘contemporary art’ is loosely used to refer in a general sense to visual art practices in
Taiwan since the 1980s. However, the term is also historicised when discussing the way in which it started
to be popularly used in art criticism as a way to denote artistic productions made with unconventional
media; and it was adopted by public museums as a specific means of promoting Taiwan’s latest trends in
visual art in the early 1990s. To contextualise the term in Taiwan’s art history, ‘contemporary art’ emerged
in the early 1990s and largely renewed the term ‘modern art’ that had been popularly used during the postwar period, as well as challenging the genre-based system of ‘fine art’.
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research, several case studies refer to diverse kinds of cultural productions and practices
scattered in an overlapping field between avant-garde circles and the subversive arts scene.
These include performance art, underground zines, noise bands, alternative spaces, and arts
and music festivals. All of these, from my observation, can be potentially linked together in
a rhizomatic structure. Not only were the practitioners in this field sometimes
interpersonally related, but their practices also shared similar preoccupations, such as
rebellion, morbidity, obscenity, decadence, excess, amateurism, DIY, intervention and
others. In my research, these shared subjects create a series of different narratives that can
‘penetrate’ through various cultural fields, genres and disciplines. As such, this research
will fill the gap between studies of the avant-garde and non-mainstream culture in Taiwan.
As traced in the following sections, the formation of my research is an organic process
engaging with several case studies. Though it may appear to be shaped by dispersed
experiences, this apparently scattered approach relates to the way in which contemporary
art arose as a specific field outside, as well as struggling with, the system of fine art that
was mainly supported by academic art in post-war Taiwan. Rather than generalising about
the historical context on which my research is based, however, this chapter revisits my
personal engagements with the case studies as a way to contextualise the scope of the
thesis, as well as to depict the thresholds between the emerging institutions of
contemporary art in Taiwan from the 1980s to the 1990s.
In my research, the reformation of the Taipei County Fine Arts Exhibition (TCFAE) and a
number of cultural events launched by the same organiser, the Taipei County Culture
Centre (TCCC), in the first half of the 1990s, are regarded as significant examples of the
way in which the non-mainstream subversive arts became entangled with mainstream
culture. Although, with the specific support of the Taipei Fine Arts Museum (TFAM), the
artistic rebellion of the avant-garde has been partly recognised by the mainstream art world
since the early 1980s, it was in the first half of the 1990s when the subversive arts, across a
wider range of forms and genres, first gained considerable attention from the mainstream
cultural realm. The reformation of the TCFAE is significant in two ways. First, the
exhibition series was one of the earliest examples of a local arts exhibition in Taiwan to
embrace the format of recent contemporary art exhibitions, which have been thematic,
curator-driven, festival-like and socially engaged. Second, it was the first and strongest
example of a local government self-consciously collaborating with those artists and cultural
14

practitioners who were mostly amateur and active in non-mainstream cultural circles, or
even the so-called ‘underground’ at that time. As a result, the TCFAE distinguished itself in
those years not only from other county-level local fine arts exhibitions, but also the
mainstream Taiwanese art world.
In 1994, as an annual local arts competition, the 6th TCFAE changed its former salon-based
scheme, which had mainly promoted conventional artistic genres such as oil painting,
sculpture, calligraphy and others, and selected five artists, all of whose works represented
unconventional genres, for major awards in the so-called General Group. These genres
ranged from mixed media and video to installation. Two of the five artists were specifically
identified by the judge on the basis of their self-taught backgrounds, which were regarded
as symbolising the ethos of ‘outside the institution’. Furthermore, this result challenged the
tradition of the local fine arts exhibition, which had long been associated with the power of
academic art. The General Group was paralleled by a newly introduced Exceptional Group
that awarded five outdoor ‘environmental art’ projects realised on the Danshui River
basins. As the first local fine arts exhibition in Taiwan to adopt such radical revisions in its
scheme, the 6th TCFAE garnered considerable attention from the media. One of the two
major art magazines in Taiwan at that time, Hsiung Shih Art Monthly (Lion Art), also
published a special feature covering the exhibition, which was unusual for a local fine arts
exhibition at that time.
The reformation of the TCFAE from 1993–1995 was a significant development in the
institutionalisation of contemporary art in Taiwan. It symbolised one of local government’s
earliest attempts to cross the boundary between artistic production and social life through
the format of the outdoor art festival. As examined in Chapter Five, this attempt was
realised through a radical revision of the exhibition that replaced the long existing salonbased scheme with a curated, festival-like thematic show of contemporary art. To a large
extent, the idea behind this revision was to break the hierarchical system of fine art that had
long been dominated by conventional genres supported by academic art. In short, the
institutional experiments of the TCFAE introduced a specific vision of contemporary art to
the mainstream art world.
In my research, the case study of the TCFAE’s new vision is grounded in the institutional
changes in Taiwan’s art world since around the mid-1980s. The scene can be loosely
15

defined by the practices of various self-starting organisations, which were mainly art
groups and artist-run spaces that were outside academia. (Most of the spaces functioned as
groups of like-minded members.) These can be roughly categorised into three clusters. The
first of these clusters refers to groups such as the Ban-Niao Art Group (1982), 101 Modern
Art Group (1984–85), Taipei Art Group (1985–98) and New Idea Art Alliance (1983) that
worked as the driving forces behind the new trends in painting and were considerably
influenced by the revival of figurative painting in the West in the 1980s, specifically the
trend of Neo-Expressionism. The second cluster refers to those groups or organisations,
including Yidu Space (1984), Chao Du Space (1985), SOCA (1986) and IT Park (1988–),
that embraced minimalism and installation art. The third cluster refers to those few realist
avant-garde groups, such as Living Clay (1986), Apartment No.2 (1989–1994) and the
short-lived Taiwan Documenta (1990) and Fan Se Hui (1990), that had a more sociopolitical focus. The rise of alternative art spaces, commonly named ‘substitute spaces’ (ti
dai kong jian), played a significant role in the modern art scene in Taipei from the mid1980s to the early 1990s, in which Apartment No.2 and IT Park were two of the most active
and influential.
Apart from the self-starting organisations mentioned above, the establishment of public art
museums in the mid-1980s was also a key factor in supporting the emerging contemporary
art scene. As discussed in Chapter Five, in its early years after opening its doors in 1983,
the TFAM, the first public art museum established in Taiwan, eagerly promoted those
young artists who were active in some of these art groups and ‘substitute spaces’, branding
them as ‘avant-garde’ and ‘experimental’ at the frontier of Chinese modern art. Since
Taiwanese Nativism had been on the rise since the lifting of martial law, the early 1990s
saw a paradigmatic shift of national identity in the narrative of fine art. Between 1995 and
1997, the TFAM launched a number of overseas exhibitions by collaborating with other art
museums abroad. To forge a new national identity, these exhibitions officially abandoned
the labels of ‘the Republic of China (R.O.C.)’ and ‘Chinese modern art’ that had been
commonly used during the Cold War era, in favour of promoting them under the branding
of ‘Taiwanese contemporary art’.
The emergence of this new geographical label was, of course, rooted in Taiwanese art
history studies. As traced in the literature review in Chapter Two, the earliest studies of this
subject were seen in the 1950s. However, this field did not become a specific realm of
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research until the late 1980s, following the rise of Nativist thought and the national identity
of Taiwan. In addition to this, the first two public museums of fine arts on the island, the
TFAM and the National Taiwan Museum of Fine Arts (MoFA), played significant roles in
forging the discipline of Taiwanese art history and Taiwanese contemporary art through
exhibitions, publications and events. The gradual relaxation of the totalitarian regime led by
the Kuomintang (KMT) and the heated oppositional movements on the island encouraged
the emergence of Taiwan Studies, a discipline that had been repressed by the government
throughout the Cold War era.
To historicise the emergence of Taiwanese contemporary art as a specific discourse that
intertwined with the shift in national identity and a realist vision of art, the booming
economy was another significant backdrop. The economic boom began in the 1970s and
reached its peak around 1990.3 Although it was followed by a dramatic fall in the same
year, the bubble of economic growth greatly expanded the art market. From 1983 to 1988,
the number of commercial galleries in Taiwan increased from less than ten to fifty, with the
art business increasing in value from less than 100 million NT$ (£2,111,578) to about 500
million NT$ (£10,557,889). Until 1993, the growth of commercial galleries in Taiwan was
twenty times that of 1983.4 With the emerging focus on Taiwanese art, the art market boom
led to a considerable increase in the price of artworks made by those Taiwanese artists who
were active in the Japanese colonial period. However, it also encouraged gallerists to pay
attention to the new generation of artists. With these institutional and national changes as
catalysts, ‘Taiwanese contemporary art’ emerged as a new discourse in the art world during
the early 1990s.
Parallel to the emerging contemporary art field in the early 1990s was the vibrant
underground culture in Taipei, mainly represented by the Little Theatre,5 noise
3

Peter A. Ammermann, ‘Nonlinearity and Overseas Capital Markets: Evidence from the Taiwan Stock
Exchange’ (Ph.D. thesis, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, 1999): 25–27; 37–38.
4
Tseng Su-liang, The Art Market, Collectors and Art Museums in Taiwan Since 1949 (Taipei: Sanyi Cultural
Enterprise, 2003).
5
The emergence of the so-called Little Theatre in Taiwan has been traced to the late 1970s when a number of
theatre practitioners, such as Chin Shih-chieh and Wu Ching-chi of the Lan-ling Theatre Workshop, did not
appreciate the way in which Taiwanese theatre had been dominated by the official ideology of antiCommunism since the end of the war, and therefore sought more innovative performing styles. Their
practices had a great influence on other theatre workers at that time and encouraged a number of followers.
The period between 1978 and 1986 was identified by Chung Ming-te as the first generation of the
Taiwanese Little Theatre, which focused more on this reform of performing style. This was followed by the
second generation, from 1986 to 1990, which was represented by Circular Ruins (Hwan Xu), Zero Scene
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performance, independent music, zines and experimental films. These varied cultural
practices were driven mainly by university students and amateur performers, with
university campuses and alternative spaces as their major platforms. As indicated by Lin
Chi-wei in 2005, the scene could be seen as considerably influenced by the Wild Lily
Student Movement, also known as the March Student Movement, which arose in Taipei in
1990.6 This movement, which was regarded as the largest of its kind during the Taiwan
post-war period, was joined by thousands of students and supported by the general public.
Apart from its political impact, it also encouraged the counter-culture on university
campuses in a way that challenged the mainstream in many aspects, including sociopolitical issues, social norms, body politics, gender, sex, the institution of art and others.
My research specifically focuses on the body-centred narratives revealed in those
subversive arts that were rooted in the atmosphere of emancipation connected to the lifting
of martial law and the subsequent Wild Lily Student Movement. This was exemplified by
the content of such ‘underground’ zines as Agony News, Da-bien News, Sickly Sweet, Toilet
Paper and others, as well as the performances and releases of the noise bands Z.S.L.O.
(stands for Zero and Sound Liberation Organisation) and LTK Commune, festivals such as
the two editions of the Taipei Broken Life Festival (TBLF) and Taipei Breaking Sky
Festival (TBSF), and the performances and installation art projects presented in alternative
spaces, specifically Sickly Sweet and Apartment No.2. These varied arts and cultural
projects radicalised the body as a vehicle of intervention against the mainstream in a way
which, I suggest, echoes a similar approach to avant-garde performance art in the 1980s
and relates to themes of ruin, failure and the gesture of roaming. As I shall argue in Chapter
Three, the idea of ‘broken corporeality’ bridges the different body-centred narratives
revealed in the 1980s avant-garde and the subversive arts in the 1990s.

(Ling Chang), Rive-Gauche (He Zuo An), U Theatre (You Juchang), Critical Point (Lin Jie Dian) and
others. These groups defined themselves through considerable engagement with the heated socio-political
movements stirred by the lifting of martial law. Influenced by Western avant-garde theatre during this
period, the Taiwanese Little Theatre often adopted anti-narrative, multi-focus experiments as a way to
challenge political taboos, traditional theatre and state culture. It created a popular platform allowing people
to question social ideology, encouraging the introduction and circulation of modern theories and new
concepts of theatre. See Lee Heng-chia, ‘The Little Theater Movement in Taiwan after 1990: Current
Aesthetics and Issues’ (M.A. thesis, San José State University, 2004).
6
Yu Wei, ‘Zhishifenzi Yu Yiqun Bupasi De Hunhun: Lin Chi-Wei Tan Pang-Ke Yu Taiwan Xueyun
Fanwenhua’ [Lin Chi-wei Interview - Intellectuals and a Group of Fearless Punks: Punk Culture and
Student Movement’s Counterculture in Taiwan], Artco 156 (September 2005): 94–95.
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It should be noted that the cultural projects mentioned previously were mostly short-lived,
yet often related to other subsequent events. They appeared to be isolated projects scattered
in cultural circles that were driven by different groups and coteries, while forming a
constellation of historical fragments.7 Furthermore, many practitioners who were involved
in these different projects were socially associated with each other to varying degrees.8 A
major task of this thesis is not only to recognise the historical trails of the scenes, but also
their correlations and the practitioners involved, with a view to the construction of a critical
history of the subversive arts during this period in Taiwan.
Another point that needs to be addressed is that the amateurist and cross-disciplinary
aspects featured in these short-lived subversive arts projects have made them relatively less
discussed in recent studies of visual art-based Taiwanese art history. Specifically, there is a
paucity of attention to some of these projects among the genre-based studies of installation
art, performance art and environmental art. As mentioned later in this chapter, it was not
until the early 2000s, when ‘sound art’ arose as both a global and domestic genre of
contemporary art , that an aperture was opened for contemporary art discourse to revisit the
subversive arts of the 1990s. Retrospectively, the research into this aesthetic category
during this period has therefore been delayed as a task. It is thus a pressing research task to
establish a cultural history, rather than an art history, of the rebellious gesture as revealed in
cross-genre subversive arts practices. This history aims to trace the very fine threads of the

7

For example, the foundation of the noise band LTK Commune derived from Agony News, the underground
zine edited by two major members of the band, Tsai Hai-en and Ke Jen-chien, both of whom were members
of the Audio-Visual Club at National Taiwan University. Although Agony News only published a single
issue and was then discontinued, its anarchist content was perfectly transformed in the band’s live
performances in later years. Established in early 1993, the Sickly Sweet café, which LTK Commune and
another noise group, Z.S.L.O. used to frequent, lasted only a year. However, the venue’s owner Wu Chungwei organised the TBLF and TBSF in the following years, whose events were run mainly by ex-Sickly
Sweet practitioners and participants; in this way, the festivals worked as extensions of the former Sickly
Sweet café in both content and spirit. This historical trail was partly overlapped by the transition of the
TCFAE during 1993 and 1995 as Wu’s projects and works received awards and were sponsored by Taipei
County’s local government. His engagements, as I argue in Chapter Five, symbolised the confluence
between the underground and the mainstream in the 1990s.
8
For example, the artist Hou Chun-ming first emerged in contemporary art circles in the late 1980s with his
paintings, before intensively engaging with the Little Theatre between 1990 and 1991. This artistic shift was
discussed in the context of early performance art in the 1980s, alongside Chen Chieh-jen, Lee Ming-sheng
and others. Meanwhile, both Hou and Lee were the founding members of Taiwan Documenta, an avantgarde art group that only lasted a few months. Hou later joined the art group and space Apartment No.2,
which was founded by another Taiwan Documenta member, the conceptual artist Lien Teh-cheng. In 1994,
when Apartment No.2 was officially discontinued, Lien was invited by the 6th TCFAE to be the sole judge
(under the title of ‘responsible art critic’) of the General Group. He eventually selected five artists, including
Wu Chung-wei and others, to receive awards. Wu’s self-taught and lesser-educated background was
specifically focused on by Lien.
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ecosystem of cultural productions that support the subversive arts scenes. Using this
approach, it is anticipated this study will fill the gap between the genre-based studies of art
and the examination of culture histories. This entails a revisionist approach to recent studies
of the history of Taiwanese arts.
In (re)constructing histories of the recent past, the question of the historicising gaze is an
issue my research deals with in its methodology at the outset. My encounters with three
different art projects have shaped my initial thinking, as outlined below. Though they
appear to be unrelated individual projects from the recent past, in my view they respond to
each other in the ways they similarly suggest a superimposition and coexistence of
heterogeneous time-frames.
During the early stages of my research, I accidentally came across an article covering a
1994 exhibition of the artist Lin Ching-huan, the founder of the People’s Public Space
(Renmin Gongshe) in Taichung, which was one of the ‘substitute spaces’ established in
Taiwan in the 1990s. The artist claimed all the exhibits had come from a mysterious
package left to him by a friend, Mr Lin, which had gone unopened for years. The
exhibition, Mr Lin’s Secret Treasure, operated like a participatory art project, inviting a
group of volunteers to unpack this package and then to showcase all the items inside it as
exhibits.9
Although it did not attract much attention from art circles at the time, the exhibition
meaningfully anticipated a project by the artist duo Yeh Wei-li and Wu Yu-hsin, THTP
Project Phase Three: Junk, made over a decade later. Adopting the format of photography,
this project documented the process of the artists emptying their upstairs neighbour’s room,
which was packed with found objects, after he died [Fig. 1–2]. After all the possessions
were removed, they were rearranged and displayed in the same building in Treasure Hill,
where they remained as part of the artist’s residency programme. These two works linked
together the idea of accumulation and the act of unpacking, while simultaneously
mystifying their treatment of history.
9

Wu Huai-shuan, ‘Tamen Zai Zhaoshenmo? Tan “Linxiansheng De Mimi Baozang”’ [What Are They
Looking for? – On Mr Lin’s Secret Treasure], Hsiung Shih Art Monthly 284 (October 1994): 81–82. This
exhibition is also mentioned by Carl Thelin in ‘The Peoples Public Space as Social Acupuncture’, in
Performing Democracy: International Perspectives on Urban Community-Based Performance, eds. S.C.
Haedicke and T. Nellhaus (Ann Arbor, Michigan: University of Michigan Press, 2001): 80–88.
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In these two projects, the historical threads unfolded from different remains may not
provide a full picture of a subject. As fragments of fact, however, they formed an
organically constructed unity with juxtapositions of past and future. Suggesting a way of
coping with heterogeneous but interrelated times, these projects recall what Walter
Benjamin described as a ‘constellation’. In his The Arcades Project, Benjamin insightfully
argues that history should be perceived as the image of interrelated time. The relationships
between the past and the present are dialectical:
It’s not that what is past casts its light on what is present, or what is present its light
on what is past; rather, image is that wherein what has been comes together in a
flash with the now to form a constellation. In other words, image is dialectics at a
standstill. For while the relation of the present to the past is a purely temporal,
continuous one, the relation of what-has-been to the now is dialectical: is not
progression but image, suddenly emergent – only dialectical images are genuine
images (that is, not archaic); and the place one encounters them is language.10
Benjamin’s argument about the image of the interrelated time of history provides a way to
consider the artistic means and the historicisation featured in the above mentioned projects.
This kind of Benjaminian image of history was perfectly responded to by the Taiwanese
artist Su Yu-hsien’s reviews of the installation work Old Bookshelf by another artist, Chang
Li-jen, in a 2012 article [Fig. 1–3]:
Chang collected and displayed the [Taiwanese] art magazines published from the
1970s to the 1980s [in the gallery]. A woman’s voice from a vintage amplifier was
continuously reading all the artists’ names mentioned in those magazines. Those
names seem uncountable. I only occasionally recognised some of them. They had
exhibitions and then some news coverage. They participated, and were awarded, in
art competitions. […] After thirty years, most of the names were stored in secondhand bookshops. This installation piece featured a projection of a patch of starry
sky. In the dim space, the names were just like those shining stars. The distance
between us and those stars was shaped by the ages of the magazines. But then, most
stars no longer exist. I looked at this work as consulting a kind of afterlife services,
while thinking: “I will be buried in here too, after I am dead”.11
10

Walter Benjamin, , The Arcades Project, trans. Howard Eiland and Kevin McLaughlin (Cambridge, MA:
Belknap Press, 1999): 462.
11
Su Yu-hsien, ‘2011 Niandu Huigu: Guanjianshi + Yishujia Sifang Tuijian Zhan - Su Yu-Hsien Tui Jian’
[2011 Annual Review: Key Events + the Artists Recommended Exhibitions: Su Yu-Hsien’s Pick], Artco
233 (February 2012): 80–81.
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What is delicately suggested in this passage is a Benjaminian image of interrelated time. It
reads as though Su was initially just reporting on the remains of Taiwanese art history
while, as a Taiwanese artist, he eventually recognised that this might be also the place he
would be buried. It also recalls Svetlana Boym’s description, when discussing Benjamin’s
sense of history, that ‘the present “awakens” from the dreams of the past but remains
“swollen” by them’.12 (I have not even had an opportunity to see the historical starlight
projected in Old Bookshelf; I only saw it through the reflection from Su Yu-hsien’s eyes.)
These three art projects appear to be unrelated, but similarly offer a constellation in which
the past merges with the present or the present prefigures the future. The Benjaminian
image of interrelated time embodied in these projects help me to understand my delayed,
distanced and mediated encounters with the (formerly) rebellious and subversive practices
in the Taiwanese arts in the 1980s and the 1990s.
From 2005–2009, I worked for a contemporary art magazine in Taiwan as an editor and a
contributor. At this time, the avant-garde and subversive arts practices of the 1990s would
occasionally cast their historical light on the present. Nevertheless, what I encountered,
which might be regarded as the starting point of my research, was somewhat ambiguous. In
July 2005, the first retrospective exhibition of Vivienne Westwood was held at the TFAM,
exploring not only her fashion designs, but also their correlations with punk culture in a
broad sense. Artco, the magazine I was working for, planned to make a special feature on
punk culture to accompany the coverage of the exhibition. This special feature included
two articles about the history of punk rock and its aesthetic politics in the Western context,
by Jeph Lo and Amy Cheng respectively.13 Their articles were followed by my two
interviews with Lin Chi-wei and his partner Hsu Ya-chu, who focus on the historical
context of Taiwanese counterculture and subculture in ways that can be said to echo the
politics of punk culture. It was on this occasion I first met Lin Chi-wei, the founding
member of the noise band Z.S.L.O.

12
13

Svetlana Boym, The Future of Nostalgia (New York: Basic Books, 2002).
Both contributors later curated the Taiwanese sound culture-focused exhibition for the Taiwan Pavilion of
the Venice Biennale in 2011.
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In his interview, Lin recalls the context of the noise-based subversive arts in the early
1990s after the Wild Lily, which he defines as ‘the post-student movement
counterculture’.14 In addition, Lin discusses the way in which those subversive arts
appeared to be recuperated by institutional Taiwanese mainstream culture after 1995, the
year that marked a sharp decline of the scene with the new cultural politics influenced by
the DPP-led Taipei government. Lin further noticed that government-organised outdoor
recreational events had noticeably increased in Taipei after Chen Shui-bian became
mayor.15 Lin’s opinions were later extended into a comprehensive article published in 2012
that is seminal for my research.16 Hsu’s interview, contrastingly, focuses on Taiwan’s early
encounters with Western punk culture, dating back to the beginning of the 1980s, from the
perspective of youth subculture.17 She recalls the way in which ‘punk’ became an imported
term popularly used by the media to denote the young people hanging around Ximending,
one of the busiest commercial areas in Taipei at that time. Ultimately, Hsu suggests that, as
an imported culture, ‘punk’ in Taiwan during the 1980s more frequently referred to a
fashion style, rather than a culture in a radical sense. Her comments suggest a variation of
punk culture was observed in Taiwan and resonate with Lin’s summary that ‘the so-called
punk (culture) in Taiwan has been always merely about a hairdo’.18
Mainly due to the fact that visual art only played a minor part within various forms of
cultural production, the subversive arts in the first half of the 1990s has been only loosely
linked with narratives about Taiwan’s contemporary art. I suggest that it was the rise of
sound art in the early 2000s that first opened the door to reconnecting 1990s subversive arts
history with visual art-based contemporary Taiwanese art discourses. At the turn of the
millennium, sound art emerged in Taiwan as a new artistic genre in the realm of
contemporary art, in which a number of seminal events encouraged more young artists to
explore artistic potentials of the genre.19 It is noteworthy that the early practitioners in the
14

Yu Wei, ‘Zhishifenzi Yu Yiqun Bupasi De Hunhun’, 94–95.
Ibid., 94–95.
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Critique of Taiwan 49 (January 2012): 50–63.
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1990s, such as Wang Fu-jui, Lin Chi-wei and Dino (Liao Ming-ho), became better
recognised in the art world. However, this accompanied an ambiguous shift from ‘noise’ to
‘sound art’. As Jeph Lo indicates:
The technology revolution around 2000 twisted its direction. Those [musical] subgenres, such as noise, avant-garde music and electronic music, which initially
seldom appeared in the mainstream media, became able to circulate the information
about live performance events and to have technological exchanges. […] Since
2000, the uncomfortable term “noise” had totally disappeared in all the events and
their related documents. The proportion of body performance had reduced, while a
number of terms had become keywords, such as “electronic”, “technology”,
“image”, “sound art” and “sound collection”.20
It was under these circumstances that the above-mentioned Lin Chi-wei and Hsu Ya-chu
interviews came as a significant and belated reference. These interviews also formed one of
the major motivations for my research. Their appearance was indeed a strange occasion.
Perhaps the most ambiguous aspect was that 1990s counterculture, which had previously
taken such a radical attitude towards the establishment, mainstream institutions and
commercialism, was finally being focused on again, but within mainstream art media, and
only as part of a special feature driven by an ‘imported’ touring exhibition about a Western
punk fashion icon, first organised by the Victoria and Albert Museum in London in 2004.
This strange cultural refraction recalled a typical struggle between native culture and
foreign influences in Taiwan throughout the Cold War era. Due to the fact that the country
remained under martial law and had cultural censorship, Taiwan was not directly
influenced by the punk movements that emerged in the UK and the North America in the
1970s. Only a decade later, punk culture hit Taiwan in the 1980s from Japan as a fashion
style and part of the youth subculture or street culture emerging in the urban area of Taipei.
Since 2005, the historical trails of the TBLF have been discussed more widely in the realms
of sound art and noise regarding their socio-political significance for post-martial law
Taiwan. The rise of sound art in Taiwan in the last decade seems to have made the TBLF
series a meaningful historical archive that depicts the pre-history of the genre.
Nevertheless, recent research has placed more emphasis on the different, or even
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contradictory, aesthetic politics of the TBLF-related counterculture from the genre of sound
art. The former’s subversive feature is regarded as being interwoven more into Taiwanese
socio-political landscapes, rather than deriving from the autonomy of artistic language.
From this perspective, the TBLF series could be contextualised in what Amy Cheng has
defined as the ‘social soundscape’ of the 1990s.21 It is also noteworthy that the TBLF series
as a historical archive has been more represented in the field of contemporary art than in
academia in Taiwan. Artists’ strategies of archiving, re-enactment and cultural
anthropology in the contemporary art field seem to have provided a means of dealing with
its history through art-making or curatorial practices.
In 2011, Amy Cheng curated the exhibition The Heard and The Unheard – Soundscape
Taiwan in the Taiwan Pavilion at the 54th Venice Biennale, which revealed her efforts to
examine the social reality of Taiwan through sound art and music culture. As a side-project
of the exhibition, the critics Jeph Lo and Chang Tieh-chih organised a Sound/Library Bar
that presented the archives of the sound and music productions of post-martial law Taiwan
[Fig. 1–4]. The audio-visual documents of the TBLF were displayed in this section as one
example of Taiwanese ‘social soundscapes’, alongside Blacklist Studio, Black Hand
Nakasi, Labor Exchange Band, DJ @llen, Wang Fu-jui and the sound experiments of
young artists. Locating the Taiwanese social-political transition in sound and music culture,
Cheng suggests that these practices depict social change before and after the lifting of
martial law. This moment saw a neo-liberalist political spectacle replace the previous
national governance. It also saw new experiences of modernisation and democracy,
changes in economic-political power and a series of technological impacts. The exhibition
suggested another perspective, in addition to those of Little Theatre and junk art, from
which to discuss Taipei’s alternative cultural scene in the early 1990s – that of sound
culture. The theories of sound and noise developed by John Cage, Luigi Russolo and
Jacques Attali in the twentieth century are adopted in Cheng’s text as a foundation.22
Between 2005 and 2009, my job with an art magazine allowed me to approach institutional
controversies and disruptions in Taiwan’s art sphere. Among these, the conflicts that took
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place at Treasure Hill in 2007 were some of the most significant. The place had long been a
place for illegal settlement in Taipei during the post-war period.23 In 2003, there were some
100 people living in Treasure Hill. Many of them were poor, retired soldiers; others were
immigrants from southeast Asian countries, or students of neighbouring universities.24 The
same year saw the Organisation of Urban Re-s (OURs) commissioned by the Taipei City
government to launch a major renewal project in the area, including an artist residency
scheme. As this project aimed to evict all the residents and close the area for major
restoration in 2007, however, it provoked protests from the artists and a group of university
students. It was on this occasion that I first met Wu Chung-wei, the owner of the former
Sickly Sweet, whom I regarded as a seminal figure in the 1990s subversive arts scene.
Wu was invited by one of the artists-in-residence, Lee Kuo-min, to be a guest artist for his
project, Love Hotel. During his stay in Treasure Hill, Wu was later spontaneously joined by
a number of college students. They founded an anarchist collective, Treasure Hill
Commune, to protest the government’s renewal plans [Fig. 1–5]. As they resisted eviction
from the area, the Commune members clashed twice with police in January 2007.25
However, the protest ended somewhat farcically, when the protesters fought with the police
with over-sized comedy ‘weapons’ [Fig. 1-6] made from found objects before being
expelled. This anti-climactic end to the protest meaningfully suggests another Benjaminian
image of time that interrelates the present and the recent past. The Treasure Hill
Commune’s romantic, nihilistic and epically failed rebellion was deeply reminiscent of
what had taken place in the 1990s subversive arts scene, especially at the TBSF in 1995.
Under the name of a select environmental art project of the 7th TCFAE, the festival saw Wu
Chung-wei and the former Sickly Sweet members ‘semi-squat’ on the bank of the Danshui
River, where they ‘spent a month […] creating Little Theatre performances and music,
building houses, [and] farming and setting up guidelines for this new type of society
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without any formal restrictions’.26 Above their temporarily constructed ‘village’ was a giant
human balloon figure, which was expected to float in the air and carry all kinds of found
objects – even a ‘noise guitarist’ and theatre performers. However, the balloon was in the
end only able to drift on the river due to technical issues.
My interest in Wu Chung-wei’s cultural practices led me to the transitional cultural politics
in the DPP-led Taipei County from 1993–1995, which was represented by radical
reformations of the TCCC. Re-reading exhibition catalogues and news coverage, it
becomes clear during this period that the Centre strongly shaped its focus on environmental
or socially-engaged art with a realist vision. By means of this vision, there were a series of
meaningful institutional engagements between ‘underground’ subversive arts practices and
the mainstream culture driven by local government. Those engagements were exemplified
by the TBSF and the second edition of the TBLF, known as the Taipei International PostIndustrial Arts Festival (TIPAF), which symbolised a climax for the underground that had
‘invaded’ the mainstream culture for the first time in the 1990s.
The task of tracing Wu Chung-wei’s practices in the 1990s allowed me to rediscover the
artist Yao Jui-chung from a different perspective. Yao was born in 1969 and emerged as
one of the prominent figures among his contemporaries around the mid-1990s. He has also
been a researcher and an archivist collecting historical documents of Taiwanese
contemporary art. These documents became primary resources for a number of his books
published in later years on Taiwanese contemporary art that focused specifically on
unconventional art media, including installation, performance art and video art, etc. Yao
has also been a friend of Wu Chung-wei since the period of Sickly Sweet, as they used to
visit numerous ruined sites scattered around the periphery of Taipei City [Fig. 1–7]. These
journeys can be seen in Yao’s photographic project on the ruins in Taiwan from 1991–
2011. He also kept a considerable number of Wu Chung-wei’s original scripts relating to
the latter’s cultural practices in the 1990s.
My rediscovery of Yao’s practices relates to two aspects. First, he was one of the few
artists, and at the same time an archivist, to have engaged with the subversive arts scene.
His rich collection of primary resources on the art and cultural scenes in the 1990s partly
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shaped the foundation for my research. Secondly, and more importantly, his engagements
with the scene could be aesthetically associated with a specific gesture of rebellion,
represented as a state of self-exile, that haunts his many works made in the 1990s. These
works, in my opinion, resonate considerably with the ethos of the Taiwanese subversive
arts and avant-garde art of the same period. As such, these aspects inform my attempt to recontextualise his early works against a subversive arts backdrop, something that has seldom
been discussed in the previous writings on Yao’s art.
Another artist rediscovered in my research is Hou Chun-ming. Born in 1963, Hou emerged
in the Taiwanese contemporary art scene in the late 1980s when, after only a few years, he
became the most discussed artist of his generation, especially after his print series,
Collecting Spirits, in 1993. Two aspects of Hou and his art are significant for my research.
First, his earlier practice in the late 1980s, such as the exhibition Realty Side Show (1987),
and the work The Intestine Sutra (1987). These projects contained provocative, scandalous
and obscene elements that had a lot in common with underground zines such as Da-bien
News and Agony News that would be circulated on university campuses a few years later.
They similarly represented attacks upon the mainstream culture and social norms. Second,
Hou’s early works are also suggestively linked to Taiwanese performance art of the 1980s,
with which they share a similar attitude of transgression. This aspect denotes a correlated
idiosyncratic gesture of rebellion that is represented in Yao’s works. Both artists’ works, as
I will examine in Chapter Seven, suggest a kind of melancholic state within the avantgarde, and share many of the aesthetic gestures of the subversive arts in the 1990s.
During the process of shaping the scope of my research, I have gradually noticed the
significance of two historical trails that relate aesthetically and theoretically to the
subversive arts scene in the early 1990s. The first is that of the early performance art that
emerged in the 1980s, which is specifically related to the way in which a kind of sociallyengaged ‘broken body’ became an important vehicle for artists such as Chen Chieh-Jen,
Lee Ming-sheng and the River-lo Concept Expression group (Luo He Zhan Yi) to intervene
in public space. At that time, the theatre worker and critic Wang Mo-lin was one of the rare
figures focusing on these relatively marginalised artists’ practices, which he named
Conceptual Performing Arts (guan nian biaoyan yishu) [Fig. 1–8].
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The second trail is laid out by Isle Margin, the journal of cultural criticism published from
1991 to 1995, and the related newspaper column and book series, War Machine.
Considerably influenced by neo-Marxist thought, these two publications shaped their
critical views toward the changing political climate of the early years of post-martial law
and the post-Wild Lily era. Importantly, a group of intellectuals from the loosely defined
War Machine-Isle Margin camp developed a specific discursive strategy, ‘post-text’ (hou
zheng wen), to which they added ideas such as ‘popular vandalism’, ‘the theory of mess’
(luan lilun) and a number of others. These theoretical devices were the philosophical
extension of the subversive arts and avant-garde scene. Isle Margin also worked as a rare
journal that presented an overlapping field for both scenes, featuring the practices of
Z.S.L.O., Yao Jui-cung, Lee Ming-sheng, Sickly Sweet and many underground zines.
The concept of the rebellious gesture in the arts is a product of cultural history. Since its
subversive effect is subject to social, cultural and institutional tolerances at the time, it can
only be defined historically. To examine this gesture retrospectively means, therefore, to
recall the historical conditions on which it was based. As presented in the following
chapters, body-centred narratives strongly shaped the rebellious gesture in the arts around
the years that witnessed socio-political emancipation in Taiwan, whose subversive effects
were expressed by conflicts, scandals and controversies. However, such effects were
incorporated by institutions or the establishment, sooner or later, if not simultaneously. By
unveiling its tolerances, limitations and historical conditions, research on this rebellion in
the arts could therefore depict the outlines of the institutions of arts and culture at this time.
To analyse the rebellion in the Taiwanese arts during this period, this thesis aims to
establish a link extending from the 1980s avant-garde to the 1990s subversive arts scenes.
More precisely, it attempts to focus not only on the ideas proposed by artists and cultural
practitioners, but also on the subversive effects their practices aroused, whether consciously
or unconsciously. By doing so, this thesis seeks to illuminate a historically-specific
institutionalisation of the rebellious gesture as featured in both avant-garde art and the
subversive arts during this period.
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The methodological foundation of this task is mainly based on Peter Bürger’s theory of the
avant-garde.27 Not only is the way he defines the so-called ‘historical avant-garde’ in the
Western art context of potential benefit to an understanding of the Taiwanese avant-garde
movements in this thesis, more importantly his approach radically shifts the scope of the
problematic from evaluation-based criticisms of art to a context of institutional critique.
One of the most significant visions Bürger’s theory provides is that of recognising the
limitations of evaluation-based criticism of art in the past. In his analysis, two previous
critiques of the avant-garde by György Lukács and Theodor W. Adorno, which appear to
be contradictory, might instead turn out to be based on the same theoretical ground. Lukács
regards the avant-garde as decadent, while Adorno sees it as the most advanced stage of art.
In Bürger’s view, however, neither Lukács’ nor Adorno’s view can escape criticism. Both
these apparently contradictory views were inadequate to a grasp of the real conditions of
the avant-garde in bourgeois society, while both are also shaped as a way to analyse
autonomous art within the institution of art. This type of criticism Bürger refers to as
‘system-immanent criticism’, since its chief characteristic is that it functions within a social
institution. In contrast to this form, he regards autonomous art as an institution per se in a
way that should itself be problematised. This is what he refers as the ‘self-criticism’ (of
autonomous art), which will be discussed later.28
Following Bürger’s argument, the contradictory evaluations of the avant-garde can also be
identified in the Taiwanese art of the early 1980s. The establishment of the first publicly
funded museum of modern art, the TFAM, created a meaningful field for the different
critical discourses of the avant-garde. In this museum, minimalist paintings and
installations, which represented a specific type of the avant-garde art, were officially
promoted. Based on their positive evaluation, they became identified with an avant-garde
that was justified as the latest, and most advanced, stage of Chinese art. One of the most
representative examples, in my opinion, was the exhibition Colour and Form: Avant-garde,
Installation, Space, which was organised by the TFAM in 1985. This joint show gathered
most of the recent local artists who had explored the emerging artistic form of installation
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and the ideas of post-war minimalism and conceptual art (see Section 5-3). Their
participation in the exhibition, to a large extent, symbolised the new domestic trend of
minimalism and installation art that was ‘validated’ in the mainstream art world.
Furthermore, the trend was regarded by the museum as defining a new phase of Chinese art
in the 20th century.29
It is noteworthy that this justification was unavoidably based on a concept of the linear
progress of modern art and a formalist vision. Apart from the fact that some artists in the
trend continued to consciously integrate Chinese or ‘oriental’ elements as cultural contents
in their works, most of them tended to follow the formalist canons of Western modern art,
creating works that withdrew from any such tangible cultural reference. Not only this
formalist novelty, but also the total absence of figurative contents made the trend a clear
break with the tradition of Chinese art. Based as it was on a linear historiographical vision,
it is not a surprise that the 1980s trend was linked to the movement of abstract painting in
the 1950s and the 1960s, by which the latter was similarly labelled as ‘avant-garde’ in
Taiwan’s art circles. As discussed later, both trends represented contradictory valuations of
the aesthetic category of the formalist avant-garde in Taiwan.
As Bürger’s thesis reminds us, this version of the avant-garde was eventually limited to a
one-sided understanding of the historical period.30 It is within this methodological scope
that Bürger sees neither Adorno’s positive nor Lukács’ negative view of avant-garde art
could grasp its historical development correctly. Revisiting Karl Marx’s dialectical
materialism, he argues that to overcome the one-sidedness of construction and understand
‘the historical development in its entirety’, we should ‘go beyond the present that makes
knowledge possible’.31 The way to ‘go beyond the present’ might lead to the introduction
of the future, if based on an understanding of a linear historical process. Nevertheless,
Bürger argues that Marx’s dialectical materialist approach could only be achieved by the
self-criticism of the present. Applying this idea to the analysis of art, this means that the
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totality of the developmental process of art can be grasped clearly only at the stage of selfcriticism.32
To Bürger, this stage was represented by what he defined as ‘the historical avant-garde
movements’ during the early 20th century, i.e. Dada and Surrealism. He sees the historical
avant-garde as the self-criticism of the art, which shifted the problematic from
distinguishing different styles to recognising ‘art as institution.33 The self-criticism of art as
the avant-garde in bourgeois society indicates the condition of the possibility of ‘objective
understanding’ of past stages of development.34 By this token, the historical avant-garde
movement made the concept of ‘art as institution’ become recognisable, which criticised
the autonomy of the status of art in developed bourgeois society. In other words, only from
the perspective of self-criticism could the avant-garde be understood as a category.
For my research, the way in which Bürger formulates his theory of the avant-garde from
Marx’s text provides a significant theoretical focus. From the perspective of self-criticism,
Bürger’s formulation suggests that not only should the artistic means, but also the
formation of the category of the avant-garde, be analysed, on which basis we can establish
a whole picture of the historical development. The gaze of historicisation towards the
object is essential here, which recalls the Benjaminian historiographical image. In Bürger’s
theory, the reconstruction of history should reflect the philosophical conditions of its own
possibility. By stressing the historicity of aesthetic categories derived from specific
historical contexts, Bürger shows that art and society must always be mediated in some
ways. As Jochen Schulte-Sasse points out, Bürger highlights the importance of the avantgarde’s attack on the institution of art, by which it is unveiled that there is a historically
specific institutionalisation of aesthetic praxis in every era.35
As a way to historicise the contradictory whole of the Taiwanese avant-garde movement,
we can observe that there had existed two contradictory valuations of this category in postwar Taiwan. The Modern Painting Debate in the early 1960s is one of the significant
examples, in which emerging abstract painting, as representing the latest local trend of
32
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modern art, was targeted. Under the anti-communist ideology of the Cold War era, the
debate politically contrasted modern art with communist art, as well as idealism with
materialism. With the subsequent triumph of the modern art camp, formalist abstract
paintings were not only endorsed, but also symbolically ‘validated’ by the mainstream art
criticism, as the representative of the avant-garde art.36 This abstract art-based historical
avant-garde movement in the 1960s was later responded to by the trend toward installation
art and minimalist paintings that emerged in the 1980s, in which the latter was officially
promoted by the TFAM as the latest version of Chinese modern art and linked to modern
painting of two decades past.37 Nevertheless, this formalist thread of Taiwanese avantgarde art is ultimately one-sided if borrowed from Bürger’s idea. To embrace the
contradictory whole of the historical movements of the avant-garde, my research
specifically focuses more on the ‘happening’-like performance art and body art scenes that
mostly took place outside galleries and museums in Taipei in the 1980s. These artistic
practices tended to be more socially engaged, disturbing and sometimes more politicallyorientated, as will be discussed in Chapter Three.
The above-mentioned theoretical scope is adopted in the examination of the case studies in
this thesis. As they are gathered as a cluster of narratives, these case studies depict not only
the cultural and artistic means of rebellion at specific historical moments, but also the way
in which this aesthetic category was formed. In this thesis, the examinations of the cultural
(and artistic) means of these case studies are intertwined with an analysis of the formation
of the related categories, i.e. the ways specific concepts or terms were discussed at a given
period, such as ‘rebellious body’, ‘post-text’, ‘thematic exhibition’, ‘po-lan culture’ and
others. Such formerly rebellious gestures in the arts should not be reductively understood as
36
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works, but re-defined as a series of historical moments in which practices were entangled
with discourses. They were similarly situated in the conflict between autonomous cultural
practices and institutions – whether socially, politically or artistically.
Adopting Bürger’s theory of the avant-garde as a methodological foundation, this thesis
develops five narratives, rather than a comprehensive presentation of the history, to
examine the Benjaminian images of the subversive arts during the period between the
1980s and the mid-1990s. This is a task similar to recognising several constellations of
history. Such a task is also an effort to form a cluster of narratives that could extend across
the demarcation lines between different disciplines and genres, such as counterculture and
avant-garde art, and visual and audio productions. Following the Literature Review in
Chapter Two, the five narratives are presented in five correlated chapters, from Chapter
Three to Chapter Seven, as listed in the summaries below:
Chapter Three
This chapter explores the historical trails of the imagery of the morbid, obscene and
grotesque body, and the way in which it was formulated as a vehicle of transgression,
socially, politically or artistically, by means of which which it might be possible to
establish an aesthetic link connecting the avant-garde and later subversive arts. This chapter
focuses on the early performance art that emerged in Taiwan in the early 1980s, as
represented by the artists Chen Chieh-jen, Lee Ming-sheng and the River-Lo Concept
Expression group (Luo He Zhan Yi). The discussion is later extended to Hou Chun-ming’s
early body-centred works and exhibitions.
Chapter Four
This chapter investigates several subversive arts practices closely derived from the Wild
Lily Student Movement in which criticisms of body politics are focused. The theme is
exemplified by the visual productions of the debut exhibition of the art group Taiwan
Documenta in 1990, and underground zines such as Toilet Paper and Da-bien News; and
subsequently by the discursive strategies of the ‘post-text’ (hou zheng wen) that had been
developed by the War Machine and Isle Margin camp since the late 1980s. By responding
to, or being motivated by, the Student Movement, both showed a shifting focus from
macro- to micro-politics.
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Chapter Five
Exploring the engagement between fine art circles and the underground scenes during this
period, in which the curator-orientated thematic exhibition worked as an essential interface,
this chapter first traces the history of the TFAM’s early efforts to embrace the trends of the
avant-garde art in the 1980s. It is followed by the investigation of the rise of the ‘thematic
exhibition’ in Taiwanese art circles. On this foundation, I go on to examine the shifting
focus of those exhibitions organised by the TCCC and the revisions of the TCFAE from
1993 to 1995, in which the self-taught artist and alternative cultural worker Wu Chung-wei
was ‘discovered’ by fine arts circles.
Chapter Six
The noise performances and related cultural practices of the two significant music
collectives in the early noise scene, LTK Commune and Z.S.L.O., are explored. These are
first contextualised within the subversive arts scene on university campuses and in the
alternative space Sickly Sweet after the Wild Lily Student Movement; and second, within
the emerging trend of independent music and so-called New Music (xin yinyue) in Taiwan.
Several ideas related to their approaches, such as tai-ke (as a variation of ‘punk’), excess,
accumulation and ‘rubbish-heap-ism’ are also examined.
Chapter Seven
The imagery of roaming, drifting and floating shown in Hou Chun-ming’s and Yao Juichung’s works, which were made mainly in the 1990s, is discussed in a way that is
intertwined with their rebellious gestures. Through a scrutiny of the variations of imagery
exemplified by their works, it is possible to recognise a specific kind of frustrated subject
of rebellion, which, I believe, shares much with the aesthetic gestures of the avant-garde
and the subversive arts at that time. This chapter concludes with an examination of The
Last Strike of Lin Chi-wei’s Noise House, a 2006 installation that was the first example in
the realm of contemporary art to present the historical documents of the noise-based
subversive arts in the post-Wild Lily era.
The rise of sound art in the early 2000s may have paved the way for a rediscovery of the
early subversive arts landscape of Taiwan. However, I suggest this approach only touches
upon limited aspects of the scene. Since this genre was justified as a contrast to the visual
art, it is inevitably be limited to our discussions of the realm of audio culture, especially
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those of noise performance and music, and, therefore, overlook other wide-ranging forms
of cultural productions. Ultimately, an examination of the later-emerging genre of sound art
could lead to a one-sided formalist study to the history of subversive arts in the early 1990s.
In addition, ‘sound art’ as an artistic genre has failed to embrace the obscure state of artistic
productions in the subversive arts landscape of the 1990s, as the boundaries among
different practices were often blurry. Having approached the above mentioned case studies
in the last few years, I have gradually formed a focus on the body, rather than on ‘sound
art’ or ‘noise’. It is on this horizon my research rediscovers the potential links between the
1980s avant-garde art and the 1990s ‘underground’ subversive arts in the sense of the
rebellious gesture featured in various body-centred narratives. More specifically, what this
thesis advances is the idea and the imagery of ‘broken corporeality’, which denotes a kind
of decayed, morbid, irrational and weird body. This kind of corporeality was not only
represented though imagery in various forms of cultural productions, but was also imagined
by practitioners as a symbolic vehicle to challenge the mainstream, the establishment, or
the institution. In short, not only is the question of ‘How is the broken corporeality
represented?’ addressed in this thesis, but also ‘How did it become militant?’. As the
following chapters will make clear, I suggest that ‘broken corporeality’ is a theme and
concept that can make sense of the overlapping and disjointed fields of the subversive arts
and avant-garde art in Taiwan.
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Chapter Two: Literature Review

2-1 Introduction
This literature review primarily departs from the studies of Taiwanese art of the postmartial law era and is extended to the texts of subversive arts and the avant-garde scene. To
form the research foundation for establishing the five body-centred narratives in the period
between the 1980s and the 1990s, as outlined in Chapter One, the task of the literature
review is largely based on cross-readings among the texts on specific practitioners, projects
and historical events scattered in different contexts, which appear to be less connected in
both art and cultural discourses before this time. The foci of these texts, while varied, can
be correlated, and include the early performance art of the 1980s, the subversive arts
practices driven by the circle of Sickly Sweet, the discourses related to the War MachineIsle Margin camp, and the practices and works of a number of the artists, specifically Lee
Ming-sheng and Chen Hsieh-jen in the 1980s, and Hou Chun-ming, Yao Jui-chung, Lin
Chi-wei and the noise bands Z.S.L.O. and LTK Commune from the 1990s onwards. A
major task of this thesis is to link these different texts through a thread that binds the bodycentred counter-gesture against the mainstream and the system.
Among these various sources, there are four key texts I regard as significant to my research.
First, the anthology of the critic Wang Mo-lin’s writings in the 1980s, Doushi Juchang Yu
Shenti (Urban Theatre and Body), published in 1990. Second, Yao Jui-chung’s Installation
Art in Taiwan Since 1991–2001 and Performance Art in Taiwan 1978–2004, published in
2002 and 2005 respectively. Third, several of Lin Chi-wei’s essays and interviews from the
2000s onwards that focused on the post-student movement counterculture and underground
scene. Fourth, the anthology, Taiwan De Xin-Fanduiyundong – Dao Xin-Minzhu Zhilu
(Taiwan’s New Opposition Movement: Road to New Democracy, 1991), and the cultural
criticism journal Isle Margin, especially issues No.7 (April 1993) to No.14 (September 1995).
These key texts provide crucial links between the case studies of this thesis.
In this chapter, I first trace the history of general studies of Taiwanese art in both the
English- and Chinese-speaking worlds over recent decades. The focus is then shifted to the
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studies of Taiwanese art in the context of the lifting of martial law before an examination of
the above mentioned key texts and their related secondary texts.

2-2 Taiwanese Art Studies: From the 1950s to the Present
Some of the earliest research on art in Taiwan can be traced to a special issue of the
quarterly Taipei Wenwu, titled ‘Meishu Yungdong Zhuan Hao’ (Special Issue on Art
Movement), which was published in March 1955.38 It featured Wang Pai-yuan’s ‘Taiwan
Meishu Yungdong Shi’ (The History of the Taiwanese Art Movement), which was
regarded as the first monograph on the art history of Taiwan. However, the first book on
this subject was Hsieh Li-fa’s Riju Shidai Taiwan Meishu Yungdong (History of the
Taiwanese Art Movement During the Japanese Occupation), published in 1978, a year after
the climax of the Taiwanese Nativist Literature Debate. The book was mainly based on
first-hand materials, such as the interviews and documents provided by individual artists
who had experienced the Japanese colonial period. Some sections had previously been
published in the art magazine Artist between June 1976 and December 1977. The same
period also saw the earliest English publications on the arts and culture of post-war Taiwan,
in which literature and cinema were the first two areas of focus.39 English research on
visual art made in Taiwan was very limited at that time. Several U.S.-based scholars, such
as Li Chu-chin, played influential roles in introducing Chinese modern art, which included
modern paintings from Taiwan, into English publications during the 1950s and 1960s.40
The situation has gradually changed since the late 1980s following the lifting of martial
law. As a consequence of the steps towards political liberation, ‘Taiwan Studies’ emerged
as a new research field and the newly emerging studies of Taiwan’s history of art began to
cover the post-war period. In 1987, Lin Hsing-yueh published his seminal book Taiwan
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Meishu Fengyun Sishinian (Forty Years of Art Development in Taiwan), which became the
first example of a work of such historical scope. Two years later, Taiwan Meishu Jianshi
(A Brief History of Art in Taiwan), edited by Wu Bunai and Shen Hui, became the first
book on this subject published in mainland China; however, it relies solely on limited
second-hand materials. Apart from general history studies, the Jason C. Kuo (Kuo Chisheng)-edited Dangdai Taiwan Huihua Wenxuan 1945–1990 (Essays on Contemporary
Painting in Taiwan 1945–1990), published in 1991, gathers some of the representative
writings on the paintings of post-war Taiwan.41
Similar studies were also supported by several public museums in Taiwan that were
founded in this period. For example, the anthology Taiwan Diqu Xiandai Meishu De
Fazhan (The Development of Modern Art in Taiwan) and Victoria Lu’s Dangdai Meishu
Toushi (Contemporary Art in Perspective) were published by the TFAM in 1990 and 1991
respectively. Although the latter covers the more recent art movements in Taiwan, the new
generation of art did not become a media phenomenon until a year later. During January
and February 1992, Wang Fu-tung produced a special feature on Hsiung Shih Art Monthly,
which systematically introduced forty Taiwanese artists born in the post-war era and
defined by him as xinshengdai (‘new generation’). Its content was later reprinted as Taiwan
Xinshengdai Meishu Xunli (New Generation of Taiwan’s Art), which could be regarded as
one of the earliest books covering the Taiwanese artists who emerged in the 1980s,
including Lee Ming-sheng and Hou Chun-ming, whose works are examined in Chapter
Three and Chapter Seven.
Nevertheless, English studies on Taiwan’s art remained very scarce during
this period, while Taiwanese and Chinese modern art of the twentieth century attracted
little scholarly attention, either in China or the West during the early 1990s.42 The art
historian John Clark, who lived in Taipei from 1982 to 1984 to undertake Chinese language
studies, was one of only a few Western scholars who cultivated this subject at that time. In
‘Aspects of Taipei Modernism in the 1980s’, Clark highlights three related modernist
tendencies that emerged in Taipei during that decade: first, minimalism and conceptualism
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from 1981/2; second, new expressionism from 1984; and third, ‘a range of environmental
and installation works relying on more critical notions of the art works, including those
derived indirectly from Dada, from around 1986’.43 By drawing on Li Ming-sheng’s
Bundle Number 119 (or Baofu, literally ‘burden’), as a example, Clark briefly mentions
how the mid-1980s witnessed a number of artists who ‘did performance work which turned
on their own body in relation to the site of performance’.44 Notably, he indicates that ‘the
performative aspects of work with environments developed in the 1980s more in Taiwan
through avant-garde theatre, less directly as an autonomous fine art practice’.45 Clark’s
observation recalls several recent texts by the theatre worker and critic Wang Mo-lin46 that
focus on the link between Taiwan’s performance art and avant-garde theatre in the 1980s,
which will be described in the later sections of this chapter.

2-3 Art in the Post-Martial Law Era
As early as 1983–84, the idea of ‘Taiwan Consciousness’ (Taiwan yishi) had aroused fierce
political debate in the so-called tangwai magazines.47 However, similar issues did not
emerge in fine arts circles until March 1991, when a series of debates focused on the issue
of the subjectivity of Taiwanese art was initiated by a controversial article by the critic Ni
Tsai-chin, published in Hsiung Shih Art Monthly. In this text, titled ‘Xi Fang Meishu,
Taiwan Zhizao - Taiwan Xiandai Meishu De Pipan’ (Western Art, Made in Taiwan – A
Critique of Taiwanese Modern Art), Ni fiercely criticised the prevailing trend in Taiwanese
contemporary art of merely imitating the progressive forms of Western modern art and its
lack of connection to Taiwanese social, cultural and historical contexts.48 The article
subsequently provoked twenty-four articles from different critics, artists and historians over
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the following two years, which broadly touched on issues of autonomy, indigenisation,
cultural awareness, subjectivity, Westernisation, modernism/anti-modernism, postmodernism and internationalisation. These articles were collected in Taiwan Meishu Zhong
De Taiwan Yishi (Taiwan Consciousness in Taiwanese Art), edited by Yeh Yu-ching, in
1994.49 Although this thesis does not aim to put forward arguments on the issue of the
subjectivity of Taiwanese art, these debates provide an important theoretical context for
Chapter Five from two perspectives: first, Ni Tsai-chin’s criticism of the formalist tendency
of modern art and the Western influences to Taiwanese art, which formed the basis of his
curatorial project ‘Environmental Art’ in the 6th TCFAE; and second, the rise of the
thematic exhibition which I discuss in the same chapter.
Several anthologies published in the mid-1990s provide accounts of the art made in postmartial law Taiwan. Examples include Taiwan Xiandai Meishu Shengtai 1945–1995 (A
Retrospective View of Taiwan’s Modern Art Environment from 1945–1995) published by
the TFAM, and the Jason C. Kuo-edited Visual Culture in Taiwan, 1975–1995 (Taiwan
Shijue Wenhua: Yishujia Ershinian Wenji) that selected fifty-two articles published in
Artist magazine during the two previous decades. In 1996, Kuo also published his collected
papers, Rethinking Art History and Art Criticism (Yishushi Yu Yishu Piping De Tansuo).
The same year saw the publication of Wang Hsiu-hsiung’s Taiwan Meishu Fazhan Shi Lun
(A Discussion of the Historical Development of Taiwan’s Art), which covers the post-war
era, and Hsieh Tung-shan’s Zhimin Yu Duli Zhijian: Shijimo De Taiwan Meishu (Between
Colonisation and Independence – Taiwanese Art Around the End of the Twentieth
Century), which focuses on the post-martial law period. However, the most important
publication on Taiwan’s contemporary art in the mid-1990s, in my opinion, is the
exhibition catalogue for 1996 Taipei Biennial: The Quest for Identity. One of the works in
the exhibition, 1995 Post-industrial Arts, a documentary film on the TIPAF (or the second
edition of the TBLF) directed by Huang Ming-chuan, is included in this catalogue. This
was the only book printed in the 1990s to include this event in the context of art in Taiwan
[Fig. 2-1]. However, the art practices of Wu Chung-wei, the owner of the Sickly Sweet café
and the main organiser of the TBLF (1994), are documented in the catalogues of the 5th, 6th
and 7th TCFAE due to his participation and these texts are crucial to my examination in
Chapter Five.
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Compared to the local development of studies, explorations of Taiwan’s art in English were
relatively scarce in the mid-1990s, of which Guo Li-min’s Government and Art
Development in Taiwan, published in 1995, is one example. In Art and Artists of TwentiethCentury China, the art historian Michael Sullivan devotes a separate chapter of twenty-five
pages to discussing art in Taiwan from the Japanese colonial period to the present day.50
This chapter provides a rather informative account of the modern painting movements in
Taiwan during the 1950s and the 1960s, which were represented by the Fifth Moon
(Wuyue) and Eastern (Dongfong) art groups. However, Sullivan makes relatively little
effort to focus on the Taiwanese art world since the 1980s, as only the works of Ju Ming,
Yuyu Yang (Yang Ying-feng) and a few others are discussed.51
During this period, exhibition catalogues published in the West focusing on Taiwan’s
contemporary art are likely to be more important resources for non-Chinese-speaking
researchers. In 1995, the TFAM began to collaborate with art institutes from abroad and
has since held exhibitions on the theme of ‘Taiwanese contemporary art’ (Taiwan dangdai
yishu) in Australia, Germany, the U.K., Japan and other countries.52 These joint shows
formed the first wave of ‘Taiwanese contemporary art’ exhibitions abroad since the lifting
of martial law, and led to the earliest non-Chinese publications using the term ‘Taiwanese
contemporary art’ rather than ‘the art of the Republic of China (R.O.C.)’ to define the
national identity. The accompanying exhibition catalogues include Art Taiwan: La
Biennale Di Venezia XL VI Esposizione Internazionale D’Arte in 1995; Art Taiwan: the
Contemporary Art of Taiwan, published by G+B Arts International in association with the
Museum of Contemporary Art Sydney in 1995 [Fig. 2-2]; Taiwan: Kunst heute, published
on the occasion of the exhibition held at the Ludwig Forum in Aachen; and Haus der
Kulturen der Welt in Berlin in 1996–97, in addition to a few others. These exhibition byproducts primarily constitute works made by Taiwanese artists born in the post-war era
who emerged after the lifting of martial law. The accompanying monographs provide some
general and informative accounts of social, political and cultural circumstances, and a
historical context of Taiwan, which formed an element of the foundation of my research.
Among them, Yang Wen-i’s ‘Transition and Re-creation in Contemporary Taiwan Art’,
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included in Art Taiwan: The Contemporary Art of Taiwan, is one of the most in-depth
texts.53 Nevertheless, these texts are also represented as a form of ‘official’ rhetoric relating
to the emerging ‘Taiwanese contemporary art’ in a Western context, which I suggest is a
significant reflection of the mainstream discourse in the Taiwanese art world during the
same period. These texts are basically focused more on the issue of cultural identity and the
way in which artworks reflected the social transitions of the country, whose arguments
similarly lack a vision of institutional critique.
Since 2000, there have been a few exhibition catalogues on the general history of Taiwan
contemporary art covering both the period and the case studies examined in this thesis.
Examples include Transitional Eighties: Taiwan’s Art Breaks New Ground (or Kai Xin:
Balin Niandai Taiwan Meishu Fazhan) and Multiform Nineties: Taiwan Art Branches Out
(Li Yi: Jiulin Niandai Taiwan Meishu Fazhan), which were published by the TFAM in
2004 and 2005 respectively, and Contemporary Taiwanese Art in the Era of Contention (or
Zheng Yan Shidai: Taiwan Dangdai Shijue Wenhua), published in 2004, in which Pan Anyi’s monograph ‘Contemporary Taiwanese Art in the Era of Contention’ is a richly sourced
text on the general history of art in post-war Taiwan. Pan provides a detailed account of the
practices of Lee Ming-sheng, Chen Chieh-jen and Taiwan Documenta (or Taiwan Dang An
Shi) around the year of the lifting of martial law.54 However, one of the most crucial
references for my research topic is Installation Art in Taiwan since 1991–2001, published
by Yao Jui-chung in 2002. Having engaged with the underground scene of Sickly Sweet,
Yao gathers three hundred artworks related to the form or the idea of installation art in this
richly resourced book. It is arguably the first work to systematically document the
unconventional art practices that emerged in Taiwan during the 1990s, as the author
excludes most paintings, traditional sculpture and permanent public art. It also provides
essential first-hand materials for some of the case studies discussed in this thesis, for
instance Lee Ming-sheng, Chen Chieh-jen, Hou Chun-ming, the TBLF and the TBSF,
among others.
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The number of English publications on Taiwan’s contemporary art has also been increasing
since 2000. Jason C. Kuo’s Art and Cultural Politics in Post-war Taiwan, published in
2000, is the first English academic publication focused on the art of Taiwan. Covering the
first five decades of the post-war period, the book addresses how visual art has embodied
the crises in national and cultural identities in Taiwan. Its topics range from Japanese
colonial architecture and the role of official art exhibitions in the process of decolonisation
to migrations, the transplantation of modernist art and the impact of rapid cultural change
on artists in post-war Taiwan.55 In the last chapter, Kuo also examines Hou Chun-ming’s
paintings and prints alongside other Taiwanese painters born in the post-war period,
suggesting that his works are ‘characterized by the use of folk art of the dominant ethnic
group, the Fukienese’56 and asserting that the artist ‘successfully used these popular beliefs
and art forms to highlight the social and political crises in contemporary Taiwan through
highly explicit sexual imagery’.57 Kuo also notes the provocative features of Hou’s works,
stating that ‘[c]learly, Hou Chun-ming intended to use the pretext of religion to exploit and
control people, financially and sexually, in contemporary Taiwan’.58 Although Hou Chunming is the only artist discussed in this book who is directly related to my own research,
Kuo’s views on the recent English and Chinese references to the topic in this book
constitute an element of the foundation of this literature review.
The English academic publications that emerged later similarly deal to a greater or lesser
extent with the interrelationship between art, culture and social-institutional changes in
Taiwan. These include Tseng Su-liang’s The Art Market, Collectors and Art Museums in
Taiwan Since 1949 (2003); Ming-Yeh T Rawnsley’s Cultural and Social Change in
Taiwan: Society, Cinema and Theatre (2008); and the Fang-long Shih, Stuart Thompson
and Paul-François Tremlett-edited Re-writing Culture in Taiwan ( 2008). Felix Schoeber’s
essay ‘Re-writing Art in Taiwan – Secularism, Universalism, Globalization, or Modernity
and the Aesthetic Object’,59 included in Re-writing Culture in Taiwan, traces a series of
controversies and scandals in recent decades featuring the TFAM and individual artists
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such as Chang Chieh-fu (Zhang Jianfu), Lee Ming-sheng (Li Ming-sheng) and Li Tsaichien (Li Zaiqian) to explore the institutional transitions of contemporary art in Taiwan.
Schoeber also discusses the art critic Huang Hai-ming’s early thoughts on the first and
second editions of the Taipei Biennial, which echo my own analysis of the rise of thematic
exhibitions (zhuanti zhan) and the so-called ‘responsible art critics’ (zeren yiping) in
Chapter Five.60
Lee Ming-sheng’s critical performance art around the year of the lifting of martial law is
regarded by different researchers as a significant example of the emerging art of
institutional critique in Taiwan. His participation in the 45th Venice Biennale in 1993,
curated by Achille Bonito Oliva , created a phenomenon in the local art circles of Taiwan
due to the fact that he was the first Taiwanese artist to take part in this international art
event [Fig. 2-3]. His performance during the Biennale opening, Fireball or Circle, attracted
significant coverage and publicity abroad and this ensured that he became one of the few
Taiwanese artists to be noticed by the global contemporary art world of the early 1990s.
The phenomenon aroused by Li is carefully examined in Nicole Lai Yi-hsin’s thesis Art
and Celebrity: A Study of the Celebritisation of Artists in Taiwan 1987-2010, in which Lai
examines the artist as one of her case studies for what she defines as ‘celebrity art’ in
Taiwan since the lifting of martial law.61 Although this thesis does not respond to Lai’s
arguments, the first-hand materials presented in Art and Celebrity provide essential
resources for the examination of Lee Ming-sheng’s performance art in Chapter Three.
More recent English studies show more interest in Taiwanese art during the post-martial
law period, some of which are related to the topics and case studies in this thesis. Fang
Chung-yu’s Contemporary Art in Taiwan After 1987: On the Evolution of Four Cultural
and Artistic Tendencies and Lu Pei-yi’s Off-site Art Curating: Case Studies in Taiwan
(1987-2007), both published in 2010, are good examples. Another noteworthy study is Lu
Hsin-yi’s The Politics of Locality: Making a Nation of Communities in Taiwan, although
this does not focus on the realm of fine art. In this book, the author examines the emergence
of the discourse of local diversity, which was embodied in the terms difang (‘place’) and
shequ (‘community’) in Taiwan during the mid-1990s, and investigates the discourse’s
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complex relationships with localism, nationalism and globalism. According to Lu,
Taiwan’s policy changes in cultural administration and the education system at that time
enabled local cultural and historical societies to thrive. Unlike the cultural policy of the old
KMT regime in the 1960s, which ‘served through a totalitarian will that claimed to be the
orthodoxy of a historical and cultural China’, the 1990s ‘witnessed the rise of a Taiwanese
popular culture’ and cultural policy was ‘reoriented towards local communities’.62 The
most significant shift, as Lu suggests, was the ‘integrated Community-Making Program’
(shequ zongti yingzao) enacted by the Council for Cultural Affairs in 1994. Lu argues that
‘this community-making policy was proposed to define and consolidate the national
boundary, as well as to replace the division between mainlanders and native Taiwanese—
the most awkward [ethical] conflict within the KMT polity—with less polarised regional
differences’.63 In my research, this shift is perfectly reflected in the 1994 and 1995 editions
of the TCFAE, when ‘environmental art’ received considerable attention from the Taipei
County government. This shift also formed the institutional backdrop for the rise of outdoor
festivals held by local governments, including the New Formosa Arts Festival (Xin-Baodao
Yishu Ji, NFAF), which is narrated in Chapter Five.

2-4 Shifting Cultural Politics
Although recent studies on Taiwan’s contemporary art during the 1980s and 1990s widely
regard the lifting of martial law in 1987 as having played a pivotal role, the change in the
realms of art and culture is represented as a gradual process during the years before and
after this political watershed. As Yang Wen-i argued in 1995, before this process began, the
country witnessed the so-called ‘economic miracle’ of the late 1970s and early 1980s,
which ‘gave the Taiwanese on a psychological level, a tremendous amount of confidence
and national pride’.64 However, this economic boom and the subsequent political liberation
of the late 1980s prompted a period when ‘unprecedented disorder and chaos surfaced
throughout Taiwan’s politics and society’.65 On the one hand, the traditional Confucianism
‘soon yielded under the force of today’s swift flow of information’, while on the other hand
the increasing industrialisation of a traditional agricultural society and the demands for a
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democratic political system led to ‘a lack of suitable normative models’.66 Consequently,
Taiwan witnessed ‘the emergence of a strongly polemic consciousness’.67 In art, as Yang
suggests, ‘this consciousness marked nothing less than a profound reflection on the
existence of the self, and a confirmation of an investigation into the individual’s own
position amid rapid economic growth and gradual political liberation’.68
The rise of polemic consciousness and reflexive thought also encouraged socio-political
concerns and institutional critiques in art. In Art and Cultural Politics in Postwar Taiwan,
Jason C. Kuo argues that the 1980s saw ‘the increasing relaxation of political control’,69
while the end of martial law gave rise to ‘more politically and socially conscious painting,
together with a more open attitude towards efforts to study the past (including the art
history) of Taiwan’.70 In his conclusion, Kuo outlines the transitions in Taiwan’s art around
the year of the lifting of martial law, reprising that
[w]ith the demise of central state control and the tendency towards pluralism in the
social, economic and political arenas, art in Taiwan since the late 1980s seemed to
have experienced the same instability, fragmentation, blurring of genres, and loss of
a grand narrative as many of the post-industrial, late-Capitalistic [societies], and
difference[s] can be found in the questioning of the role of art museums, the status
of a nativist cultural identity, [and] the emergence of alternative space for art.71
Kuo’s book only briefly mentions the general characteristics of art, but ignores institutional
changes in the Taiwanese art world in the post-martial law era. Huang Hai-ming’s 1999
article ‘1990s Taiwan Yishu Zhuang Tai’ (Taiwanese Art in the 1990s)72 better indicates
these changes and the underlying cultural politics. To address the socio-political facets of
art in the same period, Huang similarly suggests that Taiwanese contemporary art ‘began to
liberalise’ around the time of the lifting of martial law as ‘some individual artists set out to
make works that seemed very critical and challenged the taboos in the face of the old
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regime’.73 He also describes the belated features of this artistic shift, asserting that ‘not
until the 1990s did great changes in the art environment happen as part of the chain effects
resulting from the overall transformations in Taiwanese society, economy and politics’.74
He suggests that the period – roughly between 1996 and 1998 – saw ‘some interesting
shifts’ in the relationship between art and politics, in which artists moved away from
political enthusiasm, which was intertwined with the sadness of the formerly suppressed
martial law society, and began to focus more intently on the issue of micro-politics.75
In my opinion, the most valuable point made in Huang’s argument relates to the change in
cultural politics during the mid-1990s. He argues that the above mentioned ‘chain effects’
were first represented in the emergence of a ‘new cultural politics’ that specifically
promoted the realistic or so-called ‘local’ aesthetics integrating traditional folk art, pre-war
artistic styles and modern everyday life.76 With these cultural politics as a foundation, the
artistic practices relating to these realistic aesthetics obtained a new kind of political
legitimacy in cultural realms.77
Huang’s observations regarding the political legitimation of Taiwanese contemporary art in
the 1990s provide an important argument for my research, whichresonates with Lin Chiwei’2005 interview that speaks from the perspective of youth culture rather than
contemporary art. In this interview, Lin indicates the transition of the cultural policy with
the DPP-led local government in the 1990s, of which the Taipei City government (1994–
1998) and Taipei County government (1989–2005), were two of the earliest and most
significant examples.78
In Lin Chi-wei’s interview, he specifically indicates that the sponsorship by the Taipei
County government of the second TBLF was directly related to the fact that the
government was led by the DPP, in which the head of the party’s Cultural and Publicity
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Department, Sisy Chen (Chen Wen-chieh), played an important role.79 This was also ‘the
period that the DPP-led government was testing different possibilities [of their cultural
policies]’.80 Lin goes on to say that ‘[i]t could be a triumph for the party if they supported
those artists who would not have been supported by the KMT at all’.81
Huang’s and Lin’s observations on the changes to the cultural politics in the mid-1990s
form an essential starting point of Chapter Five, motivating me to note the engagement
between the TCCC and the underground scene driven by the former Sickly Sweet circle
from 1993 to 1995. Taking these engagements as case studies, this chapter demonstrates
that the DPP made great efforts to embrace different kinds of subcultures, whether youth
culture, alternative culture or even the so-called underground culture, as a way to establish
a new cultural politics that was different from that of the KMT.

2-5 Narratives of the Body in the 1980s’ Avant-Garde
Some of the earliest criticisms of the above mentioned alternative cultural scenes come
from the perspective of the Little Theatre, in which the theatre worker and critic Wang Molin’s newspaper reviews during 1994 and 1995 are crucial texts.82 1994 was identified by
Wang as the year in which the Little Theatre experienced its deterioration and nonmainstream culture was moving from the fringe to the middle of the cultural field.
Meanwhile, Sickly Sweet and the TBLF appeared to be creating an escape route outside
this trend owing to their DIY spirit and the body of rebellion that they represented. Wang’s
criticisms mainly focus on the Little Theatre, while he neglects the noise performance,
experimental music and other sound art-related practices that emerged in the early 1990s
underground scene. As mentioned in Chapter One, the latter focus has been better explored
since 2000 through exhibitions and criticism.
Wang Mo-lin’s early writings on the Taiwanese avant-garde scene in the 1980s suggest two
crucial references for the body-centred subversive arts in the post-martial law era. The first
of these is what he termed ‘guannian biaoyan yishu’, or the ‘Conceptual Performing Arts’
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from the early 1980s. In ‘Taiwan De Routi Pan Luanzhe’ (Body Rebels in Taiwan), Wang
highlights the rise of this new kind of performance developed by Chen Chieh-jen, Lee
Ming-sheng and River-Lo Concept Expression (Luo He Zhan Yi), wherein the artists
challenge the conventions of theatre, art institutions or social norms by disturbing crowds
in public areas with their radical body acts.83 According to Wang’s observation, the
Conceptual Performance Arts emerged in 1983 and eventually became a trend in 1986,
resonating with the social phenomenon of political protests and rallies. This period also saw
a rise in post-modernist theories within Taiwan’s intellectual circles advocated by the poet
Lo Ching, the critics Lin Yao-the and Meng Fan, the art critic/curator Victoria Lu and
others.84 Furthermore, in the field of theatre studies, Chung Ming-te defined Taiwan’s Little
Theatre as in terms of post-modern theatre practice,85 though Wan Mo-lin disagreed with
this approach.86
The second reference Wang Mo-lin’s early writings suggest is to the Japanese avant-garde
theatre of the post-war era, especially butoh or ankoku-butoh. The term ‘revolt of the body’,
used by Wang in the Taiwanese context, clearly recalls the name of the iconic solo work
Hijikata Tatsumi and Japanese People: Revolt of the Body by Hijikata Tatsumi, one of the
pioneers of Japanese butoh. In March 1986, the Kyoto-based butoh dance group, Byakko
Sha, was invited to Taipei for an outdoor performance. As this was the first butoh
performance ever staged in Taiwan, Hsiung Shih Art Monthly published a special feature
including Wang’s essay, ‘Chaoxianshi Yu Fanzhixu: Riben Wuta De Feilixing Jingshen’
(Surreal and Anti-order: the Japanese Butoh’s Irrational Spirit).87 In this article, Wang
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traces the history and the aesthetics of butoh and its socio-political background in post-war
Japan by exemplifying the butoh pioneers Kazuo Ohno and Hijikata Tatsumi and the dance
groups Sankai Juku and Byakko Sha, which emerged in the late 1970s as the second wave
of butoh. He argues that the origin of butoh aesthetics was a response to the Western
tradition of ballet that requires the body to be held straight. In Ohno and Tatsumi’s view,
however, this tradition could no longer represent the melancholy of the Japanese after the
Second World War. In Wang’s interpretation, butoh adopts a sense of the irrational and
‘convulsive beauty’ of Western surrealism as its aesthetic form and is influenced by the
idea of ‘anti-art’ from Dada, while at the same time cautiously integrating the ‘snuggling’
gesture of the Japanese.
Overall, Wang’s writings suggest a significant contextualisation that links the body
aesthetics shown in the subversive arts practices in the early 1990s with the Conceptual
Performance Arts during the 1980s. His Doushi Juchang Yu Shenti (Urban Theatre and
Body), an anthology of his 1980s essays, gathers a number of key texts with this focus and
approach.88 His point of view was extended two decades later in a special feature produced
by the journal ACT (Art Criticism Taiwan) in 2010 entitled ‘Body Riots in Counterforce
Images: Revisiting Media Archives from the 1980s’, which consisted of nine articles,
including one by Wang Mo-lin.89 This special feature accompanied the exhibition, titled
When Spaces Became Events….Dispositif of Modernity, in the 1980s, Taiwan, which was
curated by Wang Pin-hua and held at the KMoFA in 2012.
Wang Mo-lin’s writings on Conceptual Performance Arts in the 1980s were also responded
to by the artist and researcher Kao Jun-honn in his 2010 essay ‘The Theory of SelfAbasement Contrary-Paroles in Taiwan Contemporary Art’.90 According to Kuo, this
theory relates to the repressed mental state that characterises the experience of modernity.
Although it has not been regarded as part of the formal language of art, the theory has
worked as a ‘paradigm’ influencing many artists’ approaches, as represented by the practice
of the rules outside of daily routines and their self-abasement in a state of abjection.
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Kao traces those art practices related to the concept of ‘self-abasement art’ that date from
the 1960s–2000s and loosely divides them into three different phases. The first phase is
exemplified by a number of 1960s artists – for instance Huang Hua-cheng, Huang Yungsong and others – whose practices were later marked by researchers as representing the
‘complex art’ (fuhe yishu) of Taiwan. Huang Hua-cheng’s infamous claim that ‘art is a
disease’ for his 1966 solo exhibition Autumn Exhibition of the Ecole de Great Taipei (Da
Taipei huapai qiu zhan) is regarded by Kao as outlining the essential feature of the
decadent tendencies of the avant-garde artists of his generation, in which ‘morbid states
formed the first metaphor of the self-abasement in Taiwanese art’. The concept of ‘being a
sick man’ helped artists to escape from social norms through alternative routes. In Kao’s
text, this feature is represented in a few works of performance art in the early 1980s, such
as I am Applying Alcohol as I am Sick (Shengbing Le Wo Zai Tu Jiujing, 1982) by Chang
Chien-fu and Dysfunction No.3 (Jineng sangshi sanhao, 1983), conducted by Chen Chienjen.
As argued by Kao, after the lifting of martial law many Taiwanese artists began to confront
social realities rather than escaping from them, in which context self-abasement in art was
expressed by eccentric, distorted and disharmonious appearances of the body that directly
tackled capitalist society. In addition, the role of the artist changed from that of a sick
person to one of an examiner, as demonstrated by Lee Ming-sheng’s Medical Examination
of the Art Museum (Wei Meishuguan Kanbing) of 1987). Alternatively, the artist’s role
changed to one examining capitalist society through their own morbid states, as shown in
the street performance art works by Lin Ching-huan (the founder of the People’s Public
Space) and in the TBLF in later years. This phenomenon was described by Kao as a
‘striking subversive arts example of resisting against a capitalist society’.91 Since the mid1990s onward, as Kao argues, self-abasement in art has existed under conditions whereby
artists allow themselves to be ‘embedded’ in, rather than confronting, neo-liberalist
capitalist society, during which time artists such as Tsui Kuang-yu and Su Yu-hsien have
showcased their ability to shift between the different positions in art institutions. Neither an
escape route nor a form of resistance, the self-abasement of art in this particular phase is
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represented as commodities circulating within a capitalist art world, and, as Kao states, ‘the
self-abasement (of art) without the self’.92
Through the idea of self-abasement, Kao provides a means of understanding the bodycentred avant-garde art of Taiwan’s post-war era. On the one hand, in the 1990s, this
artistic approach was more popularly regarded as a form of institutional critique whose
emergence symbolises the emancipation of politics and the body around the lifting the
martial law. On the other hand, the genres of performance art, body art and conceptual art
gave this approach typological meaning in the autonomous field of fine art. However, both
the former’s reflectiveness and the latter’s typology fail to explain the distinctiveness of the
approach in terms of aesthetics, especially the way in which it might have established itself
as a form of reflexive art. In this context, Kao turns toward studies of body-focused avantgarde art and its decadent tendencies, weaving examples from different periods into a
thread of self-abasement art while establishing his arguments on the dialectical
relationships between this thread and the shift in Taiwan’s society.

2-6 Junk and Noise
The main case study in Chapter Five focuses on Wu Chung-wei and his projects in the mid1990s, which were described as examples of ‘junk art’ (lese yishu) in Taiwan’s fine art
circles at the time. This kind of interpretation also received extensive coverage in news and
reviews relating to the events in which Wu participated during August and September
1995, for instance, the Religious Arts for the Ghost Festival, the Taipei Scavenger Art
Festival and the New Formosa Arts Festival, which included the second TBLF as one of its
programmes. During 1995, Wu Chung-wei, as a self-taught artist and the owner of Sickly
Sweet, rapidly gained his reputation in the non-mainstream cultural realm. With the public
image of a cultural eccentric, Wu’s participation in those events, which were mostly
organised by the TCCC, became a notable phenomenon. In her reviews, for example, the
conceptual artist and critic Wu Ma-li indicated the way in which Wu Chung-wei grabbed
the media’s attention with his critique of the latter’s ‘junk art’ approach.93
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In his article published in 1995, Chien Ming-hui, the TCCC curator and organiser of the
above mentioned festivals, illuminated his curatorial idea for the New Formosa Arts
Festival (NFAF), arguing that the event was ‘generated from the idea of refuse’ and
adopted the forms of junk art and object art.94 Not simply a ready-made material for
making art, refuse was notably interpreted by Chien as a realist response to the urban
landscape of Taipei County. As he suggests, using industrial waste for artistic purposes
could not only allow people to ‘rethink the negative effects brought by urbanisation and
industrialisation’, but also had the potential to bring ‘art closer to people’s lives’.95 This
assertion shows how Chien’s application of junk aesthetics is coloured both by a realist
voice and environmental concerns.
In Installation Art in Taiwan 1991–2001, Yao Jui-chung extends the dominant
interpretation of Wu Chung-wei’s practices in fine art circles in the 1990s by classifying
them as junk art, but also provides a subtly different point of view. Rather than
concentrating on the ethics or conceptualising the work, Yao highlights how the imagery of
junk in Wu’s projects represents nothing but its decline. In the chapter ‘Junk Art
Installation’, Yao devotes seven pages to covering several projects driven by Wu Chungwei and his coterie during the period from the early to the late-1990s, which include Sickly
Sweet, the TBLF and the TBSF through to the TIPAF and Guishan Factory. Yao suggests
that these events symbolise a specific aesthetic in junk art; namely, one that presents the
‘total decay of things’, abandoning any pure aesthetic values of refuse. As a way to
distinguish Wu’s junk art from the ready-made and installation art by his contemporaries,
Yao describes Wu’s artistic approach as ‘making junk into junk’, in the context of which
Wu seldomly imprinted any transcendent connotation to junk in his projects. As such, this
kind of junk ‘exists only for its decay, and vanishes and is reborn after its final decline’.96
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The above mentioned arguments about junk art by Chien Ming-hui, Li Ji, Wu Ma-li and
Yao Jui-chung not only shaped the dominant interpretation of Wu Chung-wei’s projects
from the perspective of Taiwan’s fine art circles in the mid-1990s, but were also closely
related to the realist aesthetics promoted by Taipei County-based official cultural
institutions (see Chapter Five). From my point of view, this discourse only emerged during
the mid-1990s, before gradually disappearing after the popularity of junk art subsided. In
his 2012 monograph ‘Underground Noise of Taiwan – the Student Movement
Counterculture 1990-2000’, Lin Chi-wei coins the term ‘rubbish-heap-ism’ (leseshan
zhuyi) to loosely qualify the aesthetics – or the ‘artistic style’ if had one – of the subversive
arts practices seen in the underground culture at the time, for example, that of Wu Chungwei, the noise collective LTK Commune and others.97 His argument is scrutinised in
Chapter Six.

2-7 Student Movement Counterculture
Since around 2005, Li Chi-wei, one of the founding members of Z.S.L.O. and central
figures of Sickly Sweet, has espoused the argument that the scene related to the TBLF
series could be regarded as the counterculture that developed from the trend of the student
movements in the early 1990s. Lin first expressed his propositions in an interview
published in Artco in 2005.98 This interview was included in a special feature in the
magazine that explored the impact of punk rock on art, fashion and culture, responding to
the first retrospective exhibition of Vivienne Westwood held at the TFAM (see Chapter
One). Lin traces his personal engagements with punk rock in the early 1990s when he was a
college student and the way in which Western punk culture, primarily within the context of
America and the U.K., has influenced Taiwan. From his point of view, the punk movement
was the result of an unusual partnership between ‘a group of intellectuals and fearless
punks’. This kind of collaboration was regarded by Lin as a ‘model’ that provided the
possibility of a movement. In this text, Lin attempts to deal with punk culture in the context
of Taiwan. He suggests that the DIY ethos and the anti-establishment views within the
TBLF could resonate with the Western punk movements; more importantly, aside from the
Western context, he argues that the TBLF represented the marginal practices of arts that
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grew from the Wild Lily Student Movement. This had began with the largest student
demonstration in Taiwan since the Second World War, at which around three thousand
young participants gathered to demand democratic reform. Despite their political demands,
some marginal practices were related to the movement, such as the Little Theatre, student
zines and the Audio-Visual Club at National Taiwan University. Lin believes these
elements created a kind of body-focused subversive arts, which was mostly revealed in
scenes of those scenes of Sickly Sweet and the TBLF that emerged later. However, these
same scenes have now dissolved as ‘the platforms for the subversive arts practices had
disappeared’99 after 1995.
The second edition of the festival, in Lin’s view, symbolises ‘not only the climax but also
an end of the student movement counterculture’.100 Moreover, from his perspective, the
dissolution of the underground scene was paralleled by the fact that government-sponsored
outdoor music festivals had considerably increased since 1995. The shift was represented in
the cultural spheres of both Taipei City and Taipei County. Although Lin reveals his
intention to historicise the subversive arts practices through the legacy of the Wild Lily, the
intricate relationships between these practices were not explained in this interview. How
did these practices grow from the movement? How did the radical approaches of the body
become an institutional strategy at this political rally? What was the catalyst that allowed
body-focused arts to demonstrate their significance in this political demonstration?
These questions were not answered by Lin until he developed his arguments more
comprehensively in an article in 2012.101 In this 17,000-word text, Lin provides some
detailed descriptions and information about the subversive arts practices and what he
defined as the ‘noise acts’ that have emerged since the Wild Lily. He also demonstrates his
efforts to deal with these aspects more dialectically in the history of the nationalist body
discipline in Taiwan in the post-war era.
As one of the participants in the Wild Lily, Lin argues that the power structure of the
movement formed another kind of discipline over the participants’ bodies soon after the
event expanded dramatically from a sit-in staged by nine students to a gathering of
99
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thousands in which various individual expressions were repressed. ‘It was not a student
movement’, Lin claims, ‘but a movement which was only for the good students who
obeyed the discipline of the body’.102 His argument is that the movement was ultimately
represented by a unitary body politics, in which ‘through a single microphone, a whole set
of standardised modes of behaviour was given by a single command centre’.103 Lin has also
suggested a diagram to outline the movement, which presents a human figure with ‘an
unusually developed brain, a pathetically thin upper body and a paralysed lower body’.104
According to Lin, some participating students who were involved in the scenes of Sickly
Sweet and the Taipei Broken Life Festival a few years later had developed a more
rebellious and provocative strategy to challenge this state of affairs; thus, they ‘demonised’
themselves as crude, naïve, filthy, chauvinistic and obscene in order to oppose the
sanctimonious and the moralistic.105 This approach was another thread in the Wild Lily
described by Lin as an alternative version of the Student Movement, named the ‘student
movement of the lower body’(xia ban shen xueyun). The latter version of the movement
was in contrast to the ‘good’, student-led mainstream student movement that adopted an
attitude that ‘both cooperated and struggled with the official one’.106 Retrospectively, Lin
criticises how the mainstream camp of the Wild Lily ultimately failed to ‘project a
distinctive vision of culture beyond that which was suggested by the two major political
parties, i.e. the KMT and the DPP’.107 In contrast, the subversive arts practices that
stemmed from the movement have ‘created a route which shifts from the grand narratives
of the nationalist discourse to the politics of the body through their marginalised flesh’.108
Lin also distinguishes the (art) practices of the counterculture of the Student Movement
from the political art that has been supported by the system of contemporary biennials. He
argues that the most important difference between them is that the former did not progress
and spread in the mainstream cultural institutions; that many of these events were merged
with different forms of activism; and, more importantly, their contents did not ‘reflect’
social issues, but rather achieved a form of succès de scandale, an idea he borrows from
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Situationism. In this context, instead of being an object in the realm of sound and music
studies, the notion of noise is an incarnation of ‘politics of avant-garde per se’.109
As Lin explains, this approach was represented in the varied practices of ‘the post-student
movement noise acts’ (hou xueyun zaoyin)110 from which the counterculture grew and
which struggled with the unitary body politics of the Wild Lily. These were closely related
to the LTK Commune, the Z.S.L.O, filmmaker Kuan Wen-shen, and the artists Steve Chan
(Chan Ka-keung), Wu Chung-wei and others from 1992 to 1994. These practices were
sometimes based on different collaborations and were launched within a few college
campuses and alternative spaces, adopting a variety of forms ranging from sound
performances, happenings, art interventions, the Little Theatre and mail art to short films,
DIY records and zines. The second TBLF was not only its climax, but also a turning point.
These ‘noise makers’, as Lin suggests, were largely influenced by the movements of punk
and industrial noise in the Western context, whether directly or not. In terms of local
cultural references, their approaches derived from the magical realism of the Nativist
literature during the 1980s and embodied its style through obscene flesh. Overall, Lin’s
research, which I regard as one of the most significant sources for this thesis, provides an
original perspective on the historical trials from Sickly Sweet to the two editions of the
TBLF from its relationships to the Wild Lily. His arguments on the performance of the
‘self-demonised body’, the way in which it relates to the idea of noise and the idea of
‘rubbish-heap-ism’ will be further developed in Chapter Six.
The ideas of ‘self-abasement art’, as argued for by Kuo Jun-honn, and the ‘self-demonised
body’ of Lin Chi-wei, are conceptually correlated, while focusing on two different realms.
The former refers to the examples that are more within an institutionalised art world as
most of them are works by visual art-based and mostly academically trained individual
artists. Although these works have been discussed primarily in the mainstream art world,
some of the early examples, such as the practices of Huang Hua-cheng, Tehching Hsieh
(Hsieh Teh-ching) and Chen Chieh-jen, were rarely noticed in art circles when they were
launched. These artists’ practices, however, is more related to cultural productions that are
scattered across relatively marginalised positions or even outside of art institutions. The
different scopes of these two discourses on the rebellion in the arts should be merged
109
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together; in this way, we will be able to reconsider the subversive potentials shared by
avant-garde art and the underground scene. In my view, the resonance between ‘selfabasement art’ and the ‘self-demonised body’ is pivotal on this expanded map.

2-8 From War Machine to Isle Margin
Whether appearing in the performance art-based avant-garde in the 1980s or the multi-form
subversive arts after the Wild Lily Student Movement, radicalised body experience was
foregrounded as an essential approach to Taiwanese emancipation. This subversive arts
strategy resonated with what can be succinctly described as the ‘neo-Marxist turn’ of
Taiwanese leftist intellectuals during the same period. The potential links between this turn
and the subversive arts strategy could be traced to the criticisms centred on the body
politics of the Wild Lily in the early 1990s.111 To a large extent, those opinions were based
on the theories of neo-Marxism, post-structuralism, post-modernism and cultural studies,
mainly imported from Western Europe and North America. Retrospectively, these theories
exerted an intellectual impact on Taiwan’s cultural sphere, especially in terms of providing
an insight into the Student Movement from the angle of micro-politics, differing as this
does from mainstream political discourses.
Departing from these criticisms in my research, I specifically focus on the writings of the
contributors belonged to the left-leaning intellectuals circle that was loosely defined by
War Machine, which was first the title of a column in the Independent Daily News and later
became the name of a book series published by Tonsan Publishing and the related cultural
criticism journal Isle Margin (1991–1995). Some of the contributors from this camp
developed a specific writing strategy or an alternative method of intellectual production
called ‘post-text’ (hou zheng wen) to challenge the mainstream cultural and political
discourses. A number of these early examples of ‘post-text’ writings featured in the War
Machine column and were later gathered in Taiwan De Xin-Fanduiyundong – Dao XinMinzhu Zhilu (Taiwan’s New Opposition Movement: Road to New Democracy), an
anthology of the War Machine contributors published in August 1991.112 This book is a
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source book for the theoretical foundation of ‘post-text’ writings, which is formed by a
cluster of ideas, including the ‘theory of mess’ (luan lilun), ‘articulation’(chuan lian),
‘popular vandalism’ (Ren min wan dou zhu yi) and others. The book blends the theoretical
writings on socio-political reality of Taiwan with an unusual editorial approach that
juxtaposes them with the elements of popular culture. As part of a post-text strategy,
moreover, all the contributors of this anthology used an alias and many articles were said to
have been co-written. The book further explores so-called ‘popular democracy’ (ren min
minzhu) versus the DPP-mediated version of ‘civil society’ (min jian she hui), as
specifically discussed in Chang Chin-hung’s Dao Zhizheng Zhilu: “Difang Baowei
Zhongyang” De Lilun Yu Shiji (Road Leads to Power: “Encapsulate the Centre by the
Local” – Theories and Practices) in 1989.113
Two months later, after Taiwan De Xin-Fanduiyundong - Dao Xin-Minzhu Zhilu (Taiwan’s
New Opposition Movement: Road to New Democracy) was published, the journal Isle
Margin was founded and provided a major platform for ‘post-text’ articles. These articles
were later recognised and provoked discussion during the period from 1992–1993. Among
fourteen issues of Isle Margin, I regard the later issues (Nos. 7th to 14th) as more
noteworthy than the first for my research. These later issues changed the journal’s focus
from ‘imported’ Western theories to a series of practices orientated to anti-binary
opposition and anti-essentialism that were targeted at the Taiwanese reality. This was
realised in a number of significant Special Features on the emerging queer culture,
Taiwanese identity and the pornographic body. As discussed in Chapter Four, these special
features examined alternative views of the body, desire and national identity, while
simultaneously radicalising the use of language.114
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Chapter Three: Broken Corporeality
3-1 Introduction
In the early 1980s, a few years before the lifting of martial law, performance art emerged as
a trend in Taiwan’s art circles. In fact, a few conceptualist works and exhibitions had
appeared over a decade before, such as Huang Hua-cheng’s solo exhibition, Autumn
Exhibition of the Ecole de Great Taipei in 1966 and Tower of the Death by Tutu Painter’s
Club in 1970. However, performance art was not recognised as a specific artistic genre by
Taiwan’s art circles until the 1980s, for which the Taiwanese artist Tehching Hsieh’s, One
Year Performance 1978-79 (Cage Piece), made in New York in the late 1970s, was a
seminal reference point both historically and aesthetically.115 Broadly speaking, the trend of
performance art in the 1980s in Taiwan was considerably saturated with the emerging
conceptualism of the period. Nevertheless, it should be noted that a part of the trend tended
to be formalist as it involved the vocabulary of modern dance and was often incorporated
with white-box-based installations and abstract paintings or sculptures. Soon after they
emerged, the artistic practices belonging to his trend were ‘justified’ by the newly
established public museums in the mid-1980s as ‘experimental’ according to the criteria of
formalist modernism.116
This thesis will focus on another thread of the trend of performance art, which was more
conceptualism-based, socio-politically engaged, and often took place outside conventional
art venues. This strand was mainly defined by a relatively marginal and underground scene
of Taiwanese art in the 1980s. The artists who were involved in the scene, including Chen
Chieh-jen, Lee Ming-sheng, Lin Ju, Hou Chun-min and the art group River-Lo Concept
Expression (as known as Luo He Zhan Yi), explored the idea that the artist’s body was a
vehicle to convey concepts, engage the crowd and intervene in public space. As all kinds of
gatherings and unauthorised performances in public space were banned before the lifting of
martial law (1987), some of the earliest works in the scene caused tension between the
artist and the police or crowd. Although these artists’ practices were less analysed by the
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mainstream art media, represented by the two major art magazines, Artist and Hsiung Shih
Art Monthly, they were discussed by the theatre critic Wang Mo-lin as representing a new
frontier of the avant-garde, one which not only radicalised the artist’s body but also
resonated with the dramatic rise in public demonstrations and political rallies. Wang’s
theorisation of Taiwan’s early performance art also provided an important reference for
Japanese underground theatre (angura) and butoh dance, which established a thread that
links the local performance art scene to the performance debut of the Japanese butoh group,
Byakko Sha, in Taiwan.
This chapter investigates the historical scene of early performance art in Taiwan and
discusses the way in which a kind of broken corporeality embodied in the imagery of the
morbid, decadent, grotesque and abnormal body has been foregrounded as a way to
challenge the institution of art and the mainstream cultural realm. It first focuses on
Tehching Hsieh’s One Year Performance series, and specifically the impact caused by
Cage Piece, the first work of the series in the end of the 1970s, before highlighting the role
of the gaze upon the abnormal body in the criticism surrounding this work. The following
section traces some of the earliest examples in the scene, which are from the Chen Chiehjen-led performance groups and River-Lo Concept Expression, and the way in which these
practices intertwined with a subtle transition of urban space in terms of social meanings.
The focus then moves to Wang Mo-lin’s interpretations of these early works at that time,
which is later extended to the references of Japanese angura and butoh related to his
writings. This is followed by an examination of a series of practices of Lee Ming-sheng,
who was the most active practitioner of performance art in the 1980s, whose works show a
significant shift from an ascetic to a morbid image of the body . The final sections of this
chapter take up Hou Chun-min’s paintings and performance works made in the late 1980s
as examples to conclude the early performance art scene in Taiwan, in which a kind of
broken/decayed corporeality was developed as a way to challenge the mainstream and the
institutionalised artworld.

3-2 Dysfunctional Machine
For the 1980s performance art scene, the artist Tehching Heieh’s One Year Performance
series spanning from 1978 to 1986 was a seminal reference. In retrospect, this series was
influential on early performance art in the Taiwanese avant-garde, although the five works
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of this series all took place in New York, causing an impact on Taiwan’s local art circles
through the coverage of art journals.
Hsieh was born in 1950 in Pingtung County, Taiwan. After his first performance piece in
1974, in which he jumped out of the windows of his first-floor rented flat in Taipei and hurt
his ankle, Hsieh took to sea and entered the US illegally, spending his first four years in
New York as a dishwasher and cleaner to make a living. Between 1978 and 1986, Hsieh
made the One Year Performance series, which consists of five performance pieces. Each
performance lasted for one year and was based on a number of rules.117 In my research for
this thesis, what intrigued me most about Hsieh’s One Year Performance was not the
concepts, such as duration, endurance, self-discipline, physical hardship and lifelike art,
which are perfectly conveyed by the artistic language (although they are significant
aesthetic contents of this series), but the diverse reaction from Taiwanese art circles against
Hsieh’s practices, specifically One Year Performance 1978 – 9 (Cage Piece), the first work
of the series.
In this work, Hsieh remained in a cage inside his studio for a year, without conversing,
reading, writing, listening to radio or watching television. A single friend took charge of his
food, clothing and waste during the period. In October 1979, when Hsieh walked out of his
New York studio, marking the end of the year-long Cage Piece, the news hit Taiwanese
local art circles and received a mixed reception. [Fig. 3-9]. At least five newspaper stories
were published, largely based on the comments from New York-based Taiwanese artists,
critics and art historians. In those comments, only a few critics, including Du Ruo-jou, Yao
Ching-chang, Fei Ming-chieh and Hsieh Li-fa, took a subtle position, recognising the
solitary journey of his artistic exploration as the latest example in the emerging ‘body art’,
or praising his ‘courage’ in challenging the boundaries of art and life. Others, such as Ku
Chung-kuang, Han Hsiang-ning and Liu Wen-tan, doubted Hsieh’s artistic approach and
criticised Cage Piece for its perceived lack of artistic significance. In their view, Hsieh was
an escapist or a sensationalist who adopted radical performance only as a means of
provoking shock. It is noteworthy that many views link Hsieh’s approach to mental illness,
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sometimes seeing him as eccentric, abnormal, or even possessed by evil.118 These criticisms
reveal an unexpected aspect of the ‘lifelike art’ of Hsieh’s performances, in which an
outsider could be discussed in both metaphorical and literal senses, despite any imprint of
self-technology.119 I argue that it is this narrative of ‘the abnormal’ that was applied to
artworks and artists at this time, rather than an artist’s statement or self-declares aesthetics,
that links Hsieh’s lifelike art to the Taiwanese performance art that emerged in the early
1980s. On this point, Hsieh Li-fa’s remark on Cage Piece, which interprets the work as ‘a
dysfunctional machine’, is significant. It provides a rare narrative among the criticisms
from 1979, that integrates the ‘abnormal state’ in both senses of its aesthetics and its
neurotic symptoms.

3-3 Body Rebel
Emerging from the first encounter between Hsieh’s Cage Piece and Taiwanese art circles,
the imagery of the abnormal, diseased and morbid body quickly played a significant part in
early performance art in Taiwan. On 21 October 1983, the artist Chen Chieh-jen, then
twenty-three years old and at the very start of his career, conducted a collective
performance, Dysfunction No.3, on the streets of Ximending [Fig. 3-1]. This was Chen’s
fourth performance of that year. The first three, including Stages of Transformation and
Dysfunction No.1 and No.2, were held in his flat and only recorded by friends.120 The first
of his performances to be held in a public space, Dysfunction No.3, took place in the street
with no publicity. The performers, comprising four of Chen’s friends, ‘hooded themselves
with black sacks and tied their ankles together, walking in a line as if they were criminals
[…] the whole bustling area seemed to be immersed in a state of silence’121 when the
performance began. After walking silently for a distance, they folded up on the ground,
snuggled their bodies together and shouted.
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As shown by the video of the performance, this event attracted a large crowd as it took
place in Taipei’s cinema district, which was also the busiest commercial area at that time.
The performance lasted for approximately twenty minutes and ended with the participants
being arrested by the police. Chen had deliberately chosen the day of the election of
national representatives for the performance, which made the act more politically sensitive.
As Chen recalled, there were plain-clothes police at the site who did not know how to
handle the situation.122 In fact, throughout that year, when Taiwan was still under martial
law, all parades and assemblies were banned and it was very rare for artists to use outdoor
public spaces as a stage for their performances. An unauthorised public performance, such
as Dysfunction No.3, was particularly sensitive as it could be labelled by the government as
a politically subversive act of a kind normally attributed to the so-called tangwai, meaning
‘outside the Kuomintang (KMT)’.
In December 1986, Chen Chieh-jen founded another group, Milk, Essence, Ritual, and
launched the performance Trial Explosion of Womb that extended the approach he had
developed in Dysfunction No.3 in four phases on different sites. The first phase was staged
in the east district of Taipei City, where a small group of performers wore stockings over
their heads and crawled forward along the street, moving slowly towards the New Aspect
Little Theatre, which was one of the main venues for the Little Theatre performances at that
time, where the second phase took place [Fig. 3-3]. This was subsequently followed by the
third and the fourth phases in which similar performances were staged in the mountains and
at the seaside. The whole performance lasted a few days.
Chen Chieh-jen and his friends’ guerrilla performance ‘happenings’ did not receive much
attention from the mainstream art media, though they were noticed by the theatre critic and
worker, Wang Mo-lin. Wang described the events as Conceptual Performing Arts (guan
nian biaoyan yishu) and cited Dysfunction No.3 as the ‘first street performance’ in
Taiwan.123 According to Wang, this artistic form had not emerged as a trend until 1986, a
year before the lifting of martial law, when further examples appeared in the Little Theatre
movement.
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Parallel to these performance art projects, the same period saw another group, River-lo
Concept Expression (Luo He Zhan Yi), become active in the scene. As all the founding
members of the group were fine art students who lacked any professional training in
theatre, they conceived an approach that clearly differed from the idea of conventional
theatre as it was understood at the time they founded the group in 1984. The group
emphasised the priority of an artistic concept and intended to disregard artistic forms. The
group was originally named the River-Lo Straight Play Theatre (Luo He Huaju She), but
later replaced the term ‘theatre’ with ‘zhan yi’, meaning ‘presenting ideas’, as a means of
emphasising their conceptualist approach, thereby differentiating themselves from the
norms of conventional theatre. Although emphasising concepts rather than forms, their
approach echoed the first generation of the Taiwanese Little Theatre at a time (1978–1986)
that was imbued with an experimental spirit of focusing on the reform of performing styles
of conventional theatre. To a large extent, it lacked the socio-political engagement of the
second generation of the Little Theatre (1986-1990), as seen in Circular Ruins, Zero Scene,
Rive-Gauche, U Theatre, Critical Point theatres and others.124
It is noteworthy that, in July 1986, River-lo Concept Expression staged a performance in a
underground walkway near Taipei Railway Station, which provoked a similar level of
tension between the artists and the police as that of Dysfunction No.3. During the
performance, the group members deliberately walked as if in slow motion, but would
sometimes act normally when randomly talking to strangers who happened to be passing
by. This performance, which was one of the Interchange series, did not attract the attention
of many people until it was subject to warnings from the police, following which the artists
were eventually ‘beaten’ by the police for allegedly ‘disturbing the traffic’, although some
members of the crowd surrounding the episode thought this might have been a tangwairelated act125 [Fig. 3-2].
Chen Chieh-jen and River-Lo Concept Expression’s performance art similarly caused
tension between the artists and the police or the crowd, and walked a fine line between an
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artistic event and a politically suspicious act in martial law society, whether intentionally or
accidentally. However, their attitudes toward the socio-political connotations of their
practice were obscure and varied. For River-Lo Concept Expression, socio-political
significance had never been a message their projects aimed to deliver, while Chen
emphasised that, since any artistic performance in public space could have socio-political
effects, the artist’s awareness of the environment and the institution were essential.126
Chen’s idea was supported by Wang Mo-lin at that time. Ultimately, both Wang Mo-lin
and Chen Chieh-jen considered Conceptual Performing Arts more a catalyst for disturbing
the system, rather than a representation of concepts. From my point of view, this idea
shaped a basic feature of guerrilla performance art in the 1980s, which not only
distinguished itself from the first generation of the Little Theatre, but also imprinted a
political significance on the artist’s body.
To Wang Mo-lin, 1986 symbolised the boom of Conceptual Performing Arts. As he
claimed at the time, ‘it seems the year for the new generation to “rebel” against the theatre,
which implicates a rupture of their relationships with the existing institutions of
performance art’.127 These performances were described by Wang as ‘an event of bodily
rebellion’.128 These artists, the ‘body rebels’ (routi panluanzhe) in Wang’s narrative,
exhibited ‘the germ of a new body culture’ and reflected the artists’ demand for a more
liberal and freer platform, rather than institutionalised venues such as theatres or
museums.129 The political significance and the rebellious gesture revealed in Conceptual
Performing Arts therefore linked to the socio-political reality under martial law.
When Dysfunction No.3 was made, it was described by the media as ‘a performance
without any announcement in advance and explanation afterwards’, making it similar to a
126
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happening in its artistic form.130 In recent years, following the realisation that his early
performances have attracted increasing attention, Chen Chieh-jen’s statements on these
performance works have become clearer. In a statement from 2013, he recalls the idea of
Dysfunction No.3 and explains that
[…] because […] children of the martial law like us, who had grown up and been
educated in the martial law period, it wasn’t possible to truly get to know our bodies
and thinking patterns, trained under the martial law system, [nor] clear up the
martial law influences deep in our conscious, unless we put ourselves in the “public
space” where mass gatherings and demonstrations were banned, stood [on] the edge
of violating martial law, and physically confronted the police and the intelligence
and public security unit monitoring the ‘public space’. And it wasn’t possible to
open alternative imaginations of society and art and ways of self-organisation under
the martial law system.131
In Dysfunction No.3, both the performer’s prisoner-like costume, and his silent walking and
cringing gestures, as well as the arrests the work provoked as an illegal act, represented this
suppressed socio-political atmosphere on both a metaphorical and a factual level.
Nevertheless, it would be a risk to simplify Dysfunction No.3 and other Conceptual
Performing Arts works as artistic acts of political resistance. As discussed above, such
works were often testing the boundaries in opposition to the state apparatus, whether
intentionally or by accident. These practices were driven more from a place of undefined
rebellious corporeality, but were a clear political statement. By doing so, artists formed
their idiosyncratic gestures of rebellion in ways that represented a kind of ‘nebulous
resistance’ as Chen Chieh-jen termed it in a recent interview.132 What is meant by
‘nebulous’ here is ‘a state of adolescent self-awareness yet to be captured by meaning; at
the same time it describes an ambiguity within the politics of aesthetics – political
provocation through obscure actions’.133 By treading the grey areas of censorship in an age
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of political suppression, this approach illustrates the way in which the Taiwanese artists of
the martial law era had accomplished physical and ideological transgression.134

3-4 Public Theatre
In parallel to Conceptual Performing Arts, 1986 also saw a dramatic rise in public
demonstrations and political rallies throughout Taiwan. In 1987 alone, over 1,800 protestrelated events took place throughout the country.135 Wang suggested this social
phenomenon paralleled the rise of Conceptual Performing Arts, and regarded the physical
conflicts those performances had caused as an ‘embodiment’ of an abstract idea of the body
in a concrete sense.
In 1987 Taiwan revealed its energy as a civil society, which had not been seen in
the previous forty years. It was a materialisation of the body that represented the
political value of a body. For instance, the conflicts between social movements and
the police, and the “physical language” which is frequently exhibited in parliament,
similarly represented a kind of body art. The body is no longer merely a product of
imagery but has been embodied with sensibility, imagination and thought through
the behaviour of resistance.136
Wang uses the term ‘rebellious body’ to identify a revelation of bodily experience
demonstrated by street protesters, which is similar to that seen in Conceptual Performing
Arts. Here, Wang outlines a perspective on the protester’s bodies that was newly appearing
in the social space, in which the bodies were more or less aestheticised. His argument
suggests another way to ‘read’ social movements like these: can they be understood as a
kind of performance? This suggestion was echoed by other intellectuals at the time who
thought about the subtle theatrical tendencies of political rallies in the 1980s. Sisy Chen
(Chen Wen-hsien), one of the former figures of tangwai, recalled how ‘in that period, social
movements were similar to theatrical performances. All the participants were [like] actors
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or actresses’.137 Yang Du echoes her opinion, asserting that: ‘What happened [on the street]
during that specific period was similar to theatrical performance. [...] It gave people the
thrill of being the masters of the country by protesting on the street’. 138 The intertextual
potential of performance, protest and spectacle was the socio-political background for these
happenings, as well as the means by which Wang could bridge the bodies of performers,
protesters, police and passers-by. By tracing the aesthetics of this new body culture to the
bodily experiences of the student movements in the 1960s and the 1970s, he suggested that,
for the younger generation, the physical conflicts between students and police in protests
had imprinted the idea of the body with a more realist gesture.139 According to Wang,
[t]he only medium of Conceptual Performing Arts is the body, [and] through
destroying and establishing their bodies, artists could dialectically create the
“antithesis” between themselves and the reality, the outer space, the institutions etc.
they encountered. These different forms of the antithesis could later form reflexive
meanings. This is one reason why Conceptual Performing Arts has remained
popular since the beginning of the 1980s.140
In other words, to ‘extract’ the rebellious gesture from the conflicts amid the socio-political
movements is, in a way, to aestheticise the body of protesters and its relationship to public
space. Wang’s argument suggests the theatricalisation of social space, in which protesters’
bodies are situated in a theatrical environment and treated as aesthetic objects. This
theatricalised social space was what the early performance art like Trial Explosion of Womb
worked within.
It is noteworthy that the same period saw another kind of theatricalisation emerge in social
space, one which relates to the rise of street art. During the mid-1980s, the emerging
urbanised space of Taipei City gave Conceptual Performing Arts a stage for artists to
confront their essential audience, namely the crowd. Both Wang Mo-lin’s writings and
Chen Chieh-jen’s statement years later focus on the significance of ‘bodily rebellion’ in the
period of martial law repression. Nevertheless, this focus would be limited and artist-
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centred. As a way to historicise the gesture of bodily rebellion, the historical conditions that
made this gesture subversive or being incorporated with the institution of arts should be
addressed. I suggest what the artists encountered was, not only a suppressed martial law
society, but also a changing landscape of urban Taipei at the same time. It is from this angle
that we recognise a gradually theatricalised urban space behind the Conceptual Performing
Arts scene, which, to a certain degree, soften the subversive effects brought by the artists’
rebellious gesture. This situation foresaw a phenomenon that gradually formed in the
1990s, in which radical performance became less an intervention and more of a spectacle.
The intensity witnessed between an unauthorised performance and the police reaction in
Dysfunction No.3 ironically echoes how Ximending was gradually transformed into the
first major area in Taipei to promote so-called ‘street performance’ or ‘street art’.
Historically, Ximending, a commercial area during the Japanese colonial period, has been
regarded as similar to Asakusa, Tokyo. After the end of the Second World War, the area
became a popular hangout for teenagers, as many cinemas and video arcades were
established there. The area was also a stage for young people to show off their eccentric
clothing, which were often regarded as representing disobedient behaviour in the
suppressive atmosphere of Taiwan during the martial law period. Between 1969 and 1972,
the police pursuit of ‘the men with long hair’ or those with ‘bizarre clothing’ was a frequent
occurrence in Ximending.141 After being affected by highs rate of juvenile crime and the
rise of the east district as the new commercial area, in the 1980s Ximending lost its
commercial aura, as many retailers targeting white-collar customers moved into the east
district.
Since then, the level of rent in Ximending has dropped dramatically, attracting younger
traders importing fashion goods from Japan. This has encouraged what Lee Ming-sung
defines as ‘cross-cultural consumption’.142 This economic change intensified Japanese
subcultural influences in the area, and Ximending soon became known by the mass media
as an alternative Harajuku, a district in Tokyo that was notable for its energetic youth
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subculture during the mid-1970s and the mid-1980s. The ‘street style’ fashion that emerged
in Ximending was partly influenced by Takenoko-zoku (literally ‘the bamboo-shoot tribe’).
Takenoko-zoku was a specific type of street dance group that usually performed every
Sunday on a pedestrianised urban highway by Yoyogi Park in Harajuku, whose members
were characterised by their extravagant and colourful costumes and their striking dance
formation patterns.143 Both Takenoko-zoku and the British and American punk movements
influenced Ximending’s street fashion. A pop song, ‘Occupying Ximending’ (Zhanling
Ximening), written by Li Shou-chuan in 1986, portrays Taiwan’s so-called ‘youth punk’
(shaonian pang-ke) as teenagers who ‘dress in long coats and overalls, with pointed
flaming red hair, green eyebrows and black-coloured lips, and “Harajuku” stickers’.144
These hybrid cultural references could also be seen in the mass media’s use of the term
‘Harajuku pang-ke’ (Harajuku punk) as a label for the young people hanging around
Ximending.145
In June 1985, the Taipei City government held a public street performance event in
Ximending as a prelude to the forthcoming pedestrianisation of the streets. The programme
included street painting, children’s music and ‘breakdancing’ performances, mime,
performance art and folk music. This could be seen as the first government-organised event
promoting the idea of ‘street performance’ in Ximending, for which the energetic
subcultural scene in Harajuku was regarded as the model. A paragraph in the review by
Hsu Chi-lin, published soon after the event, captures the way in which (Western) punk
culture was adopted as a fashion style in Taiwan and integrated with other local youth
cultures, which also reflected Japanese youth culture:
Recently, breakdance is fashionable among local teenagers who often dress in punk
costume. Punk culture originates from the UK, whilst the local teenagers learned it
from Japan. When the plan for a pedestrian area was launched, some people
suggested that it could [make Ximending] a place equivalent to Harajuku, the centre
of Japanese punk culture’.146
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Apart from its discussion of certain Western cultural references that relate to the idea of the
events, it is noteworthy that the article was illustrated with an image of Chen Chieh-jen’s
Dysfunction No.3, and accompanied by other images of the event.147 The article does not
cite Chen’s act, but this editorial arrangement does seem to contextualise Dysfunction No.3
as a remarkable example in the rise of street performance. It could not be more ironic that
the image of Dysfunction was placed adjacent to a photograph of the former mayor of
Taipei City, Hsu Shui-the, who attended the event’s opening ceremony [Fig. 3-4].148 The
artist’s attempted provocation has been reinterpreted in this context as an acceptable, and
even promoted, artistic form.

3-5 Japanese Angura and Butoh
When conceptual art performance was emerging as a trend in Taiwan in the 1980s, the
critic and theatre worker, Wang Mo-lin, was its main advocate. Retrospectively, his
interpretation of these artists’ approaches formed an essential part of the emergence of the
trend. Several articles he published in the latter half of the 1980s are rare examples of texts
covering such performances during this period. More importantly, they show his efforts to
theorise and aestheticise those artists’ approaches. This latter task was further supported by
his references to the Japanese ‘little theatre’ movement of butoh, and to European
conceptual art, especially the notion of ‘social sculpture’ taken from Joseph Beuys. Wang’s
interpretation of Conceptual Performing Arts was based on these cross-cultural references
that were further extended to the socio-political reality of Taiwan before the lifting of
martial law. Below, I will trace the historical trails of Japanese theatre on which Wang
focused and with which he engaged during that time.
Wang studied theatre at Chuo University in Tokyo from 1982–1985. Notwithstanding his
major in classical theatre, he gradually made connections with those Japanese performers
who had been involved in the student movements since the 1960s, and was influenced by
their radical thinking on the notion of the body.149 In the latter half of the 1960s in Japan, a
period of intellectual fermentation and ideological struggle, a number of young Japanese
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theatre workers began to challenge the realistic orientation of shingeki, which literally
translates as ‘New Theatre’ or ‘New Drama’, and which had developed since the late 19th
century. Their approach formed the so-called Japanese ‘little theatre’, or ‘post-shingeki’
movement’, also referred to as angura (underground).150 Shingeki was a break from
traditional theatre such as kabuki and nō drama. Its ambition, as David G. Goodman points
out, was to produce a ‘thoroughly realistic theatre in the spirit of Ibsen and Chekhov’ and to
eschew the ‘irrationality’ of premodern theatre forms, especially that of kabuki.151 Thus, the
new theatre could ‘deal more effectively with the questions posed by the modern Japanese
experience’.152 In contrast, the post-shingeki movement attempted ‘to re-establish contact
with the pre-modern imagination that had been taboo’.153 Its ultimate goal was to
‘challenge and supplant, not just the external forms of shingeki, but its underlying
mythological formulation’.154 Through dialectical interplay with the pre-modern Japanese
popular imagination, post-shingeki playwrights developed an alternative formulation
consisting of three essential elements. First, a non-tragic, anti-Hegelian dramaturgy;
second, a revalorisation of Japanese cultural experience, even (or perhaps especially) in its
aberrant forms; third, an emphasis on ‘movement’ that was manifest in the use of mobile
tent theatres and other non-traditional theatre spaces.155
The emergence of angura cannot be separated from the socio-political circumstances faced
by Japanese youth during this period. Following the failure of political protests against the
Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and Security between the United States and Japan [Japanese
Anpo jōyaku], in 1960 and 1970, and the repression of student protests against the
authoritarian politics of Japanese universities from 1968–1972, the energy of Japanese
youth, as Midori Matsui indicates, ‘ran to the production of underground dance and theatre,
pornographic films and narrative comics’.156 It was in this atmosphere that young theatre
artists organised avant-garde theatre troupes, such as Kara Juro’s Situation Theatre Troupe
(Gekidan Jokyo Gekijo, or Crimson Tent), Terayama Shūji’s Tenjō Sajiki and Suzuki
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Tadashi’s Waseda Shōgekijō among others, which were independent of established
shingeki troupes. Many of these troupes had previously been involved in the struggle
against the renewal of the United States-Japan Security Treaty. The inability of the
established theatre to revolt against the Security Treaty and the attempt to respond
artistically to the crisis motivated them to turn away from shingeki.157 Their theatre was
later regarded as the first generation of the ‘little theatre’ movement.158
Aside from the politics of aesthetics, a new kind of body politics, different to the Western
model, was shaped in the angura movement. As Midori Matsui argues,
[the] reassertion of nikutai, or ‘body’, characterised each protest against
rationalization. While the converted left-wing intellectuals of the 1930s embraced
the mythified Japanese body politic embodied in the emperor, the forebears of
underground culture in the 1960s and the 1970s cultivated the expression of the
body as [a] fragile, existential entity susceptible to physical harm, historical
pressure and emotional vicissitudes, as opposed to the well-balanced body based on
the Western model, for example that of an athlete or a classical ballet dancer.159
The politics of the body revealed in the Japanese angura was also significant to Taiwanese
Conceptual Performing Arts. It not only suggested a new vocabulary of the body, but also
radicalised this vocabulary as a vehicle to challenge dominant culture. Both features
resonated in artists’ approaches to early performance art in Taiwan.
As part of the angura little theatre, the emergence of butoh, a specific form of Japanese
experimental dance theatre founded by Hijikata Tatsumi (1928–1986) and Kazuo Ōno
(1906–2010) in the late 1950s, was also noteworthy, especially for later emerging
Conceptual Performing Arts in Taiwan. The Japanese little theatre and butoh were closely
related in their inception as some of their practitioners overlapped. For example, Kara used
to study under Hijikara in his youth, while Maro Akaji (b. 1943), a lead actor with the
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Situation Theatre, left the troupe in 1972 to launch and lead the butoh group, The Great
Camel Fleet.160
The term butoh originated from ankoku buyō, meaning literally ‘dance of darkness’ or
‘dance of the dark soul’]s first used by Hijikata in the early 1960s. Etymologically, ankoku
means ‘utter darkness’, while buyō is a generic term for ‘dance’. Later in the 1960s,
Hijikata replaced buyō with butoh, and began to use ankoku butoh as the name to describe
his experimental dance. To challenge tradition, Hijikata used ‘reprobate’ crude physical
features and uncouth habits (defecatory stances and perverse sexual gestures, for
instance)’161 that worked as ‘a direct assault on the refinement (miyabi) and understatement
(shibui) so valued in Japanese aesthetics’.162 Similarly to the reassertion of the body in
angura little theatre, the bodily appearance of butoh performers plays an essential part in
the performance. For instance, in Hijikata’s iconic dance, Hijikata Tatsumi and the
Japanese: Rebellion of the Body (Hijikata Tatsumi to nihonjin – nikutai no hanran) in
October 1968, the artist adopted a strict training programme to shape his body into a
frightening condition in preparation for the performance. He consciously performed as
‘himself’, rather than any other character, in which his disturbing bodily appearance formed
an essential part.163
In a series of articles published in a number of Taiwan’s magazines, the Japanese angura
movement and butoh were covered intensively by Wang Mo-lin during 1986 and 1987..
This was also the period in which Taiwan’s Conceptual Performing Arts began to flourish.
Wang’s texts provided an important window through which Taiwan’s cultural circles could
view Japanese avant-garde theatre. More importantly, they sometimes intertwined with
Wang’s interpretation of the aforementioned performance projects by Chen Chieh-Jen and
River-Lo Concept Expression. The body aesthetics of the Japanese angura and butoh were
used by Wang to theorise the approaches of Taiwan’s avant-garde performing artists. One
of the most significant references for him was the notion of the ‘privileged body’, which
had been suggested by Kara Juro in 1968. This idea insists on the need for performers to
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foreground their physicality,164 and is ‘primarily based on the eccentricity of the actor’s
body with its peculiar history that gave a role its inevitable and irreplaceable character’.165
Wang’s understanding of the body aesthetics in Japanese little theatre echoes Kara’s
conception, as exemplified in the passage below:
The change is driven by actors’ increasing self-awareness of bodily expression.
Similar to Chinese opera, straight-play performers’ bodies are subject to plots.
However, Little Theatre performers regard the body as the subject [of theatre], in
which the dramatic intensity could be created only through bodily expression. This
is to say, to highlight dramatic intensity and to transcend the paradigm of straightplay, one must allow performers’ bodies to stand out in front of spectators. This
kind of provocative thinking is mainly employed to oppose the idea of performance
in straight-play which has a repressive characteristic.166
Wang’s writings provided a link between Taiwanese Conceptual Performing Arts and the
Japanese angura movement. However, this link tended to be theoretical at that time, due to
the fact that the pragmatic exchange between Japanese little theatre circles and the
Taiwanese cultural field remained a rare event until the end of the 1980s. However, a
meaningful encounter took place in 1986, when the first butoh performance appeared in
Taiwan. In March, the Kyoto-based butoh dance troupe Byakko Sha, led by Ohsuka Isamu,
was invited by New Aspect to Taipei to give an outdoor performance in the plaza of the
National Sun Yat-sen Memorial Hall. As Wang described in his review, the performance
‘triggered a craze amongst young people’167 and caused controversy because of the
dancers’ nudity. It also impacted Taiwan’s theatrical world, receiving a mixed reception, in
which, it was claimed, ‘[i]n the cultural sphere, those who are liberal suggest the troupe’s
butoh has the modernist characteristics of “the ridiculous, the insane, the nightmarish, the
sadistic, and the exotic”; those who are conservative criticise butoh and claim it is not art at
all’.168
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Byakko Sha’s performances were usually accompanied by photography sessions and
filming trips when touring abroad. The dance troupe would make a series of action stills in
local environments, which used locally found objects as part of their costume. Some of
these trips in the early 1980s also resulted in film production, for example, the 1983 film,
Faster Than The Wind, directed by Jun Okazaki and Emi Segawa, which documented the
group’s two-month trip to Indonesia and Bali169 and whose Taipei tour also involved this
kind of work. After the performance, Byakko Sha spent several days travelling around
northern Taiwan and visiting sightseeing spots, including Yehliu seaside, the Lin’s Family
Mansion and Garden and Huaxi Street Night Market (or Snake Alley) to make a series of
photographs of the events170 [Fig. 35], a trip that attracted the attention of the public, and
especially so in the night market.171
Motivated by Byakko Sha’s live performance, a special feature, entitled ‘Japanese Butoh
and Fine Art’ (Riben wuta yu meishu), was produced by Hsiung Shih Art Monthly in June
1986. The feature, as addressed in my introduction, was a response to Byakko Sha’s Taipei
performance and aimed to provide an intellectual or theoretical background to butoh.172
Apart from the essays by Ichikawa Miyabi and Wang Mo-lin, the most eye-catching section
in this feature is a photographic album representing the group’s trip around northern
Taiwan.173 The dancers used hand puppets, coloured lanterns and ship-body components
among other things as props for the photography.174 Their grotesque costumes and
theatrical gestures integrated with Taiwanese local landscapes to create a magical realist
style.
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In a photograph shot at the seaside in Yehliu [Fig. 3-6], uncanny components such as metal
pipes are scattered on the ground. Dancers with white makeup dress themselves in
industrial mass-produced products, including plastic bellows and funnels. With its flat
lighting, the scene might be misperceived by viewers as a studio shot reminiscent of a lowbudget sci-fi film, or in particular Tokusatsu, a specific type of live action film or television
drama that uses a considerable amount of special effects.175 Another photograph, shot in the
Chinese Culture and Movie Centre in Taipei, has a more dramatic feature. Under a
spotlight, the group’s core figure, Ohsuka Isamu, dressed like a little girl, acts as if he is
‘feeding’ a miniature US space shuttle into the mouth of a female dancer who kneels beside
him. In the background, a man holds miniatures of aircrafts and missiles, as a smiling
dancer is vaguely visible in the dark. The use of the miniature space vehicles displayed in
the Movie Centre dramatises the grotesque features of the photograph. With a mockery of
American imperialism, these images show the way in which butoh dance integrates the
primitive with the modern.
Although Byakko Sha’s debut in Taipei greatly influenced the local avant-garde and Little
Theatre circles, Chen Ying-zhen, the editor of a leading leftist journal, Renjian Magazine,
had reservations about the aesthetics of butoh. After Byakko Sha’s performances, the
journal published Chen’s interview with the dance group’s founders, Isamu Osuga and
Sanae Hiruta, in May 1986 [Fig. 3-7]. By defining Byakko Sha as an example of ‘post-war
modernist idealism’, Chen, as one of the major leftist thinkers and novelists at that time,
suggested the group ‘[had] no intention of transforming social reality’ and therefore their
oeuvre remained simply a creative process responding to the ‘new’.176 On the contrary,
Osuka Isamu believed that, since the economic recovery of Japan, the art and cultural
sector had simultaneously seen the ascent of ‘the critique of modernity’, i.e. a selfreflective critique of the modernisation of capitalism by two main means: one through a
reverence for pre-modernist cultural production, the other by the use of surrealism and
asobi-ism (game-ism) to subvert reality. Butoh was a realisation of the latter. He thought
that the shortcut granted by surrealism brought at least a level of positivity, in other words,
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the subjective thinking characteristic of this generation allowed for a better grasp of reality
in the post-Anpo period.177
Though, as a cultural event, Byakko Sha’s visit to Taiwan sparked only limited discussion
apart from the nude controversy, it evoked a similar kind of debate as took place between
realist and modern art during the Nativist Literature Movement in the 1970s. From the
mainstream realist stance of the time, modernism and avant-garde art were frequently
denounced as wanton, decadent and morbid individualism, as partly shown in the criticisms
of Tehching Hsieh’s Cage Piece (see Section 3-2). Inheriting the decadent and morbid
body as core imagery, Conceptual Performing Arts, which emerged on the streets of Taipei
in the early 1980s, might to various extents be labelled as modern and avant-garde.
However, my argument is that it represented an alternative version of realist aesthetics, in
which the imagery of the morbid body was not a ‘sketch’ of a self-contained individual (the
artist), but a vehicle for social engagement and institutional critique. This approach was
very much a realist one, only in an alternative way. Similarly to Osuka Isamu’s suggestion
that the adoption of surrealism and asobi-ism worked as tools to subvert reality for butoh,
Taiwanese Conceptual Performing Arts transformed the broken corporeality embodied in
morbid body image into a conceptual device to cope with the reality of the martial law era.

3-6 From the Ascetic to the Morbid
It is noteworthy that Chen Chieh-jen and River-Lo Concept Expression’s outdoor guerrilla
performances in the 1980s were discussed mainly in the Little Theatre context, and
attracted less attention from fine art circles at that time. Compared to these practices, the
artist Lee Ming-sheng’s performance artworks made during the same period were better
received by the fine art circle and the public. Born in 1952, Lee is a self-taught artist who
worked as a photographer before embracing performance art and body art. His first two
solo exhibitions of photography in 1981 and 1982 displayed both natural and social
environmental concerns,178 which became recurrent themes in his later performances.
Around the same time, he also explored other artistic forms, such as painting and sculpture.
In 1983, Lee was commissioned by Artist magazine to make a series of photographic
documents of Taiwanese artists. However, he soon felt ‘the limitations of photography’,179
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which motivated him to explore other artistic media, including ready mades, installations
and, most importantly, his own body.
Between August and October 1983, Lee conducted his first outdoor performance,
Purification of the Spirit. He spent forty-two days and nights walking the circumference of
the main island of Taiwan, a distance of 1,300 kilometres. During the trip, he slept
outdoors. The artist’s basic idea was to challenge his own physical strength through a long
period of walking.180 Lee set up five basic guidelines for the performance: ‘keeping silent,
seeding, walking, barefoot and sleeping outdoors’.181 These settings endowed the artist’s
trip with a rather ascetic gesture, and even conjured such religious imagery as the
wandering monks of Buddhism or sādhu in Hinduism. Similar imagery was imprinted even
more clearly in Lee’s second performance, Bundle Number 119, performed between 17
March and 14 July 1984. During this period of 119 days, he continuously carried a cloth
bundle containing a three-kilogram iron chain. The performance opened with a ceremony in
Nan Gallery, where the poet Kuan Kuan tied and locked the bundle onto Lee’s body and
smashed the key, and ended with a ceremony held in Dinghao Park, where Lee made an
installation with ready-made objects which ‘symbolise[d] social bundles’.182
Such ascetic, self-disciplined, abstemious gestures of suffering were commonly adopted in
early Conceptual Performing Arts. In May 1985, another artist, Lin Ju, created a
performance piece, The Experiment of Pure Painting, in which he caged himself in his
studio for three months, from 1 May to 30 July, paralleling his solo exhibition that
presented his paintings made between 1976 and 1981, mounted at Lung Men Art Gallery
(Gate Gallery) [Fig. 3-8]. In a prior announcement published in a magazine, the artist
claimed: ‘I will not leave the studio, talk with anyone, not do any reading and will keep
away from any information from the outside. Fruits and fresh milk are the only food I will
be offered. The work I make within this 90 day period will be experiments in painting’.183
Both Lin Ju’s ‘pure painting experiment’ and Lee Ming-sheng’s early performances were
imprinted with ascetic gestures, conjuring up implications of the sublime. The artist’s body,
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as a device for seizing pure spirituality, was isolated from society. This gesture was very
much inherited from the One Year Performance series by Tehching Hsieh mentioned at the
start of this chapter. In 1986, when the One Year Performance series was shown in an
exhibition titled ‘Choices: Making an Art of Everyday Life’]t the New Museum, New
York, the curator Marcia Tucker saw Hsieh’s art as a ‘moral statement about those very
issues through extremes of self-discipline, physical hardship, endurance, and danger’.184
Interested in ‘art as a life process’, Hsieh rejected the demarcation between art and
everyday life, and made One Year Performance a life-like piece of art.185 It is in this sense
that Simon During argues in 1992 that Hsieh radicalised ‘an ascetic care of self for
aesthetic ends’ in which the act of producing art is treated as the telos of self-fashioning,
although the artist conceived his One Year Performance more as a metaphor for an
alienated, industrial society than self-technology.186 A similar approach could be seen in
both Lin Ju’s ‘pure painting experiment’ and Lee Ming-sheng’s early performances,
although in a less radical way.
After Bundle Number 119, Lee gradually developed more provocative gestures in his
performances. For example, in December 1984, On the Bus was an act in which the artist
continuously smoked cigarettes on a crowded bus, ignoring other passengers’ complaints
until he was eventually ‘driven away by almost all the passengers’.187 Unlike Lee’s
previous performances, On the Bus was without any ritualistic format or theatrical design,
but worked as an incident aroused by the artist. In his self-published book, My Body My
Art, this action is listed as one of his performance art works. It is presented as a short text
description from the artist’s memorandum without any photographs, which makes the text
the only document that records the work. Among Lee’s other performance art pieces, On
the Bus might be a cameo piece. Nevertheless, I suggest this work significantly hints at a
fundamental change in the artist’s approach from ‘performing’ to ‘intervening’. The latter
allows him to engage with the public in a more provocative way. By abandoning the ascetic
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gesture delivered by the figure of the ‘suffering artist’188 that he had adopted previously,
Lee started to fashion himself as an abnormal, nauseating, irritating character within
society.
On 28 February 1986, Lee attempted to make another performance, Non-line (Fei Xian),
but the act was interrupted by the police. Lee’s almost impossible sounding plan was to
stretch a red string over the twenty kilometres from his studio to the TFAM]laming that the
act ‘symbolises the union of mother and child’, implying the relationship between China
and Taiwan.189 Thanks to the media attention he had received for his previous
performances, this plan was reported by a newspaper two days prior to its execution. On the
morning of 28 February, four policemen unexpectedly visited Lee’s studio and ‘suggested’
he should postpone the performance, whose advice the artist rejected . The policemen
eventually barricaded Lee in his studio until 3pm, leaving him unable to complete the
planned performance [Fig. 3-10]. The police action was apparently based on their
assumption that Lee’s performance could be a political response to the 228 Incident,
namely the massacre by the Kuomintang-led government on 28 February 1947, though Lee
denied this at the time. Even in an interview given in 2010, Lee continued this denial,
claiming the act was not politically motivated and that he had not been aware of the
political significance of 28 February.190
The artist’s intention behind Non-line might have been apolitical, but the result prompted
Lee to think about his later works more politically.191 Since Non-line, Lee’s performances
have become more socially and institutionally engaged and sometimes more provocative.
In February 1987, he made Non-Running, Non-Walking, which deliberately intervened in
the Taipei International Marathon. The artist registered as one of the runners in the race and
started at the plaza in front of the Presidential Office with the other participants. Unlike
others, he used both his hands and feet to ‘run’ and eventually took t two weeks, for a few
hours every weekday morning, or ten hours in total, to finish the whole race. Two months
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later, on 4 April, the TFAM held an opening for the joint exhibition, Contemporary
Southern California Art, which provided Lee with a further opportunity for an intervention
with another performance project, Medical Examination of Taipei Fine Arts Museum. Lee,
who was not a participating artist in the show, attended the opening held at the museum in
primitive costume, that is, clothes roughly made from leaves and shook hands, which were
covered with paint, with other attendees. The act was the first episode of this project and
was followed by other three performances, including an ‘improvised exhibition’,
‘newspaper reading’ and the ‘artist with a dog’.192
From the time of his first performance art work, Lee Ming-sheng had attracted much
attention from the media. Most of his performances were closely followed by the major
newspapers.193 In 1992, when Lee was selected by Hsiung Shih Art Monthly in a special
feature selecting forty young artists as representatives of the ‘new generation’ (xin-shengdai) of Taiwanese contemporary art, the editor, Wang Fu-tung, wrote an article about Lee
in which he notes how the artist had risen to considerable fame in the last few years, based
on there being ‘the largest number of newspaper clippings about him’ which the number
was beyond all three generations of the Taiwanese artists.194 Nevertheless, it is noteworthy
that Lee’s performances and installations in the 1980s aroused much more interest from
newspapers than from art magazines. Very few articles in art magazines covered Lee’s
works before 1992, when the artist participated in the 45th Venice Biennale. To a large
extent, this reflected the phenomenon that during this period he was still seen as a
controversial figure in fine art circles.

3-7 Grotesque Body
As traced in the above sections, Taiwanese Conceptual Performing Arts in the 1980s
embodied the broken and decayed corporeality in abnormal, morbid, dysfunctional body
images. It was specifically exemplified by the works by Chen Chieh-jen and Lee Mingsheng. This kind of corporeality formed an idiosyncratic gesture of rebellion imbued with
political significances related to the socio-political atmosphere around the years of lifting of
martial law. This broken corporeality, as I suggest in the following sections of this chapter,
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resonated with the artist Hou Chun-ming’s paintings and performance art made during the
same period. Similarly to Chen Chieh-jen and Lee Ming-sheng’s art of ‘nebulous
resistance’, Hou Chun-ming’s works, however, were operating more in the grey areas of
sexual taboo and at the boundaries of social norms.
Born in 1963, Hou emerged in the Taiwanese contemporary art scene in the late 1980s.
Among his earliest works, Realty Side Show (Gongdi Xiu) is a series of works made in
1985, when he was still a fine art student at the National University of the Arts. This series
of paintings are mostly drawings made on a foundation of ready-made images, including
pornography, folk patterns and the paintings of the ‘Western masters’. Hou appropriated
elements of these original images and altered them to create new motifs, mostly nudes with
a penis or formless chunks of flesh, but their original forms are still recognisable. His
reworking of the traditional forms, whether of Western art, religion or folklore culture,
could not be seen as a tribute, but rather as a form of sacrilege.
Sunday Afternoon [Fig. 3-11], for example, is a reworking of Georges Seurat’s A Sunday
Afternoon on the Island of La Grande Jatte (1884), which appropriates several motifs from
the original. Close to the viewer are a man and a woman in hats, relaxing on the grass with
a dog sniffing around, while a little further away a girl is chasing around and a lady with a
sunshade is carrying her child. The riverbank of the Island of La Grande Jatte appears to be
cheerless, bleak and desolate in Hou’s version. The original colours and Seurat’s signature
‘dots’, which marked the scientific technique of pointillism, are largely abandoned and
have been replaced by bold and rough brushstrokes that capture only the outline of the
figures, recalling the style of Chinese landscape ink-painting. Adopting the same
brushstroke style, Hou depicts a fashionable woman carrying a cat, which appears to be the
major figure on the right in Seurat’s paining. In this version, however, the woman’s legs are
exposed underneath her hoop skirt. Our gaze is, therefore, imprinted with a sense of
voyeurism. The artist’s fantasy of the body is extended to two nudes occupying the upper
half of the painting. They both wear high-heeled shoes and are twisting their bodies
towards one other. Their gender is also confusing. Chunky figures also appear as a major
motif and a vehicle of sacrilege in Thank God [Fig. 3-12]. Drawn over a print of Buddha,
one of the bodies reveals his/her muscular lower body, wearing nothing but underwear and
high-heeled shoes. His/her legs are spread wide open and are wrapped around a figure of
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the Buddha. Another nude, apparently female, opens her arms, whose breasts have been
altered uncomfortably to form two smaller figures of the Buddha.
According to Hou Chung-ming’s statement, his motivation for producing these paintings
was geographically rooted in the social landscape of Luzhou, in which the campus of
National University of the Arts was situated temporarily from 1985–1991. As a township
within the northwest part of Taipei County, Luzhou is located on the border between the
city and the countryside in Hou’s view]s ‘a place with all the bizarre things happen around
the urban periphery’.195 Among all those things, burlesque shows held on construction sites
attracted him the most, to which the name of the series, Realty Side Show (Gongdi Xiu),
refers. Having been popular in Taiwan during the 1980s with the boom in the real estate
market, the so-called gongdi xiu was a specific kind of promotional event held by real
estate companies to encourage sales. These events often adopted the form of variety shows,
featuring performances from pop singers, dancers and strippers. To attract larger audiences,
nudity was a popularly adopted element. Gongdi xiu was regarded by the media merely as a
form of ‘vulgar’ entertainment in Taiwan’s folk culture, as opposed to ‘high culture’ in the
traditional sense.
Regarding this type of vulgar entertainment as a source of art, Hou focused more on the
way in which gongdi xiu represented a distinctive feature of the social reality of local
Taiwan. Its vulgarity could also be construed as a means of challenging social norms and
the institution of art. The unique form and social means make gongdi xiu the core imagery
represented by Hou Chun-ming’s early paintings. The folklore imagery of gongdi xiu, and
the attack on the modern art taught in academia, provided Hou’s bodily fantasies with a
sense of realism, as opposed to purely fantastic art. During that time, Hou also thought
about localism, which resonated with the rise of nativism in Taiwan in the late 1980s. This
relates to his dissatisfaction with the vocabulary of modern art that he was taught in school.
In an interview, he notes how ‘modern art is too pristine and overemphasizes the state of
purity. This is understandable because it had just gained independence from politics and
religion. On the other hand, it suppresses the relationship between men and society’.196 To
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revitalise this link, Hou attempted to ‘perceive folk activities as a collective art performed
by a group using rituals familiar to the public to bring new spirit to the fore’. 197
His emphasis on the ‘lower half of the body’ conveys an attitude of anti-intellectualism, as
represented by his painting motifs. In a statement, he mentions how the process of making
paintings can arouse his excitement, but this excitement is often accompanied with stomach
ache which caused serious gastrointestinal bleeding in his fourth year of study at university.
This illness made him realise that he ‘has been too nervous and needed to relax’, and also
that he ‘might be too hypocritical’. To express himself ‘more honestly in paintings’,
making up absurd stories became an approach he adopted, which resulted in the making of
his The Intestine Sutra (Dachang Jing)198 [Fig. 3-13]. This series adopted the format of
Chinese scroll painting, and was combined with the self-confessional writings and
drawings of similar body fantasies to previous works. Since making The Intestine Sutra,
Hou’s art has been considerably saturated with religious implications, as he summarised,
‘[w]hat I wish to construct is a sutra for modern, metropolitan society, and my ultimate
purpose is to establish a “temple” through these scriptures’.199
Hou Chun-ming’s body fantasies are reminiscent of Mikhail Bakhtin’s interpretation of the
‘grotesque body’ in Rabelais and His World: a body ‘in the act of becoming’ that
‘swallows the world and is itself swallowed by the world’.200 In Western visual art, the
concept of the grotesque body emerged in the early 19th century. The Romantic period
marked the entrance of the concept into the mainstream of modern expression. Similar to
the grotesque body in Western fine arts, the bodies depicted in Realty Side Show appear to
be exaggerated, misshapen or even formless. Gaping mouths, large breasts and open legs
are recurrent motifs. However, unlike the emphasis on the ‘gaping mouth’ as the most
significant element of the grotesque face,201 it is imagery of the erect phallus that dominates
Hou’s paintings at this stage. This is sometimes depicted as a self-sufficient creature, or as
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an organ that dominates the body. Phallus Nose (Yangju Bi) is a perfect example, showing
a face with a penis as the nose and a chunky woman with a phallus-shaped head [Fig. 3-14].
The monstrous body of the latter re-emerged as ‘Nüwa’ in Hou’s later work Collecting
Spirits (Sou Shen Ji), a contemporary adaptation of the goddess in Chinese mythology. In
these paintings, organs are freely implanted on each other. The body could be represented
as a dismembered figure while growing uncontrollably. Hou’s depiction of the body is
similar to the grotesque image described by Bakhtin, which in its extreme aspects never
presents an individual body. This kind of grotesque bodies ‘ignores the impenetrable
surface that closes and limits the body as a separate and completed phenomenon’,
displaying ‘not only the outward but also the inner features of the body: blood, bowels,
heart and other organs’. In those bodies, ‘the outward and inward features are often merged
into one’.202
The idea of the grotesque and monstrous body in a Western context might provide a
parallel pictorial tradition. In local Taiwanese art circles, the figures in Hou’s works have
sometimes been described by critics as ‘sheng meng zhang kuang’ (literally ‘raw, fierce and
unruly’), a term which might be closest to the Western concept of the grotesque. Beyond
form and content, it is the ‘state’ these paintings reveal that suggests a link to folklore
culture, namely the state of tâng-ki or jitong (literally ‘divining youth’). Tâng-ki is a term
used in Taiwanese Taoist religion for the spirit-medium, i.e. religious specialists subject to
possession by spirits who speak and act through them.203 Although he does not directly
adopt the term, Hou mentions in an interview this kind of ‘state of possession’ in the works
he produced before 2000.204

3-8 Nude Controversies
Both Realty Side Show and The Intestine Sutra caused controversies at his university. The
exhibition of Realty Side Show was confined to the basement of one hall of the university,
while The Intestine Sutra, his undergraduate thesis, was banned by the university.205 In the
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realm of fine arts in Taiwan, similar struggles over sexual expression were represented in
the controversy surrounding representing the nude. One of the earliest examples can be
traced to Lin Ssu-tuan, who is regarded as ‘the first art model in Taiwan’. Encouraged by
her art student neighbour, Lin started her career at sixteen in 1956. After a few experiences
as a freelance art model, Lin soon began working as a professional based in the fine art
department of Taiwan Provincial Teachers’ College (later known as National Taiwan
Normal University), which was the only fine art department at the time. A few years later,
she founded the painting studio Ssu-tuan Studio to promote portrait painting aside from her
career as a model. In 1961, she organised Portrait Exhibition, in which fifty artists with
whom she had worked took part.206 Since many of the displayed works represented her
naked body, the show aroused great curiosity from the public. According to news coverage,
many audiences came to see the show only for the nudity, leading to the duration of the
exhibition being extended by Lin from three days to a week ‘to correct the public’s
conception towards the art model and nude’.207 Her art model career ended in late 1964
with some frustrations, relating not only to her unstable financial situation, but also the
misunderstanding of the role of the art model on the part of the public.208
The late 1970s saw a series of controversies on the issue of art and pornography in painting.
In the 1st National Oil Painting Exhibition held at the National Museum of History in 1975,
one of the exhibition judges, the painter Hsieh Hsiao-de, contributed his photorealist
painting, Gift (Li Pin), which depicts a nude tied by a red ribbon as an ironic nod towards
the objectification of woman. The work was subsequently removed by the museum shortly
after the opening of the exhibition, arousing criticism from fine art circles.209 Woman
Magazine later held the ‘Art and Pornography’ colloquium, inviting the artist to introduce
his works, though the controversial Gift was not allowed to be displayed.210 Similar debates
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on art and pornography extended to the show ‘Beauties’ held a few months later at the
Lung Men Art Gallery, which was labelled by the media as ‘the first exhibition focusing on
the body for decades’.211
Two years later, at the end of 1977, Hua Nan Commercial Bank reprinted the image of the
oil painting Three Beauties (San Mei Tu) by Lee Shih-chiao, which represents three nudes
on canvas, on one of the three promotional matchbox sets made by the bank. Below the
painting is the artist’s statement: ‘In painting the existence of intangible works will never
be allowed. When painting Venus you must hold her!’. Although this painting had been
previously exhibited in the artist’s 1976 solo show without causing any controversy, its
reproduction on the matchbox was reported as being suspected of ‘indecent exposure’, and
hence aroused concern from the central government and led to an official letter being sent
to the bank. The incident resulted in some discussion about the demarcation between art
and pornography in newspapers.212 A similar incident occurred in 1978. when two
paintings of Lin Hsin-yueh featured in Crown Magazine were regarded by the Information
Service Department of the Taipei City government as ‘harmful to the physical and mental
health of young readers’.213
In the late 1980s, images like these were not necessarily taboo, but inevitably remained a
fraught issue for both the general public and the government. It is this sensitive situation
that makes the body and desire such a major battlefield for avant-garde art, as shown in the
controversies aroused by Hou Chun-ming’s early works and Byakko Sha’s performance.
Particularly in the realm of performance art, nudity was an issue that led to debate about the
fine line between art and pornography. This situation state continued at least to the middle
of the 1990s, during which several controversies took place. In 1986, when Byakko Sha
had their Taiwan debut, the National Sun Yat-sen Memorial Hall demanded that dancers
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cover their privates during the performances, which caused some criticism from theatrical
circles. A few months later, the Senegal National Dancing Troupe also had their Taiwan
National Theatre debut with topless dancers. The event promoter, New Aspect, had been
struggling to obtain permission, as the Education Ministry had initially considered not
allowing the troupe to perform there ‘for fear of the possible adverse influence on the social
mores by the topless female dancers’, but eventually gave its approval.214 However,
newspaper articles with the sensational title, ‘National Theatre Opens Door for X-rated
Arts!?’, 215 reflected the way in which nudity remained a live issue for the media. In 1989,
the French puppet theatre, Compagnie Philippe Genty, was invited to perform their work
Désirs Parade in Taiwan, but received the Taiwanese government’s concern about the
‘two-minute nakedness’ during one of the sessions.216 The theatre eventually changed the
original plan, replacing the naked performers with those in black dress.217 A similar
struggle could be seen as late as 1994, when Body Phase Studio, the performance art group
established by Wang Mo-lin two years earlier, organised the Post-Butoh Dance Festival:
Nightmare, in which the final performance by Osseus Labyrint again caused public concern
over the issue of nudity. Claims for the decriminalisation of nakedness in fine art followed
the news coverage of this incident.

3-9 The Operation
It should be noted that, although nudity has been a common subject in post-war academic
art and official art competitions in Taiwan, it could only be justified under the canonical
criteria inherited from Western modern art. Furthermore, any explicit depiction of sex
remained controversial. The shock provoked by Hou Chun-min’s Realty Side Show and The
Intestine Sutra appears to be explained by the artist’s stark depiction of sexual organs or
sexual scenes, and his appropriation of pornographic images. Nevertheless, what really
disturbed the academic institution of art was the heterogeneous nature of these works,
which radically broke down the hierarchy of taste in fine art. Realty Side Show juxtaposes
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the texts of pornography, mass media, folklore patterns and the canonical Western
paintings which commonly appear as examples of Western art history. The Intestine Sutra
combines the traditional format of Chinese painting and calligraphy with writings and
drawings of sexual fantasy. As foundations or elements of a painting, these different source
images in Hou’s works seem to be given similar weight, and could be freely transformed,
mingled, inter-related and eventually, recreated as documents representing the artist’s
reverie about the body, sexual organs and desire. It is primarily this indifferent treatment of
a variety of texts that challenged academic art.
To discuss the way these sources are treated and their scandalous potentiality, George
Bataille’s analysis of Édouard Manet’s paintings provides a suitable reference point. For
Bataille, the way Manet approached the subject in his paintings was with an ‘almost callous
indifference’.218 A painting’s subject and its title, as in Olympia (1863) or The Execution of
the Emperor Maximilian (1867), have ‘shrunk to insignificance’ and are merely pretexts for
the painting itself. Manet failed to use a variety of colour patches and to give the
impression the subject ought to have induced an emotional reaction, but only presented ‘the
curious impression of an absence’.219 It is this very absence that opposes the painting to the
eloquent expression commonly shown in Francisco Goya’s works, or the mythological
world embraced by Raphael and Titian.220 What is essential to Manet’s picture is the
destruction of the subject, or at least the meaning the picture conveyed. To Bataille, a
picture is an operation of ‘silencing the rhetorical forms of old and stripping them of their
conventional baggage’.221 By ignoring the subject-matter’s mythological origin, Manet
deliberately ‘broke with the past and laid the foundations of a new order’.222 This approach
formed the foundation of his depiction of modern life.
Resonating with Bataille’s examination, I suggest there exists a similar ‘indifference’ in the
way the various sources are treated in Realty Side Show. Hou Chun-ming seems to realise
this attitudinal indifference in painting as a means of reflecting the indifference of attitude
revealed in the public life of contemporary Taiwanese society: the new mixes with the old,
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the highbrow mingles with the lowbrow. The collapse of the hierarchical system of taste, as
Hou might suggest, is perfectly epitomised in the form of those reality side shows (gongdi
xiu) scattered on the periphery of metropolitan Taipei. Like Manet, Hou’s visual language
reveals an attitude of representing ‘what we see’. It is ‘modern life’ that Hou has
confronted.
Nevertheless, this ‘indifference’ of treatment in Realty Side Show does not lend itself
towards painting per se, and therefore conjures the ontology of modernist painting, as
suggested in Clement Greenberg’s formalist analysis of Manet’s paintings.223 To a certain
extent, we should read Hou Chun-ming’s Realty Side Show in the way Bataille regarded
Manet’s Olympia, beyond a formalist perspective. In Bataille’s view, this indifference is
not simply a retreat into the ivory tower of a ‘purely formal experiment’, but an attack.224
The subject in Manet’s painting is not simply neglected, overshot and outdistanced. It is not
so much ‘killed’, but heavily invested – ‘not with meaning, but with that which goes
beyond and is more significant than meaning’.225 Rather than casting Manet’s painting as
participating in an established genre of ‘impurity’, as Paul Valéry suggested, Bataille sees
the scandal provoked by this painting as having been caused by Manet’s refusal of ‘the
various ideological and formal codes regulating the depiction of the nude’.226 This
‘rootlessness’ shaped Manet’s particularity. This uprooting, which Bataille also calls a
‘slippage’, forms Manet’s ‘secret’: the true goal of his art is to ‘disappoint expectation’. It
is neither its form nor its content but its ‘operation’ that gives Olympia its value.227
What Bataille suggests is the dynamic relationship between the inside and outside of the
framework of art. By doing so, he reveals the ‘gesture’ beyond the static framework
constructed by form and content. Borrowing Bataille’s methodology, the operation within
Realty Side Show could be recognised in the way Hou Chun-ming alters his source images.
The monstrous lumps of flesh and sexual organs are not simply created from a void. Rather,
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they appear to ‘grow from’ ready-made images based on their shapes. A flower pattern,
therefore, could be transformed into an erect penis. A woman’s legs underneath her hoop
skirt could be exposed. They are not merely juxtapositions, but a series of attacks upon
such images, recalling the form of student graffiti that alters textbook illustrations. These
iconoclastic ‘attacks’ could be applied indifferently to any picture. They represent the
sexual reveries of students wanting to escape from the boredom of school life, which could
be seen as micro-subversive acts against academic institutions. Initially operating in such
intimate realms, they are later formulated into art products in gallery spaces. The
indifference of these attacks on subjects, therefore, forms a scandalous gesture of sacrilege.
By transferring these altered images into the public realm, mediated via the institution of
art, Realty Side Show frustrates the expectations of the spectator. As Bataille indicates in
Olympia, ‘the public’s frustrated expectation only redoubled the effect of shocked surprise
produced by the picture’.228
Only a few years later, this kind of scandal-provoking operation in Hou’s earlier works was
legitimised as an avant-garde gesture. In a 1993 review, the critic J. J. Shih (Shih Jui-jen)
aestheticises the rejection of Hou’s early works by academic institutes, suggesting that, if
Hou’s works had caused confusion and bewilderment to the public, this was because they
were designed to attract attention and criticism. This sensationalist strategy represents what
the artist called ‘a speck in your eye’. In other words, ‘when his works began to attack,
distort and disturb traditional authority, taboos, and ordinary people, and when his works
and the artist himself were being questioned and rejected, the ritual meaning and power of
these works were further revealed, presenting a heterodoxical aesthetic that could be
accepted or rejected’.229
As The Intestine Sutra was banned by his school, Hou exhibited other works in its place in
a degree show that took place in the Yong Feng Building that went under the title of
Flower, What a Beautiful Flower! (Hua, Hao Mei De Hua!) Although less controversial
than The Intestine Sutra, most of these works remained separate from his classmates’ work
and were displayed in an ‘abandoned and closed space’, a small room built inside the
gallery. According to Hou’s statement, this isolated state provoked him to further thinking
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about the space –or merely the space in the frame of a painting, but the space in which the
works are situated, their environment. To enter, spectators were required to take off their
shoes and walk behind a curtain and a barrier t. They were also invited to communicate
with the artist while looking at the work. Rather than the typical experience of visiting a
gallery, this process was closer to a private and intimate encounter with the artist and his
works. This state of isolation eventually formed a ritualistic format that mediated the shock
provoked by the taboo-breaking theme of Hou’s paintings. This ritualistic format soon
became significant to his art, especially in the realm of performance art, which Hou eagerly
explored after finishing his military service in 1989.
Between 1990 and 1991, the period described by the artist as his ‘theatre years’,230 Hou
collaborated intensively with five Little Theatre groups, with which mainly worked as a
visual designer on the production side in six different theatres. Following the trend of
questioning the cultural identity of Taiwan since the 1980s, the Taiwanese Little Theatre at
that time was keen on blending Taiwanese folklore elements and social issues with
progressive body imagery. All these characteristics resonated with the visual language of
Hou’s works made during the same period. Influenced by theatre, these two years were also
a transition for him as he came to embrace folklore culture more fully . These
collaborations were regarded by Hou as significant for his art-making in terms of
transcending boundaries. As Hou stated in a colloquium in July 1991:
[Those theatre workers] guide me from personal one-way creation toward collective
and yet unknown holistic art experience; on the other hand, I was released from the
ivory tower of [the] pure fine art system, or even a narrow and habitual visual
addition, and guided into a wide-open humanity vision.231
The influence of Taiwanese folklore culture in Hou’s art is also shown in his choice of
medium. It was also during these ‘theatre years’ that Hou began to explore print as one of
the most significant forms of media he would adopt in later years. A number of motifs in
Hou’s stage installations for theatre productions were closely related to his own art making.
Some of these such as those in Wind of Violence (Baoli Zhi Feng, 1990), The Red Trailed
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on the Ground (Tuo Di Hong, 1991) [Fig. 3-15] and Tiger Scholar (Laohu Jinshi, 1991),
were later transformed into prints and amassed in his print series, Collecting Spirits, made
in 1993.232
One of the most recognisable features of Hou’s early works is the organic integration of
folklore culture and avant-garde forms. To a large extent, this feature resonated with the
similar approach seen in Japanese butoh, especially Byakko Sha. The grotesque body
shown in his works also paralleled the morbid, abnormal and dysfunctional body images
developed by Conceptual Performing Arts during the same period. Nevertheless, it was the
scandalous potentiality of these works that created essential links connecting the
Conceptual Performing Arts scene in the 1980s, in which the practice of broken
corporeality worked as a weapon to disturb the system and challenge existing boundaries.

3-10 Conclusion
As shown in the above examinations, this chapter traces a specific body-centred narrative
in the Taiwanese avant-garde during the 1980s, one shaped by broken corporeality and
embodied in abnormal and morbid body imagery. This narrative departs from the historical
moment when Tehching Hsieh’s Cage Piece first hit Taiwanese art circles via the media, in
which this broken corporeality was first signalled in the pathological comments on the
artist’s extreme performance. By identifying Hsieh’s art as a symptom of disease and a
representation of the dysfunctional body, these criticisms exposed the gaze of the morbid
body, and unintentionally provided a clue for us to recognise the potential links between
this body image and the Taiwanese avant-garde in the 1980s. While this kind of body
image might not have been the artist’s original idea and was revealed more as a symptom
of Cage Piece, , the early practitioners in the performance art scene soon took the morbid
body as a major item of vocabulary and, furthermore, transformed it into a vehicle to
disturb public space, intervene in the system and challenge mainstream culture, forming a
specific narrative of the 1980s avant-garde .
As shown in the above sections, this narrative is shaped by a constellation of diverse
practices, projects and events, including a Conceptual Performing Arts scene defined by the
works of Chen Chieh-jen, Lee Ming-sheng and others, the performance debut of the
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Japanese butoh dance group Byakko Sha in Taiwan, Hou Chun-ming’s paintings and his
theatre project, Fan Se Hui. Among these cultural texts, the critic Wang Mo-lin’s writings
on Conceptual Performing Arts at that time were significant as they provided a collection
of essential discourses to bring these disparate texts together. His critique outlined the
socio-political significance of the early performance, which specifically related to Taiwan’s
society during the final years of the martial law era. In his writings, the rebellious gesture
of the artist’s body is thought of an as echo of that of the protesters on the street. Both
Japanese angura and butoh were significant references in Wang’s argument. Alongside the
socio-political engagement of the avant-garde, these two references propose a cultural
strategy adopted by those non-Western artists who integrated Asian folklore culture with
(Western) progressive artistic forms. The same strategy was adopted in Hou Chun-ming’s
works.
Overall, the 1980s saw a body-centred narrative in the avant-garde, which can be defined
by broken corporeality and embodied in the morbid body image. The narrative merged with
the rebellious gesture to form a subversive arts art practice. I suggest it was this approach
that radicalised the connection between the artist’s body and the institution. As discussed in
the following chapters, this narrative will be further developed in different practices and
projects of the subversive arts that emerged in the early 1990s.
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Chapter Four: Subversive Rhetoric
4-1 Introduction
This chapter focuses on a body politics-based subversive arts rhetoric that emerged in the
early 1990s after the Wild Lily Student Movement. It presents a series of case studies
scattered across cultural fields and intellectual circles, which operate as a loosely connected
constellation related to the post-Student Movement climate, and are represented as a variety
of attempts to ‘fill the gap’ between theory and practice, introducing the politics of the
body, desire and sexuality to the idea of oppositional movements. The first section begins
with historical accounts of the Movement in the spring of 1990. Its focus then changes to
the number of visual cultural practices and productions that developed in the climate of the
post-Student Movement, including the political de-mystification and iconoclasm of the art
group Taiwan Documenta, and the challenging of mainstream culture by the underground
zines, including Toilet Paper and Da-bien News among others. This is followed by an
examination of the sound culture of the Movement, in which the discussion is centred on
the popularity of New Taiwanese Song (xin taiyuge) and the students’ ambivalent attitudes
toward classical music performed within the Movement. In the first half of this chapter,
these case studies shape the foundation of a number of minor discourses alongside the
major discourse, which is focused on democratic reform. The latter half of the chapter
focuses on those discourses developed by the loosely-defined intellectual camp War
Machine (Zhanzheng Jiqi) in the same period. The discussion covers their relationships to
the oppositional movements and the left-wing tradition in Taiwan, and also the specific
writing strategies they developed, primarily represented in the seminal culture journal Isle
Margin.
The analysis of these minor discourses provides a different perspective on the Movement,
and on this period as a whole. This is particularly relevant to our understanding of the
cultural politics of that period and its legacies. These discourses display an overlapping of
the fields between the Movement and underground culture during that time, based on issues
of body politics. It is in this sense that the relationships between the Movement,
underground zines and the noise scene become essential to the rhetoric of subversive arts.
Politically active artists and intellectuals in the post-Student Movement era established a
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framework for left-leaning cultural criticism. These practices generated minor discourses in
the Student Movement, which differ from the major discourses on democratic reform. What
was at stake was that these practices stirred criticisms about the body politics of the
movement at that time. The theoretical background that supported the political discussion
was centred on neo-Marxism, particularly the writings of Michel Foucault, Jacques Lacan,
Julia Kristeva and most importantly, Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, who had gained
popularity within intellectual circles during the so-called ‘neo-Marxism fever’ (xin ma re)
period in Taiwan. As a trend introduced to the island in the 1980s, such pan-neo-Marxist
theories in Taiwan tended to be translated texts circulated in seminars and a few journals
throughout the decade. Following the change in the political climate after the lifting of
martial law, however, the Wild Lily created an opportunity to bridge the gulf between
theory and practice, and worked as a catalyst to stimulate relationships between
intellectuals and social reality.
This is the background against which the body politics-based subversive arts rhetoric
emerged, of which Isle Margin is a significant example. As a journal of cultural criticism
that inherited the tradition of leftist thought in Taiwan, Isle Margin was produced by a
group of intellectuals who loosely defined themselves as ‘anti-essentialists’ at that time.
The journal supported the so-called ‘new opposition movements’ (xin fandui yundong) with
the intention of overcoming the crisis of the existing opposition movements that were
shaped mainly by the DPP, and of reviving left-wing criticism of the KMT-led nation-state
apparatus. The most significant contributions of Isle Margin to the subversive arts rhetoric
examined in this chapter include the ways in which the journal fashioned the discursive
style of ‘post-text’, and how it introduced and adapted queer theory from the perspective of
radical feminism. These practices, I suggest, formed a kind of heterogeneous discourse,
deeply echoing the underground culture and avant-garde art of Taiwan during the early
1990s.

4-2 The Wild Lily Student Movement
Compared to South Korea and Japan, university students in Taiwan have traditionally been
relatively passive, particularly during the martial law era. The reasons for this, as argued by
Jaushieh Joseph Wu, relate primarily to the influence of parents who had experienced the
period of White Terror (baise kongbu) during the 1940s and the 1950s, and who tended to
warn young people to stick to their books and stay out of politics. Also relatedly, and more
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significantly, was the very high degree of ideological and behavioural control exercised by
the school authorities.233 As a result, hardly any large-scale student political mobilisation
was seen in Taiwan after the war and before the 1980s due to the authoritarianism of the
KMT as an institution. Among those protests that did occur, two major examples were the
Baodiao Movement (baodiao yundong) or the Defend the Diaoyu Islands Movement during
1970–1971, and the anti-US protests in December 1978.234 The former, a social movement
claiming territorial rights over the Diaoyu Islands, began with demonstrations organised by
overseas Taiwanese, Hong Kong and Macanese students in North America, and was later
supported by college students in Taiwan – the latter provoked by the termination of
diplomatic relations between Taiwan and the US in December 1978. Although both cases
were simultaneously organised by students, they were inevitably under the surveillance and
control of the KMT government, in which the China Youth Corps (CYC, jiuguotuan)
played a significant supervisory role behind the scenes.
As a major organ of youth affairs of the KMT, the CYC was founded in the anti-communist
climate of 1952 at the behest of President Chiang Kai Shek. It was conceived as a patriotic,
nationalistic organisation to encourage and ensure the loyalty of the Chinese youth to the
Republic of China (ROC) in Taiwan. Under its full name of the Chinese Youth AntiCommunist Save [our] Country Corps (Zhongguo Qingnian Fangong Jiuguotuan), the
corps was designed to commit all Taiwanese youth to the service of their country and,
according to the main plaque at the CYC Historical Museum in Taipei, ‘to unite patriotic
[…] youths for the accomplishment of national renewal’.235 As Thomas A. Brindley
indicates, the CYC was also an organisation of political control, one of whose main goals
was to prevent young people from staging protest movements against ROC policies, and to
direct all young people to support the government.236 In the case of the Baodiao movement,
local Taiwanese students felt encouraged by their North American cousins and began to
organise protests across different university campuses, and these protests in some
universities were initially ‘permitted’ by the CYC.237 When the Movement gradually
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expanded from a merely political focus to other social issues, including unanticipated calls
for political and social reform, the KMT changed their attitude towards it from one of
support to one of suppression. It was during this shift that the CYC was assigned by the
KMT as a vehicle for restraining the energy of student movements by controlling all social
activism-related societies on university campuses [Fig. 4-1].
Around the same time in 1972, the KMT established the Youth Commission (Qingnian
Gongzuohui, or more simply, Qing-gong-hui) to recruit, organise and train college students
as future cadres of the party.238 This new organ established multi-level branches of the
party on campuses, and thereby strengthened the control of universities via this hierarchical
system.239 This system also meant the KMT could continuously suppress the activism
inspired by Baodiao across university campuses.240 Following the rise of tangwai activities
in the early 1980s and the later relaxation of political control by the KMT, university
students in Taiwan became more politically active in the latter half of the 1980s. Students’
demands mainly focused on the withdrawal of military officers and the KMT from
campuses, the lifting of censorship of student publications and having a larger role in
school administration and decision-making.241
From 16–22 March 1990, a large-scale demonstration, known as the Wild Lily Student
Movement or March Student Movement, took place in the National Chiang Kai-shek
Memorial Park, Taipei City [Fig. 4-2]. The demonstrators criticised the undemocratic
procedure of the presidential election and the monopoly of power held by the National
Assembly representatives. In January 1988, following the death of President Chiang Chingkuo, Chiang’s vice-president, Lee Teng-hui, took power and served out the remaining two
years of Chiang’s term. Although his succession as president was unopposed, his
nomination as temporary Chairman of the KMT party encountered the opposition of
conservative mainlanders within the party. This resulted in a broad realignment of various
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groups within the KMT into the so-called ‘main current’ or ‘mainstream faction’ (zhu liu)
and the ‘secondary current’ or ‘non-mainstream faction’ (fei zhu liu).242 The struggle
between these two factions reached a climax in 1990, when Lee’s term as president came to
an end and the National Assembly was charged with the election of the next president for
the following six years.243 Lee Teng-hui and Li Yuan-zu were nominated by the 671
representatives of the National Assembly, all of whom belonged to the KMT, as the only
candidates for the president and vice-president in the 8th presidential election. They won the
election by receiving 96% of the votes cast in the National Assembly. The election was
followed by the National Assembly, in which the representatives who had not been
renewed, since they were elected on the mainland in the late 1940s, passed the Revision of
the Temporary Provisions Effective During the Period of Communist Rebellion, extending
the length of the representatives’ term to nine years on 13 March.
These results soon sparked the dissatisfaction of the public, especially college students,
who were unhappy with the undemocratic indirect election of the president and the
monopoly of power in the National Assembly. While The Wild Lily self-consciously
recalled symbols of the Tiananmen Square protests in Beijing in 1989, as Alan Wachman
indicates it had a narrowly focused agenda, including ‘the disbanding of the electoral
college [the National Assembly], the suspension of the Temporary Provisions that allowed
aging Mainlanders to remain in office, a timetable for full democratisation, and a complete
revamp of the Constitution’.244
As a prelude to the demonstrations, on the morning of 14 March a group of members of
student societies from National Taiwan University (NTU) staged a sit-in protest in front of
the KMT headquarters. They unfurled banners inscribed with their ‘Four Big Demands’:
(1) re-elect the National Assembly; (2) abolish the old Constitution; (3) present a schedule
for political reform; and (4) convene a National Affairs Conference to discuss such
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reforms.245 The sit-in was joined by some 200 students and provoked three clashes with the
police. The students occupied the area inside the main gate of the park, taking over the
steps of the major concert hall/national theatre complex near the very heart of ‘official
Taipei’.246 Surprisingly, the students’ action received positive reviews from the news media
and some supportive responses from many other student activist groups, which encouraged
them to take further action.
The number of sit-in students and the crowd as a whole continued to increase on 18 March.
Many wore a variety of headbands with slogans such as ‘Dismiss the National Assembly’
(jiesan guoda), ‘If the Old Thieves do not Fall, Democracy will not Come’ (laozei bu dao,
minzhu bulai) and ‘Abolish the Temporary Provisions’ (feichu linshi tiaokuan). The DPP
also held a mass gathering near the park to support the demonstration, although the students
declined to link their acts to the party. Students consciously distanced themselves from the
DPP throughout the movement to preserve their independent stance. On the one hand, they
condemned the authoritarian regime of the KMT, while at the same time they expressed
their disappointment with the weakness of the DPP.247 On the other hand, this was a
strategy for students to emphasise the ‘purity’ of the movement, and thereby occupy the
moral high ground.
On 19 March, more students joined the demonstrators after the appearance of the military
police.248 Encouraged by the news of their action spreading across the country, over 3,000
participants swelled the demonstration, including students and others from different
backgrounds.249 A meeting with student leaders approved the wild lily flower as a visual
symbol of the demonstration, which later became the name of the movement. According to
a flyer carrying the title ‘The Wild Lily’s Spring’ (Yebaihe de chuntian), the name of the
flower was chosen for its ‘purity, strength and the grass-roots aspects of the students’
action’. Two days later, a seven metre tall sculpture of a wild lily, made by some fine art
students, was erected in the park and became the most iconic visual symbol of the
demonstration [Fig. 4-3].
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On 20 March, the atmosphere in the square was tense and uncertain, mixing rumours of the
government’s manoeuvres, dissent and conflict amongst the leaders of different factions
within the Student Movement. Student leaders attempted to organise a student-government
meeting to improve the increasingly chaotic atmosphere.250 To respond to the demands of
the demonstrators, Lee Teng-hui met with fifty student representatives at his office that
evening, and, after a long exchange, agreed to address the final two of the students’ Four
Big Demands.251 Lee’s response was welcomed by the majority of the student leaders. On
22 March, the student leaders decided to terminate the demonstration and withdrew from
the square.252 Meanwhile, the student leaders from different universities formed the
National Student Movement Alliance (NSMA) as an association for further actions. The
emblem of the wild lily was again used by the alliance as its symbol, while the sculpture
erected in the square was eventually destroyed by fire.
A series of protests and rallies occurred following the Wild Lily, such as Protesting
Interference of the Military in Government (20 May 1990), Intellectuals Against Political
Persecution (20 May 1991) and others, all of which marked the dynamic socio-political
liberation emerged at that time. However, the Wild Lily was the first student protest action
in Taiwan to attract the participation of students from all institutions of higher education.
As Teresa Wright indicates, it later mobilised the students to ‘press for democratising
changes on their respective campuses’.253 Prior to March 1990, most universities had less
than a handful and often only one such self-administering student group. After the
demonstration, however, the number of groups increased in almost all the universities,
while many previously ‘underground’ groups went public. In addition, numerous schools
held their first popular elections for campus representative groups later that spring, and
many reform-orientated students who had previously participated in the movement became
the presidents of such groups.254
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4-3 Taiwan Documenta
After the Wild Lily, the artists Lien Teh-cheng, Wu Ma-li and Hou Chun-ming, later joined
by the critic Yang Chih-fu, founded the short-lived art group, Taiwan Documenta. Inspired
by the name and contemporary art-focused ethos of the original Documenta in Kassel,
Germany, the group embraced the format of an artist-organised thematic show, which was a
new trend in local art circles,255 as a means of conveying concepts that responded to reality,
and especially socio-political reality. Their first exhibition, Congratulations on the
Inauguration of the 8th President Chiang, launched at the alternative space Kám-á-Tiàm,
was a satirical response to the presidential elections held earlier that year, won by the
KMT-supported Lee Teng-hui as the sole candidate [Fig. 4-4]. The artists saw the result as
nothing but an extension of the KMT’s dictatorial governance led by the Chiang family
members, and therefore mocked President Lee as ‘the President Chiang’. The exhibition
invitation card appropriated a typical style of the government’s publication, using a portrait
image of the former dictator, Chiang Kai-shek, on its cover.
At that time, this exhibition only received a low level of coverage in the media, which was
mostly related to tangwai and the newly founded DPP, including video footage produced
by Green Team.256 The photographs in the article ‘Cry for Freedom at Kám-á-Tiàm:
Taiwan Documenta’, which was published in Minjin Weekly, are some of the few extant
examples of the visual evidence of the exhibition .257 In one image of Hou and his multimedia installation, several printed photographic portraits of Chiang Kai-shek, Chiang
Ching-kuo and Lee Teng-hui are scattered on the ground. These portraits of the KMT
leaders, known as the Presidents of the ROC in the post-war period, appear to be randomly
placed where Lee’s portrait is attached to Chiang Kai-shek’s head. On the wall, attached to
cheap scenery wallpaper, their portraits are transformed into colourful lamps that were
available for purchase.258 The work was ironically named The Beacon of Great Men [Fig.
4-5]. The scene might remind spectators of a typical hotel or restaurant interior in local
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Taiwan. When blended with a hint of commercial society, however, the political totems
became vulgar decorations.
Wu Ma-li’s installation, as shown in another plate, created an environment that recalls an
official ceremony held in a government institute. A red carpet guides the audience toward a
red plinth that displays an inverted national flag of the ROC. The flag is beside a Chinese
slogan on the rear wall: Ai Dao Zui Gao Dian (The Highest Love) [Fig. 4-6]. Here, the
artist flirts with the line between politics and popular culture. The phrase is in fact
borrowed from the title of a popular song written by the Taiwanese singer Sky Wu (Wu
Ssu-kai) in 1989, in which the lyrics praise the sublime feelings between lovers. The song
was so popular on the island it was later adapted in 1990 for use in a TV charity
advertisement, imbuing the former with a sense of patriotism. With the song as its
soundtrack, the advertisement presented a number of celebrities displaying the national flag
of the ROC in a variety of situations in everyday life, and, by so doing, delivered a message
about ‘loving the national flag and being proud of the country’. In this context, the original
lyrics of ‘The Highest Love’ were imprinted with a patriotic tint, identifying the love
between individuals and the state rather than that between lovers. The chorus, which
repeats the phrases ‘The highest love / The highest love / You are on my mind even without
an oath’, now sounded like praise for the love of country.
Wu Ma-li’s work, however, appropriates the title of the song as a form of political satire,
remaking it as five Styrofoam characters displayed on the wall, recalling a style of
propaganda that was popular in schools, ceremony halls and bureaucratic institutes in
Taiwan. Resonating with the national flag, another national flag was shown on the plinth,
this time as icing on a cake. The artist also left a fresh cake on display without any
refrigeration throughout the duration of the exhibition to allow spectators to witness the
cake turning mouldy [Fig. 4-7]. A similar installation made by Wu in the same year, a
photograph of which was published in the 9th issue of Isle Margin in 1993, shows
Styrofoam characters representing the slogan ‘The Movement of Loving the Country
Ardently’ (Reai guojia yundong) placed in a circle on the ground, in which the characters
are surrounded by wind-up toys, including a chicken kicking a snare drum decorated with
the icon of the national flag of the ROC.
Similarly to both Hou and Wu’s appropriation of political symbols, the artist Lee Mingsheng, who had already gained a degree of infamy from several performance art works,
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simply replaced the toilet paper in the gallery toilet with a printed copy of the Constitution
of the Republic of China. Spectators were invited, or obliged, to tear pages out of the
nation’s governing document to wipe their rears after using the toilet. Taking a distinctly
sarcastic tone, the artist clearly announced that ‘finally our constitution is usable’259 [Fig. 48].
Lien Teh-cheng’s works were all text paintings that simply bore one or two Chinese
phrases in bold font painted on the canvas. Their visual style, recalling the format of
advertising boards or propaganda slogans, had been developed by the artist some years
before, during which time Lien had made a series of works involving Chinese phrases and
painted elements. The words he chose usually related to specific socio-political meanings
and evoked a collective memory of Taiwan. Ambiguity is a recurrent feature in his ‘word
paintings’. In his work Untitled, for example, four Chinese words, ‘Hua Min Kuo Chung’,
are painted onto the canvas as a single phrase in a print font. To most Taiwanese, the words
simply refer to ‘Hua Min Junior High School’. However, the phrase also looks or sounds ,
when read repeatedly several times, like ‘Chung Hua Min Kuo’, literally the Republic of
China. The latter therefore lends this school name-like term a political undertone. As hua
min(literally ‘Chinese people’) has been such a common name for schools in Taiwan
throughout the post-war period, the ambiguity of the words may remind most Taiwanese of
the way in which the names of public organisations have been commonly imprinted with
political ideology, and their collective memory shaped by national identity.
For the Taiwan Documenta exhibition, the word paintings Lien produced were similar to
the way in which the ambiguity of words work as a catalyst to provoke a variety of
undertones in language [Fig. 4-9]. The paintings show nothing but a Chinese phrase in bold
font: ‘If President Lee nominated me as Prime Minister I would not evade [the nomination]
but would proceed without hesitation’ [Fig. 4-10]. This phrase appears to be both an artist’s
statement and a politician’s clichéd response quoted from the media. As a nihilistic selfdeclaration, it sounds almost like a vapid promise that delivers a sense of impossibility.
This nihilistic gesture, on the one hand, hints at the gap between art and politics, while on
the other hand showing how the language of art might be similar to the art of language.
Although the group only lasted for approximately one year, Taiwan Documenta’s debut
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exhibition was one of the few direct responses from visual art circles to the Wild Lily. In
their works, the word play of the language of mass culture, political discourse and
provocative body imagery was imbued with a cynical attitude towards the Movement.
Parallel to their practices, the emergence of the underground zines among university
campuses after the Student Movement showed other approaches taken by the subversive
arts. As discussed below in section 4-4, the obscene content of these publications
intertwined with the criticism coming out of the discourse of body politics.

4-4 Underground Zines
In June 1991, the underground zine Toilet Paper (Wei Sheng Zhi) caused a controversy on
the campus of National Tsing Hua University (NTHU) in Hsinchu City. The trigger was its
latest Special Issue: ‘Adult Film’. The publication, edited by Toilet Paper Studio, saw adult
films as a medium through which to decentralise the hegemony of high culture using a
Marxist approach. However, the five pornographic cover images and their blunt depictions
of sexual scenes provoked serious concern from the administration of the university. The
University Students Affairs Section of NTHU criticised the publication as ‘obscene’ and
eventually punished the student editor and the director of the Guan Lan Club (Guan lan
she) to which Toilet Paper Studio’s members belonged.260
In response to the controversy, Chen Kuan-hsing, an associate professor of the university,
organised a seminar, Pornography and Culture, to include a screening of In the Realm of the
Senses by the Japanese director Ōshima Nagisa. Since the film is notorious for its
unsimulated sexual activity, the administrator of the university rejected his request to hire a
space to show the film. Chen also received a letter from the principal of the school,
expressing the hope he would cancel . On the insistence that it would be ‘very serious
academic event’, the seminar was eventually held in another room on the campus without
the administrator’s permission, and was attended by over 100 students.261 The incident was
exposed by the media and provoked a range of different attitudes toward the taboo of sex
on university campuses. Worried that Toilet Paper’s ‘Adult Film’ Special Issue and the
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Pornography and Culture seminar might ruin their school’s reputation, some teachers and
staff even launched a petition to condemn such ‘inappropriate events’ being held on
campus.262
Two years after the Toilet Paper controversy, two former members of Toilet Paper Studio,
Hung Shao-fei and ‘Apple’ (Chia Wei-ping), launched a graphic zine, Da-bien News, under
the name of Da-bien Studio. Distributed by mail order, the zine accepted ‘filthy, disgusting,
mysterious, low class, pornographic and incomprehensible’ contributions from readers.
Seven issues were published before it ceased publication in 1994, which included handdrawn illustrations and textual collages by different members. Its themes worked around
what Bakhtin defined as the ‘bodily lower stratum of humour’ in the grotesque body. The
first issue presented a man being given an enema (‘I Love Enemas’) [Fig. 4-11]; the second
issue, ‘I Love to Shave Pubic Hair’, was about a young man’s sexual engagements with an
elderly person in a public toilet; the third issue, titled ‘My Glans is inflamed’, depicted a
man with a long foreskin who undergoes circumcision and whose operation is reported by a
television news programme. Flash fictions in a magical realist style occasionally
accompanied the graphics, which include adaptations of tabloid-style news articles
coloured with depictions of sexual acts. The visual styles mixed posters for Taiwanese niu
rou chang (literally ‘beef shows’ – a term generally used to refer to strip shows), Hong
Kong gossip magazines and Shinshonen manga weeklies. The chosen elements catalysed
the subversive nature of the publication. Niu rou chang, as a form of entertainment for adult
men, is rooted in the chauvinist gaze and the objectification of women. Da-bien News
adopted the visual style of niu rou chang for its political satire- related content, which, as
Ho Ying-i argued, cleverly suggested a link between politics and the patriarchy.
Shinshonen is a manga weekly, popular among young men, whose disruptive format
showcased frustrated fantasies centred on the phallus, such as sodomy, castration and
impotence, ‘forc[ing] male readers to face the pressure of “the myth of the male” which
applies to them’.263
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The influence of European and American underground cartoonists is also noticeable. The
short comic series featured in the first three issues, for example, notably recalls the style of
the American cartoonist Robert Crumb, in which the disturbing depiction of sexuality,
exaggerated accounts of the human body and an emphasis on fluid and bodily discharges
are commonly seen. This feature was clearly illustrated in Issue 7 of Da-bien News, which
focused on what the editor called ‘kui-lan’ aesthetics (kui-lan meixue, the ‘aesthetics of
ulceration’) [Fig. 4-12], and opened with a statement that rendered the term rather
poetically as kui-lan, with an active significance for cultural production:
[…] The extreme proximation and the variety (we present) do not reflect, but create
the reality.
Throwing yourself into the farrago where everything intertwined and then, creating
a new reality, that is what kui-lan means.264
This idea was elaborated more clearly in an essay by Hung Shao-fei, which argues for the
necessity of an act of making to cultural workers regarding the establishment of autonomy.
This text expressed Hung’s dissatisfaction with the approaches of recent cultural studies
that contextualised such ‘marginal cultures’ too simply.265 Believing that to analyse culture,
to give it a meaning, is to locate culture in a specific context, the article argues that any
analysis is a mediation of reality. A genuine heterogeneity, multiculturalism or so-called
‘marginal culture’ could hardly be realised, since they are mediated or contextualised as a
strategy to struggle against mainstream culture. For the practices of heterogeneity, only the
types that fit this strategy could survive; beyond them, no one will pay attention. Hung’s
argument shows an attempt to realise ‘genuine heterogeneity’ through a revival of those
cultural productions formerly neglected by the mediated, interpreted and simplified
‘militant’ marginal culture.
The article, ‘Poo Comes Out from the Toilet’, published in the first issue, was the most
characteristic text to appear in Da-bien News.266 Summarising the style of Da-bien News as
a publication organised by ‘the smelly, the uneasy, the confused, and the chaotic’ , the text
suggests a strong sense of deconstruction of mainstream culture, promoting ‘bad taste’
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comics as sacrilegious to those in the mainstream. Its writings combine a style of narrative
between serious literature and tabloid magazines such as Scoop Monthly (or Chinese Dujia
Baodao) as a way to disrupt the cliché of wen yi qing nian (literally ‘artistic youth’ or
‘hipster’). With a specific focus on sexuality, the text also suggests an idea of ‘bad
femininity’. Contrary to stereotypical ‘good’ facets of femininity, this is deployed to disrupt
the sexual anxiety of the male and invite any non-mainstream male narratives to ‘destroy
subjectivity’.
Toilet Paper and the later Da-bien News were two of the ‘underground zines’ that spread
out across college campuses in the early 1990s. Other examples include Sickly Sweet (Tian
mi mi) from the Fu Jen Catholic University (FJCU) and National Taipei University of
Education, Agony News (Kumen bao) from the NTU, Wei Sheng News from the College of
Law and Business, National Chung Hsing University, Xuantong News from the Taipei
National University of the Arts (TNUA), and others. It was not the first time student zines
had been booming on campuses. The DIY publication had become popular since the lifting
of martial law, and was mainly influenced by the trend toward campus autonomy. Previous
student zines had generally focused on student affairs and campus autonomy, expressing
points of view from within the student body. Most of the post-Student Movement
underground zines were different, tending to abandon a serious tone and the polemical style
of articles seen in previous student publications, and often embracing sensational short
stories, filthy fantasies and provocative pornography as their method of approach. These
zines were called egao kanwu by the media (literally ‘publications aiming to mock or
ridicule’) when their emergence was first noticed.
Such publications reflected the ethos of the underground noise scene in Taipei to liberate
itself from body politics, and to challenge taboos. At the time, these underground
publications were also closely related to a number of noise bands. For instance, Agony
News was affiliated with LTK Commune, while Sickly Sweet, with its name derived from a
pornographic magazine, was edited by members of Z.S.L.O., which led to the
establishment of the Sickly Sweet café, the cradle of Taipei’s underground culture. Two of
the founders of Da-bien News also participated in the 1994 Z.S.L.O. performance The
Whisper of Hurricane (see Chapter Six).
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4-5 Sounds of Protest
As is common in social-political movements, music and song were also involved in the
Wild Lily Student Movement. There were certain songs that were sung to boost morale,
though students booed some of these. Several music-related incidents took place during the
six days of protest, mentioned briefly in some texts on the movement. These ostensibly
trivial events are interesting because they reveal some of the ideological struggles within
the student bodies that relate to the politics of national identity, pleasure and sound. This
was also the time when the New Taiwanese Song Movement had just emerged. The artists
who defined the movement, including Blacklist Studio and the singer Chen Ming-chang,
gave performances at the park and were welcomed by the students.
Just five months earlier, in November 1989, Blacklist Studio had released their debut album
Song of Madness (Hoklo: lia̍h-kông kua or Chinese: zhua kuang ge), which was later
regarded as a seminal work that defined the New Taiwanese Song Movement [Fig. 4-13].
With all nine songs sung in Taiwanese Hokkien, the album ranges across rap, rock and
Taiwanese folk, mixed with elements of Hakka, aboriginal music and even samples of the
National Anthem. Its lyrics also contain strong socio-political concerns about contemporary
Taiwanese society. By this means, the album renewed the tradition of Taiwanese pop, a
genre of popular music sung in Taiwanese Hokkien that had been repressed by the Japanese
colonial regime and the subsequent KMT-led government since the 1930s. It captures the
atmosphere of the early years after the lifting of martial law, presenting the conflicts
between the emerging civil society and the party-state regime. In the song ‘Minzhu Aćao’
(Democracy Bumpkin), for example, a country boy visits Taipei and comes across an
opposition party rally. Seeing the ranks of military police in riot gear, he asks a policeman,
‘Are you getting ready for the war to retake the mainland?’ Martial law period propaganda
slogans of the KMT, such as ‘Recovering the Mainland’ and the later ‘Three People’s
Principles Unify China’, thus became a subject of ridicule.267 Imperial Taipei (Taipei
Diguo) adopted the style of political hip-hop, depicting the changing social landscape of
Taipei through sketches of Zhongxiao Road. Its social-realist lyrics narrate the economic
boom of Taiwan under the coming imperialism of the US dollar. These New Taiwanese
Songs both recall a strong Taiwanese cultural identity, which had been repressed by the
KMT throughout the martial law era, and combine contemporary styles of popular music
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with a social-realist perspective. In contrast, any songs containing Chinese nationalist
ideologies were not welcomed by the students.268
Apart from the politics of national identity, another interesting musical interlude that
occurred during the Student Movement reveals the politics of music. A classical string
quartet, which was initially rehearsing at the National Concert Hall near the park, went
there after they heard the news. To support the demonstration, the four classical musicians
gave a spontaneous, free performance to ‘comfort’ the protesting students. However, their
performance was interrupted since it was regarded by one of the student leaders as being
‘too entertaining’ and ‘too bourgeois’ in a way it was felt might harm the atmosphere and
spirit of the movement. Capitulating to the pressure from the student leaders and a silent
crowd, the musicians had to terminate their performance and were eventually ‘expelled’ by
the protesting students.269
It is understandable why the student leaders rejected this classical music performance when
it is considered that this was a period when Marxism, neo-Marxism and theories of cultural
studies were being widely embraced on college campuses. From a Marxist perspective,
classical music was regarded as an artistic form for the bourgeoisie, the dominant social
class within an industrial society, while thought of as a symbol of high art from a postmodernist viewpoint. In a sense, this interlude clearly reveals how the protesting students
attempted to project a left-leaning image. However, it also exposes the way in which the
students tended to avoid any carnival-like or more ‘laid-back’ features that a demonstration
might bring out. As Li Shang-jen indicated in an article published a few months after the
demonstration, this ascetic gesture had significance in opposing the official system of youth
gatherings at the time, and specifically what had been determined by the CYC since the
1970s.270
The protesting students struggled with the CYC’s format of youth activities. After the
Youth Commission was established by the KMT in 1972, the CYC’s original political
function within university campuses was replaced. It gradually changed its focus from
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military training to recreational services, after which the camps held by the CYC each
summer and winter vacation provided the major, if not the only, platform for cross-campus
student gatherings across different schools and universities. These camps were also a
dominant form of youth leisure activity during the period under martial law when
Taiwanese youth subculture was largely repressed. Since this reality was familiar to the
protesting students, it was this background that shaped the demonstrators’ ideology in
rejecting the recreational atmosphere that usually prevailed on CYC camps as a means of
proclaiming their anti–government stance.271
The students’ hostile attitude towards classical music, the ascetic gesture and their complex
feelings about the CYC worked as a key to open the door to discussions of the politics of
pleasure that sometimes related to the inner power structure of the Wild Lily. These
discussions show the shifting criteria from macro-politics to micro-politics. In the same
article, Li Shang-jen argued that the protesting students’ rejection of pleasure and
entertainment ‘was unnecessary’, because it could limit their movement’s potential and
lead to the protestors becoming like the fascists they had originally defeated, marking
nothing but the poor state of the subculture on Taiwanese campuses.272 To support his
argument, he quoted Michel Foucault in his preface to Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari’s
Anti-Oedipus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia:
Do not think that one has to be sad in order to be militant, even though the thing one
is fighting is abominable. It is the connection of desire to reality (and not its retreat
into the forms of representation) that possesses revolutionary force.273
Deleuzian and Foucauldian views of the relationship between power and resistance had
been popularly adopted in a number of articles about the Wild Lily. In ‘Psychoanalysis of
the Student Movement’, for example, Yang Ming-min examined the way in which a
‘fascist-like inner structure’ had formed in the ‘collective subject’ of the Student Movement
in the early 1990s, constituted by the Wild Lily Student Movement, the May Student
Movement (Wuyue xueyun, 1990) and the Anti-Political Persecution Demonstration (Fan
zhengzhi pohai dayouxing, 1991). Borrowing the idea from Félix Guattari, he argued that
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the guiding concept of the Student Movement should not be confined to that a ‘subjugated
group’, but instead thought of as a ‘group subjectivity’ intended to constantly expand its
own vision and to rethink the relationships between its own operations and other
groups.274Additionally, Yang suggested that the movement should allow temporary and
unexpected creative practices to exist, which he regarded as ‘plays’ among its subjects, ‘the
other’ and the outer reality. However, the politicisation of the Student Movement led to a
loss of creativity within these so-called plays.275

4-6 War Machine
It should be noted that the above-mentioned criticism on issues of body politics and the
politics of desire as related to the Wild Lily mostly appeared in the newspaper column ‘War
Machine’, and was collected in an eponymous book series by Tonsan Publishing, as well as
the journal Isle Margin. In my view, these correlated publishing projects in the early 1990s
bridged the gap between practice and theory in the Wild Lily. Furthermore, they had played
crucial roles in extending the movement’s discussions from macro-politics to micropolitics, from the democracy of the political system to the democratic state of cultural
discourses.
In 1993, Isle Margin reprinted a number of cartoons and texts from Da-bien News in its
Issue 7. Regarded as one of the major leftist journals in the early years after the end of
martial law, Isle Margin published fourteen issues between 1991 and 1995. The journal’s
interest in Da-bien News, in a broad sense, relates to its introduction of queer theory that
began to emerge at that time in Taiwan, and its anti-essentialist stance with a theoretical
basis in neo-Marxism and post-structuralism, in which the politics of the body, sexuality
and desire were emphasised. Nevertheless, in a specific sense, the journal’s encounter with
Da-bien News should be recognised as a by-product of a series of practices of ‘post-text’
(hou zheng wen), namely a specific form of criticism mixing serious socio-political theories
with jokes, puns and fictional advertisements, which were developed and
promoted by some members of Isle Margin during that time.
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In Chen Hsiao-yin’s research, Isle Margin is discussed as one of the examples related to the
‘third wave’ of intellectually-driven opposition movements in post-war Taiwan that arose
in the late 1970s.276 The journal’s left-leaning political stance recalls the stance of previous
intellectual journals, such as China Tide, Renjian Magazine, The South and Con-Temporary
Monthly, in which it adopted a critical attitude towards the traditionally tangwai-based
camp of the opposition movements. As Chen argues, the tangwai gradually divided into
two different camps after the Baodiao movement]he first of which consisted of rightleaning nationalists who supported the Taiwan independence movement, including
intellectuals, people’s representatives and the rising middle class as the main body. Its
representative publication, the Taiwan Political Review (Taiwan Zhenglun, August 1975–
December 1975), was the first opposition magazine funded by native Taiwanese
intellectuals and advocates of the idea of Taiwan independence and Taiwanese
Consciousness. A similar ethos was inherited by Formosa Magazine (Meilidao zazhi) and
was linked with the establishment of the DPP. The second camp consisted of leftist
intellectuals and was represented by the journal China Tide (Xiachao, 28 February 1976–
February 1979). This journal shaped its leftist focus following its fourth issue on antiimperialism, anti-party state capitalism and support for the working class. The China Tide
camp tended to establish an alternative route towards Chinese unification via socialist
ideals, separate from the anti-communist KMT and the Chinese communist polity.
In the 1980s, the previously leftist socialist political stance on the island was inherited by
Renjian Magazine (Renjian Zazhi, November 1985–September 1989) and The South
(Nanfang zazhi). However, the same period also saw intellectuals eagerly embracing neoMarxism and Max Weber’s sociology, which formed the so-called ‘neo-Marxism Fever’
(xin ma re) and ‘Weber Fever’ (weibo re) on the island, for which Con-Temporary Monthly
(Dangdai zazhi), established in 1986, was a major voice. With a special feature on Michel
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Foucault in the first issue, the journal provided a platform to introduce Continental
European (specifically French and German) philosophy and social science theory.
Following its showcase of Foucault, the journal ran special features on seminal figures in
the field in every issue, including Martin Heidegger, Jean Baudrillard, Jean-François
Lyotard, Walter Benjamin and Pierre Bourdieu, among others. These theories were
regarded by intellectuals as a new discursive approach to seeking a way out of the dilemma
of left-wing politics, especially in the late 1980s. On the one hand, the dissolution of the
Soviet Union and the Eastern Bloc seemed to flag a loss of traditional socialist ideals. On
the other hand, after the lifting of martial law, the establishment of the DPP gradually led to
the formation of a two-party political system in Taiwan. To some leftists, however, the DPP
represented only a part of the opposition movements, as its party’s supporters were mainly
from the rising middle-class. After the DPP was established, it became clearer that the
leftist discourse was largely marginalised, diluted or distorted within the debates
concerning unification/independence (tong/du), in which the various oppositional
movements fell into a simplified binary opposition. It was against this intellectual
background that Isle Margin was established, aiming to become a platform for neoMarxist-based critical theories and discursive practices that could deal with the sociopolitical reality in the post-martial law era.
The establishment of Isle Margin can be traced to a neo-Marxism/post-modernism
seminar series held by the young psychoanalyst Wang Hao-wei at his home from 1987 to
1990.277 These seminars were devoted to the texts of Jacques Lacan, Michel Foucault, Jean
Baudrillard, Julia Kristeva and other European thinkers who were relatively new to local
intellectual circles due to the fact that only a few of their texts had been translated into
Chinese. The seminars were later attended by a group of young Taiwanese scholars trained
on the west coast of the USA and known as the ‘L.A. school’ (LA pai), who became
collective contributors to the special column ‘War Machine’ (Zhanzheng Jiqi) in the
Independent Daily News, for which they regularly published cultural criticism.
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Using a term specifically borrowed from Deleuze and Guattari’s A Thousand Plateaus, the
‘war machine’ is based on the idea of ‘nomadology’, in which a rhizomatic structure, rather
than a hierarchical or lineal one, is foregrounded. It is in this sense that a war machine is
directed against the state apparatus. However, these terms should not simply be regarded as
a binary opposition. The war machine is exterior to the state and refers moreover to ‘a pure
form of exteriority’.278 The discussion of this concept in A Thousand Plateaus shaped the
basic ethos of this newspaper column. Functioning as a series of discursive practices
around the concept of the war machine, the articles reveal various attempts at remaining
exterior to the KMT-led state apparatus and simultaneously avoiding simply being codified
in the binary opposition spectrum, especially that of unification/independence (tong/du).
In 1989, the columns of War Machine were transformed into a publication series by Tonsan
Publishing. The standpoint of anti-essentialism and anti-binary opposition is classically
depicted in the first book of the series, How Does History Become Wound: The Unofficial
Accounts of June Fourth Incident, published as a response to the Tiananmen Square
massacre (commonly known as the June Fourth Incident) that had taken place in Beijing
that year. The book adopts a critical attitude to the mainstream discussion in Taiwan of the
event, criticising the way in which most mainstream discourse remained haunted by anticommunist ideology and confused the issue by bringing in the unification/independence
discourse that was used by both the KMT and the DPP as a tool of political struggle. As a
result, leftist criticisms of this incident were marginalised within the cultural discourse.279

4-7 The ‘Slasher’
The contributors to the War Machine book series later generated the idea of establishing a
magazine. Their ideal model was first the seminal UK-based journal New Left Review and
then two local journals, The South and Con-Temporary Monthly, although the members of
Isle Margin wanted to eschew these journals’ serious style and scholarly tone.280 The new
journal eventually established its unique style by a number of editorial experiments,
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combining texts in wide-ranging formats, such as theoretical writings, poems and
underground comics in every issue. In this way, its approach, heavily mixing scholarly
rhetoric with subcultural terms and juxtaposing critical texts with altered images from the
mass media, allowed it to distinguish itself from its predecessors.
The journal’s stance became clearer after Issue 7, when it changed its focus from
‘imported’ Western theories to a series of anti-binary and anti-essentialist pieces targeted to
the reality of Taiwan, ranging from queer culture and feminist analysis of national identity,
to ‘(fake) Taiwanese people’ and pornography.281 The multiple interpretations of
subjectivity, nationality, sexuality and the body became central to later issues of Isle
Margin. Word play, influenced by Jacques Derrida’s concept of différance, was
consciously used in the journal as a means of presenting the dual meanings of a term, and
as a method of allowing one to subvert the other. For example, the special feature of Issue
9, titled Nü Ren Guo Jia Ren Tong – which could be read as ‘women’s national identity’,
but also as ‘women’s nation, home identity’ or ‘women’s nation, fake identity’ – challenges
the male-dominated discourse within Taiwanese national identity. As Ning Yin-bin (also
known as Ka Weibo) observed, Isle Margin’s introduction of the term ‘queer’ was also no
coincidence, as it indicated that the emergence of queer discourse in Taiwan was
historically linked to the ‘a-statist’ intellectual tradition of the journal.282 The use of
différance as a discursive strategy also revealed itself in different Chinese translations of
the English term ‘queer’ adopted in Isle Margin. As traced by Petrus Liu, the English term
‘queer’ was first translated into Chinese in 1992 by a Hong Kong filmmaker, Edward Lam
(Lin I-hua), as tong-zhi (literally ‘comrade’, a parodic reference to Chinese revolutionary
discourse), and by the novelists and critics Chi Ta-wei, Lucifer Hung (Hung Lin) and Tan
Tang-mo as ku-er (a transliteration of both ‘queer’ and ‘cool’; semantically, ‘cool
children’) in 1994.283
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The first appearance of the word ku-er in Chinese publications was in Isle Margin in
January 1994, when the journal produced a special feature on queer culture and theory for
Issue 10, for which Tan Tang-mo served as the guest editor [Fig. 4-14]. This was followed
by another special feature in Issue 14, entitled ‘Queer Nation(s)’ in English, but translated
as Seqing Guozu (literally ‘pornography nation’) in Chinese [Fig. 4-15] [Fig. 4-16]. To
bridge ‘queer’ and seqing, a neologism, xing/bie (literally ‘sex/difference’), was introduced.
Xing/bie – an engineered term with a forward slash inserted into xingbie, the Chinese term
for ‘gender’ – was coined as the Chinese name for the Centre for the Study of Sexualities at
National Central University when it was established in October 1995, around the same time
the Special Issue of ‘Queer Nation(s)’ was published. The feature’s opening article, entitled
‘Surname “Sex” [xing], given name “Difference” [bie], call me “Queer” [xie]’(Xing ‘Xing’
Ming ‘Bie’ Jiaozuo ‘Xie’) by Ka Weibo (Ning Yin-bin) under the pseudonym Xie Zuopai
(‘queer leftist’), explicates the neologism as follows:
The sign “xing/bie”expeditiously fuses “gender” [xingbie] and “sex” [xing]
together. Further, “xing/bie” also conveys the notion that there exist “differences”
[bie] within “sex.” That is to say, sex or sexualities are in fact heterogeneous rather
than homogeneous; not only are there differences within the realm of sexuality, but
there also exist power relations and various kinds of subordination.[...] In addition,
“xing/bie” also makes indistinct “xing/bie”, the meaning of which denotes there are
absolute distinctions/divisions between the two sexes. “Xing/bie” destabilises rather
than stabilises the distinctions between the two sexes. The “/” is therefore made
here to intervene in the much-taken-for-granted term xingbie so as to seek other
potentials, the possibilities of which concern both the politics of xing and bie (of
social differences).284
The insertion of the slash symbol makes the term unpronounceable. The article, however,
invites us to read the symbol as simply xie-xian (slash) to make xing/bie into xing-xie-xianbie (gender-slash-difference). This specific reading strategy then allows us to uncover
alternative meanings via the different homonyms of the compound word xie-xian. In
Chinese writing, the pronunciation of xie can refer to a number of varied written words. For
example, it can refer to ‘

’ (xie), meaning ‘italics’ or ‘

’ (xie) as ‘heresy’ (noun) and

‘evil, wrong, corrupt or immoral’ (adjective). The pronunciation of ‘xian’ can refer to ‘
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meaning ‘line’, or ‘

’, meaning ‘present’ (verb). The pronunciation of ‘xie-xian’,

therefore, can refer to ‘an italicised line’ (written as ‘
present’ (written as ‘

’). The xie-as-evil (

’), or another neologism, ‘evil-

) works as an essential discursive device of

différance here. Its homonyms refer to both the visual form of the slash symbol and the
meaning of ‘the unorthodox’, and furthermore the pronunciation of xie can be read as an
abbreviation of xingbie, namely xi(ngbi)e, as suggested in this article. Based on the above
terminological interpretations as centred on the denotation of ‘evil-present’ of xie-xian, the
article defines the presence of polysexuality as xie-xian, and the ‘coming out (of the closet)’
of queer sexuality as xie-xian. It asserts that ‘we are xie-xian-zhe (

, evil-present-

people) (slasher)’, ‘we are xie-leftists, we are xie-social movement, we are xie-margins’.285
The way in which the term xing/bie was coined, as argued by Hans Tal-ming Huang,
signifies a particular form of queer politics that emerged out of 1990s Taiwanese feminist
debates on female sexual agency in general and on sex work in particular. This politics
specifically names a discursive movement and form of activism represented by radical
feminists such as Josephine Ho (Ho Chuen-juei) and Ding Nai-fei (Fifi Ding). Centring on
the politics of sexualities, the movement intervenes critically in the process of gender
mainstreaming that had been deeply imbricated within the state-making process in Taiwan
since the 1990s. Arguing that the question of homosexuality cannot be isolated from the
question of sexuality as a whole in its complex historical configurations, Huang argues that
the state’s implicit regulation of male homosexuality must be situated and understood
within a wider framework of the KMT’s building of a ‘Chinese nation’ through its forcible
maintenance of ‘virtuous custom’, which is a new ‘normative context’ whereby ‘nonmarital sexualities came to be policed by the state through its moral rating of the gendered
population, in accordance with its highly contradictory policies on prostitution’.286 To these
radical feminists, the problematics of sexuality have always been intertwined with the issue
of national identity, especially in Taiwan in the early 1990s. In this sense, we cannot ignore
the icons of the national flag of the ROC and the PRC, alongside the party flag of the DPP,
as shown on the cover of the special issue of Seqing Guozu. As a critical conceptual tool,
xing/bie proposes an anti-essentialist understanding of gender identity. It also underscores
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the way in which ‘social divisions come to be produced discursively as differences through
disparate systems of representation’.287 By accentuating the politics of differences, Huang
argues, ‘xing/bie politics particularly resists the given national culture whose hegemonic
operation tends to homogenise and suppress those internal differences that cut across the
lines of age, race, class, ethnicity, gender and sexuality’.288

4-8 New Opposition Movement
Among all the discursive and rhetorical experiments in Isle Margin, a specific writing style,
which has been named ‘post-text’ (hou zheng wen), is the most significant example of postWild Lily subversive arts rhetoric. Before it was featured in the journal, this style was first
developed in articles published in the newspaper column War Machine around the late
1980s. Some of these early examples were later gathered in Taiwan’s New Opposition
Movement – Road to New Democracy, an anthology of War Machine contributors
published in August 1991.289 After that, Isle Margin, founded two months later, provided a
major platform for post-text articles. These articles were later recognised as a phenomenon
and provoked discussion during 1992–1993.
Although touching on a variety of topics and arguments, Taiwan’s New Opposition
Movement mainly voiced the so-called ‘popular democracy’ (ren min minzhu) versus the
DPP-mediated version of ‘civil society’ (min jian she hui) as specifically discussed in
Chang Chun-hung’s 1989 work The Road Leads to Power: Encapsulate the Centre by the
Local.290 The latter text has been reviewed as ‘a guidebook for the idea of civil society in
Taiwan’, which suggests a way of realising a true political democracy for the DPP going
from the winning of local elections to receiving more support from local people and, by
‘encapsulating the centre by the local’, struggling against the KMT-led central government
before earning governance of the country. Nevertheless, it was regarded by War Machine
members as suggesting an old point of view on democracy that needed to be challenged. In
this sense, this text fashioned the idea of popular democracy as a counterpoint to The Road
Leads to Power.
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In the fifteen articles in Taiwan’s New Opposition Movement, all the contributors used an
alias, and many articles were said to have been co-written291 or rewritten from previously
published versions. For example, the editor’s name RoboCop (Jiqizhanjing) is specifically
and meaningfully borrowed from Paul Verhoeven’s cyberpunk film from 1987. As
mentioned in the preface of the book, the dystopian scenario of Verhoeven’s later film
Total Recall (1990), based on a Philip K. Dick story, served as a metaphor for questioning
self-identity, which signals one of the major issues on which this book focuses, namely ‘the
flow of identity, and the uncertainty and instability of status’.292 In this sci-fi classic, the
construction worker Douglas Quaid (Arnold Schwarzenegger) is having troubling dreams
about Mars and a mysterious woman on the planet. He later receives a memory implant to
become a secret agent for a trip to Mars. Because the implant operation goes wrong, he
begins to confuse reality and his hallucinations. In the preface to the book, one of Quaid’s
famous lines, ‘If I am not me, who the hell am I?’, is quoted to outline the main topic of the
book, namely the search for self-identity.293 Here, Quaid’s question is not so much
answered as problematised. When Taiwan’s New Opposition Movement was published,
every copy was accompanied by a photograph, featuring RoboCop, the Hong Kong comic
actor Stephen Chow or action stills from the sci-fi TV drama Double-Ranger (Shuangmian
Youxia) and the so-called ‘author’s signature’ in verso, which was in fact a negative
sentence beginning with ‘I am not …’ and followed by the name of a politician294 [Fig. 4–
18] [Fig. 4–19]. In terms of philosophical strategy, Taiwan’s New Opposition Movement
devoted an article titled ‘Articulation (Glossary)’ to launch the concept of chuan lian or
‘articulation’. According to the Chinese definition, ‘
string (of coins, etc.), to pour into’, while ‘

’ (chuan) means ‘to string together, a

’ (lian) means ‘to talk vaguely’. The term

chuan lian therefore refers to an act of formulating initially vague expressions. Mixing
these meanings, the article defines the term as a practice of linking various fragments into a
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whole by means of language.295 In this way, it imprints the concept of chuan lian
(articulation) with a sense of ontological significance and suggests that the worldview
formed by chuan lian is constructed by a web of meaning in which a thing can always be
relatively defined. It is in this sense that the concept represents the thinking of antiessentialism, a popular term used by the contributors to ‘post-text’, and later to Isle Margin,
for self-description. Rather than using chuan lian as a means of passively explaining the
state of things, this article attempts to re-imagine this concept as a practical strategy of
post-text, namely ‘an act to alter the meaning of things via discourse’.296

4-9 Theorising Post-text
Written in a typical post-text style, the article titled ‘Have you ever farted in a swimming
pool? – Discussing “knowledge/power” through “theories and practices of post-text”’ and
published by a War Machine member in Issue 6 of Isle Margin in January 1993 could be
seen as a definitive text elaborating on the strategy of post-text. As a major text for the
journal’s special feature on post-text, the article is itself a piece of post-text, involving
jokes, puns, homophones and buzzwords in the field of popular culture, for which the
author’s pseudonym, Mama Chili Hsiao-tingtang, was borrowed from the name of a TV
comedy drama from 1988.297 Its analysis involves discussions about a cluster of related
ideas, including ‘text’, ‘subtext’, ‘alternative text’ and ‘post-text’. As defined by the author,
‘text’ (or ‘main text’, zheng wen) usually comprises a two-level structure. On the upper
level lie the primary meanings a text conveys, while on the lower level exists the so-called
‘subtext’ (qian zai zheng wen), which refers to what remains unsaid in the former. Subtext
thus works as the base beneath a text, unilluminated, but crucially related to the text
itself.298 As the author claims, ‘[i]n a society, major groups or the ruling class continuously
produce texts to manipulate your thoughts and practices. Apart from this, however, there
are some radical, non-mainstreamed and heretical groups which keep on unveiling the
meanings behind those texts, suggesting subtexts’.299 By ‘suturing’ this two-level structure
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as a unity, the meaning of a text can be fixed. Here, the act of suturing encapsulates a
variety of possible meanings of a text, making the construction process of meanings
invisible, which is something on which the construction of mainstream political
discourses relies.300
To disrupt this two-level structure that shapes our understanding of a text, the so-called
‘alternative text’ (linglei zheng wen) is introduced. This term refers to those texts that are
inserted into, or run parallel with, a piece of main text, and which usually appear on its
margins. As shown in many of War Machine’s articles, two different types of text were
intentionally mixed together, in which one, as the main text, delivers ‘serious and
authoritative thoughts’ while the other, as an alternative, presents ‘the texts or images that
attempt to liberate desire (such as nonsensical jokes or pornography)’.301 Thus, alternative
texts subvert our reading of a text and sometimes even overturn the dominant position of
the primary meaning.
A common feature of post-text strategy is wordplay, which is clearly shown in the cover
design of the anthology Taiwan’s New Opposition Movement: Road to New Democracy.
On the book’s cover, the title is partly covered by a delete symbol on ‘Road to’, which hints
at an attempt at self-obliteration, as the ‘road’ it suggests could be annihilated [Fig. 4-17].
If we see the phrase ‘Road to New Democracy’ as the (main) text, which suggests ‘a
straightforward, well-guided and shortcut-like approach’ to this ‘new democracy’, the
deleted ‘Road to’ plays as an alternative text, visually hinting at a sign of a blind alley and
therefore suggesting that we can only take alternative routes to arrive at the same
destination. The latter undertone echoes well the way in which post-text has been defined
as ‘a text that comes with escape routes’,302 and of course it works as a satirical response to
Chang Chun-hung’s The Road Leads to Power: Encapsulate the Centre by the Local.
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The secondary subtitle ‘bian yuan dian fu zhong xin’ is similarly ‘vandalised’ by wordplay.
As a typical post-text-rendered phrase, its (main) text can be traced as ‘the margin (bian
yuan) subverts (dian fu) the centre (zhong xin)’ [Fig. 4-17], while the verb in-between is
transformed into a piece of alternative text by being deliberately written as a homonym and
zhuyin fuhao (or ‘Mandarin Phonetic Symbols’). This helps us to imagine, or even to
invent, other possible meanings for dian fu – beyond the general ‘to subvert’ – according to
its sound. Such meanings, as suggested in the preface and postscript of Taiwan’s New
Opposition Movement, include ‘to resist father (patriarchy)’, ‘madwoman’303 and, in a very
unusual interpretation, ‘a special gesture for sexual engagement’.304 These suggestions
reveal the way in which radical feminism has played an essential part in the theoretical
foundation of War Machine.
Equally important is the interplay of words between the two homonyms of dian: one is
written as ‘

’, meaning ‘to turn (upside down)’ or ‘to overthrow’, while the other is

written as ‘

’, meaning ‘insane’ or ‘crazy’. In Taiwan’s New Opposition Movement, the

compound term kuang yan zhan yu (Chinese ‘

’), literally ‘the words said in

delirium and madness’, is interpreted as a ‘creative’ linguistic approach and hence a
militant strategy of post-text. It suggests the transgression of language and the rules, norms
and hierarchy of a society. Here, the advocates of post-text show the way in which their
thoughts are largely based on post-structuralist and post-modernist theories by claiming
‘[s]ince a group of people begins to create kuang yan zhan yu, resistance as a socio-political
event could have formed’.305 They call this strategy ‘the theory of mess’ (luan lilun).
Rather than offering a rational analysis of madness, incorporating madness into the realm
of normality from the perspective of ‘normal people’, this is a theory that ‘speaks,
confesses, analyses, persuades (to) all the people – whether normal or abnormal ones. Its
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voices might be noisy or sound eager. But it does not limit, repress or incorporate
anyone’.306
By disrupting the main text, this strategy was believed to be able to release the ‘desire that
is often suppressed in the (main) text’, which is usually exposed by the subtext.307
Eventually, the kind of text that is subverted by alternative texts is defined as post-text:
Post-text is lacking a “subtext” and is one dimensional. It is no longer a two-level
unity but an opening unity that cannot be sutured. By escaping from the “textsubtext” structure, post-text could be regarded as a text that comes with escape
routes, a kind of schizoid text. […] It conjures with readers as schizoid subjects.308
Post-Lacanian psychoanalysis, specifically that of Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, is
evidently significant for War Machine’s post-text. The aforementioned authors’ seminal
book, Anti-Oedipus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia (L’anti-Oedipe), published in 1972,
operates as an essential reference point, as two paragraphs from Michel Foucault’s
‘Preface’ for Anti-Oedipus are quoted in the ‘Preface’ of Taiwan’s New Opposition
Movement:
Develop action, thought, and desires by proliferation, juxtaposition, and disjunction,
and not by subdivision and pyramidal hierarchization.
Do not use thought to ground a political practice in Truth; nor political action to
discredit, as mere speculation, a line of thought. Use political practice as an
intensifier of thought, and analysis as a multiplier of the forms and domains for the
intervention of political action.309
It is noteworthy that the idea of post-text is extended from a mere discursive strategy in
written articles or published books to social space. Here, post-text is regarded as vandalism.
As argued by Mama Chili Hsiao-tingtang, ‘[t]he post-text strategy, as a vandalising act,
could be adopted in an event, a space or even a movement’.310 By this token, War Machine
members recognised graffiti and vendors selling pornography who appeared in the Wild
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Lily and other socio-political rallies as revolutionary. They are all represented as a kind of
alternative text involving the emancipation of desire, which subverts the main text, namely
the political demands of the movement. From this point of view, as the article claims, ‘the
marginal intellectuals and people have started their post-text practices, attempting to
carnivalise and vandalise such a serious movement’.311 This argument successfully explains
why War Machine’s many reviews of opposition movements in the early years of the postmartial law period focused recurrently on trivial events, incidents or minor narratives
scattered around the campaign sites: not political banners but spray-paint graffiti; not the
protest songs but the musicians expelled by the crowd. As Wang Wen-yin argued in a later
article, the phenomenon seen in the Wild Lily and other socio-political demonstrations, in
which Green Team’s videotapes of unauthorised documentaries of oppositional movements
were mixed together with adult films sold by vendors, should be regarded as a parable of
the political potential of post-text.312 Similarly to the way in which those vendors ultimately
subverted (or at least, disturbed) the Movement, as she suggested, the marginalised desires
produced by alternative texts would ultimately transcend the centralised political theories of
the main text.313
Such trivial, peripheral and less important practices or productions, as varied fragments of
alternative text, were believed by War Machine members to better expose the flows of
desire of the people, and to introduced heterogeneous dynamics by vandalising the main
text of the movements. The same strategy was employed in publications using post-text
style, such as the anthology Taiwan’s New Opposition Movement – Road to New
Democracy, the journal Isle Margin and the humorous comic-book series Naojin
Jizhuanwan, published between 1989 and 1993, which were popular in Taiwan at that time.
Citing the first two, the article claims: ‘As in post-text strategy, what we vandalise is not
the National Chiang Kai-shek Memorial Park but our publications’.314 To conclude, the
author argues that the cultural politics of post-text are represented as ‘a kind of intellectual
vandalism which challenges elitism’315 and gives the strategy a revolutionary sense by
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asserting that ‘[o]nly presented in the format of post-text, those thoughts / theories /
movements / political aims / social projects / organisations / publications could be
progressive, radical, democratic, liberal, anti-dominant and anti-hegemonic’.316

4-10 Popular Vandalism
The idea of linking vandalism to opposition movements was specifically cultivated in an
earlier essay by another War Machine contributor, Ning Yin-bin, in 1990, focusing on what
he called ‘popular vandalism’ (Ren min wan dou zhu yi).317 Retrospectively, this notion
recalls the tradition of art vandalism (and related ‘iconoclasm’), civil disobedience and
‘cultural jamming’. The article was written just a year after the inception of the ‘Snails
Without Shells’ Movement (Wu ke gua niu yungdong), the first social movement to focus
on housing justice in Taiwan, in August 1989. Some of the protest approaches employed in
the movement, such as organising protesters to distribute fake information to estate agents
by telephone to interfere with house prices, alongside other contemporary examples of civil
disobedience such as the Poll Tax Riots in the UK and Chinese students ‘smashing little
bottles’ as a means of responding to the Tiananmen Square massacre,318 were exemplified
in the article as practices of popular vandalism.
Terminologically, the way Ning distinguishes ‘popular vandalism’ from ‘vandalism’ is
similar to the difference Julius von Végh suggests between ‘vandalism’ and ‘iconoclasm’,
in which whether the destructive acts are individually or systematically executed is at
stake.319 Ning sees vandalism as a random, reckless and individual act causing damage,
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which is different to popular vandalism, as the latter tends to be a planned, conscious and
collective act, or at least be driven by the collective will of a group of people. Acts of
vandalism are not ‘heroic’ but rather ‘gauche’ acts by the people, the masses and the
marginalised. Compared to the English term ‘vandal’ used by Ning in this article, the
Chinese term wan dou (

), coined by Ning, better captures the essence of popular

vandalism. The first character, wan, could refer to ‘mischievous’ (wan pi,
(wan qiang,

) or ‘cheap, third-rate or low-class’ (wan lie,

), ‘stubborn’

), while the second

character, dou, mainly means ‘fight’. This term imprints popular vandalism as a playful and
anti-elitist gesture of resistance. Its attitude towards the enemy is not straightforward, but
tortuous. Rather than simply breaking the law, the acts of vandals (or ‘popular vandalists’
as Ning called them) are closer to a kind of ‘foul play’, which is described by Ning as ‘mild
terrorism’. A similar account was given by cultural critic Mark Dery in The New York
Times in the same year, when describing the emerging phenomenon of ‘culture jamming’
as ‘artistic “terrorism” directed against the information society in which we live’.320
It is not simply a coincidence that Ning’s idea of popular vandalism resonates well with the
ethos of ‘culture jamming’ that emerged in the US around the same time (although the term
was not introduced to Taiwan until the 2000s). The latter phenomenon, rooted in anticonsumerism, refers to the varied acts of ‘hijacking’ corporate advertisements by activist
groups such as the Billboard Liberation Front, the Cacophony Society, the Yes Men,
Yomango and others, which were mainly covered and discussed in Adbusters, a
Vancouver-based magazine. As Naomi Klein has argued, this strategy involves ‘parodying
advertisements and hijacking billboards in order to drastically alter their messages’.321 In
her view, the ‘most sophisticated’ acts of culture jamming are not merely advertisement
parodies but are about interception, which means hacking into a corporation’s own method
of communication to send counter-messages.322
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Although not targeting corporate advertising but mainly the political discourses of
opposition movements, War Machine’s popular vandalism, as represented in post-text
articles and publications, shares a similar ethos with culture jamming. As in Ning’s article,
popular vandalism is defined as ‘a fight for the meaning of things in our ordinary and
cultural life, that is, to alter or to re-interpret (existing) meanings, or to unveil the
ambivalence and ridiculousness of the existing system of meanings; in other words, to
destruct and re-establish the system of meaning presented in everyday life’.323 The
transgression of canons in ordinary life makes popular vandalism a pleasurable and
carnivalesque form of resistance. On this point, War Machine links its post-text discourses
to the emancipation of desire, as seen in Mi Zou’s (Li Sheng-jen) later criticisms of the
body politics of the Wild Lily, arguing that ‘pleasure’ is essential to the emancipation of the
body in a political movement.324

4-11 Anti-elitism?
During 1992 and 1993, a number of articles reviewing ‘post-text’ appeared in the media.
With responses from War Machine members, these articles involved discussions of the
definition and approaches of post-text, and also of whether this writing style was capable of
being a critical strategy for coping with reality, and as revolutionary as ‘promising’ the
ideals of left-wing politics. News stories apart, Yang Chao’s article ‘Desire of Destruction,
Pleasure of Resistance: War Machine and New Cultural Discourse’, published in December
1992, was the first criticism of post-text written by a non-War Machine member. The
article labels War Machine’s texts as ‘new left-wing’ discourse, which was different from
the approach of traditional Taiwanese left-wing politics and argued for the claim that
popular democracy (ren min minzhu lun) is ultimately spoken in a tone of elitism.325
Yang’s text prompted a response by Ho Fang (one of Ning Yin-bin’s monikers), a core
member of War Machine and also the editor of Taiwan’s New Opposition Movement. In
March 1993, he published the article ‘Anti-elitism and Scum’s Democracy: Responding
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Yang Zhao’s Reviews of War Machine’.326 The first issue debated in his response centred
on War Machine’s relationship with the left-wing camp. To Ho, the bare label ‘new leftwing’ given by Yang sounded too simplistic and placed too much emphasis on the break
with the left-wing tradition. Ho tended to regard War Machine as politically undecided in
some ways, while remaining an inheritor of the ideals of the traditional left-wing. Ho
argued that War Machine was only ‘new left-wing’ when compared to the ‘old’ left-wing in
Taiwan, as represented by the China Tide camp. Considered from the ‘standpoint of the
people’, however, War Machine was no different from the left-wing camp in the opposition
movement. It is in this sense that Ho emphasised the camp’s connection to the Nativist
Literature Movement of the 1970s, claiming that the latter had shaped their consciousness
concerning the native reality of Taiwan. However, considering their oppositional gestures,
it was argued that War Machine ‘should belong to the postmodern school’.327
The second issue was concerned with elitism. Ho disagreed with Yang’s argument that the
‘popular democracy’ claimed by War Machine could not help but be elitist due to their
writing style, which was generally appreciated only by a coterie of intellectuals. To Ho, the
idea of popular democracy was fundamentally anti-elitist through its standpoint of radical
democracy. However, the reason why the writing strategy they developed seemed to target
only a small group of readers was of practical concern. Due to the fact that War Machine
belonged to, but at the same time criticised, recent, opposition movements, their members
adopted an ‘indirect approach’ to soften their attacks. In other words, this strategy was less
for communication with the general public and more for giving ‘internal advice to the camp
of the opposition movement’.328 To cope with the ambivalence between popular democracy
and elitism, and their critical attitude towards the opposition movement, War Machine
developed post-text as an allusive writing strategy to realise their ‘internal advice’ to the
movement in its content, while simultaneously challenging elitism stylistically by blending
academic texts with popular cultural elements.329 At the end of his article, Ho provided a
basic account for the practical strategy of post-text. This task was better executed in the
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abovementioned article ‘Have you ever farted in a swimming pool?’. Six months later, the
previous self-defined articles by War Machine attracted a response by Chen Jui-lin, in
which post-text’s revolutionary potential, the capability of subversion and the stance of
anti-elitism were all challenged.
Chen Jui-lin’s article, ‘Does the “Post-text” Strategy Work?’, published in Issue 8 of Isle
Margin, questions the purposeful validity of the achievement of anti-elitism and suggests
that ‘the post-text strategy can convey neither the message nor the foundation of power of
anti-elitism’.330 The rhetorical ‘implantation’ or ‘transplantation’ of the so-called
‘alternative text’, as Chen argues, could hardly subvert the ‘major text’. It is nothing to do
with subversion, but is rather to be understood as a ‘self-clowning’ act through its
‘laughable’ shifting and mixing between labels and slogans.331 Chen points out the problem
of post-text is its romantic nihilism:
The power of discourse is not solely determined by (whether seriously or not) the
way a discourse is being spoken out. It is overdetermined by specific historicity,
context, objective conditions of politics (i.e. the speaking position, institution,
subject, etc.) which support the discourse, and also its capability of dominating the
people. Simply regarding serious discourse as the target being subverted but
ignoring the analysis of the above-mentioned aspects could achieve nothing but a
Don Quixote-esque act. […] The advocates of post-text are eager to solve problems,
to reshape the world and to cope with the reality. Unfortunately, they seem to forget
the reality.332
Chen’s critique recalls traces of Foucauldian genealogy. He sees the emancipation desired
by post-text not as a physical but ultimately a rhetorical state, merely related to language,
image and written text, as ‘simulacra’. By projecting their desire onto such simulacra, as
Chen argues, War Machine’s strategy brings not liberation but an alienation of physical
desire. At the end of the article, Chen expresses his doubt about simply ‘transplanting’ the
idea of ‘schizoanalysis’ suggested by Deleuze and Guattari to deal with issues of antielitism and cultural construction in Taiwan.333
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In terms of the production of culture, Chen’s criticism on the issue of elitism can apply to
the cluster of notions suggested by some War Machine members, such as post-text, popular
vandalism and the theory of mess and articulation. These notions were realised only on the
periphery of the cultural realm, which was represented by left-wing newspaper columns,
the journal Isle Margin and the War Machine book series. To a large extent, these practices
at that time were only fashionable among a rather limited number of intellectuals, who were
mostly young academics, cultural workers and college students, and they seldom reached
‘the people’ – a subject apparently at the core of all these strategies. Although the practices
involved considerable elements of popular culture, it was probably difficult for most of the
general public to comprehend the (subverted) message generated by the texts. Circulating
on the margins, even within the camp of War Machine-Isle Margin, these post-text related
strategies were both contested and criticised by a number of members of the different
‘factions’.334 Eventually, they became a product that was more meaningful, or
revolutionary, to the ‘mainstream’ elite circles, and less so to the public. Since Isle Margin
ceased publication in 1995 and the number of publications in the War Machine book series
declined after 1992, post-text practices became much less active in the media in later years.

4-12 Conclusion
In this chapter, I argue that a counter-cultural rhetoric that was embodied in varied forms of
cultural products was developed in the realm outside the mainstream in Taiwan in the early
1990s. The examples include Taiwan Documenta’s installation art exhibition, underground
zines and comics, and the textual and editorial experiments of War Machine-Isle Margin,
all of which practices were related to the Wild Lily. Linking to the broken corporeality
revealed in the performance art-based practices in the 1980s, this rhetoric was considerably
body-centred and subversive. On the one hand, it employed the body as a vehicle to
intervene, disturb or mock mainstream cultural institutions, as seen in avant-garde artists’
body performance and sensational short stories, filthy fantasies and pornography featured
in underground zines. On the other hand, this rhetoric echoed the emerging cultural critique
based on the body politics developed during the late 1980s and the early 1990s, for which
the practices of the War Machine and Isle Margin were significant.
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Defined as post-text, the textual and editorial experiments developed from War Machine to
Isle Margin were a representative example of a counter-culture that had captured the
transitional state of politics from the lifting of martial law to the Wild Lily. Rather than
seeing those experiments as simply a creative form of culture studies, a rising academic
field in Taiwan at a time, I argue that they should be discussed in a more broadly
contextualised approach to the subversive arts, alongside the underground zines, comics,
noise performance, junk art, installation and performance art that manifested outside of the
museum environment. All these cultural products shared a similar subversive feature in
relation to the mainstream. As examined in this chapter, the techniques of juxtaposition and
word play heavily used in the texts of War Machine-Isle Margin usually create doublemeanings and send ambiguous messages to readers. This ‘post-text’ strategy not only
confuses readers, but also disturbs the conventional function of the media in a way that
might loosen the existing system of language. War Machine-Isle Margin’s struggle with
language was political in two senses. First, it challenged the previously dominant status of
‘imported Western theories’ in Taiwan’s cultural realm. Second, it twisted the somehow
simplified dichotomy between ‘unification’ (tong) and ‘independence’ (du) in political
discourses during that period.
Apart from the shared subversive aspect, War Machine-Isle Margin’s experiments
importantly provided an essential theoretical foundation and reference point for other
subversive arts products, linking them to the criticism of body politics and ‘the flows of
desire’ in the post-Student Movement years. These experiments also subtly introduced their
cultural products into an intellectual context by featuring them in Isle Margin. The most
noteworthy aspect of this point is that the journal seldom theorises or conceptualises those
subversive arts practices as examples subject to socio-political discourses. The ways they
are featured in the journal tended to be through juxtaposition or assemblage. In the sense of
post-text, they were presented as fragments of ‘alternative text’ inserted in the main text of
the journal, scattered on the back cover, in the page margins and the breaks between articles
and (fictional) advertisements.
These ‘post-text style’ juxtapositions are essential. On the one hand, they give a sense of
contemporaneity, since the journal did not regard these practices as ‘objects’ but rather
‘vehicles’ of criticism. The juxtapositions suggest the potential that these practices could
also involve critical approaches towards reality, similarly to written words. On the other
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hand, they reveal the heterogeneous nature of the counterculture at that time, while
suggesting a potential constellation of their co-related practices. The journal shows a grasp
of subversive arts production at that time, which in some ways maintained the latter’s
vitality. Whether noise performance, junk art, post-text, or the transgressive body exhibited
in guerrilla street performance in the 1980s and 1990s, these varied cultural projects all
formed a similar gesture of subversion against the mainstream, the elite, the official, the
high-brow and the symbolic regimes of culture. As such, it is worthwhile to recognise these
practices as varied attempts from the cultural practitioners to respond to reality in a new
and radical way.
Nevertheless, the impact of the War Machine-Isle Margin’s strategy should not be
exaggerated. On the one hand, the post-text style could be eventually limited as the inside’s
games among a coterie of New Marxist intellectuals, as Chen Jui-lin has argued. Their
strategies might remain far too obscure and complex to the general public, even if the
appropriation of popular culture was an essential aspect of their post-text juxtapositions. On
the other hand, the way War Machine-Isle Margin’s subversive strategy was recuperated is
equally important. Their strategy has been simply conceived as so-called ‘egao’(literally ‘to
mock’ or ‘to ridicule’), a term that was popularly used by the mainstream media during that
time. On this understanding, the political significance of post-text could be largely erased.
Although these two factors eventually limited its cultural impact, we should not ignore the
legacy of the War Machine-Isle Margin’s practices . In retrospect, these practices shaped a
part of the counter-culture in Taiwan during the early 1990s with their subversive
experiments on the format and style of texts and publications. As a way to re-evaluate this
short-lived history, I argue that their ethos or mentality was inherited in a specific kind of
rebellious gesture that was represented in the artistic projects of later years. As a shelter for
subversive arts subversion, their ruins embrace the melancholic state of the failure of the
subversive arts in the early 1990s, as displayed in the debris of failed utopian projects. In
Chapter Seven, the subversive arts practices of the early 1990s and their representation in
later years will be traced via a series of ruin-related projects.
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Chapter Five: Institutional Engagements
5-1 Introduction
As examined in Chapter Four, the first half of the 1990s saw the appearance of a diverse
series of subversive arts practices mainly deriving from the Wild Lily Student Movement,
in which a kind of body-centred narrative was developed by various rhetorical experiments,
such as underground zines and the publications related to the War Machine column/book
series and Isle Margin journal. This narrative, as I argue, echoes the imagery of the broken
corporeality established in the avant-garde scene of conceptual performance art in the
1980s (see Chapter Three). Parallel to this body-centred rhetoric, another historical thread
of the post-Student Movement subversive arts related to outdoor festivals, junk art and the
cultural politics of the DPP is scrutinised in this chapter.
During the period between 1993 and 1995, there were a series of meaningful engagements
between the Student Movement-driven subversive arts and the Taipei County local
government. The former is represented by a series of interrelated cultural projects,
including Sickly Sweet café, the TBLF, the TBSF and others, all of which were driven by
Wu Chung-wei, an amateur artist and cultural worker, and his friends. These practices
defined what was described as the po-lan (broken-and-rotten) culture at the time. The latter
refers to the cultural events organised by the TCCC under the supervision of the DPP-led
Taipei County government, especially the annual TCFAE. During those years, the TCFAE
underwent a radical reformation, changing from a salon-based local art competition to a
curator-orientated, environmental art-focused, thematic outdoor festival. This reformation
revealed the local government’s keen interest in collaborating with artists and cultural
workers who were active in the field of alternative culture (or the underground) at the time.
At this time, Wu Chung-wei’s cultural projects were noticed by the TCCC, which led to a
series of engagements between the counterculture and mainstream culture. What was the
confluence point between these different cultural discourses? What kind of cultural politics
did these engagements reflect? These questions will be addressed in this chapter.
The first half of the chapter traces the reformation of the TCFAE during this period,
showing the way in which the format of the thematic exhibition and the idea of
environmental art was employed by the TCCC as a way to collaborate with young artists
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and cultural workers who were previously neglected by the mainstream. Based on this, I
argue that the idea of heterogeneity played a significant part in these government-organised
events. In the second half of the chapter, the focus shifts to Wu Chung-wei’s cultural
projects, Sickly Sweet, the TBLF, the TBSF and a number of others. Through analysing
these cultural projects, the confrontation between his idiosyncratic approach to junk art and
the realist aesthetics pursued by the TCCC can be seen.

5-2 The Reformation of the TCFAE
In April 1994, four young artists held a joint show at Sickly Sweet as a protest against that
year’s TCFAE, which was the major annual competitive exhibition for visual art in the
Taipei County region.335 Each of the four artists had applied to participate in the exhibition
and had been rejected. As a protest, they not only displayed their works, but also invited
‘all the failed participants’ of this official art competition to display their works in their
show, which was titled The TCFAE’s Exhibition of Rejects (Beixian meizhan luoxuanzhan)
[Fig. 5-1]. The protest attracted the media’s interest. A month after its opening, the artists
were featured in a four-page article published in the art magazine Hsiung Shih Art Monthly,
and the story was included in a twenty-two page special feature on the TCFAE.336 The
exhibition questioned if the radical change to the competition scheme of the 6th edition of
the TCFAE could lead to injustice, as the awarded works were now selected by a single
judge rather than a group of judges, as in previous editions.
According to the coverage of Hsiung Shih Art Monthly, the newly introduced jury system
for the TCFAE was the main focus of the protesting artists who exhibited at Sickly Sweet.
That year, the above mentioned reformation of the TCCC was a radical step, not only in
terms of its own history, but also for the convention of ‘local fine arts exhibitions’ (difang
meizhan) to which the TCFAE belongs. The term has been used to refer to the competitive
art exhibitions that have been held each year by various county-level and city-level
governments since the 1980s, and which have served as the main competitive platform for
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local artists. Although each exhibition series contains slight variations in the details of its
scheme or its name, their formats were similarly derived from the Taiwan Provincial Fine
Arts Exhibition (TPFAE) scheme that had been organised by the central government since
1946. This scheme was mainly borrowed from the tradition of the Salon, i.e. the official art
exhibition of the Académie des Beaux-Arts in Paris held since 1667. With the TCFAE and
TPFAE, the scheme was defined by two major principles: first, the competition was
categorised according to art media; second, any competitor who won several prizes was
eligible to become a jury member. On the one hand, these exhibitions created a hierarchy
for local artists to gain a reputation and also reflected the development of the local art
spheres; on the other, however, this hierarchy became problematic through its rigidly
applied system. The latter issue was a concern for Liu Feng-sung, the former director of the
TCCC.337
Ni Tsai-chin, one of the two judges for the 6th TCFAE, argued that ‘the previous results of
multiple judges were usually a promotion for the most uninteresting and mediocre works,
which caused the decline of the exhibitions subsequently’.338 Chien Ming-hui, the main
organiser of the TCFAE, also criticised the conventional scheme of local fine arts
exhibitions, which resulted in ‘wasting and duplicating art resources’.339 These criticisms
reflect a phenomenon in the early 1990s in which the system of local fine arts exhibitions
became deeply engaged with the system of academic art and was regarded as inadequate to
reflect recent art developments.
This inadequacy reflects the historical reality that Taiwan’s modern art or avant-garde art of
the post-war period was largely driven by forces outside of academia, in which like-minded
artists reached their positions in the field of art by founding art groups, holding private
lectures and using mass media to promote their ideas. This was evident in the Modern
Painting Movement (Xiandai huihua yundong) during the late 1950s and the late 1960s,
which was led by two abstract painting groups, Fifth Moon (Wuyue) and Eastern
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(Dongfong), and the later ‘complex art’ (fuhe yishu) that emerged in the late 1960s. Using a
similar strategy, the modern art scene in the 1980s was initially driven by a number of art
groups that were formed outside of academia, of which the minimalists who gathered in
two joint exhibitions, Yi Du Space (Yi du kongjian, 1984) and Chao Du Space (Chao du
kongjian, 1985), were one of the most representative. This movement, named ‘Taiwan
neomodernism’ by Pan An-yi to distinguish it from the modernism of the 1960s,340 was
driven by a number of artists who had been trained abroad, such as Richard Lin (Lin Shouyu), Tsong Pu, Jun T. Lai (Lai Chun-chun) and others. These artists had mainly been
influenced by Western abstract art and post-war minimalism [Fig. 5-3]. Adopting the ideas
of installation art, their works were represented as a series of experiments in pure visual
forms in physical spaces and they were soon recognised by the media as embodying the
new trend of modern art. These artists later gathered in SOCA, the art space run by Jun T.
Lai since 1986, and began to conduct frequent ‘modern art lectures’ for its members and
the public. These lectures brought some of the latest developments of Western modern art
to Taipei’s fine art circles and worked as an alternative platform from which to disseminate
the ideas of conceptual art and minimalism previously covered by the two art magazines
Artist and Hsiung Shih Art Monthly. These lectures also motivated the establishment of
ITPark, which was one of the two major ‘alternative spaces’ to emerge in Taipei in the late
1980s. Ultimately, these artists’ practices had not been included in the correlated systems of
academic art and local fine arts exhibitions during that period. However, the newly
established public art museums and the new types of art competitions they organised
provided a more effective platform for these artists to obtain symbolic capital.341
The correlated systems of academic art and local fine arts exhibitions shared the similar
feature of multiple judges and medium-based categorisation, in which the latter simply
erected a barrier against those artworks that were made with media excluded by the
competition rules. This problem became increasingly prominent after the mid-1980s when
unconventional art forms such as video art, performance art and, most importantly,
installation art, emerged in Taiwan’s art circles as the new fashion and were soon being
promoted by the newly-established art museums, especially the TFAM. To respond to the
unconventional art production emerging since the 1980s, the local fine arts exhibitions in
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different counties began to simplify or revise the categorisation of work as an essential
strategy. The 6th TCFAE was one of the earliest examples of local fine arts exhibitions
making this change, which makes it a significant case for the shift of the institution of art in
Taiwan during the 1990s.
In 1993, the TCFAE simplified the original seven categories into two new classifications,
‘two-dimensional’ and ‘three-dimensional’, before abrogating all categorisation a year
later. In this way, the exhibition successfully attracted the participation of young artists and
displayed a considerable number of artworks in different media. The progress made in
‘simplifying the categorisation’ of the exhibition was praised by the general public. In
1994, the 6th TCFAE took further steps. First, the previous categorisation was abrogated;
second, a new curatorial project entitled ‘Environment Art’ was added as an Exceptional
Group [Fig. 5-4] alongside the pre-existing General Group; third, and most controversially,
the previous multiple-member jury was replaced by only two judges, namely Ni Tsai-chin
and Lien Teh-cheng, who were given the title of ‘zeren yiping’ or ‘responsible art critic’ or
‘curator-critic’ and were responsible for the Exceptional and General Group in the
exhibition respectively. It was this later act of ‘simplifying the jury’ that lit the fuse of the
controversy and prompted criticism from some artists. As a result, that year’s TCFAE was
described by a journalist as a ‘bomb’ in the art sphere.342
The thematic exhibitions and the introduction of the curator-critic were two significant
innovation that were brought to the institutional convention of local fine arts exhibitions by
the reformed TCFAE. It was these two features that were expected by the TCFAE’s
organiser, the TCCC, to ‘modernise’ the system of local fine arts exhibitions, for which
both the Venice Biennale and Documenta were regarded as appropriate models. In an
interview, Ni Tsai-chin asserted that ‘this kind of scheme was not invented by the TCFAE’,
before pointing out that ‘some famous exhibitions, such as Documenta and the Venice
Biennale, assign only one individual to choose all the works to display. The TCFAE have
introduced the same idea, though on a smaller scale’.343
The Documenta and the Venice Biennale provided an essential model on which the TCCC
could base a new type of exhibition to represent the latest art developments, namely a
342
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thematically-focused event organised by a curator. This design, as Ni argues in the
interview, would not only encourage a single judge to ‘implement his/her criteria and take
responsibility for them’, but could also ‘cultivate art critics’.344 This was in the mid-1990s
when the English term ‘curator’ was not translated specifically into Chinese as ce-zhan-ren,
as it has been more recently. I suggest that, in the same period, the role of curator had just
begun to emerge in the Taiwanese art world. Interestingly, Ni’s opinion reveals a
noteworthy phenomenon that, in the context of government-organised exhibitions, the
emergence of the role of the curator in Taiwan was mainly derived from that of the critic
and was also deeply engaged with the system of art competitions. This state of affairs was
perfectly embodied in the aforementioned so-called ‘responsible art critic’ as the role
‘invented’ by official art institutions around the mid-1990s.
As Ni’s role in the 6th TCFAE shows, ‘responsible art critics’ worked as critics invited by
public museums or government departments to select artworks and to generate a ‘theme’
for an exhibition. The term represented a transitional and short-lived title for curators
around the mid-1990s, when the role of curators had not been properly ‘recognised’ or
formalised by the Taiwanese art world. As such, its emergence cannot be isolated from the
rise of thematic exhibitions. As bundled collections, thematic exhibitions are shaped by
specific themes that are usually generated by the curator. This means a thematic exhibition
is more unified as a creative production of the curator by comparison with non-thematic
exhibitions. In this context, the ‘responsible art critic’ was a new type of agent who would
mediate the content of contemporary art, or create a new type of production; i.e. a thematic
exhibition, in the field of cultural production. I suggest that it was this new type of agentproduction that formed the essential factor in the emerging cultural politics of the Taipei
region during the first half of the 1990s.

5-3 The Rise of the Thematic Exhibition
The thematic exhibition, as a specific type of cultural production, grew out of the various
efforts to represent, or to include, the latest art trends in art institutions since the 1980s.
Such efforts could be seen in a number of the art competitions that were held by the TFAM
to embrace emerging installation art, and other thematic exhibitions curated by individual
artists in the early 1990s.
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The TFAM began to exhibit installation art in 1985, two years after it was founded. For
example, the museum organised the exhibition Colour and Form: Avant-garde, Installation,
Space, in which several local art groups and individual artists who were engaged with the
installation and conceptual art scenes (particularly those belonging to Yi Du Space and
Chao Du Space) played a driving role in the exhibition. Two years later, the museum
organised Experimental Art: Performance and Space. With the objective of ‘initiating
modern art’, these two exhibitions show TFAM presenting installation art as representative
of Taiwanese modern art. Aside from large-scale art shows, the biennial art competition,
Trends of Modern Art in the R.O.C., which had been organised by the museum since 1984,
was another significant platform. This was initially a competition limited to the medium of
painting, whilst it placed its emphasis more on promoting experimental and creative spirits
in modern art.
Aside from the Lion New Art, which had been organised by Hsiung Shih Art Monthly since
1972 and became the first competition to focus on modern art, Trends of Modern Art in the
R.O.C. was the only public-funded art competition with a similar focus until 1994. In its
first edition, Tsong Pu, who had been one of the representative artists in the Yi Du Space,
Chao Du Space and SOCA, was awarded the highest prize. This result symbolised the
moment when Taiwanese neo-modern art, which had emerged outside of academia in the
early 1980s, was first ‘validated’ by the museum as the frontier of modern art. This was
partly due to the fact that two of the six jury members were Li Chung-sheng and Richard
Lin, who had been gurus of the Modern Painting Movement during the 1950 and 1960s,
and of the neo-modern art in the early 1980s, respectively. The dominant taste of the jury
tended toward abstract and minimalist art, which was reflected in the awards. In its third
edition in 1988, the competition was renamed Trends of Chinese Modern Art and no longer
limited works to the medium of painting. As a result, it became the first publicly funded art
competition in Taiwan to promote the new art movements and thereby mostly attracted
those artists whose works would probably not have conformed to the tastes or the genrebased limitations of the Taiwan Provincial Arts Exhibition and the system of local fine arts
exhibitions. Overall, the art competition series of Trends of Chinese Modern Art, and a
number of the above mentioned large-scale exhibitions organised by the TFAM, were the
major platforms launched by the government to present the latest local art movements of
Taiwan.
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From 1991 to 1995, the TFAM took B04 Gallery, located in the museum’s basement, as the
venue to run another significant exhibition series, Avant-garde and Experimentation, which
promoted local artists’ unconventional art productions. This gallery accepted open
applications from all artists, a policy that provided a prestigious space in which unknown
artists could exhibit. From 1991–1995, the space launched fourteen solo exhibitions and
two joint shows, all of which were dominated by conceptualist approaches and
installations, mixed media, video and performance.345 Most of the artists or groups who
participated in this series were active in the alternative spaces that had emerged in that
period.
Parallel to the exhibition series Avant-garde and Experimental Space, the Trends of
Chinese Modern Art gradually transformed itself in the first half of the 1990s from an art
competition into the curator-orientated Taipei Biennial. The change was partly influenced
by the critic Huang Hai-ming’s opinions. In fact, the period from 1992 to 1994 saw some
discussion of the significance and problems of thematic exhibitions, which was initially
represented by Huang Hai-ming’s analyses of government-organised competitive art
exhibitions and his own curatorial practices. In December 1991, Huang curated Sense of
Time in Artworks at the Dimension Art Centre in Taipei, where several works were
gathered based on a shared relationship to the concept of time. This exhibition was
regarded by him as ‘potentially the first example’ of a thematic exhibition in Taiwan.346
The following year he advocated the significance of the format of the thematic exhibition,
arguing that the type of competitive art exhibition organised by public museums could only
‘passively’ gather artworks and was, therefore, inadequate to represent Taiwanese
contemporary art either in breadth or depth.347 However, thematic exhibitions were not
described by the media as a ‘trend’ until the first half of 1993 when commercial galleries
started to support them, in which context the exhibition Exile and Banishment: the
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Indescribable State of Taiwanese Contemporary Art, curated by the artist Chen Kai-huang
in that year, prompted the most discussion.348
The 4th edition of Trends of Chinese Modern Art, held in 1992, first adopted the title of the
Taipei Biennial of Contemporary Art, although its competitive scheme was not completely
abandoned until the sixth edition, the 1996 Taipei Biennial: The Quest for Identity, which
marked the end of the competitive Trends series. The transition from Trends to Taipei
Biennial during this period was significant, reflecting an early stage of the rise of the
thematic exhibition and the curator-critic in Taiwan’s art world. While the call for the
thematic exhibitions that emerged in the early 1990s was a response to the inadequacy of
the criticism and studies of Taiwan’s contemporary art, it also reflected passion around the
issue of cultural identity within Taiwan’s art world. This phenomenon was perfectly
symbolised by the Taipei Biennial of 1996, in which the exhibition showed the way the
museum intertwined cultural identity with a thematic format. I suggest that this growing
scene of thematic exhibitions should not merely be seen as having introduced a new way of
representing art, but rather that it functioned as a rhetorical device of cultural identity in its
formative phase. It was this function, moreover, that allowed local governments to establish
specific cultural politics. In short, the framework of thematic exhibitions per se was a
specific institution, not only entangled with the mainstream art discourses, but also gave the
birth of the role of curator. This was evident in both the reform of Trends of Chinese
Modern Art and the TCFAE, in which the former became the theme-orientated Taipei
Biennial and the latter an environmental art-focused festival, as will be examined later.

5-4 Towards Heterogeneity
The 6th TCFAE was in fact situated in a transitional state moving from a traditional salonbased competition towards a curator-orientated thematic exhibition, in which the General
Group [Fig. 5-2], which had been nominated by the taste of the sole judge Lien The-cheng,
revealed different criteria for selecting works by comparison with the thematic feature of
the Exceptional Group. It can also be observed that Lien focused more on the dispersed
state of rhetoric formed by the different works in a joint exhibition.
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According to his working report for the General Group, Lien Teh-chang regarded Huang
Hai-ming’s advocacy of thematic exhibitions since 1992 as a starting point for his
thinking.349 As a result, the 6th TCFAE’s General Group formed a critical response to the
phenomenon of the thematic exhibition. By reviewing Huang’s proposition, Lien criticised
the way in which thematic exhibitions had been ‘overrated’, as they ‘seemed to be regarded
as a “superior” form of exhibition’ to solo or non-thematic joint shows.350 Lien pointed out
that ‘not only do public museums regard thematic exhibitions as a better way to represent
contemporary art, but also commercial galleries see thematic exhibitions as a way to
collaborate with academia and, therefore, to gain a better reputation’.351 He criticised how
their popularity represented an ideology of ‘cultural hegemony’, one which degrades the
significance of artworks to merely ‘represented artefacts’, thereby cutting off their
connections with artists. Furthermore, Lien argued, an overemphasis on the superior
position of thematic exhibitions could be a form of repression of both non-thematic
exhibitions and also any ‘voices’ excluded from the theme of an exhibition.352 Based on
these criticisms, he eventually formed the basic criterion of his task, namely to realise the
pluralist states of art.353 Lien’s strategy, according to his report, was to choose ‘the works
with which he was unfamiliar’ as a way to embrace the constantly transforming state of
contemporary art, or in his words, to embrace ‘the unknown’.354 For him, this method could
serve as a practice of institutional criticism:
It will be easy to form a coterie if we merely select the works which are familiar to
us. However, this coterie is nothing but a section [...] in society as a whole, in which
the other sections that we are unfamiliar with are excluded consistently. […] Art
stresses ‘creativity’ by nature. The art sphere has always repelled creativity from
others because it was dominated by a single ideology, which has severely distorted
art. I hope [local fine arts exhibitions] can be reformed to encourage the future
development of art.355
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Based on this point of view, Lien described how his strategy in judging participating works
in the TCFAE was one of ‘continuously choosing minorities amongst the majority’.
Although it could be difficult to justify whether Lien’s strategy of de-centralising his power
was successfully achieved, his efforts, as revealed in this interview, remain noteworthy.
They imprinted a sense of institutional critique on the exhibition, in which the task of
selecting artworks was, as Lien might suggest, no longer a task of merely choosing a
specific type of language, but also one of creating a different representative system. In this
sense, the de-centralisation of art language could also be a method of de-centralising an art
institution.
Coloured with a sense of pluralism and institutional critique, the criteria adopted by Lien
Teh-cheng for the General Group of the 6th TCFAE recalls his background in conceptual art
and his engagement with alternative art spaces since the late 1980s. Following his return to
Taiwan in the mid-1980s after studies in the U.S., Lien became one of the founding
members of the artist-run Apartment No.2, which opened in 1989. A year later, along with
the artists Lee Ming-sheng, Hou Chun-ming, Wu Ma-li and others, Lien founded the group
Taiwan Documenta, as discussed in Chapter Four.
Apartment No.2 was one of the non-profit artist-run ‘alternative spaces’ that emerged after
the establishment of SOCA and ITPark. During the period between 1986 and 1995, at least
sixteen of these kinds of spaces were established in Taiwan, over half of which were
located in Taipei. The spaces were quickly named by the media and the artists tidai
kongjian, literally ‘substitute spaces’, as they provided a ‘substitute platform’ to public
museums and galleries for emerging ‘experimental and conceptual art’356 [Fig. 5-5].
Although the term has not been precisely defined, a tidai kongjian has been regarded as a
venue run by artists, promoting unconventional work, with few commercial purposes,
distributing the latest art news and sometimes working as a community. Since they became
prominent, tidai kongjian gradually replaced the social function of art groups and huahui
(‘painters’ societies’) within Taiwan’s art world during the 1980s and the 1990s, and
became shelters for installations, video art, performance art, conceptual art and non-easel
painting. Among all the spaces which were to emerge, ITPark and Apartment No.2 worked
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as two of the most significant in this period, as is evident from the level of media coverage
and the way in which many of the artist members were invited to the large-scale exhibitions
of Taiwan’s contemporary art that were held abroad. Both IT Park and Apartment No.2
were run by artists who were born after the Second World War, many of whom had been
trained abroad in the early 1980s and who were influenced by Western modern art and
avant-garde movements.
On 27 August 1994, Apartment No.2 held an exhibition at the TFAM, titled Brands: The
Final Night of Apartment No.2 (Ming Pai Zhan: Erhao Gongyu De Zuihou Yi Ye), to
announce their disbandment. According to its members, the opportunities for displaying
their work in other venues, including commercial galleries, had gradually increased and
therefore Apartment No.2 had lost its ‘absolute necessity’, which led to the abandonment of
the space and disbanding of the group.357 Amongst the other alternative spaces in Taiwan
that had emerged in this period, Apartment No.2 was a remarkable example that had
functioned as an effective ‘launch-pad’ for young artists to be recognised by the
mainstream art world. One year after the disbandment of Apartment No.2, Lien and two
other members, Huang Chih-yang and Hou Chun-ming, were invited by the TFAM,
alongside two other artists, to participate in the joint exhibition of the Taiwan Pavilion at
the 46th Venice Biennale. As the first government-sponsored exhibition at the Biennale, the
government expected its Pavilion to be an official introduction to Taiwan’s contemporary
art. Ultimately, Lien’s marginalised position in the late 1980s, his serving as the judge for
the 6th TCFAE and his being invited to participate in the Taiwan Pavilion exemplified the
shift in the relationship between avant-garde artists and mainstream art institutions in
Taiwan.

5-5 Sickly Sweet and the TBLF
Based on Lien Teh-chang’s criteria in the General Group of the 6th TCFAE, five artists
were eventually selected as the award-winning artists, namely Wu Chung-wei, Lin Chengsheng, Wang Te-yu, Du Wei and Lu Mi. Amongst them, only Wu and Lin were self-taught
artists, while the other three were academically trained. Wu and Lin’s status as nonacademics was given as much attention as their works in the exhibition. In Lien’s working
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report, they are described as artists who ‘only have a senior high school degree, never
received formal training in fine art and live in marginal living conditions in society’.358 In
addition to addressing their background, Lien also defined their works as going against the
commercial, the academic, and the institutional; in short, as examples of ‘the art of antiart’.359 He suggested that their works rewrote the stereotype of so-called ‘amateur artists’ in
Taiwanese art, challenging qualified art forms through their ‘chaotic, non-limited,
disordered and carnivalesque state’.360 These qualities ‘even led to the collapse of the value
system [of the art]’.361 Lien’s comments show the way in which he regarded Wu and Lin as
outstanding examples by whom to illustrate his criteria for that year’s General Group,
though Wu was much more significant here.
Since the 6th TCFAE, it was evident that the TCCC showed a considerable interest in Wu’s
practice, which included paintings, sculptures and installations, and also, more importantly,
the collective events he organised during this period. From 1993–1995, Wu was active in
both the emerging alternative cultural scenes and the local fine art exhibitions in the Taipei
region. His institutional engagements in these two realms marked a significant rise of the
new cultural politics and its relationship to alternative culture and avant-garde art. Wu’s
works had first gained attention in Taiwan’s fine art circles in 1993, when five of his works
were selected by the 5th TCFAE and were displayed in the Two-dimensional Group,
alongside nineteen other participants. This was also the first time his works had been
chosen by an official competitive art exhibition. A year later, when the 6th TCFAE was
launched, his works again received awards, as one of the five award-winning artists. These
achievements highlighted his works and background, and fine art circles gradually began to
take notice.
Wu Chung-wei’s works during this period were mainly two-dimensional, mostly
watercolour and sketches on found card, and usually presented as a mixture of figures,
landscapes, ordinary objects, geometrical forms and architectural spaces. The way in which
Wu constructed all these elements in a piece of work is similar to collage, but with more of
an organic sense. Some of his works, such as Tower of Landscapes (Fengjing Ta, 1993)
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[Fig. 5-6], I Love the Office of the President (Wo Ai Zongtongfu, 1993) [Fig. 5-7] and
Accurate Knowledge and Outlook on Life (Zhengque De Zhishi Yu Zhengque De
Renshengguan, 1994) are embodied as an indefinable mixture whose appearance is
suspended between a giant chunk of flesh and an architectural structure. In
this structure, all the motifs are metaphorical organs. Big Sea Shell (Da Hailuo, 1994) could
be seen as an outstanding example of this feature, in which different motifs, e.g. a knife, a
flower and an infant, appear to be stuffed into a cavity. Human flesh is a noteworthy type of
imagery in Wu’s works that is often represented as a cluster of fragments blended with
other elements, of which Meat Grinder (Jiao rou ji, 1994) is a classic example.
Additionally, all these elements are assembled into a self-contained epitome of the living
world. However, it is difficult to define what the artist is depicting in his paintings as a
whole; sometimes it is merely possible to recognise each of the elements within a painting.
In this sense, the mixture Wu creates seldom projects a clear form of a subject, but rather an
unimaginable mass. When blended within such a mass, the human being loses its priority
and is perceived merely as a fragment, similar to any other object. This feature recalls
Huang Hai-ming’s point of view in the catalogue of the 6th TCFAE, in which he suggests
that Wu Chung-wei’s works do not project a binary opposition, constituted by a centre and
its peripheries, but rather only ‘the flows of the different and mixed senses’.362 This feature,
as Huang argues, is paralleled by Wu’s status of ‘living outside the social norms’,363 in
which he tends to be free from the centre-periphery paradigm.

In 1993, Wu Chung-wei and his partner Su Ching-ching opened the alternative space
Sickly Sweet in Taipei. The venue was often referred to as a café or a snack bar, while
regularly hosting multi-disciplinary arts events. The Chinese name of Sickly Sweet, tian mi
mi (literally ‘very sweet’), was a pun on Taiwanese teenagers around that time. As a
mainstream cultural reference, it was also the name of a popular love song in Taiwan from
1980 that had later spread to China. At the same time, it was also the title of a censored
pornographic publication, distributed secretly among the younger generations. This latter
context lends the name a lewd, sensual and subcultural connotation, in contrast to the
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reserved platonic lovers suggested by the popular love song. Before it was adopted as the
name of the café, it had also been used in the title of two student-edited underground zines,
Sickly Sweet [Fig. 5-8] and Sickly Sweet Afternoon, which were distributed in the NTU and
Fu Jen Catholic University (FJCU) a few months before the venue opened [Fig. 5-9]. Some
of the students who had previously contributed to these two zines were friends of Wu and
later became supporters or founding members of the café. Some were also previous
members of left-leaning cultural societies, especially the Lawn Literature Club (Caoyuan
wenxue she) at the FJCU.
Rooted in college-based underground culture, Sickly Sweet soon became a Cabaret
Voltaire-like place, where various fringe theatre, noise performances, screenings, art
exhibitions and cultural events were occasionally staged. It was also a venue where young
cultural workers, artists, filmmakers and performers gathered. At odds with the intellectual
background of Sickly Sweet’s college student-based members, Wu is rather undereducated, as he did not even finish his secondary school studies. After leaving school, he
was a vagrant, a junk collector, a vendor, a religious statue maker and also worked as a
labourer in a shoe factory, in the ship-breaking industry and on construction sites.364 He
was regarded by the media as a self-taught art amateur in the early 1990s, although he has
specifically denied that he is an artist, claiming that he had ‘only made a painting twice’.365
The living skills he learned from different jobs and his habit of collecting junk were
tangibly reflected in Sickly Sweet. The venue was similar to a giant assemblage. While the
space was open, Wu continuously refurbished its interior by using the recycled materials he
had collected, but the work never seemed to be finished.. As the venue’s programmer Lin
Chi-wei recalls, any existing interior elements were continuously altered or obliterated by
future additions, similar to Kurt Schwitters’s Merzbau, a space that constantly grew and
changed its form.366
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Unlike most of the alternative spaces that emerged in Taiwan in the early 1990s and were
based on visual art, Sickly Sweet focused more on performance art. This is evident in the
programmes listed in its flyers. By providing a ‘budget and open-minded space without
any censorship,367 Sickly Sweet mostly attracted young amateur performers from
of experimental film and music circles, noise performance and, most importantly, the Little
Theatre. The space soon acquired a reputation for its diverse, lively and daring body
performances, and was regarded as symbolising the rise of ‘alternative performance’ in
Taipei.368
However, the venue only lasted for one year. By January 1994, Sickly Sweet had closed
due to financial difficulties and a crisis of management. Some of the performers organised
the Little Theatre Festival as a means of searching for other possibilities to extend its life.
The venue was described by the theatre worker and critic Wang Mo-lin as ‘a phenomenon
of alternative culture’ in an annual review from that year.369 Having been taken over by art
worker Lin Chih-feng, Sickly Sweet’s original space experienced a period of transition, and
was finally remodelled into a theatre café when it was handed over to Taiwan Walker
Theatre in 1995.
After its closure in early 1994, Wu and his friends began to contemplate the idea of holding
a festival that would ‘continue the spirit of the space’.370 They hoped to find an outdoor and
non-institutional place that could host the event without having to apply to the government
for permission.371 Nine months later, in September 1994, they co-curated a four-night
outdoor festival on the banks of the Xindian River, which is located in a peripheral zone of
367
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Taipei City. The event was initially titled A Call From the Riverbank, but was later
renamed the Taipei Broken Life Festival [Fig. 5-10], in which the Chinese keyword ‘polan’ can literally be translated as ‘broken and rotten’. Its programme was developed from
various features of the previous Sickly Sweet (namely Little Theatre) groups such as
Moslar, Taiwan People Theatre (Minzhong juchang) and Pink Labyrinth (Fenhong
migong), and noise music performances supported by Z.S.L.O. and LTK Commune.
Several foreign acts, including Monellaphobia (Japan), Phobia (US), Jobi Kobi
(Taiwan/US) and others, were also involved. In addition to live performances, the
programme included a series of short film screenings, installation art projects and
exhibitions, alongside several market stalls. Many participating artists had previously
performed in Sickly Sweet, making the festival something of an extension of the venue
[Fig. 5-11].
According to newspaper coverage, the festival took place without any commercial or
governmental support and most of the facilities needed were collected or ‘stolen’ by Wu
Chung-wei himself.372 The festival’s DIY ethos was specifically emphasised in the media
in contrast to the increasing number of ‘major productions’ in theatres that were emerging
in the field of the arts.373 Wu Chung-wei’s personal appearance was also sketched by the
journalist as eccentric:
Wu Chung-wei is an electrician who looks like a young junk collector. He wears a
secondary school student’s khaki uniform he found, and rides an old-fashioned
‘Lion’ motorbike, which has been remodelled for gas cylinder deliverers, to collect
junk from the street all day long. The objects he collected have been only used by
our grandfathers and grandmothers, such as primary school textbooks in the early
years after the second world war, a gas mask of the Japanese Army, a printing press
of the movable type, a Taiwanese railway documentary film made in the Japanese
colonial era, a cartoon about the Japanese Imperial Navy attack on Pearl
Harbor …374
By distributing flyers and through word-of-mouth, the festival eventually attracted around
two hundred attendees each night as a cult event, and received coverage in six newspaper
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articles and a number of noise zines. Among these, however, only the non-mainstream
Lihpao Daily produced a special feature with fully detailed reports about
the event.375 As most of the performers were amateurs, Taipei Broken Life did not receive
any positive criticism regarding its performances, yet the liberal atmosphere and ‘anarchic
pleasure’ it created was praised by the media.376 Another article published in the China
Times imprints on it the imagery of the 1960s American counterculture.377 The significance
of the festival was better indicated by some of the annual reviews in the later months of
1994, which regarded it as a remarkable event in ‘the rise of alternative performance in the
Taipei urban realm’.378
The critic Wang Mo-lin suggests that, since the early 1980s, Taiwan’s Little Theatre had
gradually established itself as a non-mainstream theatre interwoven with socio-political
issues that frequently merged with activism. It undoubtedly represented a form of political
art under the repressive social atmosphere of the martial law era.379 However, as Wang
asserts, ‘the era when the Little Theatre working as political claims had ended’,380 a change
epitomised by the Little Theatre Festival of 1993 held by former members of Sickly Sweet
after its closure. For Wang, the aesthetic criteria displayed in this event tended to be blurred
with the newly emerging Little Theatre’s greater focus on transforming physical reactions
into performances in a straightforward manner, rather than conveying ideas through
narrative and gesture. By this token, it had become ‘a home for the body of revolt’381 in the
post-martial law era. Wang developed his arguments in another article published later in the
same month, in which he suggests that the Little Theatre had already been incorporated into
375
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the realm of official culture since the early 1990s. The Little Theatre movement, as Wang
points out, ‘had deteriorated into a political cliché which referred to either being in
opposition to the KMT-led government or to placing its emphasis on Taiwanese
identity’.382 Moreover, it enjoyed more engagement with the institutions of official culture
as some theatres began to receive financial support from the government. As a result, Wang
argues that the previous incarnation of Little Theatre could no longer be seen as
representative of non-mainstream culture. Instead, as he suggests, Sickly Sweet and the
TBLF became a form of cultural production that could be regarded as ‘the true avant-garde
theatre’.383

5-6 Junk Art
After receiving an award at the 6th TCFAE and having organised the TBLF in 1994, Wu
Chung-wei proposed an environmental art project to the 7th TCFAE in April 1995 and was
again chosen by the TCCC. Following the renovations laid down in its 6th edition, which
introduced a new curatorial Exceptional Group focusing on ‘environmental art’ alongside
the General Group, the 7th edition extended the idea of the curatorial and thematic
Exceptional Group and went further, cancelling the previous General Group. As a result,
the exhibition repositioned itself as an entirely environmental art-focused curatorial
exhibition combined with a competitive scheme. Under the title ‘Resurgence on the
Danshui River’ (Danshuihe shang de fengqiyunyong), all participants were required to
propose an outdoor art project in the Danshui River basin as their artistic response to the
environment. The proposed projects would be chosen by a single curator-critic, Lin Hsingyueh, and subsequently realised in the exhibition.
As the river that defines the natural landscape of Taipei County, the Danshui River had
been designated as the exhibition site in the 6th TCFAE. For the 7th edition, Lin Hsing-yueh
continued this design. but required the participants to generate their projects based on the
forms of a common toy: a kite. By doing so, artists were able to respond not only to the
local landscape, but also to traditional culture. As a result, the nine projects awarded entry
to the exhibition were all related to imagery of flying, floating and suspension, some of
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which combined sculptural objects with performance art. For example, the project Black
Cloud (Heise de yun) by Chi Tieh-nan presented a huge inflatable black cube floating in the
air and a hole on the ground of the same size, accompanied by a ceremony of ‘releasing’
the cube to the air in the presence of nearly one hundred participants. In Peng Hsien-hsiang
and Fang Wei-wen’s Seeding Plan (Bo zhong ji hua) , twenty thousand orange balloons
with cards and seeds attached were released into the air as one of the opening
performances.
The project by Wu Chung-wei was, in fact, a festival per se. The TBSF (Taipei kongzhong
polie jie) adopted a similar format to the TBLF. It was not environmental art in the
conventional sense, but an outdoor arts festival in which ‘a group of people spent a month
living on the riverbank, creating Little Theatre performances and music, building houses,
farming and setting up guidelines for this new type of society without any formal
restrictions’.384 The main body of the project was a thirty-metre long inflatable human
figure, which was designed to carry found objects such as ‘tables, chairs, refrigerators or a
boiling hotpot’ and a container that ‘allows people to store some unexpected items like
letters, eggs and bicycles’.385 The figure would carry these objects into the air and,
according to Wu’s proposal, place them at a specific location where they would pile up in a
mound.386 The gesture of lifting and destroying was essential to the artist, as he explains in
Tseng Hsiao-yu’s article:
To lift these objects into the air is similar to the act of adding a bracket to them.
This makes them noticeable and suggests that they will soon be destroyed. People
will notice them because of their forthcoming disappearance.387
In Chiang Shih-fang’s article, the gesture is described as an act of ‘throwing’. Chiang
interprets Wu’s idea as follows:
This throwing behaviour is continual. It symbolised the way in which all the
existing things will be destroyed, whether they are refuse or not. The institutions are
384
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broken. Things are destroyed, becoming fragments and then accumulating into a
mound, the excrement of a capitalist society.
Since he has generated this idea, Wu clearly discovered that what he planned to do
was not only installations but also performances. What he would like to perform is
not art, but a system, an experimental society. The act of rebuilding will be
necessary since values and institutions have been broken.388
A stage alongside the inflatable figure launched the performance, or, more precisely, a
series of happenings in which a statue of Venus was smashed on the ground, noises were
made and a television set and a washing machine were lifted into the air by the figure389
[Fig. 5-12]. Although a series of scenes were described in his proposal, most were not
realised as expected. Not only was the ‘ceremony of floating’ postponed due to the figure
being damaged by high winds, but technical problems also prevented it from carrying the
objects into the air smoothly. As a result, many related performances were either cancelled
or altered [Fig. 5-13]. This was not the only project that experienced unexpected results. As
an outdoor art festival engaging with the public, many accidents occurred during the event
and these received much media coverage. There are at least seventy news articles covering
the event, which were often accompanied by criticism about the artists’ inability to manage
an environmental art project.390 However, Wu’s TBSF did create a ‘temporary commune’
in which a group of artists, performers and cultural workers spontaneously lived on the site
for a month.391 This commune also led to ‘the first outdoor rave party in Taiwan’ held at
Taipei’s Erchong Floodway, and mainly organised by DJ @llen and other DJs.392 This
party was later regarded by the music critic Jeph Lo as a decisive event in the history of
Taiwan’s music culture. ‘In the subsequent years [after this party]’, Lo recalls, ‘outdoor
raves, large and small, invaded the riversides, hills, and other unused spaces of Taipei.
Involving as few as a hundred people or as many as several thousand, most of these events
took place without legal permits’.393
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Following the TBSF in the 7th TCFAE in August 1995, Wu Chung-wei participated in the
Religious Arts for the Ghost Festival (Pu-du-ji: Zongjiao yishu jie), an annual festival
organised by the TCCC since 1992. The festival was initially a cultural and religious event
to celebrate Ghost Month, the seventh lunar month in the Chinese calendar. That year’s
edition, however, vividly revealed the Centre’s effort to reinterpret Taiwan’s folklore and
the Taoist religious tradition through contemporary theatrical approaches and artistic forms.
A similar approach was again adopted in its 1995 edition, when ten artists, including Wu
Chung-wei, Cheng Wen-tsung and others who were active in the circles of the Little
Theatre and alternative spaces at that time, interpreted the traditional theme of shi dian
(literally ‘ten palace halls’) in the tales of Chinese Legendary Hell through installation
works held in ten containers. In the exhibition, traditional depictions of the scene of shi
dian were replaced by ten installations that represented ten different problems in Taiwan’s
contemporary society.394
In the same month, Wu Chung-wei also joined the Taipei Scavenger Art Festival (Taipei
shihuang yishu ji), which took place in front of the TFAM. This event adopted the forms of
installation art and junk art to interpret environmental issues. The media focused on these
two festivals and Wu Chung-wei’s participation as representative of the emerging ‘junk art’
phenomenon. In Wu Ma-li’s reviews, the artist is regarded as representing the emerging polan (literally ‘broken-and-rotten’) culture, ‘having almost become an icon of shaggy and
sloppy style’395 and he acted as a core figure for this phenomenon. ‘His attitude towards life
as associating with junk’, Wu Ma-li writes, ‘is right against the way people used to praise
cleanliness and order, which not only creates an impact on our experience, but which also
caters to those new institutions which emphasise grassroots, marginality and resistance’;
thus, it ‘appears to be a mainstream of the alternative’.396 However, Wu Ma-li also
criticised Wu’s installations from the perspective of modern art history.397 To a large
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degree, her opinion hinted at the way in which Wu’s amateurist works did not fit the
criteria of fine art.

5-7 Bottom-up Strategy
During the period from 1993 to 1995, the TCCC revealed a considerable interest in Wu
Chung-wei’s po-lan cultural practices, which were embodied in paintings, junk art
installations and hippie festival-like projects. This led to the Centre’s sponsorship of the 2nd
TBLF, also known as the TIPAF, in September 1995 (see Chapter Six). The event was
again driven by Wu Chung-wei and the Sickly Sweet circle. In later years, it was regarded
as the climax of Taiwan’s alternative culture in the 1990s. The media sensation it stirred up
meant that the radical performance that merged forms of noise and Little Theatre received
unprecedented and considerable attention from the mainstream cultural realm.
Nevertheless, it also marked an end to the noteworthy engagement between Wu Chung-wei
and the TCCC. As mentioned in this chapter, Wu’s maximalist paintings and his ‘marginal’
background were regarded by Lien Teh-chang as symbolising the very spirit of the
reformation of the 6th TCFAE, which was imprinted with ideas of pluralism and
institutional critique. However, it has not yet been properly explained why this local
cultural bureaucracy directed such a considerable level of interest at Wu and the later
projects of other Sickly Sweet artists. What were the institutional conditions that supported
the TCCC’s incorporation into the alternative cultural scenes during this particular period?
To answer these two questions, it should first be explained that the political backdrop of the
centre was significant. In the first half of the 1990s, Taipei County was one of the six
counties led by the DPP. The party was the first political party in opposition to the
dominant KMT in Taiwan after the lifting of martial law in 1987. The governance of the
DPP is believed to have been a significant factor in the incorporation of alternative culture.
In an interview, the centre’s organiser, Chien Ming-hui, mentioned how the idea of
reforming a local fine arts exhibition could more readily receive support from the
opposition party, because ‘the attitude of the party tends to encourage the breaking of
conventions, getting rid of political ideological hegemony and adopting the principles of
fair distribution’.398 As Lin Chi-wei noted in a 2005 interview, ‘it was the period that the
DPP-led government was testing different possibilities [of their cultural policies] […] It
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could be a triumph for the party if they supported those artists who would not be supported
by the KMT at all’.399
As a parallel example, the DPP’s cultural policy could also be observed in Taipei City after
Chen Shui-bian of the DPP became its first elected mayor in 1995, which ended the
tradition – in place since the Second World War – of the city’s mayor being assigned by the
KMT-led central government. Within the system of fine art, this political shift led to a
‘drastic revision’ of the TFAM’s cultural policies on ‘localism’ and ‘civilism’,400 as well as
to a notable increase in government-organised outdoor recreational events in Taipei.401
Historically, any public gatherings in Taiwan without government permission had been
prohibited throughout the period of martial law and before the Mass Gathering and
Demonstration Act (Jihui youxing fa) was enacted in 1988. After that, as Lin recalls,
outdoor gatherings organised by the public increased spontaneously, though still ‘hardly
receiving support’ from the KMT-led government. This situation ‘gradually collapsed’ in
1995.402 The Let’s Go Dance – Midsummer Night’s Youth Dance Party (Rang women biao
wu qu - Zhongxiaye qingshaonian wuhui) held on 9 July 1995 a few days after the national
exam, attracted thousands of young people [Fig. 5-14]. This was ‘the first governmentorganised outdoor street party’ in post-war Taiwan, and was regarded by Lin as
symbolising an institutional shift.403 Following Let’s Go Dance, the government launched
further events, including an outdoor concert held in the square in front of the Office of the
President and a live music performance on New Year’s Eve.
This cultural policy simultaneously related to the DPP’s previous position that had been
rooted in the tangwai, or the ‘outside-the-KMT’ movement of the martial law era,404 whilst
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simultaneously allowing the Taipei County government to create its own cultural image,
one different from and more lenient than that of the KMT, and which therefore received
more support from the younger generation. Within the fine arts system, this cultural policy
specifically echoed both the geographical and cultural environment of the county.
Taipei County consists of several cities and towns that encircle Taipei City, the capital of
Taiwan. As a special municipality, the latter is not administered by the county government,
but by the central government, which had long been led by the KMT until 1994 when the
first public election for the mayor was held. As an administrative region composed of the
suburban and satellite cities of a metropolis, Taipei County has an even higher population
density, worse environmental pollution and a more vigorous traditional folklore culture
than Taipei City. This urban landscape had motivated the TCCC to develop their cultural
policy in the first half of the 1990s, whose efforts were clearly represented in the festivals,
exhibitions and annual art competitions they organised. There were two significant features
revealed in these events: on the one hand, an integration between folklore culture and
unconventional art forms, such as the Little Theatre, body art and installation art, was
encouraged; on the other hand, themes of refuse and environmental art had been
specifically targeted and repeatedly adopted.
In 1992, the centre launched an exhibition series, Modern Art Joint Exhibition (Xiandai
yishu lianzhan), and began to provide spaces for young artists to display their works. The
series included seven exhibitions and lasted six months. Most of the participating artists
belonged to the two alternative spaces]T Park and Apartment No.2, and the modern
painting group Taipei Art Group (Taipei huapai). Retrospectively, this exhibition series can
be considered as having been a first step for the centre to include those artists who had been
active in the alternative spaces outside of academia, and a rehearsal for the subsequent
reformations of the TCFAE. Through the newly introduced thematic exhibitions and the
curator-like role of ‘responsible art critic’, the idea of ‘environmental art’ was highly
focused and then formed a discourse that placed its emphasis on locality and indigeneity in
art. This discourse was geographically connected to the basin of the Danshui River, which
defines the eastern boundary of Taipei County (now New Taipei City) and Taipei City, as it
was twice chosen as the site for outdoor art projects in the 6th and the 7th TCFAE.
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Environmental art, as a Western art movement, emerged around the late 1960s and the
1970s, and was imprinted with a strong sense of realism in the above context. By
commissioning artists to produce works responding to the Danshui River, the responsible
art critic of the 6th TCFAE, Ni Tsai-chin, believed that this would be the most
straightforward and effective way of ‘rooting in indigeneity’ and ‘returning to locality’.405
Ni suggests that environmental art is an approach that not only treats the environment as a
space for visual art, but also implies the way in which ecology has seeped into visual art.
The latter places emphasis on a respectful attitude towards life and the environment in art,
and, in this sense, the emergence of environmental art brought artists with social
consciences into modern art circles.406 His interpretation of environmental art is in fact
hostile to the formalist trends of minimalist art-based avant-garde art promoted by the
TFAM since the early 1980s. Ultimately, what shaped his stance on art and culture at that
time was the need to reaffirm the social responsibility of the artist and to liberate modern
art from the ivory tower of formalism. Ni’s attitude was clearly revealed in his arguments
over the indigeneity and autonomy of Taiwanese art a few years before his engagements
with the TCFAE.
After the 7th TCFAE, the TCCC organised the New Formosa Arts Festival (NFAF, or XinBaodao Yishu Ji) in September 1995, which was motivated by similar environmental
concerns and again used the theme of refuse to imprint the festival with a realist tone. This
collective festival gathered together four events from non-mainstream genres, such as
industrial noise performance, the Little Theatre, installation, body art and so-called
‘feminine art’. Around that time, Chien Ming-hui, the main organiser of the NFAF who had
also played a key role in bringing reformation to the TCFAE, published an article to
illustrate his idea. Chien asks the question, ‘When can sophisticated visual experience exist
in our daily life?’ and follows this with his observation about Taiwanese urban life:
Walking on the street, you will discover that the most common scene of the
Taiwanese urban landscape has been defined by the irregular contours of modern
buildings, signboards, betel nut stalls, abandoned cars and garbage. The urbanised
405
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and industrialised mode of life distances people from Taiwanese traditional folk
culture. Our everyday life has been interpreted by jobs, KTV, bowling and
television. ‘To improve our environment in terms of aesthetics in this condition’ has
been a major issue for the TCCC since it was founded.407
In his article, Chien Ming-hui suggests a bottom-up strategy. Believing that cultural
policies should be shaped by people’s everyday lives, he was fascinated by the idea of
adopting artistic approaches to interpret the theme of refuse, especially that of industrial
waste, and this eventually led to him using it as the subject matter of the NFAF.408 Chien
regards ‘refuse’ as a metaphor for Taiwan’s urban life, or, more precisely, a proper theme
for manifesting the distinctive features of Taipei County, namely its environmental issues,
in which the theme might resonate with the reality of the county and project a sense of
locality. Aside from its service as a metaphor, Chien suggested that refuse could also be
used in art to create greater engagement with viewers. By inviting artists to use everyday
objects to make works and encouraging viewer participation, Chien argued that people
were able to both ‘rethink the negative effects of industrialised and urbanised life’ and
‘reduce the feeling of distance and alienation when facing art’. By doing so, he concluded,
‘this kind of alternative art practice might be able to infiltrate people’s life’.409 Eventually,
the themes of refuse and audience participation were adopted as two main features of the
NFAF, and were well represented at the exhibition Melancholy Forest.
The realist ideas promoted by the TCCC during this period recall the shift in the cultural
policy of Taiwan’s local governments throughout the 1980s. Based on the idea of enriching
people’s cultural lives, in 1978 the cabinet-level cultural bureaucracy of Taiwan, the
Council for Cultural Affairs, instructed every county- and city-level local government to
found their own culture centres, all of which were subsequently established during the
period from 1981 to 1986. Following the lifting of martial law in 1987, Taiwanese cultural
identity gradually shifted from Chinese nationalism to Taiwanese autonomy. The latter
emphasised the historical and geographical existence of the island in place of Chinese
nationalism, which was haunted by the anti-communist ideology of the Cold War era.
Paralleling this shift, since 1987 local governments have been required by the Council for
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Cultural Affairs to focus on promoting the distinctive features of their own local cultures.
The way in which the TCCC formed its realist and environmental aesthetics from the early
1990s reflects the above mentioned official cultural politics.

5-8 Women Practitioners
It should be noted that, compared to the way individual women artists was featured in the
museum-organised shows, women practitioners in the subversive arts scenes, which was
shaped by noise performance, junk art, guerrilla performance art, zines and the Little
Theatre, were largely marginalised.
To reconsider this phenomenon, the emerging context of individual female artists’ practices
and the way in which the issue of ‘women’s art’ or ‘feminist art’ was shaped by thematic
exhibitions between the 1980s and the 1990s need to be traced. Before the 1980s, solo
exhibitions by Taiwanese female artists had rarely been heard of in the Taiwanese art
world. As Lei Yi-ting indicates, this has considerably changed since the 1990s and galleries
and art spaces in Taiwan have held more exhibitions focusing on women artists’ works,
with a wave of female art historians and artists returning to Taiwan from studies abroad,
introducing feminist theory and consciousness into the culture.410 In the socio-political
context, the rise of women’s consciousness in Taiwan can be traced to the early 1970s
when a few intellectuals and activists, such as Lu Hsiu-lien, Li Yuan-chen, Peng Wan-ju
and others, played as major advocates.411 These early developments became the foundation
for the emergence of the artistic phenomenon of ‘women’s art’ in the early 1990s.
Individual female artists’ practices have long been a part of Taiwanese art development
from the Japanese colonial period, although their voices have been largely sidelined for half
a decade. In the early 1980s, a number of women artists returned to Taiwan from studies
abroad and were noticed by the mainstream art world for their modern p approach to
painting.412 Paralleling the emergence of a new generation of female artists, the 1980s also
410
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saw the term ‘women artists’ begin to be used in the titles of a number of joint exhibitions,
as all the participants were women. However, it was not until the early 1990s that female
artists’ works or so-called ‘women’s art’ began to be discussed as a specific category or
issue in mainstream art circles, in which the exhibitions Taiwan Women’s Art Week (1990)
and The Dialogue between Woman Art and Contemporary Art (1991), curated by Victoria
Lu, were early examples. Compared to joint exhibitions of female artists in the 1980s, those
exhibitions with a similar focus on ‘women’s art’ in the early 1990s showed a clearer
elaboration of the ideas of feminist art or feminist consciousness. Some overseas-trained
individual women practitioners, like the artist Yen Ming-hui and the curator Victoria Lu
who returned to Taiwan around this time, played seminal roles in the introduction of the
theories and ideas of feminist art to domestic art circles. Nevertheless, these ideas usually
provoked heated debate at that time, which, to a certain extent, reflected the persisting male
dominance of the Taiwanese art world.413
Following in the footsteps of prior independent curatorial projects, the museum-organised
exhibitions have shown a graduated approach to highlighting women artists’ works or
feminist art through varied narratives driven by thematic frameworks such as gender, desire
and politics.414 It was not until 1998 when Mind and Spirit: Women’s Art in Taiwan,
curated by Lai Ying-ying at the TFAM, marked the first large-scale thematic exhibition
organised by a public museum to cover this topic, which ambitiously traced the historical
developments of Taiwanese women artists’ practices.
The above-mentioned historical trails of women’s art in Taiwan are mainly confined to the
realm of the fine arts. These were largely inscribed by exhibitions in museums and
galleries, defined by academically trained artists and curators. Since the 1990s, the
only did Lai’s abstract paintings represent the formalist avant-garde art in Taiwan in the 1980s, but her
establishment of the art space SOCA provided a seminal platform for the circulation and exchange of
knowledge of modern art.
413
For example, during an artists’ talk for the Taiwan Women’s Art Week held at the Eslite Gallery in 1990,
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audience members leaving the talk to express their disagreement. See Hsieh Hung-chun, Yinxing/Kuer
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Commemorative Exhibition, organised by the TFAM in 1997, which featured a section named ‘Forgotten
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development of women artists’ practices has also sponsored a significant part of the
research into Taiwanese art history. Nevertheless, it is a different story for the subversive
arts scenes discussed in this thesis, such as noise performance, junk art, guerrilla
performance art, zines and the Little Theatre; as I would suggest, individual women
practitioners were largely marginalised in these realms. One of the reasons for this
phenomenon is that these cultural scenes were mainly driven by amateurism and
collectivism, rather than individual professionals, and so the practitioners involved were
rarely recognised individually as ‘the artists’, even though it was a fact that the male
practitioners received more attention at the time, whether in news coverage or later articles.
By contrast, women practitioners in the scene tended to operate more as collaborative
workers or participants, rather than core-members, in those projects.415
A number of individual women practitioners who had played noteworthy roles in the
subversive arts scenes are discussed in this thesis. Some of these were artists active in both
the fine arts and non-mainstream culture, which, in my view, was unusual during that
period. As such, these individuals played meaningful roles in bridging these two different
circles in the arts and culture of Taiwan. Rather than examining their ‘arts careers’,
however, I suggest we should focus more on the practices they contributed to the cultural
scenes during that period.
Wu Ma-li and Wang Te-yu are two women artists whose practices and works were
representative of the subversive arts scene discussed in this thesis. As examined in Chapter
Four, Wu was one of the leading conceptual artists in Taiwan and also a founding member
of Taiwan Documenta, which, in my view, was a noteworthy counter-cultural art project at
the time. Among other women artists who were active during the same period, Wu’s works
revealed more interest in challenging socio-political issues rather than gender politics. The
artistic language she employed was relatively unpainterly and less expressive, which
distinguished her works from her female contemporaries. While Wu’s works have been
widely regarded as representative of the artistic trend of conceptual art between the 1980s
and the 1990s in Taiwan, it would be equally important to mention her role as the editor of
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the art book series published by Yuan-Liou Publishing in the early 1990s, which
encouraged the Chinese translation of Western theories of feminist and modern art.
The artist Wang Te-yu was born in 1970 and emerged in Taiwan’s art world in the early
1990s. Although belonging to a younger generation than Wu Ma-li, Wang similarly played
a noteworthy role in non-mainstream cultural scenes, albeit with a different artistic
approach. A member of Apartment No.2 while studying in high school, she was noticed a
few years later by Taiwan’s art circles for her installation works. In my view, a meaningful
first encounter between her artistic practices and the non-mainstream culture came at the 6th
TCFAE, when she was commended as one of the five artists in the General Group of this
art competition for her series of inflatable sculptures. As examined in Chapter Five, that
year’s TCFAE changed its scheme radically, signalling the first step in the TCCC’s
reformation of the traditional system of local fine arts exhibitions in Taiwan. This was also
a time when installation art arose as a new artistic genre in the island. As one of the
unconventional artistic forms that had emerged since the 1980s, installation art was
specifically imprinted with a subversive significance for existing art institutions. The way it
challenges art venues such as galleries and museums, and changes the relationships
between works and audience, defined a clear break with the formalist tradition. Added to
this, Wang’s use of industrial mass-produced and soft materials such as cloths and PVC, in
addition to inflatable features, made her large-scale installations and sculptures visually
changeable and sometimes interactive. Her works, on the one hand, extended the formal
language of the emerging installation art in Taiwan from a merely spatial to an interactive
exploration, and on the other symbolically suggested a feminine potential of the genre. The
interactive and environmental features of Wang’s art, to a certain extent, also fit the
TCCC’s direction in the 1990s, leading to Wang’s participation in the exhibition
Melancholy Forest organised by the Centre in 1995, in which she was commissioned by the
centre to create an environmental work for the exhibition as part of the NFAF.
Also a member of Apartment No.2, Hou Yi-jen was another woman artist and writer whose
practices related to the subversive arts scenes and similarly embraced the form of sitespecific installation art during the same period. As one of the women artists who received a
complete academic training, Hou changed her artistic vocabulary from ink paintings to
installation and joined Apartment No.2 after returning to Taiwan in 1989 after studying in
the U.S. Similarly to Wu Ma-li, Hou also worked as an art critic focused specifically on the
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emerging installation art and women’s art. As mentioned in Chapter Six, her and James
Gallagher’s collaborative work Drop It in the River (Diaojin heli) was one of the
commended environmental art projects commissioned by the 6th TCFAE. The work
integrates a site-specific form and ritualistic performance with environmental
consciousness, which perfectly summarised the ethos and artistic approach of the
environmental art the TCCC was keen to promote.
We can observe that there existed two axes in our discussion of the participation of
individual artists’ practices. The first axis concerns self-organisation. As shown by Wu Mali’s, Wang Te-yu’s and Hou Yi-ren’s artistic trails, Apartment No.2 and Taiwan Documenta
were two seminal art groups linked to the non-mainstream cultural scenes in the early
1990s. Most of the artists discussed in this thesis were related to these two groups. Selforganisation provided an effective means for the artists to create impact on art institutions.
The second axis concerns the idea of the site-specific. During that period, installation art
and environmental art worked as popular forms in the non-mainstream art scenes. The
format of site-specific works was used by artists as a major approach to challenge, not only
conventional art venues, but also art institutions.

5-9 Conclusion
Since 1989, the DPP-led Taipei County government showed a strong inclination to
collaborate with young artists and cultural workers who were working outside of the
official or mainstream cultural realm. By organising ‘alternative’ art festivals, sponsoring
underground cultural events and promoting unconventional artworks and art amateurs, the
TCCC established its own cultural policies with an approach that was different from many
other counties. As examined in this chapter, these cultural policies, on the one hand,
encouraged the integration of folklore culture and unconventional art forms; on the other ,
they promoted the themes of refuse and environmental art.
Nevertheless, it is true that the central government-led Taipei City provided similar stages
for unconventional artworks much earlier, since the first public modern art museum, the
TFAM, was established in 1983. The Taipei County government, however, had more
specifically focused on those practices that merged progressive art forms with folk culture,
socio-political issues and indigenous content.
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Although the theme of refuse and its connotations influenced the TCCC’s realist aesthetics,
it was the strategy of embracing the symbols of alternative culture and non-mainstream
artistic practices that allowed the centre to transform its realist aesthetics into a militant
cultural politics. As examined in this chapter, a series of events organised by the TCCC
portrayed its new cultural politics, including the Modern Art Joint Exhibition series, the
aforementioned Religious Arts for Ghost Festival, the reforms of the TCFAE, the New
Formosa Arts Festival and others. As shown in the historical trail of Wu Chung-wei’s
institutional engagements with the TCCC, I argue that it was this cultural politics that
supported the TCCC’s interest in, and subsequent sponsorship of, the dynamic underground
cultural scenes driven by the coterie of Sickly Sweet between 1993 and 1995.
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Chapter Six: Noise
6-1 Introduction
The Wild Lily Student Movement created a rare platform to bring students from different
schools and colleges beyond the usual CYC camps together. It greatly influenced the
emergence of underground culture on college campuses. The number of left-leaning student
societies and seminars, both within and outside college campuses, increased considerably.
Students from different backgrounds gathered together and developed a variety of cultural
practices, such as the Little Theatre, experimental film, underground zines, independent
music and, which will be the focus of this chapter, noise performance. By adopting
provocative and satirical approaches, most of these practices aimed to subvert educational
and social institutions, and to challenge social norms. Although germinating within
colleges, this underground culture soon expanded to the emerging alternative (art) spaces
and Little Theatres, particularly Sickly Sweet and Apartment No.2, and later to the trend of
outdoor festivals. It formed compelling cultural scenes in opposition to mainstream culture.
In subsequent years, this underground culture has been increasingly discussed in the
context of sound culture and sometimes labelled as the ‘underground noise movement’
(dixia zaoyin yundong) that emerged around the end of 1990 and reached its climax in
1995. The groups LTK Commune and Z.S.L.O. played two of the most influential roles in
the movement. Both bands were founded in the liberal campus atmosphere during the early
years of the post-Student Movement period and were similarly involved in the vibrant
scenes of underground zines, which worked as another form of cultural practice alongside
performance and music production.
This chapter takes LTK Commune’s and Z.S.L.O.’s practices as examples and traces the
noise scene and radical sound experiments in Taipei during the 1990s. It first contextualises
these scenes in the emergence of independent music, which was influenced by the wake of
Taiwanese cultural identity as well as influences from Western subversive music genres,
such as punk rock, post-punk, industrial music and others, from the 1980s onwards. This is
followed by an examination of the two bands through their performances, sound/music
products and the way they developed different approaches to integrate indigenism with the
Western avant-garde. The focus then moves to the second edition of the TBLF (1995), also
known as the TIPAF, in which both bands were deeply involved, to illuminate the way in
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which shock, excess and provocation were popular factors in noise scenes. Finally, the
chapter discusses the disruptive features of the bands’ politics, such as misogyny, male
chauvinism, gender insensibility and their ambiguous relationship to right-wing politics. As
examined in the following sections, their sonic and theatrical practices both echoed and
intertwined with other subversive arts practices examined in the previous chapters during
the same period.

6-2 The Rise of the Underground
From the mid-1970s to the early 1980s, the Campus Folk Song Movement (Xiao yuan min
ge yungdong) emerged as a new music genre in Taiwan.416 This movement brought
meaningful engagements between intellectuals and pop music, and influenced the rise of
the idea of ‘original music’ in Taiwan’s pop scene. In the early 1980s, Rock Records and
UFO Records were two such major labels promoting ‘original musicians’, which, while
bringing new societal optimism towards the future, simultaneously mixed with it anxiety
brought by industrialisation and urbanisation.417
The rise of Campus Folk Song and the self-conscious Taiwanese pop of the 1970s revealed
an effort to seek or redefine cultural identity. However, the influence of Western music did
not diminish. Apart from the mainstream, the emerging sub-genres of Western rock, such as
punk, post-punk, krautrock, industrial music, noise, No Wave and others were introduced to
Taiwan and followed by mainly college students and young intellectuals. They were first
promoted by a number of radio programmes, DJs and music labels under the generic term
xin-yinyue (literally ‘new music’), which was partly influenced by the British music
newspaper the NME (New Musical Express), as well as the English term ‘New Music’ used
by journalists in the U.S. to describe the emerging music trends led by British pop during
the 1980s.418 At the very beginning, the distribution of information about New Music
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mainly relied upon introductory texts and music reviews written by a few practitioners in
the music industry. This was a period when record piracy were still rampant in Taiwan.
However, Nova and Sanxing Audio Publishing, two of the major record companies known
for pirating rare releases of rock music from abroad, seldom had an eye on New Music.
This meant that until 1986 radio was the only medium in which New Music was promoted
and accessed.
In 1986, a new record label was established when Jen Chiang-ta took over a small
mismanaged company, Crystal Records, and transformed it into the first Taiwanese local
independent label, focusing on so-called ‘alternative music’ or ‘independent music’ from
the UK and the US. It soon played a major role in the promotion of New Music on the
island by becoming the local distributor for UK independent labels such as Rough Trade,
Factory and Strange Fruit, which focussed on post-punk and independent pop from the late
1970s.419 Apart from importing albums, Crystal also organised a working faction, Wax
Club, to launch campaign events, known as Wax Shows, in pubs and college student
clubs.420
Crystal Records began hosting the annual Taipei New Music Festival from August 1987 to
promote local talent that defined the so-called ‘Taiwanese New Music’.421 By the end of the
1980s, this festival series had discovered several acts, such as Chen Ming-chang, Wu
Chun-lin (later known as Wu Bai), Double X, Sissey Chao (Chao I-hao), Chu Yueh-hsin
(later known as Chu Tou-pi), Blacklist Studio and others. Many of them defined the
emerging New Taiwanese Song (xin-taiyuge), a new pop genre that combined various

Romantic’ and ‘new pop’, tended to abandon the traditional guitar-rock format, replacing it by sounds
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styles such as rock, rap, dance and ballad, with lyrics often dealing with political themes or
social criticism, and sung in Taiwanese Hokkien and even the Hakka language. The rise of
‘Taiwan consciousness’ and the lifting of martial law encouraged the young generations to
embrace Hokkien in pop music, only with new approaches. It is in this context that the New
Taiwanese Song Movement emerged. Within the movement, Blacklist Studio, led by Chen
Ming-chang, Joe Wang (Wang Ming-hui) and Lin Wei-che, was among others the most
representative music act.422 Both Blacklist Studio and the singer Chen Ming-chang later
joined the Wild Lily where they gave performances and were welcomed by the students. As
a genre fuelled with social awareness and cultural identity, New Taiwanese Song strongly
reflects Taiwan consciousness, which was promoted by previous tangwai activities, and
offered protesting students a suitable musical medium through which to channel their
attitude towards the KMT-led party-state regime.
Stepping into the 1990s, information about xin-yinyue was distributed among rock musicfocused student societies in universities and introduced by independent media, specifically
Lipao Daily. The language of the ‘underground’ and ‘alternative’ scene replaced New
Music and became new buzzwords used by the media to loosely describe any nonmainstream music. With the support of independent labels, record shops, event promoters
and broadcast DJs, the underground music scene expanded as a cultural phenomenon and
was picked up by mainstream media. On 16 September 1993, a special feature about the
emerging alternative music in the island was published in Independent Evening News,
which labelled bands such as Blacklist Studio, LTK Commune and 431 ‘the ancestors of
Taiwanese underground music’ to be followed by Z.S.L.O.423
In my view, LTK Commune and Z.S.L.O., as rare ‘noise bands’ in the Taiwanese
alternative music scene, are two representatives of the subversive arts in the 1990s. Both
bands similarly emerged in the 1990s alternative/underground music scene, and were
heavily influenced by the subversive Western music and avant-garde, in particular punk
rock, industrial music, Dada and Situationism, while sharing a similar interest in the form
of noise (music). Their politically incorrect lyrics and disturbing performing styles onstage
apart, both bands were keen on undermining the threshold between performers and
422
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audiences. It is this latter feature that, in my view, challenges the institution of the arts by
subverting the conventional mode of perceiving music and sound, while recalling the
aesthetic politics of the historical avant-garde, as argued by Peter Bürger. In the following
sections, these two bands’ historical trails, rebellious gestures and the ambiguous political
messages they delivered will be scrutinised.

6-3 Shoot the Pianist
Rooted in the post-Wild Lily counterculture that emerged across universities campuses,424
LTK Commune was founded by Tsai Hai-en, Ke Jen-chien, Chang Ming-chang, Kuo Pei-I
and Ying Wei-min (who later left), in 1990. Before the band was established, its members
mostly belonged to the coterie of the AV Club, an anarchist-leaning student society on the
NTU campus. The band showed a clear interest in punk music and the use of noise and
industrial sounds in their usually chaotic performance style, in which deliberately unskilled
instrumental performance was centred from the very beginning. Among their members,
Tsai Hai-en and Ke Jen-chien were the masterminds of the band before Tsai left the band
around 2000. They not only wrote most of the songs, but also played major roles on stage,
especially in improvisational theatre sessions that worked as an essential element of the
band’s performance in later years.
LTK Commune’s early practices during the college years did not attract much attention
from the mainstream media until they released their most important album, Taik’s Revenge,
in 1999, while the band had obtained a reputation for notorious live performances.
Retrospectively, these early practices revealed certain threads of the aesthetic politics of the
band which, in my opinion, were influential in defining the subversive arts in Taiwan, as
will be discussed in later sections of this chapter. However, these early threads will be
investigated first.425
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The band has long been regarded as supporters of Taiwanese independence who
unabashedly expressed this political view through their music. However, their political
participation in the early 1990s were less documented. Both LTK Commune and the AV
Club were politically motivated. They had been involved in the vibrant scene of street
rallies and assemblies against the KMT party-state around 1990, joining the Wild Lily
Student Movement, the Oppose Military Intervention in Government campaign and others.
They even performed at some protests, while receiving less attention than other emerging
New Taiwanese Song acts. As Ke recalls:
Those protesters, normally college students, could not understand what we were
doing. In such student movement-related campaigns, participants were aroused by
folk singers, like Chen Ming-chang and Chu Yueh-hsin. They can understand what
those singers sing about. But our performances were just a mess. [...] Singing was
not that important to us, we mainly gave action drama.426
Ke’s claim reflects the varied forms of college student-based subversive musical activities
featured in the protests and assemblies after the Wild Lily. New Taiwanese Song and folk
music were most popular on such occasions, at which so-called ‘noise performance’,
combining subversive sound experiments with a kind of body performance, also emerged.
The so-called ‘action drama’ featured in this kind of protest music was inspired by the
Little Theatre in the 1980s, in which such deconstructive forms as anti-narrative and the
multi-focus storyline were often adopted as a way to challenge political taboos. As will be
examined in later sections of this chapter, LTK Commune was not the only college-based
subversive music band to have adopted this approach. Their contemporaries such as 431
and Z.S.L.O. were other groups whose musical practices were regarded as ‘underground
music’ by the media and received less attention from mainstream culture.427 Nevertheless,
these acts developed an audio form of subversion that responded to the Wild Lily-inspired
and college student-based socio-political movement.

covering non-mainstream culture at the time. Apart from the film L.T.K. and the articles and reviews
published in later years, the historical accounts of LTK Commune’s early practices investigated in this
chapter are mainly based on my interviews with the band’s founding members, Ke Jen-chien and Ying Weimin, and the AV Club member Lydia Liu, from November 2013.
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In one way, the band’s name perfectly conveys their political views in aptly capturing a
combined sense of Taiwanese localism and a left-leaning ethos, echoing the liberal and
rebellious atmosphere spread across university campuses after the Wild Lily.
Retrospectively, both the terms ‘LTK’ and ‘commune’ deliver a kind of socio-political
imagery that had been suppressed during the martial law period under the KMT regime.
The use of ‘commune’ was derived from communism, which had been regarded as the
counter-ideology to the R.O.C. in Taiwan, based on Cold War politics. The meaningful
term ‘LTK’ stands for ‘Loh Tsui Kweh’, which is the Romanised spelling of the name of
the Zhuoshui River in the Taiwanese Hokkien language. The river has long served not only
as a major division for the agriculture and climate of the island, but also as an unofficial
boundary defining north and south Taiwan, culturally and politically. As a band based in
Taipei, the capital city in northern Taiwan, LTK Commune’s name suggests a strong sense
of ‘(the south of) Zhuoshui River’, hinting at the idea of grassroots activism. This
idiosyncratic choice of name resonates with the band’s musical approaches in later years, in
which Taiwanese Hokkien, folklore culture and the mentality of working class men are
recurrent elements.
In the early 1990s, the AV Club gathered together a group of NTU students with anarchic
and anti-social tendencies. The most notorious event they staged was the so-called NTU
Students Grave Robbery in February 1992.428 The subsequent police investigation into this
robbery attracted considerable media attention, since both the crime and the suspects were
unusual as NTU has been regarded as the most prestigious university in Taiwan. It soon
became a scandal for the university and the story appeared on television429 [Fig. 6-2]. The
students involved, including Ke and Tsai, were caught by the police and expelled by the
university, though the two masterminds were able to re-enrol at NTU a year later.430
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Recalling the incident in a 2015 interview, Ke said in a jocular tone, ‘rather than saying we
were a band, we were more likely a gang of criminals’.431
To simply see this episode as a representation of anarchist practices might risk overromanticising it. Nevertheless, the scandalous effects caused by the incident are
noteworthy. Read as a cultural text, this controversial incident twisted the stereotypical
public image of the well-educated upper class, or so-called ‘good students’, in Taiwan at
that time. Even though the incident was not driven by any aesthetic gesture, it worked as a
meaningful text in the context of the anarchist tendency of and the self-demonisation
strategy adopted by the later formed LTK Commune.
LTK Commune’s approach in their early practice could be seen in the 1992 Farewell
Performance: Housing, Eating, We’re Hungry! on the NTU campus, in which chaotic
theatre-like stage performance was combined with a mix of noise, punk and industrial
music. The demarcations between performer and audience were also challenged.432 The
performance anticipated the semi-theatrical performing style LTK Commune later
developed, specifically during the years between 1995 and 1997, during the period
described by the band as the ‘Raural Arsenal Revolt Experimentation Period’. Although
their approach tended to be carefully crafted, rehearsed and involved many stage props, it
did not aim to create an aesthetically self-contained stage performance, but at most to
provoke the audience.
Their provocative strategy was not only musical, but also an attack on mainstream culture
and social norms. In May 1991, Ke Jen-chien contested the election for president of the
NTU student association with a manifesto generated by Tsai Hai-en, who campaigned to
‘disband [the] student association’ and to ‘urge the university to buy gambling games on
campus’.433 Seven months later, after Ke lost the election, LTK Commune and the AV Club
431
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co-published the underground zine Agony News (Ku Men Bao), to which Ke and Tsai
contributed most, if not all, of the text. Featuring a fictional crime story, a step-by-step
guide to making a bomb, an open letter to ‘all the youths in the country’, fake newspaper
classified advertisements, an editorial and, most importantly, a ‘band statement’ from LTK
Commune by Tsai [Fig. 6-1], it was shut down by NTU shortly after publication due to its
controversial anarchist contents.434
This band statement, titled ‘Shoot the Pianist: the 1992 Statement of LTK Commune’, was
written in the style of a parable that reversed the hierarchical positions of the dominant and
the marginal in society. The story first recalls social phenomena in the recent past of
Taiwan, in which ‘learning piano’ had become a symbol for well-educated kids from
wealthy families.435Against this backdrop, fictional scenarios unfolded. A series of
mysterious murders of classical pianists was staged and soon caused great panic to many
parents. As ‘no piano teachers were to be found anywhere in Taiwan’, the society sank into
an unexpected state of disturbance. ‘Parents with means who loved their children were full
of anxiety: worrying that their children would become delinquents. How can the people of
this nation go on without piano lessons?’.436 Later, a ‘pang-ke (punk) keyboard player’
emerged and became increasingly influential as he/she was the only pianist to survive the
murders. Afterwards, ‘a bunch of pang-ke, paupers and swindlers got on their feet, put on
business suits and started giving piano lessons without any retribution’.437 Taiwan’s world
of piano, which was traditionally dominated by classical pianists, eventually became a
‘playground for pang-ke, rogues, paupers, swindlers, homosexuals and garbage collectors’.
As the convention of classical music was abandoned, pang-ke pianists played music in
alternative ways: ‘Some played Nanguan opera with it, some converted the outer shell into
toilets, some played it tone-deaf but with sensual force, some played it sitting on the can,
some converted it into a video game, yet others drove it like a taxi’.438 By completely
altering the image and style of pianists, and the appearance and sound of the piano and
music theory, their practices were regarded as ‘pang-ke piano’ by the people. The new
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‘pang-ke pianists’ replaced the classical pianists previously teaching in music schools, and
influenced a whole generation:
Piano playing became something fun to do. Children clamoured to have lessons, so
schools began employing pang-ke, bitches, and rogues to teach piano. These lessons
were out of this world. The kids influenced by pang-ke piano created a new
generation. They have different thoughts, different beliefs. When they grew up, they
had ostensibly different attitudes toward pang-ke, dàlù mèi (mainland Chinese
women) and homosexuals. They elected pang-kes to the National Assembly,
homosexual mayors, and mainland Chinese women presidents.
We could say that the nation was under the control of a bunch of pang-kei.439
Furthermore, this ‘bunch of pang-ke’ used their economic and political influence to
‘encourage pang-ke in other third world countries to participate in the political sphere, and
in doing so triggered a worldwide trend’, encouraging ‘a new global economic system’ in
which ‘philosophical concepts were established’. Eventually, this brought a utopian state
into the world, in which ‘no one went hungry, everyone had a place to live, and no child
was ever forced to learn something against their will. There was no hate. No war’.440
Described by Tsai as ‘a revolution without bloodshed’,441 this tale bridges music and
anarchism, epitomising the radicalism LTK Commune had been attempting to realise since
1990.
The piano has long been regarded as a symbol of high culture in the West. As Hal Foster
indicates, for a child in a bourgeois family in the past, the piano represented ‘a first portal
to culture, to the practice of culture’.442 The destruction of pianos or attacks on classical
music, therefore, generated subversive imagery in early 20th century avant-garde art.443 The
439
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LTK Commune’s dystopian tale significantly recalls these cultural references, while giving
them a Taiwanese context. During the Japanese colonial period, both modernisation and
Western bourgeois culture were brought into Taiwan via the Japanese government. This
later merged with the Confucian society of post-war Taiwan, in which learning to play the
piano, or other classical instruments, was commonly regarded by parents as an emblem of
the ‘cultural elite’ or means of showing that their children had been ‘well-educated’. It is
this cultural reference – linking ‘learning to play the piano’ to ‘being part of the elite’ –
which was targeted by LTK Commune’s dystopian tale. Through the scenario of murdering
pianists and replacing them with ‘pang-ke artists’, they attacked the mainstream ideology of
Confucian society in post-war Taiwan.
This kind of rebellious gesture against the Confucian society of Taiwan had been a
recurrent feature in the practices of LTK Commune throughout the 1990s. Such a gesture
has been represented not only by the seven albums they released between 1995 and 2012,
but more vividly by their sensational stage antics. In terms of content, they praise ‘filth’,
such as performing naked, using enemas and practising sadomasochism; regarding artistic
form, they embrace destruction, such as burning drums, smashing guitars and playing
music without any apparent skill. In addition, they devote themselves to removing any
separation of the stage by provoking the audience’s participation in a performance, and
finally pushing every performance to excess [Fig. 6-3]. In one sense, their subversive
practices recall the use of shock and senselessness in Dada and Fluxus.444 These two
examples of the historical avant-garde movement, as defined by Peter Bürger, suggest a
dimension of institutional critique via the self-criticism of art. The band’s approach also
resonates with the anti-establishment and anti-authoritarian ideologies of punk music.
The above mentioned cross-cultural references may address only some influences upon
LTK Commune. Nevertheless, I argue it is the way in which the band deeply incorporates
Taiwanese folklore culture and social reality with Western subversive arts that provides
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significance to the rebellion in the Taiwanese arts. This is perfectly shown in their musical,
rhetorical and cultural ‘escapes’ from Western punk, as discussed in the following section.

6-4 From Punk to Taik
The term pang-ke is the Chinese translation of ‘punk’, but LTK Commune’s use of the term
in their statement revealed an ambiguity. In the U.S., the term ‘punk’ was first used in 1972
or 1973 by fanzines to describe ‘garage bands’ that sounded like a transient form of mid1960s music considered so bad that it was a joke to the critics.445 As Ellen Willis notes, the
early 1970s saw the term become generalised when critics started to apply it to
‘unregenerate rock-and-roller[s] with an aggressively lower-class style’.446 A few years
after punk rock culture emerged in the West in the latter half of the 1970s, the term ‘punk’
appeared in Taiwan’s media. As early as August 1977, Rock magazine featured an article
introducing ‘punk fashion’ exemplified by the New York-based punk rock band The
Ramones and other acts such as Patti Smith, Talking Heads, Television, Runaway, Blondie,
and Sylvain Sylvain and David Johansen from the New York Dolls. In the article, the term
‘punk’ was oddly translated as bao-zha, literally meaning ‘explosion’.447 It was soon
replaced by pang-ke, which has become the standard Chinese translation of ‘punk’. In the
early 1980s, although punk rock had been introduced in Taiwan, the term pang-ke remained
in popular use to refer to a fashion style, especially a type of haircut, rather than a musical
genre, in mainstream media. Later, the term was increasingly associated with youth culture,
a synonym of ‘rebellious youth’ hanging out in Ximending, Taipei.448 Against this
background, the way that pang-ke was used in LTK Commune’s 1992 statement is
noteworthy. On the one hand, it retrieved the subversive gesture of Western punk culture,
while on the other it embodied the term within Taiwan’s social reality. Rather than
rebellious youth, pang-ke is here in alliance with, and even representative of, the
marginalised, the repressed and the abject in a specific society.
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Even in recent years, LTK Commune has been regarded by the media as ‘one of Taiwan’s
first bands to incorporate elements of punk rock into their sound’.449 However, the band
made a meaningful move to officially reject the tag of punk in 1999 when they released
their second album, Taik’s Revenge. With a keen sense of wordplay, the band replaced
pang-ke (punk) with tai-ke (written as ‘Taik’ in English), an invented term literally
meaning ‘Taiwanese guy’, to distinguish themselves from the Western punk movement
[Fig. 6-7]. In a 1999 interview, the band member Ke Jen-chien recalled that this was
initially an attempt for self-description, signalling a sense of ‘Taiwanese punk’. Yet the
band were dissatisfied with this meaning for its incapability to capture the genuineness of
their music and approach to performance, as well as the ‘uncanny’ temperament revealed
by many other Taiwanese musicians’ style.450
Rather than punk rock, LTK Commune sees the major inspiration for their performance
style in Taiwanese mass culture, particularly Sanlih Five Tiger Generals: Golden Karaoke
Show (Sanli Wuhujiang: Jinpai Dianchangxiu), a popular variety show produced by Sanlih
E-Television between 1992 and 1999.451 As Tsai Hai-en recalled, the band hoped to
develop a new type of music whilst preparing their debut album, The Anus of Happy
Desires, in 1995.452 This was the time when they were fascinated by the idiosyncratic style
of the show, saying ‘[t]he hosts often interrupted singing sessions with pieces of drama.
After some dramatic nonsense, the singing would continue. Such a format inspires us’.453
The band credited other influences as the Hokkien pop singers Wen Hsia and Chen Yi-lang,
and the Chinese pop singers Frankie Kao (Kao Ling-feng), Pao Wei-ming and Liu Wencheng, who digested American pop rock, funk and disco music to develop their
idiosyncratic styles. As Ke indicates, they might have initially wanted to imitate the form of
Japanese enka or American pop, but eventually spiced it up, which made their music or
performance appear ‘uncanny’.454 After 1998, the band increasingly adopted the format of
449
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improvisational short skits, recalling the hosting style of Sanlih Five Tiger Generals:
Golden Karaoke Show. These chaotic skits, designed to be harmless but offensive,
gradually came to play a crucial part in the band’s performances, which were ‘designed to
help both [the band] and the audience vent their frustrations in regards to what was wrong
with the country, the system and society’, as Ke described.455
The feature of uncanniness, which fascinated LTK Commune, mainly emerged from the
process whereby artists dealt with external cultural influences through native approaches.
Dick Hebdige has recognised the subversive potential of this kind of uncanny quality by
introducing the idea of bricolage from the realm of anthropology to cultural studies.456 In
his Subculture: The Meaning of Style, Hebdige extends the originally anthropological term
‘bricolage’ in a subcultural direction to explain how subcultural styles are constructed. He
thus highlights the subversive potential of improvisatory uses of commodities by
subcultural groups.457
Similar to the process of bricolage, LTK Commune’s improvisatory uses of their existing
cultural influences, from Taiwanese folklore and popular variety shows to the Western
subversive arts, created a kind of exemplary cross-cultural uncanniness. Playing with the
tactic of subcultural bricolage allowed LTK Commune to subvert the dominant cultural
reference of the Western subversive arts – specifically punk rock in their context. However,
Hebdige’s concept of subcultural bricolage could only partly respond to the examination of
LTK Commune’s approach. As distinct from the subcultural groups studied by Hebdige,
the band revealed more interests in the failure of imitation (of the dominant culture) than
the creativity of improvisatory use of cultural elements, which, I suggest, represents the
very core of their subversive aesthetics.
Particularly in the 1990s, their practice and work was always accompanied by a defeatist
undertone. A lack of skill and musicality was consciously embraced by the band. Although
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they mainly aimed to disturb the mainstream in a way that considerably recalled punk rock,
LTK Commune’s strategy formed an uncanny cultural bricolage that suggested a ‘gap’
between themselves and external Western influences. Their ‘bad imitation (of western
musical styles)’ was a way to announce their identity, which led to their clear statement of
the concept of ‘Taik’ in the late 1990s.458

6-5 Low-developed Music
Active in the same period in the underground scene, the band Z.S.L.O. shared a similar
interest in noise with LTK Commune, but developed different approaches. The band was
founded by the college students Liu Hsing-i, Lin Chi-wei and Steve Chan (who left in
1993, to be replaced by drummer Liu Po-li), all of whom were former members of the Cats
Theatre and Grassland Literary Society of Fu Jen Catholic University (FJU) in Taipei
County [Fig. 6-4]. Their infamous performance debut was a nine-minute improvisatory
piece of noises in a singing competition, alongside the performances of other popular
singers.459
Similar to LTK Commune, Z.S.L.O.’s early practice was incorporated with the publication
of underground zines. In 1993, the group members published Sickly Sweet, consisting of
several pornographic stories by way of content, which was distributed mainly around
college campuses. Around the same time, the zine’s title ‘Sickly Sweet’ was also adopted
as the name of the café run by Wu Chung-wei, who was a friend of the group.460 Sickly
Sweet café soon became Z.S.L.O.’s base, where they launched several performances and
became involved in two editions of the TBLF.
Z.S.L.O. produced a self-titled debut album [Fig. 6-5] in March 1993, which was released
by the independent label NOISE, founded by Wang Fu-jui and Gwen Anes Kuo (Kuo
458
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Kuan-ying) in that year. The label was regarded as the first Taiwanese label and zine to
focus on noise, avant-garde and experimental music, which provided vital links between
Taiwan’s local ‘noise’ circles and foreign artists at that time. Signed to the NOISE imprint,
Z.S.L.O. had 400 CDs of their debut album pressed. Only a small number of copies were
sold domestically by Sickly Sweet and Red Hot Records in Taipei, while others were sold
through mail order, using NOISE’s networks with fan-based noise and experimental music
communities. This album was later regarded as ‘the first independently made, released and
distributed CD in Taiwan’.461 The twelve tracks it presented were mastered as a single track
of approximately fifty-one minutes in length, juxtaposing various live recordings and
soundscapes from industrial zones, campuses, hillsides and the public square at the Office
of the President, among other places, in which socio-political contents were deliberately
incorporated .
Their two performances, Continuing the Desire of Crying and Oh! Your Vigorously
Blooming Corpse, given in the same year, revealed the development of the group from a
four-piece punk rock band to an industrial music group. Similar to creating noise music, the
band began to embrace the form of multimedia in these performances, which involved
television sets, industrial machines, household appliances, hammers, electric saws,
projected images, videos, radio broadcasts, theatre performance and other items [Fig. 6-6].
Western influences from the leading industrial music groups in the late 1970s, such as
Throbbing Gristle, Einstuerzende Neubauten, Cabaret Voltaire and others, can be observed
in Z.S.L.O.’s practices. It is thus no surprise that the band also began to consciously use the
term ‘industrial’ to describe their music. Some features of industrial music defined by Jon
Savage in his 1978 essay, such as ‘organisational autonomy’, ‘access to information’, ‘use
of synthesisers, and anti-music’, ‘extra musical elements’ and ‘shock tactics’, can also be
applied to Z.S.L.O.’s musical style.462 At the same time, they had also joined the emerging
trend of ‘mail art’ among underground music communities in West Europe and North
America, making connections through correspondence with their music productions.
Z.S.L.O.’s and the Sickly Sweet café’s underground scene were deeply related, not least
because the latter was where the former’s several live performances were launched.
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Furthermore, the band’s founding member, Lin Chi-wei, worked as the programmer of
Sickly Sweet, organising events promoting the contemporary alternative culture in the
Western and Japanese contexts, such as industrial music, underground noise, butoh dance
and other practices. His 1993 short film, Dog-Man-Eat (Quan Ren Shi), provides a glimpse
of the intimate relationships between the band and the venue.463 After the closure of Sickly
Sweet in January 1994, the group remained active in the underground scene, launching a
two-night live performance, The Whisper of the Hurricane (Kuangfeng ninan), held at
Apartment No.2 a month later, which marked the final event launched by the venue after its
four-year history. With support from Da-bien Studio and Lydia Lu, the group transformed
the venue into a multi-media theatrical space incorporated with ready-made installations.464
Although the two bands embraced a similar approach to performance, Z.S.L.O. and LTK
Commune were different in their attitudes. In one interview, Ying Wei-min, the founding
member of Thunder Bird Fourth, the predecessor of LTK Commune, recalls:
At that time, the distinction between “music” and “non-music” did not exist. We
can not say that the distinction has existed (in our mind), although it can be said in
retrospect, Z.S.L.O. revealed a clearer intention to purposely disturb, while LTK
Commune tended to disturb (the audience) less purposely.465
Both LTK Commune and Z.S.L.O. were influenced by the trend of xin-yinyue (New Music)
and subversive Western music, while similarly attempting to distinguish themselves from
those imported genres. Similarly to the way in which LTK Commune rhetorically replaced
‘punk’ with ‘Taik’ to denote their own approach, Z.S.L.O. tended to distinguish their
practices from the Western subversive arts, avant-garde and academic music genres that
had developed in the West decades before self-defining their practices as ‘low-developed
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music’ (didu kaifa yinyue) as a contrast to what they regarded as the ‘high-developed’ and
sophisticated Western avant-garde. We can observe a similar use of cultural bricolage as a
strategy to negotiate with the dominant Western culture. In their statement, this task is
formulated as a series of self-rejections:
We do not play in fixed sites, nor have a space for reproduction and the
temperament of self-closeness. Hence we are not academic musicians.
We do not depend on recording devices in a recording studio, nor the retouching of
post-production. Recording devices are used only for witnessing our acts. Hence we
are not a post-industrial music group.
We lack anti-middle class supporters. Hence we cannot be a punk band.
We do not have a long-developed music technique and concept, nor do we make
precise arrangements stubbornly resorting to probability. Hence we cannot be John
Cage.466
The self-styled aesthetics of the band were not only culturally but also geographically
embedded. To name their musical practices as ‘under-developed music’, Z.S.L.O.
contextualised their approach in terms of the folklore culture and locality of Taipei County.
In the first few years after Z.S.L.O. was founded, the group was based in Xinzhuang, an
industrial satellite city of metropolitan Taipei located in the western area of Taipei
County.467 The industrial landscape of the city came to be regarded by Z.S.L.O. as the
source of their creative activities. The band’s self-conscious use of geographical specificity
in its aesthetic statements was not an isolated case. As was examined in Chapter Four, the
same strategy was also revealed in the programmes organised by the TCCC. More
precisely, many cultural projects launched in the Taipei County region in the 1990s were
considerably based on the re-imagination of the place. Taipei County’s industrial landscape
and marginal locality (to the urban Taipei City) were interpreted as part of a cultural
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narrative, in which this geographical marginality was imprinted with a sense of cultural
dynamism.

6-6 ‘Are You All Dead?’
Following the above-mentioned geographical marginality-based cultural strategy, it is not a
surprise that both Z.S.L.O. and LTK Commune were involved in the TCCC’s outdoor arts
festivals, as examined in Chapter Five, during this period. For example, Z.S.L.O.
participated in Hou Yi-ren and James Gallagher’s environmental art project, Drop It in the
River (Diaojin heli), shown at the 6th TCFAE.468 The format of the emerging outdoor arts
festivals became a catalyst for both bands to better transform their subversive sounds and
body performances into spectacle, of which the two editions of the TBLF are the most
representative examples. In my opinion, these two iconic events, driven by the former
Sickly Sweet coterie, summarised the noise-related underground culture in the first half of
the 1990s. They were also among the earliest examples of an arts festival in Taiwan to
focus on noise, industrial music, S/M performance and other subversive arts from local and
global communities of underground culture.
As examined in Chapter Five, the first TBLF was held in September 1994 as a four-night
event. This was a totally self-funded and self-organised event, which was different from its
second edition that had received the institutional support from the TCCC. The Z.S.L.O.
session involved a motorcycle, a radio, a huqin (a two-string bowed Chinese instrument)
and other devices, and consisted of a series of improvisational plays and happenings. A
limited amount of news coverage recorded the chaotic scenes during the performance.
According to one report, ‘a couple was seducing each other, spontaneously giving a
titillating performance, thereby provoking jeers and applause from the crowd’.469 This was
468
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followed by a Z.S.L.O. member being ‘attacked and stripped by a member of the audience
on the stage’.470 Ultimately, he first edition of the TBLF received a mixed reception, in
which the amateuristic performances and chaotic scenes were criticised while the DIY
ethos and the emancipatory atmosphere of the event were praised.471
The second edition of the TBLF was organised in September 1995, again by the supporters
of Sickly Sweet, although the members involved were varied. One of the most distinctive
features – differing from the previous festival – was that the second edition was sponsored
by the TCCC, since the centre had been keen on collaborating with emerging independent
practitioners from non-mainstream cultural realms, or the so-called ‘underground’, during
1993 and 1995, as examined in Chapter Five. With this sponsorship, the second TBLF was
renamed the Taipei International Post-industrial Arts Festival (TIPAF) as a part of the
multi-disciplinary New Formosa Arts Festival [Fig. 6-8], whose site was moved from the
riverbank to an abandoned brewery in one of Taipei’s satellite cities, Banqiao City [Fig. 69]. The event was scheduled for a few days before the factory was bulldozed, lending this
disused and soon-to-be-demolished d industrial building the strong suggestion of a postindustrial scene, fitting with the government’s branding of the event.
Under its more ambitious name, the festival inherited a similar DIY ethos and anarchist
spirit from its predecessor. It became more international compared to the first edition, with
the participation of over ten foreign industrial noise bands, including Con-Dom (UK),
C.C.C.C. (Japan), Schimpfluch-Gruppe (Switzerland) and ENDOXAN (France) among
others, alongside L.T.K. Commune, Z.S.L.O. and other Taiwanese acts. Not only was Wu
Chung-wei, described by journalists as an ‘eccentric person’, ‘alternative art worker’ and
‘primitive artist’, given considerable mainstream media attention, the international
musicians also attracted a significant amount of attention as most of them were visiting
Taiwan for the first time. These foreign groups were invited on the basis of connections
that had mainly been previously established by Wang Fu-jui’s NOISE. Rather than a cult
event, however, the second TBLF was instead a media sensation receiving considerable
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exposure in the mainstream media, including which from MTV. One of the major film
records of the event is the documentary directed by Huang Ming-chuan.472
Although the second TBLF became more official, it provoked even more controversy than
its predecessor. On its second day, a series of incidents occurred between artists and
attendees during the performances, including physical fights, arson, and offensive
behaviour. However, these chaotic scenes were mixed with a carnivalesque atmosphere
[Fig. 6-13]. According to Teng Chih-lan’s report, ‘firstly, an audience member was angry
with a photographer who had shot him too many times, so he grabbed the photographer’s
Leica camera and smashed it on the ground. Some of the crowd were terrified, while others
were exhilarated’.473 Subsequently, Moslar insulted the audience by shouting ‘Are you all
dead?’ as they ran into the crowd, but the ‘audience did not become angry but clapped their
hands instead as they regarded this as part of the alternative performance’.474 During the
performance of the UK-based one-man noise act, Con-Dom, the performer Mike Dando
randomly assaulted audience members by touching their bodies. One female spectator
eventually fought back after Dando’s sexual assault on her. He was not the only performer
who attempted to stimulate an audience’s response through an aggressive attitude, as a
similar approach was also adopted by LTK Commune and Z.S.L.O.
With noise rock playing as background, LTK Commune’s performance, titled
Hydrocephalus Patient Little A Zhi and the Rise and Fall of the Revolution of the Third
World (Shuinao binghuan xiao A-zhi yu disanshijie geming de jueqi shuai bai), involved a
hospital bed, a female mannequin with her stomach being cut open, a young man tied with
a dog chain named ‘Little A Zhi’, and a ‘doctor’ masturbating with a Taiwanese glove
puppet. Following a disturbing scene when the ‘doctor’ injected yoghurt into Little A Zhi’s
rectum, the performance ended with all the props being smashed and thrown onto the
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hospital bed before a fire was built and everything burned.475 During the performance, the
band members rushed into the crowd after giving themselves an enema on the stage, where
they ‘randomly kissed female audience members’.476 Z.S.L.O. provoked the audience in
another way when Liu Hsing-i, disguised as a woman, was dragged by another band
member from the ground to a sickbed, where rotting food was later spread on his body
before it was unexpectedly splashed onto audience members [Fig. 6-10]. According to
Teng Chih-lan’s report, there was ‘A disgusting smell which was soon present everywhere
and which made attendees escape from the venue’.477 Nor was the chaotic atmosphere
confined to the area around the stage. In a corner of the factory, a television set was hung in
the air where people were allowed to destroy it by throwing stones.478 Motivated by the fact
that the venue would be demolished after the festival, some audience members also tried to
destroy the facilities and structure of the building during the event [Fig. 6-11] [Fig. 6-12].
Due to this anarchic atmosphere of the festival, Wu Chung-wei and his fellow artists
received several warnings from the police and the festival sponsor, the TCCC. A few days
later, the festival received a sensational write-up in a newspaper, with the phrase ‘pursuing
the extremely disgusting’ in the headline.479
These unexpected events caused the cooperative relationship between the artists and the
TCCC to collapse at the end of the festival. After this, the coterie of Wu Chung-wei and his
friends largely dissolved, while the TBLF was never held again. Wu subsequently moved to
a rural township of Taoyuan and squatted in an abandoned factory to generate his new
project, Guishan Factory (Guishan Gong Chang).480 Although this project was based on
similar ideals of establishing a commune-like circle, as in his previous practices, it never
received as much media attention as the TBLF series.
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The 1995 TIPAF was regarded as a high point in which the early 1990s underground scenes
‘invaded’ the mainstream cultural realm.481 However, it also symbolises a watershed in the
transitional state of the institution of the arts. As Lin Chi-wei argues in an 2013 interview:
Subcultures involving all forms, sounds, and bodies all seemed to break out here.
The audience’s performance completely overrode the performance taking place on
stage. After 1995, noise would never witness an assembly of such scale, and when it
was replaced by outdoor rock music festivals that were gradually legitimised, social
movement became submerged. [...] Without a stage, ‘noise’ disappeared. But
counter-culture broadly was still undergoing transition. The Clippers, LTK
Commune, Black Hand Nakasi were examples. Looking at it now, developments
that took place after the (Wild Lily) Student Movement were closer to the state of
practices defined by Deleuze and Guattari. Although there wasn’t a visible
revolution, there were many small groups on the margin that engaged in selfempowerment.482
Lin contextualises the underground noise culture in the context of the Wild Lily Student
Movement and sees the latter as having encouraged many practitioners in the noise scenes
to realize varied explorations of the body, politics and rebellious gesture, although those
cultural noise practitioners might be associated with the movement indirectly. As he
suggests, ‘from a Marxist point of view, it is “the epoch that creates youth”, not the other
way around. “Noise” was born with the student movement, and died with it. It is a great
thing’.483
As discussed in Chapter Five, the phenomenon that individual women practitioners were
largely marginalised in the noise scenes is noteworthy. I suggest that it was the amateurism
and collectivism that partly caused the absence of the women noise artists in the scene.
Women practitioners in the scene tended to play more as collaborative workers or
participants, rather than core members. Among them, Lydia Lu is the most relevant for the
case studies dealt with in this thesis.
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At first, Lu belonged to the coterie of the NTU’s AV Club and was involved in the
scandalous NTU Students Grave Robbery in 1992. After the foundation of the noise bands
LTK Commune and Z.S.L.O., she frequently joined the bands’ chaotic live performances as
a collaborative performer. The transgressive body language she usually performed made
her participation disturbing to audience members. Her most notorious behaviour on stage
was trying to squeezing a microphone into her vagina at the TIPAF in 1995. It should be
noted that Lu had never trained or worked as a professional performer in the underground
noise scene, although she frequently attended the Little Theatre in the 1990s. As she
mentioned in an interview, her early experiences of participation in the student cluborganised camps in her college years inspired her exploration of body performance,
because theatrical body training was popularly used as a basic technique for uniting
participants in these camps. The liberation of body politics was also encouraged in the early
1990s, following the lifting of martial law and the Wild Lily Student Movement.484 Like
many practitioners in the non-mainstream cultural scenes, Lu’s practices also could not be
separated from her participation in the Sickly Sweet events. Parallel with these noise
performances, she operated as a worker or performer in a number of projects organised by,
or related to, the TCCC, including the 1992 Religious Arts for Ghost Festival and Wu
Chung-wei’s outdoor arts projects, the TBSF, featured in the 1995 TCFAE. Nevertheless,
as an amateur performer and a co-worker, her practices were rarely discussed specifically,
which, to a certain degree, reflects the fact that the non-mainstream cultural scenes in the
early 1990s largely tended to be collectively defined by events and projects.

6-7 Rubbish-heap-ism
At the festival, performers’ various attempts to stimulate responses from audience members
through attacks, insults or assaulting behaviour was a noteworthy feature. On the one hand,
these violent tactics recalled what Simon Reynolds suggests when describing the
performance approach of New York-based No Wave bands. These outfits were partly
sensationalist as a way to procure notoriety and press attention, but they also recalled the
perpetual avant-garde urge to shatter the performer/audience barrier, which turns a
spectacle into a situation and spectators into participants.485 On the other hand, this was a
strategy inherited from industrial music that considered the spectators’ response an
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essential part of their work. In this sense, a music performance or work become an
‘interrogation machine’, a term used by Alexei Monroe to describe the avant-garde
Slovenian industrial band Laibach.486
It was not surprising that the performers’ strategy provoked criticism in the media. Some
focused on issues of performance ethics, like physical and mental encroachments upon
audiences, the use of violence and destructive behaviour,487 while others attacked the
artistic approaches and aesthetics adopted by the Taiwanese artists in particular. One of the
most common criticisms of the latter issue was that the artistic rebellion was reduced to a
mere pursuit of a chaotic state. It might be that the long period under martial law meant the
emancipation of the body for the young generation was a somewhat delayed experience, so
‘(those Taiwanese artists) regard the event as a rare opportunity for them to rebel’.488
Aesthetically, these criticisms tend to counterpose the local artists’ subversive arts
approaches with the more sophisticated approaches of the Western avant-garde and
Japanese angura. From this angle, Taiwanese artists’ approaches were criticised as ‘too
cheap’ and ‘vulgar’, revealing nothing but ‘hysteria’489 [Fig. 6-12]. Taiwanese artists
performances in the TBLF were relatively crude in terms of subversive aesthetics, when
compared to C.C.C.C., Schimpfluch-Gruppe and Con-Dom, who had been active in the
international underground scene more years. In retrospect, however, their practices could
have suggested another kind of cultural meaning related to the subversive arts in Taiwan
from the 1980s–1990s.
If we scrutinise the performing approaches of Z.S.L.O. and LTK Commune, it is clear that
both bands lack the interest not only to transform (or sublimate) the grotesque body into an
aesthetic form, as in the Japanese angura, but also to set up symbolic meanings behind their
486
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practices, as in Taiwanese Conceptual Performing Arts. Like Wu Chung-wei’s junk art,
their noise performances represented a rejection of both aestheticisation and artistic
meaning through the practice of anti-art. More, their performance ‘drains away all the
(artistic) content and leaves nothing – only its form’, as Z.S.L.O. claimed in The Whisper of
the Hurricane. It then develops this form into a state of excess, embracing meaninglessness
and introducing shock as a way to exploit the audience. What is at stake here is the function
of sound, rather than style or meaning. This feature of noise performance, and Wang Molin’s criticism, resonates interestingly with Wu Chung-wei’s junk art installation and the
criticisms it received, such as ‘made thoughtlessly’ and ‘displaying a lack of completed
ideas’ that are mentioned in Chapter Five (section 5-7). While They are poor, vulgar and
meaningless as artistic productions according to the criteria of fine art, they could have a
scandalous potential if operating in the mainstream institution of art. That was what Wu’s
junk installations and Z.S.L.O.’s and LTK Commune’s noise performances similarly did in
the 1990s. To a certain extent, this kind of ‘noise approach’ evocatively recalls the
subversive effect purposed by Dada and Surrealism, which have been defined by Peter
Bürger as the historical avant-garde movements. Not only were shock and disturbance
regarded as important techniques, but the problematic revealed in this approach was also
shifted from distinguishing different styles while recognising ‘art as an institute’. It is to
this point that noise performance carried a potential for the self-criticism of art. Rather than
formulating ‘shock’ as ‘an artistic theme’, noise performance ‘shock the audience’ simply
by its transgressive form. It is on this point that the subversive nature of noise performance
could resonate with the form of socio-political resistance.
This kind of ‘noise approach’ has been described as ‘Rubbish-heap-ism’ (Leseshan zhuyi),
a term coined by Lin Chi-wei in his 2012 essay.490 Taking the rubbish heap as a visual
metaphor, Rubbish-heap-ism defined itself by excessive accumulation and heterogeneity.
The most distinctive facet of this ‘style’ is that, in a work or a performance, everything is
allowed to be adopted and gathered without a hierarchical system. As Lin describes,
‘[e]verything is allowed to be thrown in a heap, and, by doing so, making it high, making it
big, and making it smelly. No matter what you throw’.491 Furthermore, ‘the more
heterogeneous the things that are thrown in, the stronger the chemical reaction they
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catalyse’.492 Rubbish-heap-ism is, as Lin suggests, opposed to the institutions of art
constructed by museums, galleries and concert halls, and therefore exists outside of
academic art and ‘high art’. From the perspective of aesthetics, it is represented as a
disorderly, uncategorised, heterogeneous mixture of things. It also symbolises a terminal
state of consumption, a dead point of aesthetics in a consumerist society. Lin develops his
idea by contrasting it to modernist art:
In contrast to the conceptualist, constructivist and purist characteristics of
modernism, Taiwan’s noise movement is more similar to what Kurt Schwitters’s
Merzbau shows, a kind of organic and lively structure that sprawls outward like
mould. In this loosely constructed organisation, a band of contemporaries had
helped and encouraged each other, saving others from a depressive state, keeping on
expressing their genuine creativity. It emerged as a trend that is difficult to give an
outline, showing no ancestors and descendants, high and low, inside and outside,
and encouraged all kinds of heterogeneous factors to grow. It is socially a
congregation of the marginalised, and aesthetically, the ‘rubbish-heap-ism’ that
embraces all the filth.493
Although he seems to suggest that this kind of rubbish-heap-ism was shaped by various
artists and groups that emerged almost simultaneously, Lin argues that this ‘style’ was first
observed in the earliest performance of LTK Commune in 1991. He regards the band’s
‘black hole-like’ performance that ‘gathers everything’ as one has become as the most
distinctive style of the underground noise movement in Taiwan. As he argues, this ‘style’,
however, is not a style in a conventional sense, but rather a state that rejects being
recognised and named. It has the ‘traces of self-annihilation which are left by a monster
that keeps on growing but swallowing itself’.494
Lin’s argument shows an attempt to define the ontology of Taiwanese noise in the 1990s.
However, it could also risk linking the early noise scene to the sound art that emerged in
later years based simply on an imagined transition of musical vocabulary. Since the late
1990s, the genre of sound art has emerged in the contemporary art field in Taiwan, which
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has led to the post-Wild Lily’s noise culture being increasingly regarded as a significant
movement of sound culture and a precursor of Taiwan’s sound art scene.495
Nevertheless, this chronology of Taiwanese sound culture should not confuse us to a point
of simplifying the early 1990s’ noise scenes by classifying them as a sound art movement,
or analysing them merely from the angle of sound/music aesthetics, since this would be to
disregard the movement’s social engagement and intention to disturb existing art
institutions. In considering noise as a form of anti-art, the noise scene in the early 1990s
was opposed to the genre of sound art in the 2000s.
Rather than defining the underground noise scene in the realm of sound culture, I argue that
we should contextualise these scenes within the broader sense of subversive arts that has
emerged since the 1980s, in which noise (music and performance) was imagined more as a
form of cultural intervention than as sonic production. In this vision, noise performance
allied itself with the rhetorical experiments of War Machine-Isle Margin, the social
interventions of guerrilla performance art, the visual impact of junk installation and the
obscene content of underground zines.

6-8 Chauvinism and Nationalism
Although the noise scenes in the first half of the 1990s were rooted in the underground
culture that emerged after the Wild Lily, Z.S.L.O.’s and LTK Commune’s practices
sometimes gave intellectuals an uncomfortable feeling amid the left-leaning atmosphere of
the post-student movement period. In LTK Commune’s case, the band was labelled as
misogynistic, male chauvinist496 and gender-insensitive.497 These criticisms appeared as
early as their ‘Farewell Performance’ at NTU in 1992, when a member of the band ‘kicked’
a female supporting performer who then retaliated and effectively became part of their
chaotic performance. Although this event arguably presented more an attitude of sadomasochism, it later provoked criticism from feminist groups on campus who labelled LTK
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Commune as a ‘patriarchal band’.498 Their claimed chauvinist tendency could also be
observed in the lyrics of their songs, which frequently explored fantasies and frustrations in
the sexual encounters of heterosexual Taiwanese working class men. For example, ‘Kind
Sir’ (Xian Sheng), from their third album Stinking the Hell Out of Me (Chou Si Le),
involves listeners in a fantastical trip to the red light district and seduces them with the
voice of pimps:
Kind sir, will you come in
And have a cuppa with me?
Young sir, will you come and take a look?
Hey four-eyes, hasn’t it been a while,
Since you last came stopping by?
All our girls are young and fresh,
Except they are blinded in the factory blast.
And they all have mouths to feed.
Kind sir, will you come in
And have a cuppa with me?499
Criticism of the band’s chauvinism also included accusations of latent homophobia. In their
many sex-related performances on stage, same sex intercourse frequently denotes a sense of
frustration, in which masculinity is diminished. In November 2015, on the eve of the
historical meeting between the leaders of the R.O.C. and the P.R.C., the so-called ‘Ma-Xi
meeting’ took place, significant for being the first between the political leaders of Taiwan
and China since the end of the Chinese Civil War in 1949. LTK Commune shared a photo
on their Facebook page, featuring a poster they had made in 2013. The poster showed the
naked Ma Ying-jeou, the President of the R.O.C. in Taiwan, howling ‘Don’t stop, Xi!’
while taking a passive position in sexual intercourse with the naked Xi Jinping of the
P.R.C. The figures were accompanied by a document bearing the title The Cross-Strait
Service Trade Agreement (CSSTA) drawn at the bottom. The poster, a satirical response to
the meeting, expresses the band’s dissatisfaction with the weakness of Ma, who was
fiercely criticised in Taiwan when CSSTA was introduced. The meeting soon provoked the
Sunflower Movement, the major opposition movement protesting against the Treaty that
had been established earlier in the year. The poster was later criticised as discriminating
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against the gay community for the way in which homosexual intercourse was demonised as
symbolising weakness in patriarchal society. One opinion focuses on the stereotyped links
between the dominant and the masculine featured on the poster, which makes feminine is
more repressed.500 Another criticises the poster for demonising homosexual intercourse by
turning it into such an explicitly negative political metaphor.501 It is noteworthy that the
band has not responded to these criticisms. If anything, they seem to willingly embrace the
label of chauvinism, which has often been mentioned by them in interviews. This selfdeprecating voice has been a part of the band’s vocabulary of ambiguity and is related to
the similar strategy of industrial music since the 1980s, which will be discussed in the next
section.
Apart from the gender issues, another ambiguous aspect of the band concerns their political
views. Described by the media as a ‘working class politico-punk combo’,502 LTK
Commune have been unabashed supporters of pro-Taiwanese independence since they
were founded. This political stance is clearly shown in their song, ‘March of Taiwan
Independence Army’ (Taiwan dulijun jinxingqu). With its marching beat and chanted lyrics
(‘The soldiers of an independent Taiwan / With the youthful spring in my step / We are on
the way to victory / In making our beautiful Formosa / A truly independent country’),503 its
uplifting emotion and optimistic vision is indeed exceptional in the band’s oeuvre, whose
pro-Taiwanese independence stance was more often revealed in the form of mocking,
verbally insulting and discriminating voicing against Chinese people and the KMT party
that has been traditionally supported by the mainlanders (waishengren). Such stigmatisation
thus played an essential strategy in the band’s conveyance of its ambiguous political
messages.
To many left-leaning ‘progressive’ intellectuals who experienced the lifting of martial law
and the Wild Lily, the most uncomfortable feature of LTK Commune’s practices is their
combination of male chauvinism and pro-Taiwanese nationalism, which often flirts with
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right-wing politics. This is clearly seen in their exploitation of the discriminatory term dàlù
mèi (mainland Chinese women, literally ‘mainland girls’). The term originated in Hong
Kong to name the increasing numbers of mainland Chinese women who entered Hong
Kong illegally from the 1970s and mostly worked as prostitutes.504 Following a similar
phenomenon in Taiwan in the 1980s, the term began to be popularly used in Taiwan’s
media, while also provoking criticism505 as it was regarded as both objectifying women and
discriminating against immigrant mainland Chinese workers. The band’s use of the term
might indeed reveal a strategy of insulting or mocking Chinese people that relates to their
pro-Taiwanese independence stance. However, more important is the way in which the
band deliberately adopted the language popularly used in tabloids or by the working class
in Taiwan. By appropriating the language of non-intellectuals, they could be seen as
perform politically incorrect acts as a way to attack elite mainstream culture. With this
imprint of anarchism, the strategy of enacting politically incorrect strategies also allowed
the band to make the abject into the revolutionary. In LTK Commune’s 1992 statement,
these dàlù mèi were represented as being in alliance with the anti-social pang-ke, alongside
homeless people and queers, with the ambition of demolishing existing society.
The role of dàlù mèi also worked as a perfect vehicle for the band to flirt with the crossstraits politics (between Taiwan and mainland China) by means of sex. The most
controversial example was in 2001, when the band performed at Say Yes To Taiwan
(Taiwan hun), an annual memorial concert organised by the TRA (Taiwan Rock Alliance)
to pay tribute to February 28 Incident, which had previously been rooted in the anti-China
campaign. During the press conference before the event, the band attracted initial criticism
from the media with their hate speech. When asked whether he would go to the front if
China waged war against Taiwan, Ke half-jokingly replied, ‘I wish I could cross the strait
to kill some Chinese men … and rape some Chinese women’.506 This was followed by a
controversial performance that mixed political imagery concerning cross-strait relationships
with sexual behaviour. In a short drama session during the song ‘Stinking the Hell Out of
Me’ (Chou si le), Ke performed as a Taiwanese man named Jian-guo (literally ‘found the
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nation’), a common name for a Taiwanese male, and pretending to have sex with Tsai, who
played a prostitute from Harbin, China. However, the most ambiguous encounter between
sex and politics arrived at the moment when Ke shouted ‘jian-guo!’ (‘Found the nation!’)
several times while ejaculating on Tsai’s body. Later, in another ‘sexual intercourse’
session, their roles were exchanged as Tsai played the dominant role, making noise by
scratching his guitar on Ke’s helmeted head while sitting on his body. With the insertion of
these improvisational drama sessions, the performance ended with a chaotic scene after Ke
and Tsai ripped off their clothes and threw them at the audience.507
The performance session of the Taiwanese man shouting ‘Found the nation!’ while making
love with dàlù mèi was inevitably an insult to Chinese women or China per se, recalling the
previous embarrassing state of China before the economic boom, during which many
mainland women became illegal sex workers in Hong Kong and Taiwan to make a better
living for themselves or their family. However, this scenario also embarrassed the proTaiwanese independence camp since the sublimation of the will of ‘founding the nation’
was overlapped with the moment of orgasm. This seemed to suggest that this will,
frustrated in real life by the political reality, could only be symbolically achieved when
paying for sex. What LTK Commune played here was a double game. Their insult to
mainland China on stage was able both to please pro-Taiwanese independence supporters
while mocking their political stance.

6-9 Ambiguity and Over-identification
The ambiguity revealed in LTK Commune’s performances and songs is unavoidably
confusing. It is, however, crucial to recognise it when analysing the band’s supposed
chauvinist features and extremist Taiwanese nationalism. In my opinion, the
‘uncomfortable feeling’ the LTK Commune’s practices brought to progressive left-leaning
intellectuals in Taiwan is similar to the mixed reactions from Western audiences provoked
by industrial music’s fascination with totalitarian imagery.
Industrial music’s relationship to far-right politics has long been a disturbing aspect of the
genre. As S. Alexander Reed indicates, industrial music has been home to socialist
ideologies and loosely belonged to the camp of ‘liberal openness’ against ‘neo-ethnic
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closedness’, a dichotomy suggested by Slavoj Žižek as the fundamental contemporary
conflict that has taken the place of the old binary of Left versus Right.508 However, their
musical vocabulary and performance style makes industrial musicians’ political stance
confusing, since their work is frequently related to totalitarian or fascistic elements. To a
large extent, this is because, since these elements were taboo, they could therefore be
operating as a subversive strategy to induce moral fear, which links to the provocative
strategy of the Situationists and the use of shock in the historical avant-garde art in Dada
and surrealism. Reed sees industrial music’s confusing political attitude as resulting from
its intentional language of ambiguity, which tends to point out problems more than offer
solutions, to criticise authority rather than verbalising a utopian replacement for it. On the
one hand, industrial audiences have historically rejected preachiness; on the other,
industrial musicians have tended to follow the idea suggested by Guy Debord, in which it is
claimed that ‘any positive alternative to a totalitarian regime, or a commodity-based
economy, risks being superficially appropriated and defanged by the system’.509 As Reed
argues, these two factors shaped industrial music’s intentional language of ambiguity.510 In
a sense, this language worked as a form of cultural resistance in the so-called postideological era, in which the traditional conflict between the Left and the Right had been
replaced by consensus politics, formed since the end of Cold War, based on the acceptance
of the capitalist market and the liberal state as foundations of society.
Whether, or to what extent, the totalitarian aesthetics embraced by industrial music could
be seen as an ‘intentional’ language of ambiguity is debatable. One example is Laibach,
who have been (in)famous in their appropriation of totalitarian aesthetics. In Laibach’s
performances, repetition is an essential element. Rather than critical distance, mockery or
direct subversion, what they present is a (hyper)literal repetition of the totalitarian ritual or
an almost fanatical identification with totalitarian rituals. By doing so, as Dubravka Djurić
and Miško Šuvaković indicate, the ideological totalitarian structure is undermined by their
identification with it, but via a parodic imitation-subversion of totalitarian codes.511
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This strategy is what Slavoj Žižek has described as ‘over-identification’ in his 1993 essay
‘Why Are Laibach and NSK Not Fascists?’, in which he analyses the ‘uneasy feeling’ those
enlightened Leftist critics might have when conceiving Laibach as the ironic imitation of
totalitarian rituals, raising the questions:
What if they really mean it? What if they truly identify with the totalitarian ritual?
What if Laibach overestimates their public? What if the public takes seriously what
Laibach mockingly imitates, so that Laibach actually strengthens what it purports to
undermine?512
These questions, in Žižek’s view, are based on the assumption that ironic distance is
automatically a subversive attitude. However, for Žižek, this is a false assumption, as
cynical distance has been the dominant attitude towards so-called public values in
contemporary post-ideological society. With the recuperation of the subversive potential of
cynical distance , Laibach’s strategy appears in a new light, as ‘it “frustrates” the system
(the ruling ideology) precisely insofar as it is not its ironic imitation, but over-identification
with it – by bringing to light the obscene superego underside of the system, overidentification suspends its efficiency’.513
I suggest that both LTK Commune and Z.S.L.O. have inherited industrial music’s politics
of aesthetics to a certain extent, as reflected in the ambiguous messages conveyed in many
of their performances. Here the enactment of deliberately ‘perverted’ or ‘abnormal’ sexual
behaviour and sadomasochism play crucial roles in which the relationship between the
dominator and the dominated can be freely reversed. On stage, LTK Commune frequently
adopt theatrical elements in their performances, in which Tsai Hai-en and Ke Jen-chien
perform sadomasochism through role-playing. One may torture or punish the other with
simulated violence. Sex attacks or harassments are recurrent scenarios. The humiliation
caused by the embarrassment of the body is essential. These sadomasochistic performances
might also exaggerate or reverse the stereotype of the roles they are playing. A
sadomasochistic relationship is also formed between the band members and audience
members. Indeed, both bands have been keen on provoking members of the audience
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during performances. In the case of LTK Commune, this approach has tended to be playful
for the way they consciously deliver ‘bad performances’ with musical failures that aim to
disappoint or anger audience members. Their fans throw whatever is in their hands onto the
stage, showing their contempt or protest in counterattacks. Thus, the sadomasochistic
relationship is here also reversible. Initially, it was a case of the band ‘torturing’ the
audience’s ear. Later, however, we see the audience ‘punishing’ the band. The back and
forth process eventually leads to a carnivalesque state, bringing out sensual emancipation.
Nowadays, the LTK Commune’s live performances have become infamous for their
mayhem on stage, ‘mini-riots’ as described by Ke,514 who sees the band’s stage shows as
more important than the music. ‘People want to have a good time, they want to go mad,
have a laugh and abuse us, be it verbally or by throwing things at us. It’s become part of the
band’s image’.515
In addition , industrial music’s influence on both bands can be observed in the strategy of
over-identification and the way in which it disturbs the audience. For LTK Commune,
some of their works and performances hinted at a similar over-identification strategy
applied to the nationalism of the pro-Taiwanese independence movement. However, this
strategy was only ambiguously revealed in their practices. Rather than fully embracing and
developing it as a major vocabulary (like Laibach), LTK Commune adopt the strategy
compromisingly, swinging between being over-identified and sincere advocates of
Taiwanese nationalism. During the earlier period of the band, from 1990 to circa 2001,
when Tsai Hai-en was the core member, the band showed a stronger tendency toward
ambiguity and over-identification concerning Taiwanese nationalism. This feature not only
echoed the way in which Taiwanese indigenism and national identity arose as heated
issues, but also the hostile cross-strait relations between the R.O.C. and the P.R.C. during
this period. Their 2001 performance at Say Yes To Taiwan is one of the most
representative examples. In later years, after Tsai left the band and Ke Jen-chien worked as
lead singer, the band revealed less intentionality in their language, and gradually appeared
as true supporters of Taiwanese nationalism.
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Rather than Taiwanese nationalism, what has been continuously over-identified in both
LTK Commune’s and Z.S.L.O.’s practices could be summarised as the politically incorrect
desire to mock not only the middle class-based Confucian society of contemporary Taiwan,
but also the ‘progressive’ intellectual realm of the post-Wild Lily years. This is a strategy
of flirting with different elements of politically incorrect behaviour, allying themselves
with those who are often condemned by the middle class and liberal ‘highbrow’ culture. It
is represented in an attitude that self-consciously performs on behalf of the discriminated
against, the demonised or the rejected figure in a liberal society. As LTK Commune has
asserted:
We will always stand by homosexuals, drug addicts, transsexuals, schizophrenics,
the disabled, oligophrenics […] workers, farmers, the poor […] and all the
subalterns at the periphery of society, to unite with them’.516
It is no surprise that Z.S.L.O. has similarly claimed:
We are the partners of drug addicts, robbers, arsonists, infantivores, dog meat
supporters, schizophrenics, promiscuous persons, vandals, porn stars, habitual thefts
and tomb robbers. We do not intend to treat social illness, nor do we have
hypocritical humanitarian caring. Because we are the social illness per se!517
For the sake of provocation, both Z.S.L.O. and LTK Commune embrace this kind of selfidentification as part of a performance strategy to over-identify with what is politically
incorrect. This strategy is also one of self-demonisation (Ziwo-Yaomohua), as Lin Chi-wei
described.518 This subversive strategy formed the specific politics of aesthetics behind both
the LTK Commune’s and the Z.S.L.O.’s practices in the 1990s, which distinguished them
from others in the independent music scene and also from such features of intellectual
Taiwanese pop as the role of social commentary and political satire in music. Amid the
Student Movement and the later boom in college-based left-leaning student societies,
painting and classical music tended to be criticised, mainly through the neo-Marxist
analysis of the culture industry, as bourgeois artistic forms, which was strikingly reflected
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in the incident of the ‘repelled classic musicians’, as mentioned in Chapter Four. It was
against this background that the noise groups were led to radicalising their approaches by
replacing reflectionism with Situationism. They did not reflect social issues, but rather
disrupted a society, not by social commentary, but by achieving a form of succès de
scandale.519

6-10 Conclusion
The noise scenes in the 1990s were largely based on practices of self-organisation.
Essential factors include the rise of underground zines, independent labels, small-scale
performances on university campuses and in alternative spaces, self-organised music
festivals, DIY cassettes/CD albums and their exchanges with the international noise
community via mail art. Musically, noise music in Taiwan could not avoid being influenced
by Western subversive music, mainly punk rock, post-punk and industrial music, which
was fragmentarily introduced to Taiwan since the 1970s. However, these Taiwanese noise
scenes were also rooted in the left-leaning, liberal and indigenism-focused atmosphere that
developed after the Wild Lily. Both LTK Commune and Z.S.L.O. developed their
approaches to performance and music vocabulary through integrating Western form and
indigenous elements. In LTK Commune’s case, they showed a discursive transition from
punk to Taik, one which resonated with the recurrent theme of working class Taiwanese
males, the adoption of Taiwanese mass culture and folklore elements, in addition to the
political stance of the pro-Taiwanese independence in their practices. In the case of
Z.S.L.O., it was the idea of ‘low-developed music’, rooted in the industrial landscape of
Xinzhuang, that helped them distinguish themselves from the intellectual or sophisticated
Western avant-garde. Both bands dialectically developed their styles, vocabularies and
approaches from a re-thinking of cultural autonomy.
Broadly, both bands might also share a similar approach to the cultural and artistic
autonomy seen in the intellectual type of Taiwanese Pop in the 1980s and the subsequent
New Taiwanese Song movement. What makes them different from their predecessors,
however, is the ambiguous and subversive strategies they developed in moving away from
social commentary to institutional intervention. Although satire and mockery were
occasionally adopted by these bands, the extraordinary quality of their works is seen in the
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way their ambiguous messages operated. On the one hand, ambiguity was brought about by
the performance of ‘perverted’ sex play, often with a sadomasochistic aspect. As such, the
relationship between the dominator and the dominated could be freely reversed. On the
other hand, both bands tended to reject the preachiness of subversion in a way that recalled
the strategy of industrial music that believed positive alternatives would be superficially
appropriated and made ineffective by the system. To avoid conveying messages in an
overly straightforward manner, both bands’ performances revealed a state of hollowing out
of all ‘content’, although they often appeared to be a hodgepodge, mixing various cultural
symbols and elements. This contradictory state echoes the audial form of noise, in which
different sounds could accumulate, but no particular ‘message’ or ‘content’ would be
delivered. This is the approach one of its practitioners described as Rubbish-heap-ism, a
mode in which works and performances deliver nothing but an accumulation of excess.
The strategy of both of these noise bands was based on an avoidance of delivering clear
messages, by which they aimed to challenge the convention of art exchange and, therefore,
to provoke a response from the audience or the artworld. LTK Commune and Z.S.L.O. both
see music and performance as a means, rather than a product. In this sense, a ‘bad’
performance could be influential as it effectively frustrates the institution of art. I suggest
their approach projected a similar promise to that of industrial music, namely to transform a
general audience to a critical one, one that is aware of the mechanism behind the show they
are attending. In industrial music, it was believed that this task could not be achieved
through preachiness, but rather through an ambiguity of language. Here, the audience
become the people being interrogated.
The noise bands’ attempts to stimulate a critical audience reflected their thinking on the
institution of art. In the 1990s, the emerging underground scene in Taiwan made two
significant contributions to the mainstream cultural realm: independent production and
institutional subversion. On the one hand, the practitioners in the scene developed
institutional channels to create, present and distribute their works, which was widely based
on a DIY ethos. The various collaborations among practitioners from different fields, such
as visual art, the Little Theatre, independent music and films, played essential parts.
However, it should be noted that these underground movements partly received support
from the mainstream cultural realm. The ‘progressive’ cultural politics projected by those
outdoor festivals organised by the DPP-led Taipei County government, as examined in
207

Chapter Four, were a significant example of this. On the other hand, the practitioners in the
underground scene subverted mainstream cultural discourse at the same time, in which the
provocative works of LTK Commune and Z.S.L.O. established common cause with the
rhetorical experiments of War Machine-Isle Margin, the social intervention of guerrilla
performance art, the visual impact of junk installation and the obscene content of
underground zines. Noise, as the intervention of the body, linked to the discursive
intervention of the ‘post-text’, the environmental intervention of junk art and the theatrical
intervention of the guerrilla performance. All these techniques sought to disturb
mainstream texts, to confuse people and to activate critical spectators into rethinking the
institution.
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Chapter Seven: Ruins

7-1 Introduction
This chapter gathers together a number of case studies of specific works made between the
early 1990s and the 2000s by the artists Hou Chun-ming, Yao Jui-chung and Lin Chi-wei,
who played significant roles in the avant-garde and subversive arts scene examined in
previous chapters. These works do not necessarily respond to, or engage with, the scene in
a straightforward sense, but the productions of all were based on, related to, or extended
from the context of the 1990s. I suggest they form a constellation of cultural productions
that echo, resonate with, or hint at the scene, in terms of the transitional state of political
aesthetics endured in the early 1990s. This argument will be made through a handful of
recurrent imaginaries of the body that appeared in these works.
My focus begins with Xingtian, a Chinese mythological beheaded fighter who has been
represented in Hou Chun-ming’s various works (Section 7-2) then moves to the floating
figure Hou depicts in his Pleasure Tableaux series (1992). With a reference to Acéphale in
Western visual culture (Section 7-3), these two autobiographical figures in Hou’s art
suggest an image of the frustrated young rebel that not only recalls the artist’s life, but also
signals towards the state of the Taiwanese avant-garde at that time. Xingtian is followed by
a floating figure produced by Yao Jui-chung during 1994 and 1996 for the first episode of
the series, Recover Mainland China (Section 7-4). As a semi-autobiographical and
recurrent apparition in his art, Yao’s floating figure recalls his cartographic approach to art,
as well as an imaginal approach swinging between the ‘phantomisation’ and
‘mummification’ of history. It not only embodies his view of the ‘irresistible ambiguity’ of
(Taiwanese) history, but also suggests a metaphor of melancholic resistance that relates to
the idea of ‘modern nostalgia’ (Sections 7-5, 7-6, 7-7). The final section (Section 7-8)
examines The Last Strike of Lin Chi-Wei’s Noise House, a 2006 installation work by Lin
Chi-wei, which combines the anthropological display of the archival materials of the early
noise scenes in Taipei and real-time eBay trading. The self-historicising and self-ridiculing
aspects of this piece are also discussed. Ultimately, the constellation of these works unfolds
a specific aesthetic avant-garde gesture, one which integrates bodily rebellion with
melancholic subjectivity.
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7-2 Xingtian
After his brief ‘theatre years’520 during 1990 and 1991, Hou Chun-ming’s visual language
became more direct, communicative and symbolic. To establish his own mythology, he
adopted the form of old illustrated Chinese printing books to create his own series of gods
and goddesses. Among them, one of the most significant examples is his adaptation of
Xingtian (literally ‘the punished one’ or ‘man who was punished by heaven’), the noble
deity in Chinese ancient mythology who fights against the Yellow Emperor (or Huangdi) to
become a divinity. After losing the fight with the Emperor, according to Shanhaijing (or
The Classic of Mountains and Seas), Xingtian was beheaded and had his head buried by the
Yellow Emperor. To continue to fight, the punished hero turned his nipples into eyes and
his navel into a mouth, whilst holding an axe and a shield in his hands.
As one of the most significant characters created in the 1980s, this headless deity first
appeared in Hou’s works in a collage painting made in 1988 [Fig. 7-1]. The figure is drawn
with a few calligraphic strokes outlined on a borrowed image of a woman’s face. He holds
an axe on his right hand and a shield in the left in a gesture that recalls the illustration in the
Qing edition of Shanhaijing. This picture is attached to a calendar page that shows a girl
standing in a traditional Japanese rock garden. Most of the girl’s body is roughly covered
by paint and a hand-written text of an excerpt from Shanhaijing: ‘Xingtian fought against
[Huang] Di. Di cut off his head, and the head was buried in the Changyang Mountains. But
Xingtian, with his breasts as eyes, and his navel as mouth, continued to fight with his axe
and shield’. Combining the format of traditional Chinese ink painting with ready-made
images from popular culture in a technique Hou developed at that time,521 the painting
imprints the classic text with a sense of contemporary consumer society. In a statement, he
mentions his fascination with the resistant gesture and tragic nature of Xingtian:
Images like this blow me away. In order to keep up his resistance, a man who has
been beheaded transmutes his physical form so that his body can become frozen,
like that of a soul who refuses to enter into death peacefully. What captivates me
[are] not just the extraordinarily bizarre images of mythology, but the excessive and
irreparable regret and hate contained within.522
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The punished god was later iconised as a headless figure with an eye in his belly, hanging
upside down above a plate of fire, and was shown in 1990 as an installation piece in
Congratulations on the Inauguration of the 8th President Chiang, the debut exhibition of
Taiwan Documenta523 [Fig. 7-2]. In the same year, he employed this version in a stage set
in Wind of Violence, the theatre work directed by Hsu Nai-wei for the Circular Ruins
Theatre (Hwan Xu) with which Hou worked as a stage designer for the first time. Produced
only a few years after the lifting of martial law, this work has been regarded as the first
theatre production in Taiwan to touch on the taboo theme of the February 28 Massacre and
ethnic group issues. After his participation, Hou was encouraged to conduct further reading
and research into Taiwanese history that had been censored by the KMT government.524 As
a result, the motif of Xingtian was imprinted with new historical significance and
transfigured into a metaphor for those who were politically repressed.
Apart from the socio-political connotations, Hou Chun-ming’s Xingtian also mirrors a
specific figure from the self-portrait he had developed in the preceding years. This figure is
named Liu Chiao Hou Shi (literally ‘Hou of Liu-chiao Township’). The name is a
combination of his surname and that of his hometown, Liu-chiao Township of Chia-yi
county, in southern Taiwan, and enacts an archaic way of describing an ordinary person in
Chinese literature. The figure was visualised by Hou as a magical and somewhat comical
young rebel, as he recalls in a statement:
After reaching twenty-three years old, I began to sign my artworks with Hou of Liuchiao Township. It is a small village in the large southern plain on this island where
I was born. Liu-chiao is pronounced with another meaning as six-legged and it
became a self-image description: the psychic young man stepping on the boiling hot
land with bare feet and stabbing his body with a shark sword.525
In 1993 when the print series Collecting Spirits was made, Xingtian became one of the
eighteen ‘spirits’ [Fig. 7-3]. The series, which borrows the form of ancient Chinese printed
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books, consists of eighteen prints featuring different stories and illustrations respectively. In
this collaborative work series, the stories in each piece are generated by the artist’s
commissioned friends and then ‘collected’ by the artist as the source for the works.
The Chinese title of Collecting Spirits is in fact borrowed from In Search of the
Supernatural (Sou Shen Ji), a Chinese compilation edited by Gan Bao and printed in the 4th
century that gathers 464 short stories, legends and tales about ghosts, spirits and other
supernatural phenomena. The book is one of the major examples of zhiguai (‘accounts of
anomalies’)526, a type of Chinese literature that covers the supernatural, rebirth,
reincarnation, gods and ghosts, and which has been regarded as marking ‘the birth of
fiction’ in China.527 A noteworthy feature of zhiguai is its complex subjectivity. As a type
of folk literature, the authors of most stories are anonymous. The form of the anthology
might project the sense of a field study, which tends towards objectivity. However, not only
are zhiguai based on hearsay surrounding various kinds of curiosities, but their compiler
might also personalise the text to some extent, which differentiates the genre from
historiography.528 This feature is inherited by Hou Chun-ming’s Collecting Spirits to a
certain extent. All the featured stories are from different authors; some were adaptations of
the pre-existing mythology. By using authors’ real names in each piece as sources of the
story, which borrows the annotated format featured in ancient Chinese books, the series
suggests a sense of collective creation. However, these collective voices are also mediated
in turn by the artist who appears in the guise of compiler or collector.
The writer Tsai Kang-yung’s adaptation of Xingtian featured in Collecting Spirits retells
the original story, in which the legendary rebel, whose ghost ‘often comes to inhabit the
bodies of youths’, is understood to be struggling with his sight:
[…] the headless Xingtian uses his hands and feet to feel his way around. He cuts
his spine open to gain a huge eye. It hurts a lot. Whenever he opens the eye, the
tears pour out without stopping. So he hangs himself upside down to dry the tears.
526
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Finally he could see. (His gaze made it bright under heaven. Politicians were scared
so they stopped fighting.)529
Similar to other pieces in the series, the final two bracketed phrases work as a comment on
the main text. Here, Hou appropriates the format of ancient Chinese printed books that
sometimes featured annotations that were added alongside the main text in later years. This
approach allows him to interpret ancient myth with a contemporary tone and, more
importantly, to associate it with contemporary Taiwanese socio-political realities, reflecting
his shift from making art based on inner exploration towards ‘communicating with people’,
in which print worked as an apt artistic form.530
As well as the contemporary socio-political imprint, this version of Xingtian also proposes
the legendary fighter as a rather passive figure. What we see is a rebel, but also a survivor
who can only fight for the critical reality they face. Self-torture is essential to this struggle.
Cut the spine to be able to see. Hang the body upside down to reduce the pouring tears. All
acts are made only for him to survive in the world. The world is, crucially, dominated by
vision. Sight is critical, powerful and burdensome in this epic struggle. Being traditionally
regarded as the dominant method of human perception, sight, among the other senses of
hearing, touch, smell and taste, closely links to how the intellectual realm and culture in
modern society are shaped. The eye that painfully opened in the spine is therefore a violent,
powerful and political image. By moving the position of sight from the brain to the body,
Hou’s adaptation of the mythic rebel hints at a potentiality to release sight from the
intellectual realm, which has long been symbolised by the head. Here, Xingtian is involved
in a new struggle, the one with the supremacy of visual intelligence. In this sense, Hou’s
contemporary adaptation resonates with the revival of Dionysian ideas such as the
heterogeneous and excess in Western culture. Similar imagery is conjured by André
Masson’s drawing of Acéphale.
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7-3 The Beheaded
In 1936, Georges Bataille and Pierre Klossowski founded the magazine Acéphale on the
occasion of the establishment of a ‘secret society’ with the same name by Bataille. The
front cover featured the French artist André Masson’s illustration: a drawing of a headless
man with a burning heart in his right hand, and a dagger in his left [Fig. 7-4]. On his body,
the nipples are two stars, and the intestines in his abdomen are visible and resemble a
labyrinth. A skull occupies his groin. The figure is a perfect embodiment of the journal’s
name, which is derived from the Greek ἀκέφαλος (akephalos), literally ‘headless’. In
English, the word ‘acephal’ refers to ‘an (imaginary) headless animal or person (cf.
acephalin)’ and also, in church history, ‘a priest who is not subject to the authority of a
bishop (cf. acephali)’.531 Masson’s drawing also inspired Bataille’s article ‘The Sacred
Conspiracy’ in the first issue of Acéphale, in which he gives his interpretation of this
beheaded figure:
Man escaped from his head like the condemned man from his prison. He found
beyond him not God, who is the prohibition of crime, but a being who doesn’t know
prohibition. Beyond what I am, I meet a being who makes me laugh because he is
headless, who fills me with anguish because he is made of innocence and crime. He
holds a weapon of steel in his left hand, flames like a sacred heart in his right hand.
He unites in one eruption birth and death. He is not a man. But he isn’t a god, either.
He is not I, but he is more I than I: his belly is the labyrinth in which he himself
goes astray, led me astray, and in which I find myself being he, that is, a monster.532
As a headless man, Acéphale conjures the imagery of the decapitated, the beheaded and the
executed. He projects himself as a frustrated subject, a victim of violence and a man who is
sacrificed. He seems to be speechless. However, Bataille’s writing gives this frustrated man
an active mission: rather than a passive victim, he is a man liberated from restraint. Even
that burning heart, as Masson states, ‘does not belong to the Crucified, but to our master
Dionysus’.533 Masson’s drawing is also a reversal of the Freudian theme of decapitation as
symbolic castration, suggesting that decapitation restores potency rather
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than destroys it.534
The headless, beheaded or decapitated has long been a recurrent motif in Western visual
culture. Iconologically, Masson’s figure not only recalls Janus, a god of beginnings and
transitions in ancient Roman myth, but also Leonardo da Vinci’s Vitruvian Man, which
situated man within a universe designed by God. In the latter, the structure of the
microcosm reflected that of the macrocosm and suggests the aphorism of hermetic
philosophy: as above, so below. Masson’s drawing, however, reverses this hermetic
formula through the form of a parodic or anti-idealist version of Renaissance depictions of
the harmonic arrangement of the human body,535 in which the body is projected ‘as below,
so above’. It is an escape from thought and the rule of Logos, and therefore projects a pure
body536 by destroying the head, which has long been the symbol of thought in Western
rationalism. Not just a headless man, Acéphale also refers to a headless organisation that
opposes itself to a hierarchical, homogeneous political system, and which further relates to
Bataille’s criticism of mainstream surrealism as championed by André Breton.
By extending this interpretation, Julian Kristeva, in Severed Head, argues that Acéphale
could pave a way for a type of freedom beyond consciousness:
Acéphale recalls the power of desires against which our capacity for representation
stands firm. It rebels against the stubbornness of religion, notably monotheistic and
monocephalistic religion, in condemning heterogeneity or the inflamed abjection of
the flesh. But it also points out the monstrosity to which desire can lead if it is
decapitated of all vigilance, the perverse horror of sexual violence just as much as
fascism. Finally, it opens a narrow margin, the pleasures and dangers of which
neither psychoanalysis nor modern art have yet measured: the space of another
version of freedom that is not the calculation of consciousness but the excess of ego
overtaken by the unconscious abandoning itself to the other, beyond boundaries and
prohibitions, in sexual pleasure and ecstasy.537
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In this book, Kristeva examines the beheaded or headless figure in Western culture and its
relationship to the idea of violence. She symbolises Acéphale as a rebellion against the
world hemmed in by technology and threatened by totalitarian violence. Kristeva suggests
the way in which we attain the liberating utopia of ecstatic freedom might be through the
‘virtuosity, infinite and void, of representation itself’, rather than the sacrifice that is
represented by Acéphale:
Because the sacred, or the nostalgia for it that remains, turns out to reside not in
sacrifice after all, or in some aesthetic or religious tradition, but in that specifically
human, unique, and bitter experience that is the capacity for representation.
Bataille’s and Kristeva’s interpretations of Acéphale help us to recognise the revolutionary
gravity suggested by Hou Chun-ming’s Xingtian. However, what makes the latter
noteworthy for the context presented in this chapter is not only the Dionysian metaphor of
emancipation of the body and the socio-political significances relating to Taiwanese
society, but also its rather passive, tragic, rebel-as-survivor gesture. By overlapping with
his self-portrait, Hou further imprints upon Xingtian an autobiographical significance in his
adaptation of mythology.
Hou Chun-ming’s Xingtian shares a similar metaphor with Masson’s Acéphale in the
revival of the anti-idealist body that could be extended in terms of rebellion against a
homogeneous and hierarchical institution. However, Hou is more fascinated by the tragic
gesture of resistance, using this beheaded icon to reimagine the struggle between an
individual and the institution. This tendency links with a set of eight prints Hou made in
1992, titled Pleasure Tableaux. As his first print series, these works adopt the form of the
written oracle of fortune sticks in Taiwanese temples, presenting eight different themes for
each piece respectively. Presented in the same format, a combination of picture, written
title and a correlated explaining text, the themes are varied, but each relates to the ethical
exploration of the self. How to face ones own desire? How to engage with others? What is
the nature of love? What is loneliness? Through the series, a recurrent image is that of
frustrated engagements between a self and the outside world.
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As a self-questioning and answering work, Pleasure Tableaux also recalls the struggle,
shown in earlier works, with the academic institution of fine art.538 The voice of the written
texts shown in the work indeed sound like the artist’s introspective voice, in which the
artist subtly shares his fears, worries and confusion with spectators via the form of maxims.
Yet it also sounds like the voice of someone superior, a message from God. The latter voice
is clearly driven by the form of oracles presented by fortune sticks. The use of this dual
voice of ‘man/god’ might relate to Hou’s tendency towards self-deification in art. However,
more importantly, it shows the ambiguous subjectivity of the narrator, which is similarly
shown in Collecting Spirits. Whether embodied as ‘man/god’ in the former or
‘author/compiler’ in the latter, this ambiguous subjectivity makes these two series swing
between individual and collective voices. They are introspective self-confessions and, at the
same time, overlap with collective experience. The duality of meaning is dramatised by its
visual form, an enlargement of an originally small piece of paper of fortune stick oracles.
The visual enlargement of what once was small, and usually perceived privately, to a kind
of poster-like prints strongly transforms the artistic narratives into cultural texts. This
suggests a reading of Pleasure Tableaux as a metaphor for cultural history, especially that
of the Taiwanese avant-garde in the post-martial law period.
The ‘oracles’ presented in Pleasure Tableaux could be thought of as the artist’s alternative
guides for self-cultivation in modern society. They embody a series of pieces of advice
about overcoming the individual’s inner conflicts relating to love, desire and social life and
suggest an emancipation of the self in everyday life. However, the potentiality of
emancipation is placed in a dynamic field of struggle. In the work, the flows of desire are
always intervened in by the system and the gesture of rebellion is never heroic. We
recognise that Pleasure Tableaux invokes a melancholy figure who is over self-protected,
without a home, who represses his/her desire and has lost the ability to love. The oracles
suggest: ‘[y]ou should be more open for devotion’(No.2 Self-Combustion); ‘learn to be
comfortable alone’ (No.5 Loneliness); and ‘[d]on’t be afraid of your own desire’ (No.7
Insincerity). These narratives well recall a kind of ‘progressive subjectivity’, the subversive
arts rhetoric that emerged after the Wild Lily.539
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In my analysis, No.4 Aggression is the most significant in the series [Fig. 7-5]. The work
draws the audience into a fictional occasion of an individual. We see a frustrated figure
drifting on the water, while his head is stuck in a small boat-like collar. The atmosphere is
depressing and ambivalent. S/he appears to be able to freely drift, but is in fact
embarrassedly restrained by their state. To escape from this trap becomes a constant
struggle and the artist employs this picture as a metaphor for that struggle. The text or
‘oracle’ accompanying the picture advises constant resistance in such a situation:
Exiled without much support and all fights are in vain. However, you should still
remain the gesture of resistance.540
The combination of the text and the picture creates meaning, in which the frustrated body
crystallises as a gesture of radicalness.541 To extend the imagery given by the artist, this
state reveals a kind of autonomy that can exist in an unstable and dynamic process such as
that of constant but fruitless resistance.
In Pleasure Tableaux, this drifting and struggling figure strikingly links to Xingtian, the
beheaded fighter who plays a significant part in Hou’s early works. Both figures are shown
in a state of constant struggle. In the case of Pleasure Tableaux, however, the scenario is
less dramatic and more frustrated. The way Xingtian performs his fight is ‘on stage’ with
mythology as its background, signalling the existence of a distinct enemy; while the ‘fight’
suggested by the drifting figure is performed in ordinary life on a daily basis and without a
tangible target. Rather than victory, what is now at stake is survival. This reveals an
iconological shift from a grand narrative of the struggle to a minor one, symbolising the
weight of micro-politics in avant-garde art and the subversive arts in the early 1990s.

7-4 Floating State
Born in 1969, the artist Yao Jui-chung first emerged in the contemporary art scene in 1988,
when his mixed media installation Roots was awarded by the Lion New Art Awards. From
1990–1994, Yao studied fine art at the National Institute of the Arts (later Taipei National
University of the Arts, TNUA), majoring in art theory. In those years, he was continually
540
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making work, alongside various kinds of creative activities, including production design for
movies, theatres performance and publishing the zine Xuantong News. However, he did not
gain much attention until 1994, when he launched the two-year Recover Mainland China
series. It is noteworthy that many of his works since then are similarly haunted by the state
of floating, or embody various kinds of ‘floating figures’ that echo Hou Chun-ming’s
drifting figure discussed previously. The following section traces the imagery and the state
of floating in Yao’s works, as well as examining the way in which this creates a unique
sense of failure and frustration when confronting grand narratives such as the state and
history. Departing from this examination, we can recognise there existed a similar
vocabulary of floating uncannily shared by Yao Jui-chung and Hou Chun-ming’s works
made mainly in the 1990s, which form a specific counter-gesture within the Taiwanese
avant-garde in the early years of the post-martial law era.
In 1996, the artist Yao Jui-chung made an installation featuring a floating figure. A major
work displayed in his solo show at IT Park in Taipei, this was a sculpture of a slim, faceless
and genderless figure with a propeller on its neck, floating in a room painted blue [Fig. 76]. The room worked as an invitation to spectators to immerse themselves in a meditative
environment without apparent coordinates. The slowly spinning propeller hinted at the
passage of time. The figure seemed to freely drift while being simultaneously constrained,
and appeared to be detached from its surroundings.
The IT Park exhibition was only part of Yao’s Recover Mainland China series, which
spanned from 1994–1996. Adopting the form of a novel, this series consists of four
‘chapters’ and was presented in two solo shows with different subtitles, namely Preface &
Do Military Service at IT Park and Prophecy & Action at Dimension Endowment of Art, in
1996 and 1997 respectively. It was initially planned to be followed by a Final chapter and a
Side chapter, though these were eventually cancelled. Yao considered this series to start
with his military service and finish before 1997 and the transfer of sovereignty of Hong
Kong from the United Kingdom to the People’s Republic of China. To meet this schedule,
he interrupted his final year of study at college to take his two-year military service in the
Republic of China Air Force (ROCAF).
To conceptualise military service, which is compulsory for every Taiwanese male over
eighteen, as a performance, he launched a printed advertisement in art magazines before his
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enlistment, in which the title ‘Recover Mainland China: Do Military Service 1994– 1996’
was accompanied by the phrase ‘Yao Jui-chung’s Performance Piece’ [Fig. 7-7]. Below the
title is a pencil drawing showing a couple of his ‘propeller-driven floating figures’ flying in
the air and defecating on the mainland and the island. The text at the bottom, written in the
style of military instruction, illustrates the ‘three stages’ of his act of ‘recovering the
mainland’: first, ‘taking military service in a ROCAF base (Sensitive) 1994.8.2 – 1996.6.2’;
second, ‘taking a real action in the mainland of China after retiring from the service
(Highly Sensitive) 1996.6–1996.12’; third, ‘Exhibiting this series in Hong Kong after its
sovereignty being transferred to China in 1997 (Highest Sensitive)’.542 This advertisement
later became a conceptual document in the Preface chapter that begins the Recover
Mainland China series.
During militarily service, Yao continuously collected publications of political warfare,
official certificates and other documents he had received, treating them as drawing material
and, later, for display. One set of works on paper consists of twenty-three issues of
Revolutionary Army (Ge Ming Jun), a monthly journal published by the Ministry of Nation
Defence R.O.C., with his iconised ‘floating figure’ drawing featured on the cover of each
copy [Fig. 7-8]. Not only does the number of issues echo the length of his military service
in months, but the production of these drawings also exposes the reality he experienced. As
most of the drawings are made simply by means of black ballpoint pen or sharpies, using
existing political warfare propaganda materials that are only received by serving soldiers,
they reflect the physical reality of living in military quarters in which the conditions for artmaking are limited. Rather than in a studio, they were made in situ and, by this token,
imprinted with the specific living circumstances the artist experienced at the time. These
drawings recall the site where it was produced. The close bond between art production and
the artist’s life experience could be observed even more clearly in Yao’s appropriation of
official documents he received, in which the exhibits in his IT Park solo show included
certificates of enlistment and discharge from military service, personal journals, troop
photographs with officials and propaganda pamphlets [Fig. 7-9]. Ultimately, these
appropriated and exhibited works are evidence of his personal life, the archive of a twoyear long life work.
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The most compelling feature of Preface & Do Military Service, however, is not how the
reality the artist experienced is presented to us as evidence, but the way in which these
documents simultaneously distance us from the reality we as an audience might experience
in contemporary Taiwanese society. The stiff body gestures, rigid dogmatism and outdated
ideology refer to a now abandoned Cold War military task: the defeat of the People’s
Liberation Army and the recovery of mainland China.
Yao’s use of ‘Recover Mainland China’ as the title for this work series well encapsulated
the ambiguity this task signals. The phrase, one propaganda slogan among a series of
others, had been used by the KMT-led government in Taiwan during the Cold War era
before it was gradually abandoned in the 1980s. After the end of the Second World War,
the KMT-led Nationalist Government of the Republic of China (R.O.C.) was recognised by
the Allies as the legitimate government of China. Following the surrender of Japan, the
R.O.C. government, under the name of ‘China’, became one of the founding members of
the United Nations. However, civil war soon restarted in the Mainland after this. The
Chiang Kai-shek-led KMT army was eventually defeated by the Communist People’s
Liberation Army (PLA), led by Mao Zedong. In 1949, the Communist Party of China
established the People’s Republic of China (the P.R.C.) on the mainland. Since the KMT
armies retreated to the island of Taiwan by ship, the R.O.C. government was moved to
Taiwan, where Chiang intended to regroup and eventually recapture the Chinese mainland.
On 16 May 1950, Chiang launched the slogan ‘One year to prepare. Two years to
counterattack. Three years to sweep. Five years to succeed’ (Yinian Zhunbei, Ernian
Fangong, Sannian Saodang, Wunian Chenggong).543 This promoted the national policy of
‘fight against the communist party and recover the nation’ (fangong fuguo). As the
international political climate changed and a diplomatic relationship was established
between the U.S.A. and the P.R.C., the R.O.C. was expelled from the United Nations.
Chiang Ching-kuo, who succeeded his father Chiang Kai-shek as the President of the
R.O.C., replaced the previous slogan with the more modest ‘Unite China by Three
Principles of the People’ (sanminzhuyi tongyi zhongguo) in June 1980. The idea and
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slogans, such as ‘Recover the Mainland’ or ‘Counterattack the Mainland’, were officially
abandoned after Lee Teng-hui became President and terminated the Mobilisation for the
Suppression of Communist Rebellion Provisional Act on 1 May 1991.
This change took much longer to filter through to military reality. In 1994, when Yao Juichung served in the ROCAF, the previous propaganda slogans remained essential elements
for political warfare. As shown in the Preface, some documents still used an old insult to
refer to the Chinese Communist Party members, calling them ‘Communist bandits’ (gongfei), a term coined by the Nationalist Government during the first Chinese Civil War
(1927–1937). Also included in the artwork is a score sheet of ‘Go and Reclaim the
Mainland’ (Fan Gong Da Lu Qu), a Taiwanese patriotic song that was popular during the
early years of post-war period, containing lyrics claiming ‘The mainland is our homeland /
The mainland is our territory’, and the outdated terms, mao-zei (literally, ‘Mao the thief’)
and e-kou (literally ‘Russian bandits’), referring to the USSR.
By changing the context of these documents from a military base to an art gallery, Yao
highlighted the coexistence of these outdated ideas and practices with the contemporary
Taiwanese life he experienced. As the artist might put it himself, this act draws out the
ambiguity of history, a key term he has used to describe his oeuvre [Fig. 7-10]. In a sense,
the ambiguity revealed in Preface owes itself to the uncanny integration of different time
zones. Spectators encountered first the artist’s recent life via his report on the last two
years, represented by certificates and related documents. They are then brought back to a
relatively distant past through collective memories of the early years of the post-war period
when anti-communist rhetoric remained popular. Here, Cold War history is represented as a
residue that appears surreal and exotic through the artist’s gaze.

7-5 Cartographer
Yao’s figure is not only floating in time, but also roaming in space. His other projects in the
1990s showed an overlapping of historical and geographic significances in the act of
roaming around different ‘sites’, including political monuments, historical landmarks and
various kinds of ruin. I suggest these works represent a similar subjectivity of the artist to
the semi-autobiographical floating figure, while introducing a psychogeographic
perspective.
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In 1994, Yao made a series of in situ performances titled Territory Take Over. A series of
six photographs shows the artist performing naked and urinating over ruins in Taiwan in
places where external powers had invaded and taken over the island [Fig. 7-11]. As six
‘symbolic strongholds’, these six ruins refer to specific historical periods of occupation,
including the Spanish Occupation, the Dutch Occupation, the Koxinga invasion, the
Japanese Occupation and the Nationalist Government of the KMT.544 The work was made
at a time when the movement of ‘localisation’ and two years of heated debate on the
subjectivity of Taiwanese art545 were beginning to subside. This series, according to Yao,
was a response to the debate. It is presented as a series of framed photographs, each of
which is accompanied by a golden toilet and a brief history of the landings, with an
affirmation that Yao urinated here to mark his territory.546 Responding to grand narrative,
Yao’s acts are satirical, an insinuation of flighty and fleshly parody – like a dog marking
his territory by urinating.
For those Taiwanese who have grown up in the martial law era, the most disturbing part of
Territory Take Over is that Yao equates the KMT’s political regime with other colonial
powers in Taiwanese history, as they were all external political regimes that invaded the
island. This went completely against the orthodoxy built by the official ideology of the
KMT since the end of the war. To add more to the sense of disturbance, the artist embodies
the invasion of political powers in a series of acts of marking territory by urination like
dogs. It is noteworthy that the act of excretion is a recurrent imagery in Yao’s works made
during the 1990s. The same approach can be seen in the Recover Mainland China series,
both visually and rhetorically, in which the toilet was a displayed object and the word
‘history’ was altered by the artist to ‘shitory’. The authoritative, unitary and official version
of history is abandoned – flushed down a toilet.
The denotation of anti-establishment sentiment in Territory Take Over, and the artist’s
nihilistic and playful attitude towards History with a capital H, should be contextualised
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within the trend of radical revisions of Taiwanese history that took place from the 1980s
following the rise of Taiwan Consciousness and the later Nativist Movement. One of the
most significant parts of these revisions was to unveil historical facts, especially concerning
the violence of the state apparatus, that were suppressed by the KMT during the martial law
era. By doing so, the KMT’s governance was re-evaluated and even the legitimacy of the
R.O.C. was questioned. This revisionist perspective on history is echoed by Territory Take
Over, which only adds a sense of mockery. Apart from Yao, the same context could also be
applied to Hou Chun-ming’s works a few years before, as examined previously, in which
not only were Taiwanese folklore elements used, but also the tabooed history of the 228
Massacre. The work of both artists engaged with Taiwanese history and they similarly
developed approaches that blurred the demarcation between the real and the fictional.
However, if Hou’s approach was to merge folklore culture into his practice, Yao’s strategy
involved a deconstruction of propaganda and, by doing so, a laying-bare of the absurdity of
history. In this sense, it is the exposure of the distance between fiction and reality in
history, rather than historical re-enactment, that has shaped Yao’s many works.
Yao’s Territory Take Over and Recover Mainland China all both refer to military
interventions over the possession of land. The sole figure featured in these works is the
agent of nothing but lonely, futile and individualistic acts. The land in question consists of
places haunted by an over-determination of historical significance. The artist’s physical
experience of visiting specific sites in Taiwan is therefore imprinted with a
psychogeographical sense, in which the artist worked as a cartographer, using his body as a
measuring device, applied in various sites, to extract narratives. This approach, which
recalls Yao’s experiences of mountain climbing during his earlier years as a college
student, was similarly adopted in his later works, but was saturated with a different kind of
performativity.
The shift of the artist’s subjectivity could be observed first in Recover Mainland China:
Action [Fig. 7-12]. In this final chapter of the series, Yao concludes his task of ‘recovering
over land’ with belated physical acts, i.e. travelling to the mainland with the status of a
tourist, rather than that of a soldier. (Ironically, the artist had not been allowed to travel
there during his military service, due to the fact that the mainland was constructed as the
imaginary enemy territory for the R.O.C. armed forces.) The ten photographs of the series
were shot at sites in mainland China with varied historical and socio-political significances.
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The work voices a deep sense of absurdity, as the apparently military act was eventually
embodied in the actions of a tourist. As Hsu Chi-lin argues, the format of travel
photography adopted in Recover Mainland China: Action reflects the socio-political change
of Taiwan at that time, such as the emerging trends of mainland tourism and ‘visiting
relatives’ (tanqin), a policy that allows Taiwanese to visit their relatives on the mainland.547
A similar approach could be seen in The World is for All – China Beyond China (1997–
2000), in which Yao visited various cities around the world, where he photographed
himself standing under the gate of Chinatown. In these photographs, the artist is always
wearing the same black clothes and raising his hands in the air. What is represented here is
not the ‘genuine’ artist’s body as shown in Territory Take Over, but rather a performative
mystical figure who appears to be a secret agent, a terrorist, a tourist, or simply an intruder;
someone who is situated at the sites but detached from their context. If they wanted to,
audiences could even ‘shoot’ him, symbolically speaking. When displayed at the 2000
Yokohama Triennial, each of these ten photographic images were mounted in gold frames,
and attached to one other to form a long panel. In front of them was a toy gun installed in
the middle of the display, which allowed audiences to threaten, if not ‘kill’ the figures. The
artist’s gesture shown in these images is obscure, moving between the sign of a
surrendering intruder, or a cheerful tourist. This ambiguous identity eventually formed a
satirical response to the place in which the photographs were taken – Chinatown, a place
for Chinese immigrants and, as Yao noticed, a place popularly inscribed with the phrase
‘the world is for all’ (tian xia wei gong) on the gate marking its area.548 Borrowed for the
work’s title, the phrase is quoted from Book of Rites (or Liji), the Confucian Chinese classic
from the early Han period, which refers to the conception of the Great Unity (datong), a
utopian vision of the world where everyone and everything is at peace. With this reference,
the potentially threatening act injected by the artist makes this photographic installation an
ambivalent unity.
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In those performative photographic works made in 1990s, Yao overlapped different
representations of the artist’s body, whether the mystic agent in The World Is For All or the
floating soldier-as-tourist. Both recall the propeller-equipped ‘floating figure’ Yao
developed, with drawings and sculpture, in Recover Mainland China: Preface. These
representations similarly suggest an absurd subjectivity of the artist, which worked as a
cartographer of psychogeography, invoking with his body the socio-political meanings of
specific sites .

7-6 Phantomised Body, Mummified History
One of the most uncanny features of Yao’s psychogeographic images is the way in which
the artist’s body appears to be detached from its background. As in Recover Mainland
China: Action, Yao appears to be ‘floating’ in the air, a trick achieved by using his camera
to capture the moment when he jumps in front of the chosen landmark. This approach
means his body is visually detached from the shooting site.
Technically, these images are based on the so-called instantaneous and trick photography of
the 19th century. However, it is not the aestheticised ‘definitive moment’ or the effect of
amazement, but rather the uncanny quality they reveal that is important. The latter
significantly recalls the tradition of spirit photography, a type of 19th century Western
photography that attempted to capture the image of ghosts and other spiritual entities. In
this context, we cannot avoid noticing the uncanny presence of the artist’s body in Yao’s
images. These images, in a sense, are a kind of spirit photography. The visually detached
body image does not simply ‘justify’ the artist’s presence, but is also imprinted with the
metaphor of the ghost.
This is also shown in Yao’s works: the artist’s body is not only represented as a
cartographer, but also phantomised. Ultimately, what is captured in these images is the
artist as a mystic figure who seems to be in, but not to belong to, those sites. His body does
not exist in the scene, but seems to be attached, as if in a collage. The military task of
‘recovering the mainland’ has never before been fictionalised in this way. In effect, it is
represented as a series of ‘symbolic occupations’ by means of a photographic deceit. In
those scenes, the artist acts as a cartographer, an intruder or an occupier. However, his
existence appears to be that of a ghost who is barely present.
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Two later works Yao made in 2007 recall this phantomised body, but also introduce a sense
of mummification. Using the same technique of trick photography, the photography series
Liberating Taiwan shows a figure resembling a general of the Chinese People’s Liberation
Army, played by the artist, waving his hand as if in response to his supporters while
‘floating’ in front of what look like governmental bureaucracies or institutions established
in post-war Taiwan [Fig. 7-13]. These buildings, however, are small-scale miniatures in
Window on China, a miniature theme park in Taiwan, where models of famous
architectural landmarks from around the world were built. As in ‘Recover Mainland
China’, the term ‘Liberating Taiwan’ had been a popular slogan during the Cold War era,
used only by the Communist Chinese government. Again, Yao twists the propaganda into
an absurd reality. The military act is mocked as an occupation of miniature reproductions
by a single ‘General’.
Made in the same year, the video work Phantom of History shows a mysterious black
figure, also played by the artist, marching with exaggerated parade step kicks between
statues of Chiang Kai-shek [Fig. 7-14]. With a visual style similar to former propaganda
publications, and the political education programme Juguang that was broadcast to R.O.C.
troops, the video represents a vision of nostalgia and uncanny political fantasy about the
former authoritarian era. The black figure shown in the video does not signify any specific
person. His status seems to fluctuate between that of a Nationalist soldier and a young
Chiang Kai-shek, roaming around among replicas of Chiang’s body. Both roles are
detached from the present and derive entirely from the Cold War era, sharing the same
ghost-like imagery. In this haunted scene, history has not passed away, but continuously
returns like a phantom. Goose-stepping among an assortment of disused Chiang Kai-shek
statutes, this phantomised soldier or Chiang Kai-shek is going nowhere, only walking in
circles. Phantom of History captured the ideological revision taking place in Taiwan around
that time. The phenomenon reached its peak in 2008, a year after this video was made,
when the DPP-led government, who had been in power since 2000, started to implement a
series of revisionist projects regarding the former Chiang political regime in the martial law
period. This intensification of Chiang revisionism, which highlights the stance of the antimainland and anti-KMT party state, reflected the DPP government’s worry about the
possible change of the impending regime after the upcoming presidential election one year
hence. Along with controversies like textbook revisions, name changes in state-run
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enterprises, the removal of bronze Chiang Kai-shek statues from public areas, changing the
name of Chiang Kai-shek Memorial Hall to Taiwan National Democracy Memorial Hall
and removing sentries from the tomb of the Two Chiangs (liang-jiang), politicians were
assiduously criticising, quoting and re-evaluating the legacy, or the aftermath, of the
authoritarian era.549
In Phantom of History, history is not only phantomised, but also mummified. It is worth
mentioning that the film was shot in Tzu-hu Memorial Sculpture Park, alongside Cihu
Mausoleum where Chiang Kai-shek’s coffin is placed. The park holds one hundred and
twenty-five statues of Chiang, collected from various cities and towns in Taiwan by the DaShi Township government since 1997, before the park officially opened in 2004. Chiang’s
statues had been situated in schools, troop bases, institutes, parks, roundabouts and other
public spaces throughout the post-war era. Following the movement of ‘Chiang
revisionism’ or ‘de-Chiang-ification’ (qu jiang hua) in Taiwan after the DPP seized power,
those statues were largely removed. The park soon became a place to preserve and display
them.
In many ways, Phantom of History is a parable arriving at a time that anticipated a future of
post-revisionist Cold War nostalgia tourism. During 2008 and 2016, when the KMT
returned to power, the number of Chinese tourists from the mainland had significantly
increased. The park became one of the major sightseeing spots for Cold War nostalgia,
promoting anti-communist ruins to those who come from the communist state. As a parable
of the time, Phantom of History captures the schizophrenic nature of Cold War nostalgia in
contemporary Taiwan: on the one hand, the deification of Chiang Kai-shek has been
harshly criticised, while on the other, Chiang’s fall from grace has landed him in the midst
of a flourishing materialism of political kitsch, where his relics, reproductions and images
now circulate and accumulate. The authoritarian past has become both an intangible
spiritual presence and a tangible, ready-made cultural product in contemporary Taiwanese
society.550 Ultimately, in Yao’s video, the body that never left the park is not only
phantomised, but also mummified.
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Phantom of History summarises the way in which the phantomised body has always been
intertwined with mummified remains in Yao’s work. It reminds us how often the artist
visits disused structures, ruins, gateway arches, amusement parks and sculpture parks. As I
argued in a 2007 article, history has always emerged in a material form in Yao’s work, and
this kind of attention has made it possible for the artist to carry out his historical revisions
in a manner not at all akin to raising ghosts, but, on the contrary, more like examining
remains.551 His works propose that history is not merely some illusory spectre, but rather a
stiff cadaver that is still among us.552 However, the way he scrutinises the ‘cadaver of
history’ has been saturated with a sense of frustration. He uses absurd, futile, and nihilistic
behaviour to probe and verify historical remains, such as pissing to declare his sovereignty,
staging a single-handed counter attack against the Mainland, invoking the slogan ‘the world
is for all’ in front of Chinatown, and even scaling Jade Mountain and urinating to ‘liberate
Taiwan’. Ultimately, the surge of passion in the grand narrative has always resulted in an
anticlimax in Yao’s work.553

7-7 Ruins of Modernity
The mummification of history, like the phantomised body, has been a recurrent theme in
Yao’s art since the 1990s. As well as his performative works, Yao’s photography series of
ruins spanning a period of twenty years, 1991–2011, is a parallel example. Yao started to
document ruins in Taiwan in photographs in 1990 when he entered college as an
undergraduate student of the history of art. Three years later, he met Wu Chung-wei, the
owner of Sickly Sweet, who became his companion in wandering amidst the ruins of
abandoned buildings on motorcycle tours. As Yao recalls, the purpose of their trips was
primarily to look for materials for art-making.554 However, the process of the quest also
mattered:
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It was like aimless wandering, often not knowing where [we] were. Perhaps along a
country road I would spot an abandoned structure and would just be drawn to it. It
was all quite by happenstance with nothing being particularly selected.555
During this period, Yao accumulated a great number of photographs of the ruins he had
visited, although they had been developed as a side project to other major works and were
seldom exhibited publicly. The first distinctive appearance of those images in his major
works could be seen in the series Barbarians Celestine, made in 2000 [Fig. 7-15]. This
series comprises fifteen images of ruins on a wall with curving wires connecting to a
helmet in front of the images, into which spectators could put their heads to experience a
display of sound and images. Not only were all the large photographs mounted in gold
frames, but their background was also covered with gold foil, a material Yao has been
using since 1994. This makes the images lose their depth and denotation of locality.
Evoking eternity and luxury, Yao’s use of gold foil, on the one hand, is associated with folk
culture as this material is popularly used in decorations of temples, whilst on the other, it
recalls the rise of commodity fetishism in the capitalist society of contemporary Taiwan.
His deliberately excessive use of gold also projects a strong sense of the immortal. What
spectators encountered here was not only ‘cold reality’ as the artist has claimed, but also
mummified reality. The excessive materiality gives these works a sense of death.
Outside of exhibitions, the photographs were first compiled by Yao in a book, Roaming
Around the Ruins of Taiwan, published in 2003. Since then, his approach to the
photographic documentation of ruins had shifted from a state of wandering to a more
structured, thematic and field research-orientated project, during which time he spent over
two years travelling around Taiwan’s smaller remote islands, photographing ruins. Besides
the islets where access remains restricted, Yao covered virtually all the small islands
around Taiwan. In 2007, the resulting photographs formed the content of both a book,
Ruined Islands, and a solo exhibition, Roaming around the Ruins, at the TFAM. In the
book, the images are divided into four broad contextual categories with different names,
including industrial ruins, dubbed ‘The Civilisation Built by Skeleton’ (1991–2011) [Fig.
7-16]; residential ruins, ‘Far Off Home’ (1991–2011); wartime ruins, ‘All Quiet on the
Western Front’ (2003–2011); and statuary, ‘Gods and Idols Surround the Border’ (1991–
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2011). Compared to the presentation of the exhibition, which appeared to be more a visual
constellation without much informative content, the book contains historical and
geographical context for the images. This difference reveals Yao’s dual roles of artist and
researcher, through which the form of photography has been used in artistic and
documentary modes.
These two roles merged in Mirage – Disused Public Property in Taiwan, a field research
project from 2010–2016 by LSD (Lost Society Document), a collective that was set up by
Yao and included 170 students from the two universities at which he taught. By 2016, the
project had investigated and photo-documented hundreds of disused public buildings/
spaces in Taiwan, the so-called ‘mosquito halls’ (wen zi guan) as they were dubbed by the
media. The resulting productions ran to four published volumes in Chinese, and one
English version, comprising a selection of 100 sites from over 400 cases.556 As a field
research-based art project that was heavily socio-politically engaged, Mirage merged the
approach of institutional critique from conceptual art of the 1960 and 1970s with the
cultural activism of the 2000s.
In their respective ways, these photo projects, Roaming around the Ruins and Mirage –
Disused Public Property, echo different transitions in Taiwanese society from the 1990s
onwards. After the collapse of Taiwan’s stock market in 1990 destroyed the bubble of
economic boom, the early 1990s saw a great number of labour-intensive industries move
production to factories in mainland China, which left increasing numbers of abandoned
factories, warehouses, and estates throughout Taiwan. The Roaming around the Ruins
series captures the melancholy landscape created by the transition of Taiwan from an
industrial society to a post-industrial one, while the investigation of disused public spaces
in Mirage specifically unveiled the problems of local politics and cultural governing. In
these photographic projects of ruins, the phantomised body is intertwined with mummified
history.
In the 1990s, those sites, which usually exist on the periphery of urban areas, also became
places for emerging DIY festivals and other alternative cultural events, such as the TBLF
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examined in previous chapters. It is in this sense that the ruins represented in Yao’s
photographic projects link with a subversive arts gesture, in which wandering the
peripheries of the urban landscape was imagined as a way to challenge centric, static,
bureaucratic institutions. In March 1997, Yao teamed up with Lai Chiu-chen and Liu ShihTung to organise the joint exhibition Roam Finale (Moshi manyou) in an abandoned factory
in Sanchih, Taipei County. The exhibition statement written by Yao summarised this
subversive arts gesture:
If resistance is a state of active engagement with the desire to effect change, then
I’m in self-exile – or perhaps a poetic kind of roaming with a nomadic state of
mind, underscoring the possibilities of a world of no borders that goes beyond
territorial or ideological animosities. It points toward a direction of no direction, of
the elimination and seizure of the capitalist power centres from the bottom up, of
mutually examining the allure of vacillating through space and time in a drifting
state of cold detachment.557
The artist’s gesture of poetic roaming, as visualised as the mystic ‘floating’ figure, might be
easily defined as a contemporary embodiment of the flâneur, a representation of the
archetypal modern artist. Nevertheless, this gesture could only be recognised under the
gaze of its imaginary enemy, an (unpoetic) authoritarian system. Roaming the peripheries
of the system, as the artist might suggest, could be regarded as revolutionary in a symbolic
sense. In Yao’s works, these margins were eventually embodied in the recurrent imagery of
industrial ruins. These disused, abandoned, historically mummified sites worked not only
as a shelter for artistic subjectivity, but also a strategic subversive arts position in Taiwan,
especially in the 1990s.558
Roaming around the ruins, Yao’s floating figure embodies a melancholy gaze towards
history. Furthermore, this history is a hybrid one, in which heterogeneous time periods
overlap. To a large extent, Yao’s works represent what has been defined by Svetlana Boym
as ‘modern nostalgia’, which is in contrast to against a linear, purified and teleological
vision of history.559 It reminds us of Paul Klee’s monoprint Angelus Novus (1920) [Fig. 7557
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17] and the critical connotation of modernity Walter Benjamin used it to express. In the
ninth thesis of his essay ‘Theses on the Philosophy of History’, Benjamin interprets Klee’s
work as follows:
A Klee painting named Angelus Novus shows an angel looking as though he is
about to move away from something he is fixedly contemplating. His eyes are
staring, his mouth is open, his wings are spread. This is how one pictures the angel
of history. His face is turned toward the past. Where we perceive a chain of events,
he sees one single catastrophe which keeps piling wreckage upon wreckage and
hurls it in front of his feet. The angel would like to stay, awaken the dead, and make
whole what has been smashed. But a storm is blowing from Paradise; it has got
caught in his wings with such violence that the angel can no longer close them. The
storm irresistibly propels him into the future to which his back is turned, while the
pile of debris before him grows skyward. This storm is what we call progress.560
Having witnessed the horror of the war, Benjamin used Klee’s angel to symbolise his
doubts about modern society. In his interpretation, as a distillation of doubtfulness and
fatalism Klee’s angel becomes a survivor bearing witness to the catastrophe of modern
history. In Benjamin’s interpretation, Klee’s angel is the ‘angel of history’ whose
paradoxical gesture is one that moves forward retrospectively. Yao Jui-chung’s floating
figure suggests a similar gesture, revealing a perspective that is a subversion of a linear,
progressive and dialectical sense of modernity. Though Yao’s floating figure does not
respond to the catastrophe of the early 20th century as does the angel of history, it projects a
similar gaze, the melancholy of the survivor, and suggests the heterogeneity of time, as
seen in Benjamin and Klee’s visual metaphor. In Yao’s figure, this melancholy gaze is
directed towards not only the history of Taiwan, but also the living state of an individual.
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7-8 The Last Strike
Hou Chun-ming and Yao Jui-chung’s autobiographical floating figures produced in the
early 1990s are powerful images relating to the frustrated, nihilist and melancholic gesture
of political aesthetics that haunted subversive arts practices at the time. With reference to
the iconic headless rebel, Acéphale, and Klee’s and Benjamin’s ‘angel of history’ in the
Western visual tradition, these imageries allude to an integration of the Dionysian rebellion
and the ‘survivor’s gaze’ against the progression of modernity. In Hou and Yao’s works,
this integrated aesthetic gesture is embodied as a similar visual parable about young rebels
who roam around the ruins, in which the field of struggle is shifted. It suggests a kind of
mentality that, by losing a recognisable enemy in exterior world, shifts towards conflicts
taking place in the interior of the self.
I regard this parable as a core metaphor for the subversive arts and avant-garde practices
examined in previous chapters. As a series of body-centred texts, these practices transform
the socio-political rhetoric, which has been a major subject in Taiwanese contemporary art
of the period around the lifting of martial law, into diverse explorations of sensual
experiences and body politics, in which the ‘broken corporeality’ imbued with ideas of
excess and transgression is one of the most crucial aspects. As argued in previous sections
of this chapter, Hou Chun-ming’s and Yao Jui-chung’s works depict a kind of floating
resister who is a rebel and a survivor at the same time. This idiosyncratic figure summarises
the aesthetic politics of the body-centred cultural texts focused on in this thesis.
This gesture also appears in the semi-autobiographical installation project by Li Chi-wei
and Hsu Ya-chu, The Last Strike of Lin Chi-Wei’s Noise House, made over a decade later
[Fig. 7-18]. As one of the works shown in Altered States, which Amy Cheng curated at the
TFAM in 2006, this installation piece was a re-construction of Lin Chi-wei’s bedroom in
Taipei during the 1990s. It was rebuilt as a life-sized space without an entrance but
surrounded by an elevated walkway, on which spectators could walk to inspect the room
from above. It showed old furniture, a PC monitor, broken sound amplifiers, speakers,
instruments and miscellaneous objects. Alongside the walkway were transparent display
cases displaying over sixty documents and items relating to the early 1990s noise scenes in
Taipei, including flyers for Sickly Sweet, the TBLF and other noise events, ‘scores’ by Lin
and the noise artist Dino (Liao Ming-ho), articles from magazines and newspapers,
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unpublished manuscripts by Wu Chung-wei and LTK Commune, and video works by
Z.S.L.O. and Lin [Fig. 7-19]. These archival materials were displayed alongside several
apparatuses for noise performance, such as modified microphones, a mini synthesizer, a
short wave radio and a hammer used for the recoding of Z.S.L.O.’s debut CD.
This reconstructed room was an example of self-historicisation. In the ‘white box’ of a
modern art museum, we could not help but notice that the layout of this architecture made a
strong reference to a burial chamber, an excavation site, and museum of anthropology, in
which history has been buried, excavated and eventually displayed. It was a site haunted by
the metaphor of death. In the artist’s statement, the room is described as a historical site for
noise-related practices that took place after the 1990 Wild Lily Student Movement. It had
also been the ‘secret working base, the storage and the meeting venue for underground
events’ of Z.S.L.O., Sickly Sweet, the TBLF and others, in which ‘all kinds of schemes of
destruction were produced on its once busy desk and where equipment and documents of
various events and terrorist actions were stored and filed in cabinets, while the bed once
served as a temporary home to many visiting international noise artists’. Narrating with a
vague tone that imprints this room with a legendary sense, Lin claims ‘[a]fter ‘a decade’s
operation, the room was finally closed down in 1998 when I started military service, and it
has been closed to the public ever since’561 [Fig. 7-20]
By naming his room the ‘noise house’, Lin claimed the history of noise as his own, based
on his multiple roles as a practitioner, archivist and researcher within the scenes.
Nevertheless, this self-historicising act should also be recognised as a self-deprecating
performative act. It was hard for spectators to miss an LCD monitor, opened to an eBay
page, sitting unexpectedly in the middle of the hallway. In fact, during the exhibition, all
items in the room were up for auction on the website, with a starting bid of one Taiwanese
dollar. The history of the noise movement was not only mummified here, but had also set
itself apart once again, launching what was labelled by the artist as ‘the last strike’ against
established historic and capitalistic culture by commercialising its own history. However,
there have been no more rebellious bodies, but only the ghost of a haunted history. The
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artist’s statement, adapting the famous first line of the Manifesto of the Communist Party562
while switching the subject from communism to the noise movement, states:
The phantom, refused by its motherland, the doomed phantom from the 90s still
wanders around into another dark night of Taipei. It is about to lose its last shelter;
its past is eliminated, fading in frozen time. Lin Chi-wei’s Noise House is now
roaring its ultimate final strike – your attention is requested at this crucial twist of
time!563
Based on the performative dimension of the work, this artist’s statement reads like a
sensational text, targeting potential bidders interested in buying the material remnants of
the history of the noise scene in Taiwan:
Please Note: your attention or ignorance, your affectionate bidding action or
aversion will rewrite history. Hereby the Noise House states the significance of
itself again: this is the first time in history that you could take part in the narrative of
Taiwanese avant-garde art history, and you could even own it as your private
property — there will have no ground ahead beyond this final act!564
This is not a call to re-read, but rather to re-engage with history – only this engagement is
subject to the rules of commerce. Starting with a revolutionary voice with communist
echoes, the statement ambiguously ends up in the language of the vendor. The selfhistoricisation of the work is joined by self-ridicule. As a specific aesthetic gesture, this
functions on the following two levels. On one level, by performing this gesture, this ‘house’
represented a rather melancholy approach to the history of the early noise movement; all
the shock and provocation of avant-garde art was doomed to failure as were their
challenges against art institutions and social norms. This approach is intertwined with the
change in the avant-garde and noise scenes, and the transition of cultural fields before and
after the mid-1990s. As examined in previous chapters, much of Lin’s practice after the
years of the TBLF were based on the ‘noise theory’ developed collectively during the
active period of Z.S.L.O.
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It was in this period that Lin started to develop the idea of ‘invocation’ (zhao huan) that he
later claimed as a major technique in his work. In its methodology, invocation is far from
traditional music composition. Invocation seduces the audience and emancipates the space
to see ‘what might come next’ through the artist’s performance.565 In other words,
invocation as a technique emphasises unpredictable engagements between the artist and the
audience, rather than seeing performances as a closed, static final product of art.
Retrospectively, the technique of invocation was aptly embodied in the provocative
strategies of the noise bands LTK Commune and Z.S.L.O. in the early 1990s, which
brimmed with physicality and heroic artistic intervention. Invocation as an idea is also the
source of the performativity of The Last Strike of Lin Chi-Wei’s Noise House. Here, the
audience was encouraged not only to re-visit history but also to bid for its remains.
In the late 1990s, Lin released a number of video works, including K2 and Videos in the
Wild, but seldom attracted attention from the art world. At the same time, he also worked
with the noise artist Dino (Liao Ming-ho), Z.S.L.O. member Liu Po-li and a number of
cultural workers to curate several small and medium-scale experimental music and noise
events. Based on the networks he had previously established through mail art, these events
anticipated the emergence of sound art in Taiwanese contemporary art in the early 2000s.
In fact, after the second TBLF in 1995, which marked a high point of the so-called
‘underground invasion of the mainstream’ in Taiwan, the independent cultural workers,
performers and artists who were active ‘outside the institution’ were slowly absorbed into
an increasingly industrialised and neoliberal capitalist art world, in which visual artists
became more and more involved in commissioned projects for the proliferating outdoor
installation art festivals. The disturbing noise performances had been gradually transformed
into genre-based experimental music or, as it subsequently became known, sound art.
Accordingly, the underground scenes lost much of their energy. In self-historicising and
self-ridiculing tones, The Last Strike of Lin Chi-Wei’s Noise House captures the transitional
state of the early underground noise scene.
On another level, the formation of this historical perspective on the noise movement
suggested by the ‘noise house’ was also self-questioning. Here, Chang Shih-lun’s analysis
of this work, featured in his 2014 essay on ALTERing NATIVism, the first major survey
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exhibition of the sound cultures of post-war Taiwan, is a key reference point. The article
interrogates the metaphor of fantu (‘turning the soil’), the term used as a part of the Chinese
title of the exhibition, to underpin the exhibition attempt to ‘dig native history’. It argues
that the multiple meanings that cultural production reveals, whether by re-interpreting or
self-questioning, deepen, enrich and help us to avoid a distorted understanding of history.
Chang first traces various adaptations and their distributions in cultural fields of an iconic
photograph that marked a high point of the Nativist Literature Movement in the 1970s. He
suggests they enrich our understanding of history and simultaneously question the
obsession with the ideas of ‘returning to the origin’ and ‘authenticity’ in history. This
questioning gesture, as he argues, could be exemplified by The Last Strike of Lin Chi-Wei’s
Noise House. The architectural layout of this work took the form of an archaeological pit.
However, it was an ‘overly tidy and overly arranged archaeological pit which made it look
suspicious’. Rather than a ‘work’, this piece should rather be taken as a ‘meta-question
about methodology’. In terms of visual imagery, the ‘pit’ featured in the work was a trap
inviting us to jump in. Symbolically, it displayed a pseudo-archaeological pit in which all
the historical evidence on display, such as flyers, posters, videos, noise apparatus etc.,
rather than being random leftovers from history, had been carefully selected, arranged and
filtered by the artist. This condition formed a symbolic struggle between avant-garde art
and commercialism, and, as suggested by the artist, an ambivalent one.566
Chang’s argument indicates a connotation suggested by Li Chi-wei’s ‘noise house’. It is
also a warning that we should not easily fall into the given narrative of the work. Instead,
we should recognise the performativity operated around this ‘house’. This raises a number
of questions: Who owns history? How do we interpret history? What facts have been
filtered out? All these questions reflect the difficulty of historical representation in the art
world and the ambiguity of archival displays in contemporary art. This ‘house’ was not
simply presenting history, but questioning the formation of the history it proposed at the
same time. As one of the main practitioners, archivists and interpreters of the noise
movement, Lin Chi-wei might have been aware of his multiple roles in the history he
presented. By drawing the artist himself into the narration of the work, this ‘noise house’
crystallises the rebellious and frustrated gesture of the avant-garde that had struggled with
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institutions and institutionalisation in the 1990s. Haunted by the subversive arts spectre,
this ‘house’ was an evidence of failed struggle per se.

7-9 Conclusion
Through an iconological approach, this chapter traces the developments and multiple
meanings of different autobiographical rebel figures that appeared in works made by Hou
Chun-ming and Yao Jui-chung mainly in the 1990s. This approach not only indicates the
significance of the varied embodiments of rebellious gesture, but also the way in which a
sense of frustration has been introduced into this gesture. This lends the metaphor of
resistance embodied by these figures a passive, fatalist and even nihilist tone.
In Hou’s art practice, this tone is first hinted at in Xingtian, the character the artist
borrowed from ancient Chinese mythology. The beheaded fighter can only fight his enemy
by means of his mutilation. Hou later introduced a metaphor of vision to this mythical
figure in the work Collection Spirits, in which sight is intertwined with images of resistance
and self-torture. By merging his identity with Xingtian, the artist extended the rebellious
gesture from the mythology of a dissenter challenging the power into a metaphor for the
avant-garde challenging the institution of art. There is also a link between his depictions of
Xingtian and the ‘floating rebel’ in Pleasure Tableaux: Aggression with its nihilist counter
aesthetics. The aggressive rebel is a survivor stuck on the surface of water: exiled and
drifting alone, his rebellion is nothing more than an attempt to survive.
In Hou Chung-ming’s interpretations of Xingtian, the beheaded hero can only ‘see’ by
means of one eye on his belly. In this transformation, the significance of the head is
replaced by that of the body. This echoes Hou’s early paintings from the late 1980s, which
focused on the lower half of the body. This emphasis served to challenge the dominance of
academic art, and to suggest a sense of realism by echoing the vulgar, grotesque bodies
represented in folklore and the commodity society of contemporary Taiwan.
More importantly, Hou’s depiction of the beheaded Xiagtian injects a metaphor of
resistance and emancipation into the focus on the body, to which André Masson’s
illustration of Acéphale makes iconological reference. The figure is later interpreted by
Georges Bataille and Julian Kristeva as an anti-idealist, Dionysian and heterogenous
symbol that offers an escape route from the Enlightenment tradition. These interpretations
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help us to extract the revolutionary meaning of resistance and emancipation from a
headless, beheaded or decapitated figure like Xingtian. Hou Chung-ming’s tragic fighter,
however, is represented more as frustrated. Integrating the imagery of a rebel and a
survivor, Hou created a melancholic gesture of resistance, which, as I argue, would
resonate in Yao Jui-chung’s works of the 1990s.
If this gesture is embodied in Hou’s version of Xingtian and the ‘aggressively drifting
rebel’ in Yao’s works, it was first represented in the ‘floating pawn’ featured in the Recover
Mainland China series. To a certain extent, this figure recalls Walter Benjamin’s ‘Angel of
History’ not only in terms of the similarity of a floating gesture, but also in the melancholic
gaze of witnessing history. Yao developed his approach to unfold history through his body
image from the Territory Take Over series onwards, in which the artist performs as a
cartographer, an intruder and a tourist at the same time. Soon, phantomisation and
mummification became intertwined as a dual feature in Yao’s works, recalling the idea of
modern nostalgia proposed by Svetlana Boym. Yao’s photography of ruins, which he
developed as a parallel project to his major works, makes a significant contribution to this
reading.
Both Hou Chung-ming’s beheaded hero and ‘drifting rebel’, and Yao Jui-chung’s ‘floating
pawn’ and phantomised artist’s body, refer to a frustrated, melancholic, and nihilistic
gesture of resistance, which, in my view, is a core metaphor for the aesthetic politics of
post-martial law and the post-Student Movement counterculture in Taiwan. To recognise
this gesture helps us to examine what was represented in The Last Strike of Lin Chi-wei’s
Noise House, the first major archival presentation of Taipei’s noise underground scenes in
the format of an artwork to be shown in Taiwan’s contemporary art world. In the guise of
an objective historical survey that takes the form of a semi-anthropological display, this
2006 installation represented a ritual of struggling with a commoditised contemporary art
world. Rather than a heroic gesture, the struggle was presented as one of frustration. We
could not avoid sensing a self-ridiculing narrative in the work, in which the struggle with
the commodification of the art world can only be achieved through self-commodification.
This kind of ironic and nihilist narrative of resistance was similarly revealed in Yao Juichung’s ‘floating pawn’, Hou Chung-ming’s beheaded hero and other projects. It is also a
narrative that is active in the imagery of ruins, and the state of roaming, drifting and
floating.
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Chapter Eight: Conclusion
How did a specific kind of body-centred subversive arts and avant-garde develop in Taiwan
during the period from the early 1980s to the mid-1990s? That is the major question this
thesis wants to answer. During this period, Taiwan experienced the lifting of martial law
and the Wild Lily Student Movement. These two socio-political events formed a seminal
backdrop for both avant-garde art and subversive arts practices. More importantly, there
was a radical change in terms of the objects of subversive arts practice, which shifted from
explicit socio-political subject matter to abstract institutions.
As shown in the previous chapters, morbidity, filth, obscenity, excess, physical pleasure,
heterogeneity and anti-elitism were recurrent elements that together formed a cluster of
subversive arts narratives. These were embodied in varied forms of cultural productions,
including Conceptual Performing Arts, underground zines, noise performance, readymade/object art, festivals, printed journals and others. Such subversive arts practices
demonstrated a shift from strategies of ‘representation’ to ‘intervention’. In doing so, they
radicalised the politics of aesthetics. Such attempts at radicalisation were embodied in
different discourses, such as the ‘revolt of the body’ relating to early performance art,
‘rubbish-heap-ism’ in noise-related practices, the ‘broken-and-rotten’ (po-lan) putrefactions
of Sickly Sweet; and the ‘post-text’ (hou zheng wen), ‘popular vandalism’ and ‘ theory of
mess’ (luan lilun) suggested by War Machine-Isle Margin.
Retrospectively, the Taiwanese artist Tehching Hsieh’s One Year Performance 1978–79
(Cage Piece) is an important historical reference for my research. As the first work of a
series of year-long performances,567 it broke new ground in performance art, especially in
terms of physical endurance, whether on the street or in art spaces. Although this piece, like
all other pieces in this series, was made in New York four years after the artist moved to the
U.S. in 1974, it caused an impact in Taiwan’s art sphere through art journals and
newspapers, in which Hsieh’s practices were mentioned as a precedent for other
performance art work in Taiwan. In terms of the exploration of the artist’s body as an
artistic form, the influence of the One Year Performance series on Taiwan’s avant-garde art
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in the early 1980s was clear. The Taiwanese artists Lin Ju’s and Lee Ming-sheng’s
performance art works made at that time revealed some similar features to One Year
Performance. As examined in Chapter Three, the early examples of Conceptual Performing
Arts, especially those made before 1986, share aspects of Hsieh’s radical and reflexive
approach: not only the ascetic, self-disciplinary and suffering gestures, but also the use of
the artist’s body and life as the ultimate devices to explore the idea of the duration of time.
In this approach, the body conjures up implications of the sublime and is transformed into a
catalyst for pure spirits.
In terms of artistic language, Hsieh’s legacy has been consolidated in recent studies of the
development of contemporary art, specifically conceptual art and performance art, in
Taiwan.568 But this legacy could also be differently evaluated. Rather than making
reference to Hsieh’s practices and Taiwanese avant-garde on the simple basis of artistic
languages and the artist’s thoughts, I am more interested in examining those references by
regarding Hsieh’s works as cultural productions not merely defined by their artistic form,
content and concept, but also by the way they were perceived, circulated and discussed in
Taiwan. From this perspective, I see the mixed reception of Hsieh’s Cage Piece in
Taiwan’s local art circles in the late 1970s as a significant reference point for the research
in this thesis.
As indicated in Chapter Three, some of those criticisms evaluate the work from a
pathological perspective, defining Hsieh’s performance as a symptom of the abnormal state
of the artist. This perspective is taken by this thesis as a core metaphor that outlines the
politics and aesthetics of the Taiwanese avant-garde during the 1980s and 1990s. A few
years after Cage Piece, some Taiwanese artists started to develop subversive strategies
against society and institutions by consciously performing the morbid, diseased or
abnormal body. Their approaches represented a kind of broken/decayed corporeality, which
merged with the rebellious gesture to form a subversive arts practice. I suggest it was this
approach that radicalised the connection between the artist’s body and the institution,
releasing the idea of the body from the conventional ‘fine art’ system to a broader and more
socially engaged cultural field. In these art practices, the political sensitivity of tangwai
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activities was operated delicately, which gave these practices a sense of political revolt. It is
noteworthy that this political implication often revealed itself as an artistic symptom, one
caused more by the tension between artistic practices, he police and the crowd, and less by
the artist’s direct intention. This can be observed in the performance art works Interchange
by River-Lo Concept Expression (Luo He Zhan Yi) (Chapter Three, Section 3-3) and Nonline by Lee Ming-sheng (Chapter Three, Section 3-6). Such ‘nebulous resistance’, as it was
termed by the artist Chen Chieh-jen in recent years, meant these early happenings on the
street tested the boundaries in opposition to the state apparatus during the final years of the
martial law era, whether intentionally or by accident.
As examined in Chapter Three, the collective performances Dysfunction No.3 (1983) and
the later Trial Explosion of Womb (1986) conducted by Chen Chieh-jen were early
examples that led the way for the introduction of the image of broken/decayed corporeality
into public space through an unexpected, performative and subversive route. I argue that
Lee Ming-sheng’s artistic shift during the same period, especially in On the Bus (1984),
and Hou Chun-ming’s early paintings of the late 1980s are two important examples of the
deployment of the broken/decayed body image as a sign of subversion, whether targeting
social or academic institutions. The situationist social engagement in the art of the former
and the latter’s introspective approach to body politics heralded the subversive arts
practices of the early 1990s.
Regarding the idea of broken corporeality as both an artistic and subversive arts form,
Wang Mo-lin’s articles covering Japanese angura and butoh, which were widely published
in Taiwan during 1986 and 1987, provided meaningful cross-cultural references and the
essential theoretical foundation. To a certain extent, these articles validated the morbid
body presented by the emerging performance art during that period. His writings also
captured the impact that Japanese butoh had on Taiwan’s avant-garde circles, mainly in the
Little Theatre, but also in the development of a distinctively Taiwanese Conceptual
Performing Arts. On one level, this impact reflects the way in which an alternative version
of the morbid, decadent or perverse body is employed as a counter-image against the ideal
body of the visual tradition of Western culture. On another level, and more significantly, it
suggests a way to bridge the break between modernity and tradition; and the conflict
between avant-garde art and folklore culture. These two aspects were meaningful to
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Taiwanese modern art in the 1980s after the Nativist Literature and Arts Movement of the
preceding years.
The Nativist Literature and Arts Movement in the 1970s focused on a social-realist
approach representing a native Taiwan, in which Mainland China remained a ‘motherland’
based on ethnic and cultural bonds. (Western) modernism and avant-garde art were
frequently denounced as wanton, decadent and morbid individualism, and were therefore
relatively marginalised in art discourses. The mixed reception to Tehching Hsieh’s Cage
Piece in Taiwan’s art circles significantly followed the same line of thought.
Since the movement gradually subsided after the late 1970s, new narratives of avant-garde
art began to focus on minimalist installation art, which was represented by the ‘neomodernist’ artists of Yi Du Space and Chao Du Space, and the alternative space SOCA,
whose formal, abstract, white box-based and apolitical characteristics showed a distinctive
break with the realist statements of the Nativist Literature and Arts Movement. Soon the
trend was promoted by the TFAM as the new frontier of Taiwanese modern art (see
Chapter Five).
Conceptual Performing Arts that emerged in the same period took the opposite approach,
serving as a rare example of a ‘realist avant-garde’ that bridged the gap between
progressive forms and social engagement. The approaches of butoh and angura that were
introduced and established in Taiwan at that time became significant artistic reference
points. These surrealist, uncanny and socially engaged body images manifested especially
in Chen Chieh-jen’s early performance art and Hou Chun-ming’s paintings in the 1980s.
However, while butoh and angura trace their ideas to fears of nuclear annihilation and the
protests against the 1952 Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and Security between the United
States and Japan, Taiwanese Conceptual Performing Arts resonated more with the physical
conflicts between the crowd and the police in the volatile socio-political demonstrations
and rallies during the final years before martial law was lifted. The gradual loosening of
social controls and censorship in this period opened up a grey zone in which the artist’s
body could effectively operate as an aesthetic and political provocation.
The broken body image of rebellion that appeared in the practices of performance art in the
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1980s was adopted not only among the relatively small circles of avant-garde art but also in
the emerging underground scene of the early 1990s, where it appeared in the diverse
subversive arts practices of noise performance, the Little Theatre, ready-made art, zines and
published journals. I suggest it was this specific body imagery that linked the aesthetics of
avant-garde art and the subversive arts practices in Taiwan during this period. Recognising
this phenomenon helps to contextualise this imagery in a broader narrative beyond art
history.
Many of these subversive arts practices were derived from, or related to, the Wild Lily in
1990. In Chapter Four, I suggest that the significant examples are, first, the visual
productions of the debut exhibition of the art group Taiwan Documenta in 1990 (Section 43), and underground zines such as Toilet Paper and Da-bien News (Section 4-4); and
second, the rhetorical strategies of so-called ‘post-text’ (hou zheng wen) that were
developed by the War Machine and Isle Margin camps during the late 1980s (Sections 4-8,
4-9, 4-10). By responding to, or being motivated by, the Student Movement, both their
visual productions and rhetorical strategies shifted their focus from macro- to micropolitics.
Taiwan Documenta’s exhibition debut, Congratulations to the Inauguration of the 8th
President Chiang, was one of the very few direct responses from fine art circles to the
Student Movement at that time. Although the group only lasted for about a year, it made an
effort to consider visual art in a way that was more socially and politically engaged. It was
in this sense that their artistic approaches better resonated with the post-Student Movement
subversive arts practices than other practices in Taiwanese contemporary art. Of the group
members, Lee Ming-sheng and Hou Chun-ming had begun to embody broken/decayed
corporeality in their paintings and performance art works for a few years previously
(Chapter Three, Sections 3-6 and 3-7). Others, including Lien Teh-cheng and Wu Ma-li,
two major Taiwanese conceptual artists who had been influenced by Western conceptual
art and had been active in art circles, responded to the socio-political reality via critical use
of language (Chapter Four, Section 4-3). The political narratives presented in their works
tended to be satirical, sarcastic and irreverent, demonstrating an attempt to escape from the
‘explicit tone’ of political commentary towards a more subversive language.
A similar ‘escape’ can be seen in other subversive arts practices. First are the underground
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zines that were circulating among university campuses at the time. By distinguishing
themselves from the previous student newspapers that commonly focused on student affairs
and campus autonomy in an explicit and polemically direct style, these underground zines,
labelled by the media as egao kanwu (‘publications aiming to mock or ridicule’), often
embraced sensational short stories, filthy fantasies and provocative pornography as their
preferred methods (Chapter Four, Section 4-4). Second, the practices of ‘post-text’
developed by the intellectuals who belonged to War Machine and Isle Margin further
theorised this subversive rhetorical style as a discursive device (Chapter Four, Sections 4-6,
4-7). By mixing academic and theoretical writings with jokes, puns and elements of mass
culture, the articles written in post-text style were expected to subvert dominant political
discourses and therefore achieve an anti-dominant and anti-hegemonic state of radical
democracy (Chapter Four, Sections 4-8, 4-9, 4-10).
The ‘noise scene’ that appeared on college campuses, in alternative spaces and at DIY
festivals after the Wild Lily had a strong impact on subversive arts practices at that time. As
examined in Chapter Six, there was a close relationship between noise (music)
performances and underground zines, with LTK Commune and Z.S.L.O. as the two major
examples. LTK Commune’s text ‘Shoot the Pianist: the ’92 Statement of LTK Commune’
featured on Agony News publication by the AV Club of NTU and was a seminal text in the
noise scene (Chapter Six, Section 6-3).It proposed a counter-attack from the marginal to the
dominant, from mass culture to high culture, via the form of parable, in which it was
intended the liberation of the institution of music would eventually bring about the
hierarchical reversal of society. This dystopian tale represents the mentality of the noise
scene in the early 1990s. It also links to a number of key discourses of anti-intellectualism
and anti-establishmentarianism in the subversive arts field at that time, such as the kui-lan
(ulceration) aesthetics of Da-bien News (Chapter Four, Section 4-4), the po-lan (brokenand-rotten) culture in the post-Sickly Sweet practices (Chapter Five, Sections 5-6, 5-7) and
the idea of excess and accumulation pursued by Z.S.L.O. (Chapter Six, Sections 6-5, 6-6, 67), all of which echoed the morbid body imagery and broken corporeality revealed in
conceptual art performance a few years before.
According to their statements and performing strategies, LTK Commune and Z.S.L.O.
tended to approach the idea of noise in a political way. Noise, in their context, was less a
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musical genre and more a form of anti-art, or, more precisely, a vehicle for attacking the
aesthetic regime of fine art. As traced in Chapter Six, this kind of thinking could be
observed in the band’s many performances between 1992 and 1995, in which destructive
behaviour, obscene gestures and chaotic stage sets and performances were recurrent
features. They also attempted to obliterate the demarcation line between performers and
members of the audience. By doing so, they shifted the conventional idea of participation,
for both artist and audience, towards a sense of intervention in the realm of arts and culture.
Similar interventions could be seen in Lee Ming-sheng’s socially engaged performance art
works (Chapter Three, Section 3-6) and the rhetorical strategy of ‘post-text’ developed by
War Machine-Isle Margin contributors (Chapter Four, Sections 4-6, 4-7, 4-8, 4-9).
The confrontations, struggles and exchanges between native and imported cultural elements
were shared symptoms spread by these subversive arts practices. Foreign references, such
as conceptual art, performance art, punk culture, industrial music, neo-Marxism, critical
theory, Japanese angura/butoh and curator-orientated thematic exhibitions, played
important roles too. Rather than simply being culturally implanted, the subversive arts
practices and these references together formed dialectic relationships, in which varied
efforts were made by the respective practitioners to dialectically synthesise the ‘foreign’
and the ‘native’, and also to merge theory and reality. This can be seen in almost every case
study examined in the preceding chapters.
For example, the rise of early performance art that appeared a few years before the end of
the martial law era coincided with an escalation of street protests at that time. Here, the
artist’s body symbolically overlapped the protester’s body to generate a complex political
message of opposition (and allegiance with the tangwai movement). Another example were
the noise bands LTK Commune and Z.S.L.O who, as discussed in Chapter Six, were
considered by the press to be part of the emerging independent music scene in Taiwan at
the time. British and North American independent music, which was loosely described as
New Music in Taiwan, had a strong influence on this music scene. Partly influenced by
punk rock, noise rock, No Wave, industrial music and Western avant-garde movements
such as Dada and Fluxus, these two groups remained rooted in the native culture of Taiwan.
LTK Commune adopted varied forms of mass culture, such as the Taiwanese variety show,
Nakasi, grassroots folk and cabaret performance. They later coined the term Taik (tai-ke,
‘Taiwanese guy’) to designate the music they made, as a way to distinguish themselves
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from (Western) pang-ke (‘punk’). As distinct from LTK Commune’s clear statement of
Taiwanese cultural identity, Z.S.L.O. showed less interest in self-proclaimed ethnicity and
only consciously linked their industrial music approaches to the industrial town of
Xinzhuang where they were based. This idiosyncratic way of processing Western avantgarde approaches, digesting and integrating them with local Taiwanese cultural forms and
realities, was a key aspect and a continuous struggle in the subversive arts in Taiwan during
this period.
A similar encounter between ‘imported’ Western influences and Taiwanese reality could be
seen in the fields of cultural criticism and theory. As examined in Chapter Four, the neoMarxist theories that emerged in the 1980s in intellectual circles in Taiwan were later
associated with the opposition movements on the island. These theories were soon adopted
and adapted by the contributors of War Machine, and later Isle Margin, as a way to deal
with the political reality in the post-martial law period. More precisely, these theories
served as the major theoretical foundation for leftist criticism of the dichotomy between
‘unification (between Taiwan and the PRC)’ (tong) and ‘independence’ (du) in political
discourse.
After the Wild Lily, these neo-Marxist theories became an essential reference point for
intellectuals to theorise the body politics of the movement and to move towards a radical
sense of emancipation. The Student Movement worked as the catalyst for the embodiment
of this ‘imported’ neo-Marxism in the context of Taiwan. This phenomenon was perfectly
represented by the War Machine-Isle Margin camp’s criticisms of the Student Movement
on the issue of body politics. Although the dominant political demand of the students was
for democratic reform, their critics were more interested in the spontaneous acts of ordinary
people in the movement, such as graffitists and video-tape vendors. Such acts echoed the
idea of ‘popular vandalism’ as part of ‘post-text’ theory and of ‘popular democracy’, which
they proposed as a way to distinguish themselves from and oppose themselves to the idea
of ‘civil society’ put forward by the DPP.
Ultimately, all these subversive arts practices revealed a desire to grasp the idea of
heterogeneity as a way of intervening in the system and, by so doing, creating the
conditions of emancipation. As such, they should be recognised as a constellation of
proposals promising a heterogeneous state. During this period, the idea of heterogeneity
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had lingered in many subversive arts and avant-garde practices and been considered
revolutionary. It led to many radical experiments, whether bodily, sonic, visual, textual or
institutional, taking place in different cultural realms, which were realised in the forms of
noise (music), junk installation, guerrilla performance art, underground zines and outdoor
festivals. Among these, the projects of War Machine-Isle Margin and the reformation of the
TCFAE, as discussed in Chapter Four and Five respectively, are two examples that show
the attempt to embrace heterogeneity.
In terms of cultural theory and political discourse, the rhetorical strategies developed by the
War Machine-Isle Margin camp mainly took up a position against the political discourse of
the mainstream opposition movements during the early years of the post-martial law period,
which were dominated by the dichotomy of ‘unification/independence’ (tong/du). Rather
than arguing explicitly for a ‘third option’ e alongside the existing two, the War MachineIsle Margin camp radicalised this third approach at the linguistic level, turning it into a
meta-political discourse. As outlined in their ‘post-text’ theory, the point was not to
produce another ‘(main-)text’, but to disrupt the existing one with ‘alternative text’, e.g.
jokes, puns, advertising slogans, etc.
In the realm of visual art, radical experiments with the idea of heterogeneity were
exemplified by the progressive reforms of the TCFAE between 1993 and 1995. As
examined in Chapter Four, the reforms moved towards ‘embracing heterogeneity’ by
adopting a new curator-orientated, thematic show-based scheme, which was a pioneering
innovation in the system of traditional salon-based local arts exhibitions in Taiwan. It was
under this scheme that the artist Lien Teh-cheng, a founding member of the two realist
avant-garde collectives Apartment No.2 and Taiwan Documenta, was appointed to the jury
of the TCFAE. At the time, this was a radical step for the TCCC, the organiser of the
TCFAE, as Lien was recognised as a major figure in avant-garde art circles. As the sole
judge of the General Group of the 6th TCFAE, his taste for ‘selecting the marginal’ and his
strategy of ‘embracing the unknown’ strongly de-centralised the fine art system that had
been increasingly shaped by academic art conventions. His vision and practice showed the
way in which the idea of heterogeneity was imagined and focused during the reforms of the
TCFAE.
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Retrospectively, it is clear that these radical experiments were also pan-utopian, since the
idea of heterogeneity they attempted to embrace could only be achieved symbolically.
Moreover, the heterogeneous state they created was often short-lived. If this state has ever
been imagined as a way to disturb the system, its political potential has been often
recuperated or co-opted after the state was re-established. As the case studies in the
previous chapters show, the ‘revolt of the body’ was regarded as street performance in
theatricalised urban space; ‘po-lan’ culture was justified as environmental art; ‘noise’ was
recognised as alternative music (and sound art in later years); ‘post-text’ was reduced to
kuso; and eventually ‘broken life’ was rebranded by the government as an artistic genre that
became known as ‘post-industrial art’. If these subversive arts proposals had ever promised
a real heterogeneous state, such varied forms of reduction worked as their shadow.
The tendency by institutions to co-opt radicalism gave the subversive arts a frustrating,
depressing and fatalistic sense. The giant human balloon figure that featured in the TBSF
worked as a perfect image of this melancholy state. The festival was defined by the art
institution as a project of ‘environmental art’. In retrospect, it is worthwhile thinking about
the project as a subversive arts text that consisted not only of sculptural objects,
installations and the events that actually happened, but also the visionary and unrealistic
ideas presented in its original proposal, and the technical failures that made the deflated
balloon eventually drift down the river. This text promised emancipation in multiple ways,
bodily, artistically and socially. The promise took physical shape in that balloon of a giant
human figure that was expected to float in the air. It bore the very desire of emancipation
that had revealed itself in many subversive arts practices and works of the avant-garde in
the early 1990s. However, what the project ended up with was a deflated figure flailing in
the water. The let-down of this final appearance of the balloon became a powerful visual
metaphor denoting the frustration of the desire for emancipation.
All the case studies presented in this thesis are haunted by such metaphors of frustration. I
argue that this metaphor captures a significant aspect of the Taiwanese avant-garde and
subversive arts during this period, in which the transgressive body, the rebellious gesture
and the heterogeneous dystopia were impregnated with a state of melancholy. As discussed
in Chapter Seven, Hou Chun-ming and Yao Jui-chung’s works made in the late 1980s and
the 1990s engage with the same ideas. What we confront here is the recurrent semi-
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autobiographical motif of the floating/drifting figure, which was developed in their works
for years, only with different formats, approaches and contexts.
In Hou Chun-ming’s hands, this figure can be traced through the way in which he reinvented the mythical fighter, Xingtian, as the ultimate symbol of the rebel (Chapter Seven,
Section 7-2). This beheaded figure, resonating with the Acéphale in the Western tradition,
visually and philosophically generated a metaphor of emancipation. This bodily
emancipation was also reimagined as a political one. Hou Chun-ming’s later work Pleasure
Tableaux: Aggression merged this beheaded rebel, and his bodily and political imprints,
with an ambiguous state of frustration (Chapter Seven, Section 7-3). The floating figure,
exiled on the river, is interpreted as an aggressive rebel and a struggling survivor at the
same time, in which conflicts between the individual and the institution have been
reimagined as an endless struggle of the self.
The subject of rebellion was developed in Yao Jui-chung’s work in the 1990s in a similarly
melancholy fashion (Chapter Seven, Section 7-4). It first appeared as a thin figure with a
propeller on its neck, floating in the air, which was created before the start of the artist’s
military service. This semi-autobiographical character unfolded multiple meanings over the
coming years as it became intertwined with images of the artist’s body and his performance
acts. It could be a pawn, a cartographer, a tourist or/and an intruder. The figure appears to
be freely drifting, but is stuck in a fatalistic state of roaming at the same time (Chapter
Seven, Section 7-5). Yao later developed this figure as a phantomised body roaming around
mummified history, directing our gaze towards ruins (Chapter Seven, Section 7-6). Yao’s
artistic approach in engaging with history helps us to recognise the melancholy gaze of the
history of Taiwanese counterculture, as represented in The Last Strike of Lin Chi-wei’s
Noise House (Chapter Seven, Section 7-8). This art installation first reinterpreted the noise
movement counterculture in Taiwan after the Wild Lily, in which mummified subversive
arts history was redeployed by Lin Chi-wei at the frontier of the struggle against an
institutional contemporary art world.
In this thesis, I establish a cluster of body-centred narratives based on five different but corelated historical threads from the Taiwanese avant-garde and subversive arts between the
early 1980s and the mid-1990s. Although this period can be loosely defined as spanning
from about five years before the lifting of martial law to five years after the Wild Lily
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Student Movement, this narrative cluster is not chronologically formed but, rather,
inscribed with the Benjaminian historiographical image of interrelated time. This is the
reason I include a number of case studies that do not belong to this strict period, such as
Tehching Hsieh’s early Cage Piece (or more precisely, the mixed reception it received as
early as in 1978–79), Yao Jui-chung’s photographic works around ruins and Lin Chi-wei’s
2006 conceptualist installation The Last Strike of Lin Chi-wei’s Noise House.
Among these cultural projects and artistic productions, Hsieh’s Cage Piece and Lin Chiwei’s Noise House formed two reference points, locating the two poles of the timeline that
are significant for this cluster of narratives. The former hinted at the early traces of
broken/decayed corporeality in the 1980s, while the latter summarised the rebellious
gesture in the metaphor of the ruins. What lies in-between are diverse cultural projects,
which took the forms of performance art, noise (music), the Little Theatre, junk installation,
zines, published journals and outdoor festivals. These projects similarly considered the
broken/decayed body as a revolutionary vehicle to disturb, challenge and intervene in the
mainstream culture and the institutionalised art world.
Such projects formed a seminal part of the subversive arts history of Taiwan in this period,
which reinvented the rebellious gesture of the avant-garde through the trope of
broken/decayed corporeality and the idea of heterogeneity. This subversive arts strategy
represented a shifting focus from macro- to micro-politics, and the struggle of cultural
subjectivity, seen from the 1980s to the 1990s, when the KMT-led totalitarian regime was
gradually loosened while the cultural sphere and the art world became institutionalised. The
rebellious gesture of these cultural projects is similarly embodied in the imagery of endless
floating and roaming around ruins, as seen in the artworks of Hou Chun-min, Yao Juichung and Lin Chi-wei. This imagery inscribed these cultural projects with a futile,
fatalistic and nihilistic metaphor, and ultimately defined the melancholy state of the
aesthetics and politics of the Taiwanese avant-garde and subversive arts in this specific
period.
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Translation Glossary
Avant-Garde and Experimental Space

1

Avant-garde Art Centre
1-666

Colour and Form: Avant-garde, Installation,
Space

101 Modern Art Group 101

The Anus of Happy Desires

A
‘Abolish the Temporary Provisions’

B

A Call From the Riverbank

Ba Cui Gallery

Abe Jun

Bamboo Curtain Studio

Accurate Knowledge and Outlook on Life
(1994)

Ban-Niao Art Group

ACT (Art Critique of Taiwan)

Baodiao Movement

Affiliated Senior High School of National
Taiwan Normal University

Barbarians Celestine ダ

Banqiao City

bentuhua yungdong (the Nativist Movement)

Agony News (Ku Men Bao)
Altered States

ben tu xing (indigeneity)

(2006)

ALTERing NATIVism

(2000)

Beyond Space

(2014)

bian yuan zhan dou

Anti-Nuclear Report of Orchid Island

Bias

(2003 – 2005)

Big Sea Shell

Anti-Political Persecution Demonstration

Black Cloud

(1994)
〇

Art World

Black Hand Nakasi

Artco

Blacklist Studio

Artima

Body Phase Studio

Artist

Book of Rites (Liji)

Asia World Substitute Space

Brands: The Final Night of the Apartment
No.2

Audio-Visual Club in National Taiwan
University

Building Site Show

Autumn Exhibition of Ecole de Great Taipei

Bundle Number 119
Byakko Sha
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The Beacon of Great Men

Chen Yin-ying
Chen Ying-chen

C

Cheng Hui-hua (Amy Cheng)

biji (‘notes / sketches’)

Cheng Wen-tsung

Campus Folk Song Movement

Chi Ta-wei

Cheng Nai-ming

Chi Tieh-nan
Cats Theatre

Chia Jen Art Gallery

Chan Ka-keung (Steve Chan)

Chia Wei-ping (‘Apple’)

Chang Chen-yu

Chiang Ching-kuo

Chang Chieh-fu

Chiang Huei-hsien (Sophie Chiang)

Chang Ching-feng

Chiang Kai-Shek Memorial Hall

Chang Chun-hung
Chang Li-jen

Chiang Kai-shek

Chang Ming-chang

Chiang Shih-fang

Chang Shih-lun

Chien Miao-ju

Chang Tieh-chih

Chien Ming-hui

Chao Du Space

Chin Chi-chieh

Chen Chieh-jen (

/

China Tide

)

Chen Chuan-hsing

China Times

Chen Hong-i

China Times Express

Chen Hui-chiao

China Youth Corps (CYC)

Chen Jui-lin

Chinese Culture and Movie Centre

Chen Kai-huang

Chiu Chin-yi

Chen Kuan-hsing

Chiu Li-yen

Chen Kuo-liang

Chou Mei-hui

Chen Long-bin
Chen Mei-Mao (Chen A-mao)

Chu Yueh-hsin (Chu Tou-pi)
)

Chen Ming-chang

chuan-lian (articulation)

Chen Ming-Xiu

chuanqi

Chen Shui-Bian

Chung Ming-te

Chen Wen-cheng

Cihu Mausoleum

Chen Wen-chieh (Sisy Chen)

Club Chain Saw

Chen Yi-lang

Collecting Spirits
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(

Colours of Danshui River

Democracy Bumpkin

〇

Commercial Times

Democracy Wild Lily

complex art

Democracy Wired

Con-Temporary Monthly

Democratic Progressive Party (DPP)
(
)

Congratulating on the Inauguration of the 8th
President Chiang

ダ

Deng Xiaoping
Department of Philosophy Affair

Contemplation of Humanity
(1992)

Descendants of Dragon

Continuing the Desire of Crying
(1993)

didu kaifa yinyue (low-developed music)

Corner Culture Art Space

difang meizhan (local fine arts exhibition)

conceptual performance art
Council for Cultural Affairs

dixia zaoyin yundong
Dimension Art Centre

Critical Point

Ding Naifei (Fifi Ding)

Crown Magazine

Dis\Continuity: Religion, Shamanism, Nature

Crystal Records

(1992)

Cui Guang-Yu

Dog-Man-Eat

Culture News
Cynic Republic

Drop It in the River

(2006)

(1994)

Du Ruo-jou

Sissey Chao (Chao I-hao)

Dysfunction No.3

The Circular Ruins (Hwan Xu)

Nylon Deng (Cheng Nan-jun)

The Commons Daily

The Democratic Student Alliance (DSA)
(
)

The Cross-Strait Service Trade Agreement
(CSSTA)
The Cynic

(1993)

(2004 – 2005)

E
D

e-kou

Da-bien News

egao kanwu

Da-bien Studio

Encyclopaedia of New Music in the 1980s
(1989)

dàlù mèi

Erchong Floodway

Danshui River

Essays on the River

datong (the Great Unity)
De-Colouring Group

ET@T

〇

Exceptional Group
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Exile and Banishment: the Indescribable
State of Taiwanese Contemporary Art
─
(1993)

Gong Di Xiu (building site show)
(1991)
gong fei
Gong Yu Zhan (Space – 1991)

Experimental Art: Performance and Space

Grassland Literary Society
Green Team

The Experiment of Pure Painting
(1985)

〇

Guan Lan Club
Guishan Factory
Lung Men Art Gallery (Gate Gallery)

F
FAKE

The Great Camel Fleet

(1994)

Fan Se Hui

〇

H

Fang Marvin-Minto
Fang Wei-wen
fantu (turn the soil)

Han Hsiang-ning ー

Fei Ming-chieh

Harajuku pang-ke (Harajuku punk)

Fifth Moon (Wuyue)

Haung Bao-ping

Five-Colour Compass

He Yih-hang

〇

、

Hijikata Tatsumi and Japanese People:
Revolt of the Body
:

Flower, What a Beautiful Flower!
ForeTaste Radio

Hijikata Tatsumi

Formosa Magazine

Ho Chuen-juei (Josephine Ho)

Free China

Ho Fang
Ho Tung-hung

G

Ho Ying-i
Home

Gan Bao

Hou Chun-ming

Gao Ming-lu

Hou Te-chien (Hou Dejian)

Gao Xin

Hou Yi-ren

Gate Gallery

Hsiao Chong-ray

General Group

Hsieh Hsiao-de

gēzǎixì (koa-á-hì)
Gift (Li Pin)

Hsieh Li-fa
(1975)

Hsieh Tung-shan

Go and Reclaim the Mainland

Hsu Chi-lin
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/

Hsu Fan

I am Applying Alcohol as I am Sick
(1982)

Hsu Nai-wei

I do not Know...I Eager...

Hsu Shui-the

...

I Love the Office of the President
(1993)

Hsu Fu-kuen
Hsu Ya-chu

Ichikawa Miyabi

Hsu Yun-hsuan

Imperial Taipei (Taipei Diguo)

Hu Chau-jin

In Search of the Supernatural (Sou Shen Ji)

Hu Pao-lin
Hu Yung-fen

In the Realm of the Senses

huahui (painters’ society)

Independent Morning News

‘Hua Min Kuo Chung’

Indigenous Literature Movement

Huan-Hsu Theatre
Installation Art in Taiwan Since 1991-2001
1991-2001

Huang Buh-ching
Huang Chih-yang

Intellectual

Huang Hai-ming

Intellectuals Against Political Persecution

Huang Hua-cheng
Huang Ming-chuan

The Intestine Sutra

Huang Sun-chuan

Interchange

Huang Wen-hao

Isle Margin

Huang Yung-song

IT Park

Hung Lin (Lucifer Hung)

Juguang

(1987)
(1986)

Hung Shao-fei
Hung Tung-lu

J

Hydrocephalus Patient Little A Zhi and the
Rise and Fall of the Revolution of the
Third World
(1995)

Jen Chiang-ta
Jin Sheng Records

Tal-ming Huang (Hans Huang)

John, Clark

The Heard and The Unheard - Soundscape
Taiwan
──

Ju Ming

The Highest Love

K

I

Kám-á-Tiàm
Kao Chung-li
Frankie Kao (Kao Ling-feng)
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Kao Jun-honn

Lee Ming-sung

Kaohsiung Museum of Fine Arts (KMoFA)

Lee Shien-wen
Lee Shih-chiao

Kara Juro
Kazuo Ohno

Lee Shou-chuan
ダ

Lee Teng-hui

Ke Jen-chien

Legend Lin Dance Company

Kevin Jiu

Lei I-ting

Ku Chung-kuang

Lennon Records

Ku Shih-yung

Let’s Go Dance – Midsummer Night’s Youth
Dance Party
──

ku-er (queer)
Kuan Kuan

Li Chang-chun

Kuan Wen-sheng
kuang yan zhan yu

Li Chien-fu

と

Li Chu-chin

kui-lan

Li Chung-sheng

Gwen Anes Kuo (Kuo Kuan-ying)

Li Hsueh-chiao

Kuo, Jason C.

Li Ji

Kuo Pei-i

Li Shang-jen (Mi Tsou)

Jason S.T. Kuo (Kuo Shao-tsun)

Li Shih-chiao

Kuomintang (KMT)

Li Shou-chuan
Li Shuang-tse

L

Li Tai-hsiang
Li Teng-tsai

L.T.K.

Li Tsai-chien

Labor Exchange Band

Liao Chi-chun

Lai Chiu-chen

Liao Hsien-Hao

Lai Chun-chun (Jun T. Lai)
Lai Yan-ying (A-sou)

(

Liao Hsiu-ping

)

Liao Ming-ho (Dino)

Lan-ling Theatre Workshop

Lien Teh-cheng

Landscape City Symphony: Installation Art
in Taiwan
(1997)

Lihpao Daily
Lin Chen-lung

Lawn Literature Club

Lin Cheng-sheng

Lee Kuo-min

Lin Chi-wei

Jonathan Lee (Li Tsung-cheng)

Lin Chih-feng

Lee Ming-sheng

Lin Ching-huan
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(

)

Lin Hong-john

Living Clay

Lin Hsing-yueh

Lo Ching

Lin I-hua (Edward Lam)

Lo Ta-yu

Lin Ju

Jeph Lo (Lo Yueh-chuan)

Lin Kui-jung

lo-deh sao

Lin Man-li

LTK Commune (Loh Tsui Kweh Commune)

Lin Pao-hua
LTK Commune Ethos Preparatory Office

Lin Ping
Lin Shou-yu (Richard Lin)

Lu Ching-fu

Lin Ssu-tuan

Lu I-chiun (John Lu)

Lin Wei-che

Lu Jian-ying

Lin Xing-yue

Victoria Lu (Lu Jung-chih)

Lin Yao-te

Lu Mi

Lin Yu-Xiang

Lu Ming-te

linglei zheng wen (‘alternative text’)

luan lilun (the theory of mess)
Luo Cing

Ling Wei

Lydia Lu

Lion New Art Awards

The Last Strike of Lin Chi-wei’s Noise House
(2006)

Hsiung Shih Art Monthly (Lion Art)

The Lin’s Family Mansion and Garden

literati painting
Little Theatre (xiao juchang)
Little Theatre Festival

M

Liu Chiao Hou Shi (‘Hou of Liu-chiao
Township’)

Ma Ma Ji Li Xiao Ding Dang

Liu Ching-tang
Liu Feng-sung

Ma Ying-jeou

Liu Hsing-i

Ma-Xi Meeting

Liu Pao-kui

Mao Kao-wen

Liu Po-li

mao-zei (Mao the thief)

Liu Shih-tung

Maro Akaji

Liu Shou-yao

Masanori Takahashi (Kitarō)

Liu Wen-cheng

Mass Gathering and Demonstration Act

Liu Wen-tan
Liu Xiaobo

Master of the Future
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May Student Movement
Meat Grinder

National Chiao Tung University

(1994)
National Institute of the Arts
(Taipei National University of the
Arts,
)

Media, Environment, Installation
Medical Examination of the Art Museum
(1987)

National Oil Painting Exhibition

Mei Yan-san

National Taiwan Academy of Art
(National Taiwan University
of Arts,
)

Melancholy Documents

National Taiwan Normal University

Mei Dean-e

Melancholy Forest
National Taiwan University

Meng Fan
Milk, Essence, Ritual

.

National Tsing Hua University (NTHU)

.

minjian shehui (civil society)

Nativist Literature Debate

Minjin Weekly

Nativist Literature Movement

mo lei tau

Navigator: Digital Art in the Making
(2004)

Mobilisation for the Suppression of
Communist Rebellion Provisional Act

New Aspect Little Theatre
Modern Art Debate

New Aspect

Modern Art Joint Exhibition
(1992)

New Formosa Arts Festival

Moriya Kaname

New Generation of Taiwan’s Art
(1992)

Moslar

New Idea Art Alliance

Mourning Trees

New Life Movement

(1983)

moving theatre

new opposition movements

Mr Lin’s Secret Treasure
(1994)

New Phase Art Space
New Prospective of Chinese Modern Art

Mainlanders
New Prospective of Chinese Modern
Painting

N

New Style of Southern Taiwan Biennial

Nan Gallery
Naojin Jizhuanwan

New Taiwanese Song (Movement)
(
)

Naoto Yamakawa

Ni Tsai-chin

National Central University

Ning Yin-bin (Ka Weibo)
niu rou chang
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(

)

Non-line

(1986)

Pink Labyrinth

Non-Running, Non-Walking

Pinning Taiwanese Environment
(1992)

(1987)

Notes on Mountain and the Moon
(1991)

Protesting Interference of the Military in
Government

Nova
NTU Students Grave Robbery

The Possibility of Writing
(1995)

Nü Ren Guo Jia Ren Tong

Post-Industrial Demolition 1995
(
)

Nüwa

Post-Martial Law: Conceptual Mobilisation
‧
(1994)

The National Student Movement Alliance
(NSMA)
(
)

Pots Weekly
Praying Song of the River
Pink Labyrinth

O

Phantom of History

Occupying Ximending

post-text (hou zheng wen)

(1986)

Min Sheng Bao

Oh! Your Vigorously Blooming Corpse

Peng Chia-chia
Pleasure Tableaux

Ohsuka Isamu
Old Bookshelf

(2007)

(1992)

Post-Butoh Dance Festival: Nightmare

(2007)

One Year Performance

Pan An-yi

Oppose Military Intervention in Government
Ōshima Nagisa

Q

ti zhi wai (the outside institutional)
qian zai zheng wen (‘subtext’)

P

qu jiang hua (de-Chiang-ification)

pang-ke (punk)

R

Pao Wei-ming
Phallus Nose

(1985)

Realty Side Show

(1987)

Peng Hung-chih

Recover Mainland China

Peng Hsien-hsiang

Red Hot Records (Changyan Records)

Purification of the Spirit
(1983)

Religious Arts for Ghost Festival

People’s Public Space (PPS)
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ren min minzhu (popular democracy)

Sanlih Five Tiger Generals: Golden Karaoke
Show

renmin wandou zhuyi (popular vandalism)

Sanxing Audio Publishing
Saving the Prostitute

Renjian Fukan (Literature Pages)

Say Yes To Taiwan

Renjian Magazine

Scoop Monthly

Resurgence on the Danshui River

Seeding Plan
self-abasement

The Revision of the Temporary Provisions
Effective During the Period of
Communist Rebellion

Sense of Time in Artworks
(1991)
Seqing Guozu (Queer Nation(s)) 〇

Revolutionary Army (Ge Ming Jun)

Shanhaijing (The Classic of Mountains and
Sea)

Rive-Gauche
River-Lo Concept Expression (Luo He Zhan
Yi)

shaonian pang-ke

River-Lo Straight Play Theatre

sheng meng zhang kuang (‘raw, fierce and
unruly’)

Shen Hui

The Road Show of the Story of Rainbow
River
(1990)
Roam Finale

shentan (spirit shrine)

(1997)

shi dian (‘ten palace halls’)

Roaming Around the Ruins of Taiwan
(2003)
Roaming Around the Ruins

,

shi min zhu yi (‘civilism’)
J. J. Shih (Shi Rui-ren)

(2007)

RoboCop

Shin Len Yuan Art Space
(1994-)

Rock Magazine

shingeki

Rock Records

Shinshonen

Rocker

Shoot the Pianist: the 1992 Statement of LTK
Commune
92
と

Rubbish-heap-ism
Ruined Islands
(2007)

──

リ

Sickly Sweet Afternoon
Sickly Sweet

The Red Trailed on the Ground
(1991)

Sin Pink Pier
Snails Without Shells Movement

S

Song of Madness (Liah-kông kua)
Sounding Taipei

Sankai Juku

Space of Humanity

Sanlih E-Television

Stinking the Hell Out of Me
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(2004)

Streams of Encounter
(2003)

: 2004

Taipei New Music Festival
Taipei No.8 Cemetery

Su Ching-ching

Taipei Reviews

Su Jui-ping

の

Taipei Scavenger Art Festival

Su Yu-hsien
Sung Su-feng

Taipei Wenwu

Sunrise Records

Taiwan Art Exhibition
(1927-1936)

Suzuki Tadashi

Taiwan consciousness (Taiwan yishi)

Teng Chih-lan
The South

Taiwan Daily Newspaper

The Sunflower Movement

Taiwan Documenta (Taiwan Dang An Shi)
Taiwan National Democracy Memorial Hall

T

Taiwan People Theatre
March of Taiwan Independence Army

Taiwan Political Review
Taiwan Provincial Fine Arts Exhibition

Tai Gu Tales Dance Theatre
Taik’s Revenge

Taiwan Provincial Teachers’ College

Taipei Alternative Music Festival
Taiwan Public Television Service (PTS)
Taipei Art Group
Taipei Biennial

Taiwan Times

Taipei Breaking Sky Festival

Taiwan Walker Café Theatre

Taipei Broken Life Festival

Taiwan Walker Theatre

Taipei County Culture Centre (TCCC)

Taiwan Weekly
Taiwan Counsiousness in Taiwanese Art

Taipei County Fine Arts Exhibition (TCFAE)
Takenoko-zoku

Taipei Dignity (Taipei Zunyan)

Tan Tang-mo

Taipei Electronic-Arts Phenomena
(2002)

Tang Huang-chen
tâng-ki (jitong)

Taipei Fine Arts Museum (TFAM)

tanqin (visiting relatives)
Taipei International Post-Industrial Art
Festival (TIPAF)

Tao Hsiao-ching
Tao
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Tea Room for Couples
Tempo 101

(1991)

Two Chiangs (liang-jiang)
Tzu-Hu Memorial Sculpture Park

101

Tenjō Sajiki
Terayama Shūji

U

Territory Take Over
The Exiled and Banished (In Exiled)
─
(1993)

The University Law Reform Promotion
Group (ULRPG)
(
)

The TCFAE’s Exhibition of Rejects

tong/du (unification/independence)
Three Beauties

(1977)

/

U Theatre

THTP Project

UFO Records

Thunder Bird Fourth
tidai kongjian (substitute spaces)

Urban Theatre and Body
(1990)

tian xia wei gong (the world is for all’)

Underground Sound Month
United Daily News

Tiger Scholar

(1991)

Up Gallery

Toilet Paper Studio
Toilet Paper

V

Ton Fon (Eastern)
tong-zhi

W

Tonsan Publishing
Tower of Landscapes
Tower of the Death

(1993)

The Whisper of Hurricane

(1966)

The Wild Lily’s Spring ダ

Treasure Hill

The World is for All – China Beyond China
(1997 – 2000)

Trends of Chinese Modern Art

tokusatsu
Trends of Modern Art in the R.O.C.

wan-dou (vandal)
Wang Fei-lin

Trial Explosion of Womb

Wang Fu-jui

Tsai Hai-en

Wang Fu-tung

Tsai Kang-yung

Wang Hao-wei

Tseng Su-liang

Wang Hsiu-hsiung

Tsong Pu

Wang Ming-hui (Joe Wang)

Tsui Kuang-yu

Wang Mo-lin

Tutu Painter’s Club
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Wang Pai-yuan

xie-xian (‘slash’ or ‘evil-present’)

or コ

Wang Pin-hua
Ximending

Wang Te-yu

xinshengdai (‘new generation’)

Wang Wei-ho

Xin Yinyue (New Music)

Wang Wen-yin

Xin Yishu (New Art)

War Machine

Xindian Creek

Waseda Shōgekijō

xing/bie

Wei Sheng News

/

Xingtian

Wen Hsia

XinMedia

wen ren hua (literati painting)

Xuantong News

wenyi qingnian
wen zi guan (mosquito halls)
Wenxing Magazine

Y

When Spaces Became Events…. Dispositif
of Modernity in the 1980s, Taiwan
──
1980

The Yellow Emperor (or Huangdi)

When the East Meet the West...
......

Yang Chang-yen

White Terror

The Youth Commission (Qing Gong Hui)
(
)

Yang Chao

〇

Yang Jia

The Wild Lily Student Movement (The
March Student Movement) ダ
(
)
Wind of Violence

Yang Wen-i
Yao Dajuin

(1990)

Yao Jui-chung

Woman Magazine

Yeh Hui-wen

Wu Ching-chi
Wu Chun-lin (Wu Bai)

(

Yeh Wei-li

)

Yeh Yu-ching

Wu Chung-wei

Yi Du Space

Wu Ma-li

Yi Shu Xian Chang

Wu Ssu-kai (Sky Wu)

Ying Wei-min

Wu Yu-hsin

Yong Fu Bridge
Yu Chun-chih

X

Yu Kuang-chung
Yuyu Yang

xiaoshuo (‘minor discourses’)
Xie Zuopai (‘queer leftist’) コ
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Z
ze ren yi ping (responsible art critic or
curator-critic)
の
Zero and Sound Liberation Organisation
(Z.S.L.O.)
zheng wen (‘text’ or ‘main text’)
zhiguai (accounts of anomalies)
zhiren (accounts of personalities)
Zhuoshui River (Choshui River)
Ziwo-Yaomohua (‘self-demonization’)
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[Fig. 2-3] Li Ming-sheng and the curator Achille Bonito Oliva in Baitou, Taipei, c.1992.
From Lee Ming-sheng, My Body My Art (Taipei: Tonsan Publishing, 1992): 11.
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From Wang Mo-lin, ‘Zou Shang Jietou de xin-yidai – “Luo He Zhan Yi” Zuotan Jishi’ [New
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From Wang Mo-lin, Doushi Juchang Yu Shenti [Urban Theatre and Body] (Taipei: Daw Shiang
Publishing, 1990): 13.
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You Gan’ [Art Is Wandering Around the Streets in Taipei: Regarding the Performance Art in
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[Fig. 3-5] Byakko Sha visiting Taiwan, Photos featured in the special feature of butoh
dance, published by Hsiung Shih Art Monthly 184 (June 1986): 64-68.
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From Wang Mo-lin, Doushi Juchang Yu Shenti [Urban Theatre and Body] (Taipei: Daw Shiang
Publishing, 1990): 16.
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Fig. 3-7] Chen Ying-chen, Isamu Osuga, and Sanae Hiruta, ‘Yong Wuta Xiang “Xiandai Riben”
Panbian? “Baihushe” Shechang, Qihua Fangtan Lu’ [Revolt against “Modern Japan” by Butoh? –
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[Fig. 3-8] Lin Ju, The Experiment of Pure Painting, Lung Men Art Gallery, Taipei, 1985.5.1-7.30.
Courtesy of the artist.
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[Fig. 3-9] Chen Hsiao-ling, ‘Hsieh Tehching Ziqiu Biaoyan Yin Qi Le Qianglie Fanying: Yitan
Shiwei Zouhuorumo, You Wei Huajia Henxiang Changshi’ [Hsieh Tehching’s Cage Piece
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Try], United Daily News, September 29, 1979.
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[Fig. 3-10] On 28 February 1986, Lee Ming-sheng attempted to make a performance, titled Nonline, however it failed to realise as it was interrupted by the police. This photograph was taken by
the artist when the policemen barricaded him at the his studio until 3pm.
From Lee Ming-sheng. My Body My Art (Taipei: Tonsan Publishing, 1992): 58.
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[Fig. 3-11] Hou Chun-ming, Sunday Afternoon, in Realty Side Show series, 1985.
Courtesy of the artist.
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[Fig. 3-12] Hou Chun-ming, Thank God, in Realty Side Show series, 1985.
Courtesy of the artist.
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[Fig. 3-13] Hou Chun-ming, The Intestine Sutra, 1986. Courtesy of the artist.
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[Fig. 3-14] Hou Chun-ming, Phallus Nose, in Realty Side Show series, 1985.
Courtesy of the artist.
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[Fig. 3-15] Hou Chun-ming’s performance of The Red Trailed on the Ground, the theatre work
by Fan Se Hui in Taipei Dignity, Taipei, 16-20 January 1991. Courtesy of the artist.
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[Fig. 4-1] A scene from the CYC’s youth camp in Kinmen, one of the remote islands
of the Republic of China in Taiwan, 1976, accessed 21 July 2016, http://
www.epochtimes.com/b5/12/11/2/n3720079.htm
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[Fig. 4-2] A scene from the Wild Lily Student Movement at National Chiang Kai-shek Memorial
Park, Taipei City, 16–22 March 1990. Courtesy of Chiu Wan-hsing.
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[Fig. 4-3] A scene from the Wild Lily Student Movement at National Chiang Kai-shek Memorial
Park, Taipei City, 16–22 March 1990. Courtesy of Chiu Wan-hsing.
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[Fig. 4-4] The Taiwan Documemta’s members, from left: Lee Ming-sheng, Hou
Chun-ming, Chang Cheng-jen, Lien Teh-cheng and Wu Ma-li, photographed at the
group’s exhibition debut, Congratulations to the Inauguration of the 8th President
Chiang, in Kám-á-Tiàm, Taipei, May 1990. (Photo by Tseng Wen-pan)
From Kao Yi, ‘Cry for Freedom at Kám-Á-Tiàm: Taiwan Documenta’ [Ganzaidian
li, kuhan ziyou! Taiwan dang an shi de yishu chuangzuo qun], Minjin Weekly 171
(May 1990): 34–40.
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[Fig. 4-5] Hou Chun-ming and his installation, The Beacon of Great Men,
shown at Taiwan Documemta’s exhibition debut, Congratulations to the
Inauguration of the 8th President Chiang, in Kám-á-Tiàm, Taipei, May 1990.
(Photo by Tseng Wen-pan)
From: Kao Yi, ‘Cry for Freedom at Kám-Á-Tiàm: Taiwan
Documenta’ [Ganzaidian li, kuhan ziyou! Taiwan dang an shi de yishu
chuangzuo qun], Minjin Weekly 171 (May 1990): 34–40.
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[Fig. 4-6] Taiwan Documemta’s members in front of Wu Ma-li’s installation
shown in the exhibition Congratulations to the Inauguration of the 8th
President Chiang, in Kám-á-Tiàm, Taipei, May 1990. (Photo by Tseng Wenpan)
From: Kao Yi, ‘Cry for Freedom at Kám-Á-Tiàm: Taiwan
Documenta’ [Ganzaidian li, kuhan ziyou! Taiwan dang an shi de yishu
chuangzuo qun], Minjin Weekly 171 (May 1990): 34–40.
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[Fig. 4-7] Wu Ma-li’s work, The Highest Love (Ai dao zui gao dian), featured in Taiwan
Documemta’s debut exhibition, Congratulations to the Inauguration of the 8th President Chiang,
Kám-á-Tiàm, Taipei, May 1990. Courtesy of Wu Ma-li.
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[Fig. 4-8] Lee Ming-sheng’s performance work, Finally Our Constitution is
Usable, featured in Taiwan Documemta’s debut exhibition, Congratulations to the
Installation of the 8th President Chiang, Kám-á-Tiàm, Taipei, May 1990.
From Lee Ming-sheng, My Body My Art (Taipei: Tonsan Publishing, 1992): 147.
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[Fig. 4-9] Lien Teh-cheng’s word paintings shown at the exhibition, Congratulations
to the Inauguration of the 8th President Chiang, Kám-á-Tiàm, Taipei, May 1990.
From Hu Yong-fen. ‘Lee Ming-sheng Deng Ciqunti Wenhuaren Kai Lianzhan
Chaofeng Zhengzhi Tuteng’ [Lee Ming-Sheng and Alternative Cultural Workers
Mock Political Totem with a Joint Show]. China Times Express, May 14, 1990.
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[Fig. 4-10] Lien Teh-cheng and his text painting shown in
Congratulations to the Inauguration of the 8th President Chiang, Kám-áTiàm, Taipei, May 1990. Photo by Tseng Wen-pan.
From: Kao Yi, ‘Cry for Freedom at Kám-Á-Tiàm: Taiwan
Documenta’ [Ganzaidian li, kuhan ziyou! Taiwan dang an shi de yishu
chuangzuo qun], Minjin Weekly 171 (May 1990): 34–40.
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[Fig. 4-11] Da-bien News (Taipei: Da-bien Studio, February 1993)
Courtesy of Cheng King-kiang.
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[Fig. 4-12] The 7th issue of Da-bien News focuses on ‘kui-lan aesthetics’.
Courtesy of Cheng King-kiang.
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[Fig. 4-13] The cover of Song of Madness (Hoklo: lia̍ h-kông kua or Chinese: zhua
kuang ge), a CD album debut by Blacklist Studio (Heimingdan gongzuoshi) released
in November 1989. Courtesy of Wei Yu.
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[Fig. 4-14] The cover of the special issue of Queer, Isle
Margin 10 (January 1994).
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[Fig. 4-15] Cover of the special issue of Sequing Guozu
[Pornography Nation], Isle Margin, 14 (September 1995)
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[Fig. 4-16] Front page of the special issue of Sequing Guozu
[Pornography Nation], Isle Margin, 14 (September 1995)
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[Fig. 4-17] RoboCop, ed., Taiwan De Xin-Fanduiyundong - Dao XinMinzhu Zhilu [Taiwan’s New Opposition Movement: Road to New
Democracy] (Taipei: Tonsan Publishing, 1991).
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[Fig. 4-18] RoboCop, ed., Taiwan De Xin-Fanduiyundong - Dao Xin-Minzhu Zhilu
[Taiwan’s New Opposition Movement: Road to New Democracy] (Taipei: Tonsan
Publishing, 1991): 540-1, 542-3.
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[Fig. 4-19] RoboCop, ed., Taiwan De Xin-Fanduiyundong - Dao Xin-Minzhu Zhilu
[Taiwan’s New Opposition Movement: Road to New Democracy] (Taipei: Tonsan
Publishing, 1991): 540-1, 542-3. 540-1, 542-3.
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[Fig. 5-1] An installation view of the he 6th TCFAE’s Exhibition of Rejects held at Sickly Sweet,
Taipei, April 1994.
From Wang Hsiang-yun and Cheng Hsiu-chuan, ‘Duishi buduiren – Zerenzhi yu gongpingxing de
liangnan – Fang “beixian meizhan luoxuanzhan” cenzhanren Lin Chih-feng, Hung Tung-lu, Peng
Hung-chih, Yao Jui-chung’ [Nothing Personal: The Dilemma Between Responsibility System and
Equality – Interview with the Participants of Exhibition of Rejects], Hsiung Shih Art Monthly 279
(June 1994): 34–37.
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[Fig. 5-2] An installation view of the General Group of the 6th Taipei County Fine Arts Exhibition,
Taipei County Culture Centre, Taiwan, 19 March - 26 April 1994.
From Wang Hsiang-yun and Cheng Hsiu-chuan, ‘Shenxianshizu Pu Tuzhuan – Fang Beixian
Meizhan Zeren Pingshen Ni Tsai-chin, Lian Teh-cheng’ [Interview with Lien Teh-cheng and Ni
Tsai-chin, the Responsible Judges of the Taipei County Fine Arts Exhibition], Hsiung Shih Art
Monthly 279 (June 1994): 30–33.
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[Fig. 5-3] Jun T. Lai (Lai Chun-chun), Psalm, multi-media, 1986, Taipei Fine Arts Museum
website, accessed 17 September 2017, http://www.tfam.museum/Exhibition/Exhibition_page.aspx?
id=447&ddlLang=zh-tw
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[Fig. 5-4] Awarded outdoor projects exhibited in the environmental art-focused Exceptional Group
of the 6th Taipei County Fine Arts Exhibition, Danshui River basin, Banciao City, Taiwan, April
1994. From Hsiung Shih Art Monthly no. 279 (June 1994): 42-43.
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[Fig. 5-5] Apartment No. 2 and alternative spaces in Taiwan.
From Juan Ai-hui, ‘Erhao Gongyu, Disan Shili’ [Apartment No.2, the Third Force], Independent
Daily, 23 January 1992.
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[Fig. 5-6] Wu Chung-wei, Tower of Landscapes II, multi-media, 1993. From Taipei County Culture
Centre. The Art Exhibition of Taipei County, 1994 [General Group] (Banciao: Taipei County
Culture Centre, 1994).
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[Fig. 5-7] Wu Chung-wei, I Love the Office of the President, multi-media, 1993. From Taipei
County Culture Centre. The Art Exhibition of Taipei County, 1994 [General Group] (Banciao:
Taipei County Culture Centre, 1994).
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[Fig. 5-8] Sickly Sweet, cover page, c. 1990. Courtesy of Lin Chi-wei
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[Fig. 5-9] Sickly Sweet, poster, designed by Wu Chung-wei, 1992. Courtesy of Lin Chi-wei.
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[Fig. 5-10] Taipei Broken Life Festival, flyer, drawn by Wu Chung-wei, 1994.
Courtesy of Yao Jui-chung
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[Fig. 5-11] A scene from the 1st Taipei Broken Life Festival, September 1994. (Photo by Li Lishao)
From Tie Xiong. ‘Huan Bu Cheng Po-lan Kan Lanxi [Inferior Theatre of Taipei Broken Life],
Democracy Wired 10 (October 1994).
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[Fig. 5-12] Taipei Breaking Sky Festival, project proposal, drawn by Wu Chung-wei, 1995.
Courtesy of ET@T
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[Fig. 5-13] A scene from Taipei Breaking Sky Festival, 1995.
From Wu Chung-wei, ‘Taipei Breaking Sky Festival (proposal)’, in 1995 Taipei County Fine Arts
Exhibition (Banqiao: the TCCC, 1995).
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[Fig. 5-14] A scene from Let’s Go Dance - Midsummer Night’s Youth Dance Party, organised by
Taipei City government on 9 July 1995.
From Tung Cheng-yu, ‘Jietou Biaowu Kuangyin Quanli Ziwei Xuesheng Zongsuan Biancheng
Zhurenweng’ [Dancing on the Street, Empowered Students Finally Became Masters], The
Journalist 450 (October 22, 1995): 85–87.
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[Fig. 6-1] The Front page of Agony News (Ku Men Bao), the underground zine published by the
AV Club of the NTU in 1992, in which the article, titled ‘LTK Commune’s 1992 Statement,’ is
featured (left column). Courtesy of Ke Jen-chien.
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[Fig. 6-2] Taiwan Television’s news coverage of NTU Students Grave Robbery in February 1992.
From Vinta Chen, ‘Taida Xuesheng Daomu Shijian’ (NTU Student Grave Robbery Incident), stream
video, accessed 2 March 2017. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CkP9C6GaUJs.
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[Fig. 6-3] LTK Commune’s performances in the 1990s. From Mao Jr-shin and Chen Te-cheng
dir. L.T.K. (Lan Tou Ke), documentary film (Taipei: Crystal Records, 2011).
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[Fig. 6-4] Newspaper coverage of Z.S.L.O. in 1994, featuring an image of the band’s founding
members, Steve Chan, Lin Chi-wei and Liu Hsing-i (from left), at Sickly Sweet, Taipei, in 1993;
Also the flyer of the band’s performance, The Whisper of the Hurricane at Apartment No.2 in
1994 (top left).
From Chang Yu-chang, ‘Dixia Yuetuan Jinjun Erhao Gongyu - Kuangfeng Ninan Da Wenhua
Youjizhan’ [Underground Noise Band Performs at Apartment No.2 - The Whisper in Hurricane As
a Cultural Guerrilla Act], Lihpao Daily, 16 February 1994.
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[Fig. 6-5] Z.S.L.O.’s debut album, released in March 1993 by NOISE.
Courtesy of Wei Yu.
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[Fig. 6-6] Original flyer for the Z.S.L.O.’s performance, Continuing
the Desire of Crying, at Sickly Sweet, Taipei, May 1993.
Courtesy of Lin Chi-wei.
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[Fig. 6-7] LTK Commune’s CD album, Taike’s Revenge (Taipei:
Keboyin Music, 1999). Courtesy of Chang shih-lun.
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[Fig. 6-8] Taipei International Post-Industrial Arts Festival, or the 2nd Taipei
Broken Life Festival, flyer, 1995. Courtesy of Wei Yu.
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[Fig. 6-9] Scenes from Taipei International Post-Industrial Arts Festival, former Banquio
Brewery of Taiwan Tobacco and Liquor Corporation, Banciao City, September 1995, from
the documentary 1995 Post-Industrial Demolition, directed by Huang Ming-chuan in
1995.
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[Fig. 6-10] The Z.S.L.O’s performance in Taipei International Post-Industrial Arts
Festival, former Banquio Brewery of Taiwan Tobacco and Liquor Corporation,
September 1995.
Courtesy of Yao Jui-chung.
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[Fig. 6-11] Wu Chung-wei at Taipei International Post-Industrial Arts Festival,
former Banquio Brewery of Taiwan Tobacco and Liquor Corporation, September
1995.
Courtesy of Lin Chi-wei.
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[Fig. 6-12] The crowd of Taipei International Post-Industrial Arts Festival, former Banquio
Brewery of Taiwan Tobacco and Liquor Corporation, September 1995.
Courtesy of Lin Chi-wei.
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[Fig. 6-13] News-clipping of Taipei International Post-Industrial Arts Festival, 1995. Chiang
Shih-fang, ‘Po-Lan JIe YIshuji JI Feng You Kuang, Yi Po Po Guanzhong Bei
Hongchuqu’ [Broken Life Art Festival Goes Insane, Noise Pushes Audience Out], China Times,
10 September 1995.
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[Fig. 7-1] Hou Chun-ming, Xingtian, in Realty Side Show series, 1988. Courtesy of the artist.
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[Fig. 7-2] Hou Chun-ming, The Beacon of Great Men (Wei Ren Guan), in Taiwan
Documenta’s exhibition debut, Congratulations on the Inauguration of the 8th
President Chiang, Taipei, 1990.
From Chung Chiao. ‘Cong Xingshi De Fanpan Dao Neirong De Fanpan’ [From the
Revolt of Form to the Revolt of Content’, Independent Daily News, 11 June 1990,10.
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[Fig. 7-3] Hou Chun-ming, Xingtian, from the series Collecting Spirits, 1993.
Courtesy of the artist.
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[Fig. 7-4] The first issue of Acéphale, June 1936.
From Bataille, Georges, Robert Lebel, Isabelle Waldberg, Alastair Brotchie, Iain
White, and Acéphale (Secret society). Encyclopaedia Acephalica : Comprising the
Critical Dictionary & Related Texts. London: Atlas Press, 1995: 13.
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[Fig. 7-5] Hou Chun-ming, Pleasure Tableaux - No.4 Aggression, 1992. One of the eight prints.
Courtesy of the artist.
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[Fig. 7-6] Yao Jui-chung, Recovering Mainland China: Preface, 1994-1996, ITPark, Taipei, 1996.
From Yao Jui-chung, Yao Jui-chung (Taipei: Garden City, 2008): 51.
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[Fig. 7-7] Yao Jui-chung, the advertisement announcing the beginning of the work series,
Recovering Mainland China: Do Military Service, and also his military service in Republic of
China Air Force (ROCAF) between 1994-1996, published on art magazines.
From Yao Jui-chung, Yao Jui-chung (Taipei: Garden City, 2008): 65.
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[Fig. 7-8] Yao Jui-chung, Revolutionary Document, drawings on the cover of different issues of the
military journal, Revolutionary Army (Ge Ming Jun), as part of the series, Recover Mainland China:
Do Military Service, 1994-1996.
From Yao Jui-chung, Yao Jui-chung (Taipei: Garden City, 2008): 64.
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[Fig. 7-9] Yao Jui-chung, Revolutionary Document, featuring the documents collected by the artist
during his service in Republic of China Air Force (ROCAF) between 1994-1996, as part of the
work series, Recover Mainland China: Do Military Service, 1994-1996.
From Yao Jui-chung, Yao Jui-chung (Taipei: Garden City, 2008): 67
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[Fig. 7-10] Yao Jui-chung, Revolutionary Document, one of the documents collected and altered by
the artist during his service in Republic of China Air Force (ROCAF) between 1994-1996, as part of
the work series, Recover Mainland China: Do Military Service, 1994-1996.
From Yao Jui-chung, Yao Jui-chung (Taipei: Garden City, 2008): 67.
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[Fig. 7-11] One of the six photographic works in Yao Jui-chung, Territory Takeover series ,
installation, 1994; captioned as below:
Republic of China 17 October 1945~present
Landing point: Keelung - The photograph shows a cannon installed during the China dynasty
to defend Keelung.
The ROC government took control of Taiwan under the terms of the Cairo Declaration. On
17 October 1945 the 70th Regiment of the Chinese army, commanded by Chen Kung-ta,
landed at Keelung. Taiwan has remained under this occupation and rule to this day.
While visiting the site, Yao Jui-chung pissed here marking his territory.
From Yao Jui-chung, Yao Jui-chung (Taipei: Garden City, 2008): 43.
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[Fig. 7-12] Yao Jui-chung, Recover Mainland China: Action (Tiananmen Square)
photography, 1997.
From Yao Jui-chung, Yao Jui-chung (Taipei: Garden City, 2008): 104.
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[Fig. 7-13] Yao Jui-chung, Liberating Taiwan, performance, photography. 2007.
From Yao Jui-chung, Yao Jui-chung (Taipei: Garden City, 2008): 167.
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[Fig. 7-14] Yao Jui-chung, Phantom of History, video, 2007. From Yao Jui-chung.
From Yao Jui-chung, Yao Jui-chung (Taipei: Garden City, 2008): 152-153.
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[Fig. 7-15] Yao Jui-chung, Barbarians Celestine, photographic installation, 2000, Yao Jui-chung’s
official website, accessed 3 September 2016, http://www.yaojuichung.com/htdocs/?
page=artworks&artworks_id=11
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[Fig. 7-16] Yao Jui-chung, Roaming Around the Ruins I: The Civilisation Built by Skeleton,
photography series, 1990-2005. Courtesy of the artist.
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[Fig. 7-17] Paul Klee, Angelus Novus, 1920.
From Paul Klee, Michael Baumgartner, Zentrum Paul Klee, Museum Folkwang Essen, and
Hamburger Kunsthalle. Paul Klee: The Angels. Ostfildern, Germany: Hatje Cantz, 2012: 21.
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[Fig. 7-18] Lin Chi-wei and Hsu Ya-chu, The Last Strike of Lin Chi-wei’s Noise House, installation,
as one of the works shown in the exhibition, Altered States, curated by Amy Cheng, at Taipei Fine
Arts Museum, 2006. Photo by Wei Yu.
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[Fig. 7-19] Lin Chi-wei and Hsu Ya-Chu, The Last Strike of Lin Chi-wei’s Noise House, installation
(detail), as one of the works shown in the exhibition, Altered States, curated by Amy Cheng, at
Taipei Fine Arts Museum, 2006. Photo by Wei Yu.
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[Fig. 7-20] Lin Chi-wei and Xu Ya-zhu, The Last Strike of Lin Chi-Wei’s Noise House,
installation, as one of the works shown in the exhibition, Altered States, curated by Amy
Cheng, at Taipei Fine Arts Museum, 2006. These two photos show the original scene of the
room (left) and the clear-out scene (photo by Yeh Wei-li), which published in the exhibition
catalogue.
From Lin Chi-wei and Hsu Ya-chu, ‘The Last Strike of Lin Chi-Wei’s Noise House’, in
Altered States (Taipei: Art & Collection Group, 2006): 94–95.
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